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···Candle's Performance Seminars·
MVS IMS CICS
Candle Corporation, developer of OMEGAMON~
announces a series of compre hensive two-day
technical seminars on perfor mance analysis
and tuning for MVS, IMS, and CICS. These indepth presentations are designed for interme-

San Francisco
New York City

Oct. 13-14
Oct. 17-18

diate or advanced level systems programmers and technically oriented managers.
Sessions cover both introductory concepts
as well as more detailed analysis of typical
performance problems.
Oct. 20-21
Nov. 3-4

New York City
Dallas

Los Angeles
Chicago

Nov. 7-8
Nov. 14-15

11:00-12:15 P.M .
• 'BM's Directions and their Impact on Users
• Effects on Performance Analysis· and Tuning

I

MVS

IMS

1:30-4:45 P.M.

1:30-4:45 P.M.

MOl: SRM ANALYSIS AND TUNING
• SRM Functions
• Adjusting SRM Parameters
• Monitoring the SRM Using
RMF, OMEGAMON, DEXAN;"
and EPILOG'·
• MVS/XA Considerations

101: IMS COMMUNICATIONS
• General Communications
Flow
• IMS Communications Pools
• Communications Queueing
Considerations

COl: CICS INTERNALS
• CICS Task Control Internals
and Performance
• CICS Transaction Flow
• CICS Task Dispatcher
Internals and Performance

Day 2
9:00-12:15 P.M.

9:00-12:15 P.M.

9:00-12:15 P.M.

M02: 110 CONFIGURATION ANALYSIS
AND TUNING
• Detailed Analysis of How
MVS Performs 1I0s
• Optimizing 110 Configurations
for Performance
• Shared DASD Considerations
• Differences in MVS/XA

102: IMS SCHEDULING
• General Scheduling Flow
• Scheduling Options
• Scheduling Pools

C02: CICS PERFORMANCE TIPS
AND HINTS
• Establishing Performance
Objectives
• A Practical Approach to
CICS Performance
• Performance Methodology
and Detailed Solutions
• Operating Systems

1:30-4:45 P.M.

1:30-4:45 P.M.

1:30-4:45 P.M.

M03: PAGING/SWAPPING
• ASM Algorithms
• How to Configure the 110
Subsystem for Paging/
Swapping
• How to· Measure the Impact
. of Paging/ Swapping
• MVS/XA Considerations

103: IMS APPLICATION EXECUTION
• Introduction to Execution
Phases
• Application Phases
• Database 110
• Data Communications Activity
• SYNC-POINT
• Database Pools Tuning
• Futures

C03: CICS VSAM PERFORMANCE
AND CICS STORAGE ANALYSIS
• File Control Functions
• VSAM Performance and Its
Effects on CICS
• CICS Storage Control

The cost for the two-day seminars, including
all reference materials and lunches, is $340
per person. Early registration is recommended

tCandle®

as attendance will be limited. For further
details and registration, call Candle's Educational Services Department.

10880 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 2404, Los Angeles, California 90024 (213) 207-1400
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Alaska.
ANatural place for aNetwork.
NET-WORK
Distributed Data Processing System

Alaska has always been famous
for its natural environment.
Now it has a Natural Network as
well.
The combination of Software
AG's NATURAL, NET-WORK, and
ADABAS has given Alaska'~ statewide
MIS Department the tools it needs to
keep information flowing throughout
the biggest state in the U.S.
NATURAL is Software AG's
fourth-generation online application
development system-a tool that
provides the productivity needed in a
place where people are the most priceless resource of all. One NATURAL
programmer can typically do the
work of 10 to 20 COBOL
programmers.
NET -WORK is the distributed
processing software that allows Alas-

§

ka's officials to manipulate data from
multiple systems hundreds of miles
apart-without having to worry about
which location has what data.
And ADABAS is the data base
management system that lets it all
happen in a convenient, friendly, and
relational way.
No wonder Software AG's products are such a Natural for the state
of Alaska.
Which leaves us with just one
question:
What's the state of your system?

Software AG of North America, Inc.
11800 Sunrise Valley Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091
(703) 860-5050

S9!!i=R~~~~ ,fiG

Powerful Software Solutions
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Twenty Years Ago/Ten Years Ago

LOOKING

Software Inc.
INFORMATION
CENTER?
DEVELOPMENT
CENTER?
WE'VE GOT IT!
VM Software, Inc. has exactly the
software products you need to be
effective with VM from the start ...
As much or as little as you need.
From the undisputed leader in VM
products.

VMACCOUNT Provides collection. costing and reporting for the VM
environment.
VMBACKUP Allows full or incremental dumps of both CMS and
non CMS data. saving system programmer. support personnel. CPU. and tape
resources:
VMTAPE PrOVides flexible control
for managing tape volumes and drives.
saving tapes and operator and librarian
time.
VMARCHIVE

Provides space
management tool to end users. saving
disk space and tapes.

VMSECURE

Provides comprehensive security and directory management for the VM environment. ensuring
data protection.

VMDEFER Permits users to
schedule any event on any basis.
facilitating load balancing of CPU.
VMLIB Allows users to share files
without duplication. saving disk space.

Call Us
703/821-8888

Dr Write
Name _ _ _ _ __
Tiile
Company
Address
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip __.___ _
Phone (___ )1 _ _ __
CPU ___________________

VM Software Inc.
2070 Chain Bridge Road
Suite 355, Vienna, VA 22180
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BACK

CODE· BLUE

SECURE IN THEIR JUDGMENT

September 1963: After its final effort to

September 1973: In early 1972, then-Secre-

scuttle ASCII, IBM completely about-faced,
and, in a special issue of The Data Processor, its magazine for customer management, the company said, "We as a corporation are determined to move ahead with ASCII at the most rapid pace possible so that
our customers can gain the benefits of standardization across the industry."
The article also pointed out that ASCII could ultimately make intercommunica-:
tions and interchangeability between all
manufacturers' equipment a reality.
Supposedly, IBM was pushing for
the implied collating sequence of ASCII,
calling for letters higher than digits, the direct opposite of the IBM code. This would
mean a $15 million to $30 million tab for
the reconversion of existing IBM customer
files, and that new IBM gear would undoubtedly incorporate the new code.

tary of Health, Education, and Welfare Elliot Richardson created a special advisory
committee to analyze the consequences resulting from the abuse of automated personal data systems. The group was to recommend strategies to protect individuals
against abuse and afford them redress for
any harm.
. Willis Ware, then a senior computer
scientist on the corporate research staff of
the Rand Corp., studied the results of the
committee's work and commented on selected segments of its report.
Ware said the study's main concerns were the record-keeping practices of
government and private agencies in dealing
with the public's personal information.
While at that time all such records were not
maintained by computer, those that were
became of special interest because so much
information was concentrated in computer
files at one location. The availability of
such files through remote access terminals
magnified the opportunities for misuse of
personal information.
A number of recommendations
were made with regard to the use of Social
Security numbers that would restrict their
use to those purposes mandated by federal
law. The committee also feIt that the Social
Security Administration should not assign
numbers to children below ninth grade level, and that it should give the SSN the status
of a confidential item of information.
Ware wrote that the committee was
convinced that adequate deterrents against
the abuse of personal information could be
provided through the mechanism of a code
for fair information practice. A regulatory
approach was deemed unnecessary and undesirable.
As for the role that social security
numbers played in the dissemination of personal information, the committee feIt that
the American public had not yet adequately
considered the implication of a standard
universal life time identifier. The committee's position was that until social and legal
safeguards against missues of personal information were established, the use of social security numbers should be constrained.

SHARE AND SHARE ALIKE
While it was still pretty much of a blue sky
idea, timesharing was getting a lot of attention and a lot of funding through a handful
of universities and research organizations.
The best-known of the studies was
MIT'S Project MAC (Machine-Aided Cognition/Multiple-Access Computer), which
was an 18-month study funded by the Office of Naval Research on behalf of DOD's
ARPA (Advanced Research Projects Agency). The initial segment of the study involved some 60 people and was scheduled
to swing into high gear with the installation
of a 7090 that would have 20 to 25 remote
inquiry stations initially, and 100 at the final count. ARPA was also sponsoring timesharing work through its Behavioral Sciences and Info Prdcessing group-headed
by J . C. R. Licklider-under the direction of
Jules Schwartz at SDC, where a. POP-I had
recently been joined with a Q-32. licklider's two-man operation said there was no
way of telling the value of its current timesharing research, but a list of contracts from
the office noted the following grants: SOC,
$4,352,000; University of California,
$797,000; UCLA, $675,000; Stanford,
$420,000; SRI, $195,000; Carnegie Tech
(for limited research), $397,000. Excluding MAC, Licklider's computer research
contracts added up to $6,836,000.

-Lauren D'Attiio

Maybe, because we didn't write it.
In fact, it was written by some of the most
respected business and computer analysts in
the country. And some of the most critical.
So when we tell you that 1-2-3™ from
Lotus™ is the most powerful productivity
software ever developed for PC's, you don't
have to take our word for it.

You can take the word of our critics.
And after you read their comments about
the attributes of 1-2-3, we think you'll understand what's causing all the excitement.
If you'd like to see what 1-2-3 can do for you
and your business, just visit your nearest computer dealer. Or call us at 1-800-343-5414
(In Mass. call 617-492-7171 ).

Lotus

The hardest working software in the world.
1-2-3 and Lotus are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation. All rights reserved.
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At last,
he1p ibrcompanies
wrest · wIth the
. problems created·
by personal computers.
"Overrun:'
"Invaded:'
"Swamped:'
. DP managers use a variety of terms to
describe the arrival of so many different personal
computers on the business scene. But the
feeling is always the same.
Mer all, most managers have spent
years developing well-controlled information
systems. Now, almost overnight, they are
losing control.
And while there's no arguing that PCs are
valuable tools for individual productivity, everyone would prefer a more integrated approach
for the company.
What's needed is a system that combines
corporate data base capability with the personal computer capabilities employees now
insist upon. A system with the capacity to
extend the functionality of the corporate network to the individual local level. This is
exactly what Honeywell has built.
The microSystem 6/10.
The cost-efficient microSystem 6/10
is a multi-personality workstation that provides
an impressive range of functions - including
networking.
Besides personal computing, the system
handles data processing and word processing.
It can function as a network end-point and a

terminal emulator. What's more, power and
flexibility make the microSystem 6/10 perfect
for adaptation to industry-specific applications.
ThemicroSystem 6/10 helps ensure
organizational unity through excellent
communications - it talks to IBM mainframes
as readily as to our own.
It also offers expandable hardware and our
time-proven GCOS operating system, which is
compatible across the entire range of Honeywell
minicomputer products, including even the
most powerful 32-bit systems. This compatibility assures easy progress along your growth
path by eliminating the need to re-create applications and retrain personnel.
Fight fire with fire.
Best of all, perhaps, the microSystem 6/10
will be an immediate hit with employees wed to
their PCs. Because it accepts popular software
packages based on CP1M-86® and MS-DOS, ® .
chances are your people won't have to give up
their favorite programs.
The microSystem 6/10.
Here's the way to win the battle against
"PC Pandemonium:'
And the war for control.
For more information, call 800-343-6665
(within the 617 area, call 392-5246) or write to
the Honeywell Inquiry Center, 200 Smith Street
(MS 440), Waltham, Massachusetts 02154.

Together., we can find the answers.

Honeywell
CP/M-86 is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Micro Soft, Inc.
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~MMED~ATE,

PRECISE,
SECURE,
ON-LINE,
REAITIME,
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

CONTROlo
NOW

The new SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL realtime Accounts
Payable System puts state-of-the-art technology to work in the
real world. Both data processing and accounting departments
can benefit directly.
Taking advantage of realtime capabilities, the package
enables accountants to get information they need, in the
format they are most comfortable with. Immediately. Because
the system is on-line, it frees data processing from the burden of continually generating and maintaining cumbersome,
costly reports.
Built-in on-line validation features let
the accountant enter data faster and more
accurately, with more assurance that decisions are made with correct, up-to-date
information.
The sophisticated system architecture provides extensive security, and
coupled with instant, user-friendly inquiry, improves overall control.
The new Software International
Accounts Payable System is compatible with a variety of hardware,
and addresses multinational as well
as domestic accounting issues. The
package interfaces with our popular

General Ledger and Financial Reporting System, forming a
comprehensive financial management structure. This powerful base can be enhanced further by adding our Accounts
Receivable, Fixed Asset, and Payroll/Personnel products.
For almost two decades, Software International Corporation has provided state-of-the-art software for business problem-solving. The solution is THE SOFTWARE,
financial systems that are an industry standard. Only THE
SOFTWARE gives you the confidence that comes from thorough training and documentation, stringent
quality control, and worldwide customer
support. As a wholly-owned subsidiary
of General Electric Information Services
Company, Software International Corporation is part of an international family of
more than 5,000 computer and business professionals.
Call or write today and learn
more about our realtime Accounts
Payable System. It's the latest reason
you can have confidence in every
package that comes from Software
International.
Corporate Headquarters: One
Tech Drive, Andover, MA 01810.

i,:~:!;.5(f;iF~@~UA~~;~j;~:~;~j'2~~'~~i~)2~:~:\~

CONFI

E

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-343-4133
(IN MASSACHUSETTS 1-800-322-0491)

SOFTWARE
INTERNATIONAL'
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LOOK AHEAD
AT&T'S
A-COURTIN'

Look for AT&T soon to disclose further joint venture arrangements in Europe and other foreign
lands. The telephone giant already has a formal
deal with N.V. Philips of The Netherlands, but
that covers only central switching systems, so
far. AT&T is said by European sources to be
highly interested in selling office workstations
. and even whole computer systems and would therefore be likely to link up with Italy's Olivetti,
among others. That link would give AT&T a strong
entree into IBM-dominated markets, like Italy itself, where Olivetti already sells computers.

IBM TAKES P.C.
TO OEM MARKET

In a major move into the oem components business,
IBM has entered the board-level computer market
with a stripped-down version of its popular Personal Computer. Building on its efforts to sell
raw disk drives to oems, the industry leader has
begun bidding the guts of the P.C.to others who
will embed the hardware into their products. One
of the first customers for such business may be
Romox Corp., a Campbell, Calif., startup that
plans to distribute electronic game software
through retail terminals.
Romox's planned terminal would reprogram a customer's ROM cartridge
in a minute or two, loading a new game package
for home use.
IBM has been bidding its P.C. innards to Romox, which like other potential buyers
could take advantage, of the' many software tools
available for the P.C. architecture. Meanwhile,
IBM would further the penetration of its machine
into new markets and take advantage bf higher
production volumes.
IBM has offered hard and
floppy disk drives in the past apparently without much. success.
Its propietary floppy drive,
however, may get a boost in the near future if
it is incorporated in one of the new personal
systems expected from IBM.

DUTCH NET
ON .THE WAY

N.V. Philips will finally introduce its delayed
wide-area network (Look Ahead, March) Sept. 23 in
Brussels. Dubbed Sopho-Net, the product is designed to connect virtually any supplier's
computers, terminals, word processors, and
printers and will handle data, text, and images.
The network will tie into other nets, local or
transcontinental, and is understood to have protocol conversion facilities.
Joining the SophoNet will be the firm's Sopho-LAN, a local area
network. The Dutch firm is aiming high with the
new products, targeting the world's top thousand
companies, state agencies, and·telephone authorSEPTEMBER 198313

LOOK AHEAD
ities.
Indeed, Philips may get help in world marketing from its new international partner, AT&T.
NAS FINDS
SILVER LINING

There's a dark cloud hanging over IBM Denmark
these days since diesel engine maker B&W threw out
a freshly installed 3083 mainframe in favor of a
National Advanced Systems/Hitachi AS/9050 cpu.
It
seems the. purchased 3083 didn't meet performance
expectations and IBM has had to make an undisclosed penalty payment. Meanwhile, NAS claims it
has sold the 3083 to a broker for a premium price.

BUT CAN IT
PRINT RED INK?

Texas Instruments late this month is to introduce
a desktop matrix printer offering 150 cps in draft
mode and 35 cps of letter quality.
Seven character fonts (English only) will be available in ROM
capsules, any three of which can b~ in use simultaneously. Key to the. success o~ the new device,
scheduled to sell for about $1,000, will be its
printing quality.

CDC MAKES
CYBER DEAL

"I am in shock," was Cray Research president John
Rollwagen's initial reaction to arch-competitor
Control Data's disclosure in Los Alamos, N.M.,
that it was getting out of the supercomputer development business.
"John, do you want to buy
in?" someone else yelled from the crowd as CDC
chief William C. Norris made the surprise announcement. CDC of course isn't leaving the business entirely.
It will invest $25 million to $30
million a year in spin-off ETA Systems Inc.,
headed by Lloyd Thorndike and Neil Lincoln, which
has taken over the design and development of
CDC's planned 2XX machine. With funding of about
$100 million, ETA will deliver a specific number'
of the planned 10-gigaflopmachines to CDC, which
in turn will remarket the systems and use them
in its Cybernet services. Meanwhile, CDC plans
upgrades and refinements of its Cyber 205 machine,
of which 18 systems have been installed.

RUMORS AND
RAW RANDOM DATA

Sperry Corp. was spotted recently at AT&T's Basking Ridge, N.J., facilities, talking'joint venture. No details are available, but some think it
may involve AT&T's public networking services ....
Digital Equipment has abandoned efforts to produce
an 8~ x 11 inch crt terminal .... Meanwhile, DEC is
understood to be entering its second year in the
personal computer market, having sold a total of
50,000 units, only a tenth of what IBM sold in tQe
same period .... General Electric has been eyeing
Prime Computer as a potential takeover candidate.
Such a deal would help GE in the CAD/CAM market,
where its Calma subsidiary already competes with
Computervision, which just chose IBM mainframes.
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WHAT GOOD IS APRODUCT OF
THE FUTURE FROM ACOMPANY
IITHOUTONE?
Dealing with a company you've never heard of can often
lead to an experience you'll never forget.
A missed delivery here. Some critical down-time there.
And all of a sudden, that breakthrough product you were so
high on at last year's trade show is breaking your back when
it comes down to actual application.
At ITT Courier, we can get as excited about new technology
as anyone. In fact, last year alone, ITT spent over $1 billion
on R&D. And millions more preparing each new product for the
real world.
.
,What's more, because the real world is filled with uncertainty,
we back up every product with 150 ITT Service Centers in
North America alone.
That's how you build a company that's installed over 325,000
terminals worldwide.
And that's why instead of gambling on the company that
makes a new product first, you're a lot better off
waiting for the company that knows how to make it .last.
Contact yo.ur nearest ITT. Courier Represen- mm
tative. Or call the ITT Courier Sales Support
~~
Department at 1-800-528-1400; toll free.
COURIER

I

YOU KIOW WE'll BE AROUND.
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CALENDAR
SEPTEMBER

ACM '83.

IFIP Ninth World Computer Congress.

Oct. 24-26, New York, N.Y., contact: Assoc. for Computing Machinery, II W. 42 St., New York, NY 10036, (212) 869-7440.

Sept. 18-23, Paris, France, contact: AFIPS, 1815 N. Lynn St.,
Arlington, VA 22209, (703) 558-3600.

TELECOM 83.·

Sixth International Conference on Digital Satellite
Communications.

Oct. 26 - Nov. I, Geneva, Switierland, contact: Madame Rison.
International Communications Union, Place des Nations 1211. Geneva 20, Switzerland, tel. Geneva 99 5111.

Sept. 19-23, Phoenix, Ariz., contact: Conference Administrator,
c/o COMSAT, 950 L'Enfant Plaza S.W., Washington, DC 20024,
(202) 863-6248.

Ninth International Conference on Very Large Data
Bases.

SICOB '83.

Oct. 31 - Nov. 2, Florence, Italy, contact: Mario Schkolnick, K55281, IBM Research Labs, 5600 Cottle Rd., San Jose, CA 95193,
(408) 256-1648.

Sept. 21-30, Paris, France, contact: International Trade Exhibition,
France, 8 West 40 St., New York, NY 10018, (212) 869-1720.

COMPCON Fall

'83~

NOVEMBER
Federal Office Automation Conference.

Sept. 26-30, Arlington, Va., contact: IEEE, P.O, Box 639, Silver
Spring, MD 20901, (301) 589-8142.

Nov. 1-3, Washington, D.C.. contact: Federal Office Institute. P.o.
Box E, Wayland. MA 01778, (800) 343-6944.

Telecommunications Association Conference (TCA
'83) . .

Integrated Office Technology Conference and Exposition (lNTECH '83).

Sept. 27-29, San Diego, Calif., contact: TCA Conference Office,
P.o. Box 208, West Covina, CA 91793, (213) 960-1838.

Nov. 1-3, Chicago, Ill., contact: National Trade Productions Inc .•
9418 Anapolis Rd., Lanham, MD 20706, (301) 459-8383.

OCTOBER
Eighth Data Communications Symposium -1983.

Fifth Annual Northeast Computer Show and Software Exposition.

Oct. 3-6, Cape Cod, Mass., contact: Datacomm, P.o. Box 639,
Silver Spring, MD 20901, (301) 589-8142.

INFO '83.
Oct. 10-13, New York, N.Y., contact: INFO '83,708 Third Ave.,
New York, NY 10017, (212) 661-8410.

Seventh International Fiber Optics and Communi:
cations Expo and Second International Expo on
Local Area Networks (FOCILAN '83).
Oct. 10-14, Atlantic City, N.J., contact: Michael A. O'Bryant,
General Manager, Information Gatekeepers Inc .. 167 Corey Rd ..
Brookline, MA 02146. (617) 739-2022.

EduTechlEast '83.
Oct. 13-15. Philadelphia. Pa., contact: Carol Houts. Judco Computer Expos, Inc., 2629 N. Scottsdale Rd .• Scottsdale. AZ 85257.
(800) 528-2355.

Nov. 10-12, Boston, Mass .• contact: Northeast Expositions. 822
Boylston St.. Chestnut Hill. MA 02167. (800) 841-7000.

International Information Management Congress
(lMC '83).
Nov. 14-17, San Francisco, Calif.. contact: IMC '83. P.o. Box
34404, Bethesda. MD 20817, (301) 983-0604.

AUTOFACT 5.
Nov. 15-17. Detroit, Mich .• contact: Gregg Balko. CASAISME Sr.
Administrator at the Society of Manufacturing Engineers: One SME
Dr., P.O. Box 930, Dearborn. M148121, (313) 271-1080.

Global Telecommunication Conference (GLOBECOM '83).
Nov. 29 - Dec. I, San Diego, Caiif., contact: GLOBECOM '83. P.o.
Box 81466, San Diego, CA 92138, (619) 457-2340.

SYSTEMS '83.

DECEMBER
CMG XIV, International Conference on Computer
Performance Evaluation.

Oct. 17-21, Munich, Germany, contact: Kallman Associates, 5
Maple Ct., Ridgewood, NJ 07450, (201) 652-7070.

Dec. 6-9, Crystal City, Va., contact: Computer Measurement
Group, P.O. Box 26063, Phoenix, AZ 85068, (602) 995-0905.

The National Software Show.

Conference on Personal and Small Computers.

Oct. 19-21, San Francisco, Calif.. contact: Raging Bear Productions. Inc .• 21 Tarnal Vista Dr., Corte Madera. CA 94925, (415)
924-1194.

Dec. 8-9, San Diego, Calif., contact: Billy G. Claybrook, Publicity
Chairman, The MITRE Corp., MS B332, P.o. Box 208, Bedford. MA
01730, (617) 271-2439.
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The rinterfor·
eworldis
•
to.

h e more a business relies on
cost of ownership. We're the
charts, graphs, forms, diagrams
world's largest independent
and specialized characters, the
manufacturer of computer
printers. We build the
more it needs a flexible and
M-100L to the same strinreliable computer printer.
And if that business also uses
gent standards we set for
bar codes and labels, it need..,.~',::~~==J~~ii1=:J~!l~;V
all our printers, including
printer with a brain.
_
our most sophisticated highThe brain is built in.
From accounting to
speed printers. And we warrant
it to OEMs a full two years-the
Instructing the printer how to shipping, everyone's in on
make codes can take a lot of input
printhead itself for one. To learn
more, phone (213) 887-3924
time from the host computer- time this printer's act.
that it can't be used for other jobs.
After the day's labels are
or send the coupon below.
Dataproducts' M-100L matrix printed, the M-100L is just getprinter has its own label-printing ting started.
It prints reports, invoices,
control board built in. It's preprogrammed to produce bar
checks, sales charts, forms
codes, block letters and other
and even a lot of office correslabel graphics in
pondence, just as well as it
a variety of
prints bar codes and labels>:
configurations
.I;!III~ Whatever you're
and sizes.
~
printing, you
want a printer you r Dataproducts
- - - CorporatIon
- - .- - - '- The board
was designed
can depend on.
I 6200 Canoga Ave., Woodland Hills, CA 91365 I
Dataproducts
Depend on the I 0 Send details! 0 Send a sales rep!
I
and is installed
world leader.
Nam<=-e- - - - - - - - - at the DataTo some of the
I Title
I
products facbiggest OEMs in the I Company
I
s -_ _ _ _ _ _ __
tory. So you get
,business, Dataproducts Type ofbusines"
this intelligent
, " ' is synonymous with
I Address
I
printer from a single
quality and reliability.
I City_ _ _ _State_ _Zip_ _ _ I
supplier,not a printer from here
To end users, Dataproducts I Telephone
Ext
I
and a control board from there.
means high productivity, low -...L..a~e~o~taprod~C~a~
Dataproducts is a registered trademark. M·100L is
_ _ D~3.J

L...--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Howtoget
acomputercompany
to help unclog your
applications
bottleneck.

Consider this scenario.
Suddenly, all.your management users become able to
develop their own special applications. On-line, using their own
desktop terminals.
They have immediate access
to updated information within
their authorized data bases,.
regardless of where it's entered.
They're able to reformat reports
and even redefine parameters.
Themselves.
You're still very much in control of things, but not burdened
by detail. You're free to manage
the on-going workload. And the
major applications.

It could all happen with the
Sperry MAPPER TM System.
Not quite "suddenly," but in very
short order.
MAPPER is that powerful.
Simply stated, it's the most
advanced information management tool yet developed.
A tall claim, to be sure. But
we're prepared to back it up,
conclusively. We'll put MAPPER
to work on a real and specific
application development problem that a user has given you.

SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE.
MAPPER's simple English-

©Sperry Corporation 1983

MAPPER is a trademark of Sperry Corporation.

Challenge." Call toll-free:
800-547-8362 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
E.D.T.). Or send us the coupon.
language commands and nonprocedural flexibility make it
easy for the most computer-shy
user to gain proficiency in a day
or two. The fact is, MAPPER
can be used in all departments
of your company and at various
levels within the organization.
And the MAPPER concept of
"user friendly" far transcends
anything you've seen.

ment project. Bring along the
user. We'll show you - without
any obligation or cost-how
quickly and easily MAPPER
gets the job done. It will be
an awesome experience for the
user. And maybe astonishing
even for you.

HERE'S THE OFFER.
Accept our MAPPER Challenge.
Bring us an application develop-

But first things first. Have us
send you a copy of our brochure,
"How to Take the MAPPER

800-547-8362

ISperry Corporatio;- -

-

-

-

I Computer Systems
Department 100
I P.O. Box 500
I Blue Bell, PA 19424
I Please send me a copy of "How to
I Take the MAPPER Challenge."
I Title
Name
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I Company
I Address

-,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I City
State _ _ ZIP _ _ I
ILWe__________
understand how important it is to listen...JI

~~SI:JE~V
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Now there's a printer that lets you express yourself.
It's the Letterprinter 100, from Digital.

o

When you're feeling very professional and business-like,
then it looks just like this.
In fact, this is an actual printout. It's great for word processing.
You can send a nice polite letter to your most important client.
But there may be times when you want to put on a different face.
You can program your host computer to do it for you.
Or you can do it yourself.
Simply by pushing a button.

TELL THEM THEy'D BETTER PAY THEIR BILLS
OR ELSE. THEY I LL GET THE MESSAGE.

Or you can

be elegant. Impress people with your sophisticated style.
But back to business. The Letterprinter 100 giv~s<;':
you all of the typefaces on this page. If
see one you like, we'll customize one for you.
The Letterprinter 100 also gives you full graphics
capabilities. Plus three printing settings: one for
letter quality, one for graphics, and a high speed one
gives you draft-quality documents in only 10 seconds.
So face it. Why buy an ordinary printer when you can express
yourself just by lifting a finger?
See the Letterprinter 100. It's just one of the family of
printers Digital offers, including a daisy wheel printer, the
LQP02, and a low cost Personal Printer, the LA50. Call
l-SOO-DIGITAL. extension 700, for the distributor nearest you.
Or write Digital Equipment Corporation, Terminals Product Group,
2 Mt. Royal Avenue, UPOl-5, Marlboro, MA 01752.

o

LETTERS

SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT!
Either time or transcription has confused
the facts about the development of the PLS
compiler at The Rand Corp., as discussed
in the article "Plugging the Mole Holes"
(News in Perspective, May, p. 56). Rod
Frederickson, who is quoted in the article,
was neither a systems programmer at Rand
("gifted," "enterprising," or otherwise)
nor the author of the PLS compiler and manuals developed there. Mr. Frederickson was
the director of The Rand Computation Center when the compiler was written and
should be credited with the foresight to recognize the need for the compiler and. the
courage to provide the resources for its development.
The PLS (or RLS, as we called the
language) compiler was the result of the
efforts of many people on the staff of The
Rand Computation Center in the mid-'70s.
The principal authors of both the compiler
and language manuals were R. Lawrence
Clark, James S. Reiley, and myself as project leader. Using what was then state-ofthe-art compiler generation techniques, this
team developed a product that so sufficient-:
Iy duplicated IBM's internal compilers as to
make IBM feel compelled to restrict its distribution.
At the time we thought IBM's reaction to our accomplishments was excessive.
Since the construction of the compiler had
required relatively few resources, we reasoned that IBM'S statements concerning the
competitive advantage provided by PLS
were either self-delusion or were motivated
by a desire not to establish any precedence
of not defending its trade secrets. It was
clear that any company seriously intending
to compete against IBM would have the resources necessary to duplicate our efforts.
What we misread, of course, was IBM'S desire to standardize the operating environment of its user community by making it

more difficult for anyone to modify its operating systems. The strategic importance
of a PLS compiler was not in the value of the
language itself, but in the ability it provided
to control one's operating environment independently of IBM.
DA VID J. SMITH

Director, National Systems
Main Herdman
Certified Public Accountants
New York, New York

TOTALLY AWESOME
The article "The Other Half of the Computer Revolution" (May, p. 260) is the most
thought-provoking article I have seen in
DATAMATION in approximately 15 years of
readership. While applauding the growing
commonality of thought and language in the
computer and biological fields, I am chilled
at the awesome implications of the predicted biotechnology. Hazards to society posed
by industrial activity are nothing compared
to the threat posed by engineered life forms
which have no established niche in nature.
Now that you have given us this introduction to the subject, I hope you will try
to provide follow-on articles on the risks
and benefits of the new biotechnology.
E.M. GREENWALT
Sunnyvale, California
I applaud your efforts to provide articles
that go beyond the usual dp fare, as demonstrated by "The Other Half of the Computer
Revolution." While I usually enjoy Mr.
Rifkin's work, I feel compelled to challenge· his basic assumptions in Aigeny.
In this article, Mr. Rifkin appears to
confuse having the skills necessary to develop the tools of an advanced technology
with having the wisdom to utilize those
tools to achieve the desired results. In making reference to humankind conquering nature, or separating itself from its surround-

ings, Mr. Rifkin calls to mind the tactics of
a cancerous cell. It too seeks to overcome
.its environment by imposing its own imprint, thereby finding itself in a Catch 22
situation; its success is also its destruction.
This seems not unlike the double
crisis that Mr. Rifkin identifies in the third
paragraph of the article (' 'The earth is running low on its stock of burnable energy and
on the stock of living resources at the same
time"), which is the result of humankind's
attempts so far at reorganizing its relationship to the globe.
I would think that we will first have
to recognize that we are an integral part of
nature, before we can find the wisdom to
use our new tools effectively.
ROBERT D. KANTOR
Project Manager
Allied Stores Corp.
New York, New York

NONSTOP NONSENSE
In your article entitled "Queue and Count"
(News In Perspective, May, p. 83), the
term "Nonstop" was used in several instances to describe a particular class of
computers, which are more commonly and
accurately referred to as fault-tolerant computers.
Nonstop is a registered trademark of
Tandem Computers Inc. and should be used
only to denote the products or service.s provided by Tandem. Tandem,of course,is a
leader in the fault-tolerant computer industry and has used the trademark Nonstop
with its products since 1976.
PATRICIA A. BECKER
Director, Public Relations
Tandem Computers Inc.
Cupertino, California

First, we did not employ nonstop usage of
your trademarked term: the word was used
once in the entire article. Second, the word
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was not employed to designate a particular
class of computers, but rather a,particular
class of computing. And third, perhaps the
termfirst entered your vocabulary in 1976,
but it's been in ours-and in our dictionaries'-for much, much longer.-Ed.

METHOD TO THE MADNESS
Inhis article on "System Development Mythology" (Readers' Forum, June, p. 272),
Ian Gilhooley emits a very mixed signal.
He delivers one of the more persuasive arguments I've seen for systems development
methodologies, yet then goes on to predict
that the advent of prototyping will bring
about their demise; he even speaks of methodologies in the past tense.
This is not the first article I've seen
with this theme, and I doubt it will be the
last. Perhaps what bothers me is that these
articles give extra ammunition to those who
have always resisted methodologies for no
better reason than that they do not like being
told what to do, and every one of these
articles then makes life that much more difficult for people like me who earn their living making methodologies work.
What bothers me even more is that
this predIction is so obviously wrong, for a
variety of reasons. First, although prototyping will be a great help in developing decision support systems, much of data processing work consists of systems whose primary
purpose is not decision support but rather
the everyday operations of the business.
While prototyping may also be of value
here, the pressure will still remain to develop precise project specifications, spelling
out such things as each needed calculation.
Also, in the case of operations systems, providing the computer system that
prototypin'g might aid in developing is just
the tip of the icebe~g. What about controls,
noncomputerized procedures, backup and
recovery procedures, user manuals, training, documentation, testing, etc.? One of
the main reasons we do have methodologies, of course, is to get people to provide
all these things and to do them at the right
point in the project.
Even with systems that are the best
candidates for prototyping, do we simply
want to arm data processing personnel and
users with the appropriate software and then
unleash them with some sort of vague mandate to "play around" until they find something they like? I have to believe that in
order to avoid the same kind of disasters
we've encountered with traditional development methods, we'll still need controls
and some sort of standard development cycle that would allow for a number of iterations of the prototype. And we'll still need
the standard project management musthaves of budgets , costs and benefits, schedules, etc. In other words, we'll need a methodology for prototyping. So in the end,
what we are talking about is not less methodology, but more.
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Mr. Gilhooley' s contention that
"system development is an art" is just
wishful thinking. I'm sure we'd all like to
think of ourselves as artists, but business
has found that it cannot subsidize artistic
expression in an area as vital to the life of
the organization as data processing. That's
why we have methodologies, and that's
why they're not going to go away.
JERRY SCHULZ

Project Requirements Coordinator
Northwestern National Insurance Co.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

IRRATIONAL RATIONALE
In your article entitled' 'Is Market Research
Rational?" (In Focus, June, p.32), Ulric
Weil seems to set himself up as the industry
overseer, keeper of the ethical standard,
and judge of what kind of market research
information is useful (or useless) to his clients and to ours.
The author claims that "in the end,
industry gossip at trade shows, seminars, or
cocktail parties in Westchester, Greenwich,
Silicon Valley, or suburban Boston may be
the most common but least reliable . . ."
sources of industry information. Perhaps he
is the best qualified to make that judgment,
as Mr. Weil frequently travels across the
United States, attending such shows and
cocktail parties, and often uses this information in his own research reports.
The writer goes on to stress that
"More often than not, what the subscriber
to market research receives is tenuous projections . . . and speculative assessments
regarding a particular company's future
product plans or market and pricing strategies." As a principal in Morgan Stanley,
and as one who uses this material for his
own analysis and projections, Mr. Weil is
understandably frustrated with ~he quality.
But perhaps Morgan Stanley is subscribing
to the wrong services; I suggest that he consider subscribing to our research studies and
newsletter, lnfoperspectives, which accurately predicted a number of significant IBM
developments over the past 12 to 18
months. Examples include: 1. IBM'S System 36 price/performance and month of announcement; 2. IBM'S recent System 38
model 8 enhancements; 3. IBM 8130-B
VLSI; 4. IBM 3725 communications controller-although we were six months early on
the date of introduction; 5. IBM H series
price/performance and date of introduction;
6~ the significance of IBM XA; and 7. various IBM purchase price reductions.
Allow me also to correct a few factual errors in this article: 1. Enterprise Information Systems Inc. is considerably
larger than a "one- or two-man shop." In
fact, we have doubled in size each year
since 1981; 2. IBM'S annual R&D spending
does not "average about $2 billion." It
averages about 6% of revenues per year;
3. None of our annual subscription fees
"range from $15,000 to $25,000." They

are considerably less, and our renewal rate
exceeds 80%; and 4. Reports from Wall
Street brokerage firms (such as Morgan
Stanley) are never free-such firms get
huge "soft dollar" (commissions on trades)
business from the institutions and other clients who read their research studies. And
please be so kind as to give examples of
where "the record shows [emphasis added]
that the pricey market research houses tend
merely to extrapolate prevailing trends."
Whose record is that?
I fully agree that--certain research
firms, which you have cited, have the potential for a conflict of interest because of
their close relationship with various Wall
Street firms and their dual roles as investment advisors and company consultants;
this is a real issue. EIS Inc. currently has no
such relationship with Wall Street and we
clearly recognize that objectivity and confidentiality are the keys to professional conSUlting.
In closing, I wonder how Ulric Weil
performs his research at Morgan Stanleyin a vacuum without any input from
"sources"? If he obtained an exclusive or
inside information or intelligence, would he
not use it? Can any analyst or researcher
afford to discount all rumors and forecast
data (which, by definition, are not factual)
as pure speculation? Has this Wall Street
analyst never extrapolated prevailing
trends?
If research were based simply on
our analysis of currently available facts, our
job would be easier; but then, many compa:nies would have less need for our services.
Research implies to search, to· study, to investigate, and most importantly, to inter:pret.
ROBERT T. FERTIG

President
Enterprise Information Systems
Greenwich, Connecticut

MR. WElL RESPONDS:
In response to Mr. Fertig's letter, as well as
a number of others I have received, I would
say my article has evoked predictable reactions: several of the leading lights from the
. market research industry state that i am
right on target but that some of the key
conclusions do not apply to them, e:g.,
their prophesies have been on the mark,
they do not extrapolate trends . . . but indeed their competitors do. A number object
to my observations of a possible conflict of
interest because of their Wall Street affiliation, claiming that security analysts also
have a dual and sometimes conflicting function. My point remains that security analysts employed by member firms of the exchanges are subject to day-to-day surveillance and must adhere to compliance standards enforced by the exchanges. Those
who do not, place themselves at risk. No
such legal compliance procedure and exchange-administered surveillance applies to
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Study this blueprint and
you'll find what you've been \\<~:l. \.
looking for in ~aphics s?ft- \\\.''-;;".'
ware ... a solutIOn that gIves
'<':....
your organization top-quality \
graphics with a minimum of \
time and effort. A solution you \
can use for a variety of graphics '\
applications. One which gives you
the assurance that the software you
build today will work on the hardware you buy tomorrow. It's a plan
based on DI-3000~an easy-to-use graphics subroutine toolbox.
This is the blueprint that companies
large and small-including many Fortune
500 companies-use today to meet their
graphics needs.

more than 50
intelligent drivers.
Which lets you capitalize
' on the horsepower in current
and future graphics hardwarewithout modifying your software.
-APPLICATION-INDEPENDENT.
With its building-block approach, DI-3000
packs the versatility for virtually all your
graphics needs. From computer-aided engineering to contouring to presentation graphics.
In short, DI-3000 makes economic sense
because it boosts programmer efficiency. It works
well on all your graphics hardware. And it protects
your software investment. Good reasons to make
DI-3000 your corporate graphics standard.

Safe because you get the best support In
the business.

~~\. i

Quick because you start with
\'~.~~}
powerful software building blocks. ,\,

Another reason DI-3000 is the preferred solution
in graphics is that Precision Visuals has learned
We've written the fundamental graphics
what customers expect and need in support.
software. In fact, you can take advantage of
,~ /~....
Documentation is key. You get an examplemore than ten programmer years devoted
~~/ intensive programming guide, helpful tutorials,
exclusively to graphics. That's the kind of head- ~';~/
a Graphics Hotline for help as you need it, and
start you get with DI-3000. It means you elimi- \<7 a lot more. There are also active international and
nate a lot of programming, debugging, and docu- ,/
regional user groups. And seminars and courses
to help get your graphics applications operating on
mentation effort. No wonder it can save you hundreds of hours. And speed you to the graphics solutime and within budget.
This is the blueprint you can trust. It's been proven
tion you've been looking for.
Economical becaUse a little programming
by co~panies ~oth lar~e and s~all who nee? topeffort delivers a lot of software life
qualIty graphIcs solutIons...quickly, economIcally,
•
and safely.
DI~3000 will save you significant software developCall or write Precision Visuals for complete details.
ment dollars. Because DI-3000 is:
- MACHINE-INDEPENDENT. Its modular structure
works as well on a microcomputer as it does on a
super-mini or mainframe. That means freedom from
software obsolescence.
6260 Lookout Road
- DEVICE-INDEPENDENT. You're not locked iIito
Boulder, Colorado 80301
specific graphics devices either. You can choose from
(303) 530-90001TELEX 45-0364

#..
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PrecisionVisuals

TWX 910-940-2500
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Just the facts:
~yyour next 3270 cluster

snould be a Metnorex.

When you're.good, you don't have to shout.
Our 3270 family of controllers, printers and
display stations is the best you can buy. So,
to prove our high opinion, a few quiet facts:
Plug-compatibility with IBM mainframes.
Plug Memorex terminals in and protect
your existing investment.
Wide range of protocols. Operate in BSC or,
with our new 2074 controller, SNNSDLC.
Monitors that make a difference:
Crisp, high resolution characters and
graphics.
Choice of easy-to-read green phosphor, new
am ber or seven-color screens.
Ergonomic design for increased
productivity.

Economy in operation. Our display stations
use up to 58% less power than their largest
competitors. Our printers run up to 50%
faster than comparable models.
Available when you need them. Many items
are available immediately. Ask about our
quick delivery program.
Worldwide service. Quality computer
peripherals and media for over 22 years.
Sales and service that span the globe.
Call today for more information. Our toll
free number is (800) 538-9303; in California
(408) 996-9000, Ext. 616. Or write to
Memorex Marketing, 18922 Forge Drive,
Cupertino, CA 95014. Once you've got all
the facts, we're confident of your decision.

MEMOREX
A Burroughs Company
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LEJTERS
the analysts employed by the market research houses.
In writing the article I was careful
not to be "ad hominem," i.e., while for
illustrative purposes I identified some of the
"players," I made no judgments as to the
relative quality of anyone of them vis-a-vis
their peers. The fact that quite a few appear
to be personally affronted may indicate that
they feel guilty and wish I had not opened
"Pandora's box."

THOUGHTS ON THE THINKER
In his article "Technology for the Executive Thinker" (June, p. 206), Mr. Denise
quite correctly points out that modeling is a
major component of a decision support system. Our experience in assisting organizations to plan for decision support systems
indicates modeling is not only a major component, but it is the component data processing departments are least prepared to
deal with. The root of the difficulty is that
few systems analysts have the training and
experience required to develop the types of
complex models needed to effectively support upper-level management decision
making.
The experience of most systems analysts has been limited to the development
of computer-based systems that have supplanted manual procedures or that merely
provide status information. What most up-

per-level managers are interested in by way
of decision support is "impact analysis."
For example, what wIll be the impact on the
organization as a whole of introducing a
new product line? Or what will be the impact of changing our pricing structure?
Finding reliable answers to questions of this
sort requires not only good understanding
of how various organizational processes interrelate, but also the ability to accurately
describe those relationships in terms of
mathematical and simulation models. And
few systems analysts have backgrounds that
enable them to develop such models.
Furthermore, although there are
many tools available that facilitate model
building, such as software for performing
regression analysis or input-output analysis
for linear programming, many analysts are
unable to take advantage of them because
they do not understand when and how to use
these tools.
If our experience is any indication,
it will be the lack of skilled model builders
that will impose the greatest limitation on
the development of effective and comprehensive decision support systems and not
any limitation of data processing technology.
JOSEPH C. NAPOLI
Executive Vice President
P-Cube Corp.
Brea, California

RIGHT, WE'RE WRONG!
I was reading your DATAMATION 100 issue
(June, p.86) and noticed you reversed the
Hewlett-Packard and Honeywell spreads in
the Company Profiles section. HP is correctly listed on p. 96 as the number 7 company,
with Honeywell number 8, but on p. 106,
we're reversed. Actually, the charts on p.
106 are correctly placed-HP to the left,
Honeywell to the right-but the commentary beneath the charts is reversed.
Congratulations on an otherwise excellent issue.
ROY E. VERLEY
Corporate Press Relations
Hewlett-Packard Company
Palo Alto: California

We had planned to announce that error
ourselves, but you explained it so well that
we decided to run your letter instead. Our
apologies to both Hewlett-Packard and
Honeywell.
And while we're making our apologies, we'd like to point out an error in the
chart on p. 92 of that same article. The
three subheadings under "The Year of the
Bull" are, quite obviously, out of order. If
you examine the column "% Change" we
think you'll be able to separate "The Wall
Street Winners' , from ''Those Who Lost the
Most." We apologize to those companies as
well.-Ed.

As DP Manager, you want to make your department as productive as possible.
To design and implement new applications, while
reducing program maintenance costs.
And not be weighed down by project management
problems and a backlog of end user needs.
That's why you need MAGNUM®, Tymshare's
relational data base management system, for your DEC
TOPS-20 or VAX/VMS· system.
MAGNUM gives your end users the convenience of using screens
,~~~,." •• ;y\4 for accurate, data entry... the ease of prod ticing ad hoc reports and
accessing data with a query language ... the freedom from worry that
comes with error-checking and updating capabilities ... the facility to run both simple and complex programs.
And MAGNUM's high-level procedure language increases programmer productivity-by cutting back on tedious
programming details.
To find out how to regain your balance, call MAGNUM Marketing at (408) 446-6255.

MAG NlUM -

*VAX/VMS version available in early 1984.
TOPS-20. VAX. and DEC are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation,
MAGNUM is a registered trademark of Tymshare. Inc,
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NETWORKING VS. NOTWORKING:

ANNOUNCING
THE NET RESULTS.
Linking micros to mainframes is one
of the most pressing problems facing
DP managers today. How do you bring
all the computers in your company
together so they can share information,
resources, programs, and access the
corporate data base without any loss
of security?·

you gain more power instead of losing it.
Our broadband bus offers more flexibility. So you can add more users whenever and wherever you want.
By adding microprocessor-based
workstations and CP/M-86, SyFAnet
gives you more functionality, too. You
can upgrade easily without costly.
conversion, .

because our software
Networking is a nice concept but
remains the same at all levels.
And while you might get confused
it won't work unless you have a system
by the flurry of message traffic in the
that works.
office, SyFAnet never does. Its unique
SyFAnet™ (System For Access netversion of collision avoidance means'
work) is the network that works. The
data doesn't get lost in the shuffle.
only complete solution on the market,
Because business doesn't stop at .
ready to meet all your networking
borders anymore, SyFAnet was designed
needs now.
SyFAnet gives you everything you ever , with the whole world in mind. SNA and
X.25 capabilities connect you to mainwanted in a network: the ability to
frames and networks around the world.
link PCs together, multi-function workSy FAnet. Ready to solve your netstations, industry-standard software,
working problems today and tomorrow.
global information access and unlimiIt's the network that works.
ted expansion capabilities. All fullyFor more information, write or
integrated, and built upon a foundation
call today.
of proven hardware and software.
Picture a powerful processor for every
purpose-one for applications, another
ComputerAutomation®
for sharing resources. This special
Commercial Systems Division
architecture makes SyFAnet a more reliable network, with no single point of
1800 Jay Ell Drivel Richardson, TX 75081
failure. Every time you add a terminal,
(214) 783-0993/TLX: 4630023
®
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With all the clamor about Rersonal computers,
a fundamental fact is often overlooKed:
some simply lIDrk better than others.
Consider the COMPAQ Portable.
up problem,solving power. The combi,
, nation adds up to the most useful per'
• sonal computer on the market today.

A

computer will make you more
productive. A computer will
make you more efficient. You hear it
everywhere. But you don't hear about
which computer actually works best.
A computer isn't magic. It's a tool.
And just like other tools, some com,
puters work better than others.
The COMPAQTM Portable is a combi,
nation of 20th,century electronics and
19th,century pragmatism. It simply does
personal computing better. Here's why.

Works in more p1!lces
You don't do all your thinking in one
place. Why have a computer that stays
in one place?
The COMPAQ Portable has all the
capabilities of a large desktop com,
puter. But now those capabilities can
go where you go.
You can move it from office to office
to share its resources. You can move
it into the conference room to answer
questions when and where they come up.
With the COMPAQ Portable, you
can be as productive in your hotel
room or your lake house as in your own
office. It's a reliable companion on a
business trip. It's a powerful sales aid in
your customer's office.
What's more productive than a com'
puter? A computer that works for you
in more places.

Works with the
greatest number
of programs
The most important
consideration when
you choose a computer
is "what programs will
it run?" And that's one
more reason for choosing
the COMPAQ Portable.
The COMPAQ Porta'
ble runs more programs
The COMPAQ Portable was
designed to fit under a standard airline seat so you can take
it on business trips.

-

Works better because
it's easy to read

The unique aluminum frame of the
COMPAQ Portable has crossmembers that strengthen it front-toback, side-to-side, and top-to-bottom. It's a
design practice commonly used in race cars.

than any other portable. In fact, it runs
more than most non-portables. That's
because it runs all the popular pro'
grams written for the IBM® Personal
Computer. There are hundreds of
them. They are available in computer
stores all over the country, and they
run without any modification, right off
the shelf.
Imagine the power of a portable word
processor. There are dozens of different
word processing programs available for
the COMPAQ Portable.
Planning, problem,solving, and
"what,ifs" are a cinch with a variety of
popular electronic spreadsheet pro'
grams. The COMPAQ Portable runs
them all.
There are accounting programs for
anything from computerizing your
family budget to full-scale
professional management
of payables, receivables,
inventory, and
payroll for your
company.
There are pro'
grams for making
charts and programs for
communicating with.
other computers. Or if
you want something
really specialized, there
are even program lan,
guages for writing your
own programs.
So, you get portabil,
ity and you don't give
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The display screen of the COMPAQ
Portable measures nine inches diago,
nally. It shows a full "page width" of 80
characters on a line so tasks like word
processing are easier. And those char,
acters are big enough to read even if
you're leaning back in your chair.
The display shows both high, resolution
graphics and
easy;.to,read,
upper' and
lowercase
characters.
One screen

There are hundreds
of useful programs for the
COMPAQ Portable because it runs
all the popular programs written for the IBM.

for all the information. With some
personal computers, including the
IBM, you can have either the graphics
or the legible characters, but you can't
have both unless you buy two different
displays.
Incidentally, computer prices are
often quoted without a display. The dis,
play of the COMPAQ Portable is built
in, of course.

Add..on options make it work
the way you work
Inside the COMPAQ Portable are three
open slots. Electronic devices called ex,
pansion boards fit those slots and give
the COMPAQ Portable new powers.

Just like the programs, expansion
boards designed for the IBM work with
the COMPAQ Portable, so there are
dozens available right now. With them,
you can make your personal computer
more personal.
Want to check a stock price? Or look
up something in The New York Times
Information Service? One expansion
board enables the COMPAQ Portable
to handle those communications over
ordinary phone lines.
Want to use your company's central
computer files while you're on a
trip? There are boards that allow the
COMPAQ Portable to communicate
with a variety of large mainframe
computers.
Other boards let you hook up con,
trollers for computer games or increase
memory capacity. Still others let you
connect personal computers in,a net'
work so several people in your office
can share the same information.
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Specifications
Software

o Runs all the popular programs
written for the IBM PC

Memory

o 128K bytes RAM
o Expandable to 640K bytes

Storage
DOne 320K-byte minifloppy disk
drive, second drive optional

Display

o 9-inch (diagonal) monochrome
o
o
o

screen
25 lines by 80 characters
Upper- and lowercase, highresolution text characters
High-resolution graphics

Expansion board slots

o Three IBM PC-compatible slots
Interfaces

o Parallel printer interface
o ROB color monitor interface
o Composite video monitor interface
o TV RF modulator interface
o Communications interface
optional

Physical specifications

o Totally self-contained and
portable

o 20"W X 811z"H X

Inside the
COMPAQPortable'are three slots
Jor optional electronics
.that can add new capabili.ties. Most portables have none.

16"D

The keyboard is detached so it can fit.
into your most comfortable working
position.
The keyboard cable remains con'
nected at all times. So you don't have
to unpack it and hook it up every time
you use your computer.
Because the display is built in, the
COMPAQ Portable makes a neat,

small package on your desk, instead of
a big obstacle you have to talk around.
The built,in display also avoids the usual
cable clutter because there's no need
for separate cables for the display.
The COMPAQ Portable even has an
electronically synthesized sound to cre,
ate the familiar keyclick of a typewriter.
With a simple keyboard command you
'can adjust the volume to suit the level
of background noise in your office.

The added usefulness
is free
The COMPAQ Portable can do what
desktop computers do and do it in more
places. But it doesn't cost any more
than an ordinary desktop.
In fact, it costs hundreds less than a
comparably equipped IBM or Apple®
III. The COMPAQ Portable comes
standard with one disk drive and 128K
bytes of memory, both of which are
usually extra,cost options. A second
disk drive and additional memory are
available to make your COMPAQ
Portable even more powerful.
The bottom line is this-you just
can't buy a more practical, useful, pro'
ductive computer. Before you decide
on a computer, you owe it to yourself
to compare the COMPAQ Portable.

For the location of the Authorized
Dealer nearest you, call 1..800..
231 ..9966.
Cl983 COMPAQ Computer Corporation
COMPAQ'" i. a trademark of COMPAQ Computer Corporation .
IBM- i•• registered trademark of International Busines. Machines

Corporation.
Apple. is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

Works better because
it's tough .enough for the road
Portable doesn't just mean smaller. Por,
table means tough, too.
The COMPAQ Portable was built to
withstand the hard knocks of constant
travel. An aluminum frame within the
case completely surrounds the com,
puter's working components. Each disk
drive is mounted in rubber shock ab,
sorbers instead of being bolted directly
to the frame.
To test internal components, the
COMPAQ Portable was subjected to
impacts of 40 G's while running a pro,
gram. After impacts on each side, there
was no internal damage and the pro,
gram was still running. Without error.
Computers are forgetting rid of wor,
ries, not giving you new ones.

Designed to help you
work better, too
The COMPAQ Portable was designed
to feel good.
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Common sense and uncommon design

John L. Kirkley, Editor

EDITORIAL

ARE YOU UNDERPAID
AND OVERWORKED?

The dp manager's dilemma:
not enough hours in the day,
not enough money in the paycheck.
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There are a couple of questions we never ask when we conduct our annual
salary survey. One is "Are you being paid enough, given the responsibilities of your job?"; the other is "Are you being paid too much?"
To the first question we'd probably hear a chorus of hearty "nos,"
but we doubt. we'd find anyone who admits to being overpaid; that's not
the way the world works.
As you can see by this year's survey (p. 82), how much the dp professional is paid depends on a variety of factors, including geography, specific industry, bonus structures, perks, and the like. Vice presidents of dp
had an average base salary of just over $50,000; as you might expect, those
in large shops in big urban areas like New York command considerably
more.
Now, $50 thousand to $70 thousand a year is nothing to. sneeze at,
but there are valid reasons why today's top dp managers and directors of
MIS may feel themselves underpaid and overworked.
As we all know, most corporate raises tend to be proffered in stairstep progression-an annual percentage jump in the teens when inflation is
high and the economy is hot, or: as was the case last year, more modest
percentages when times are tough. But, generally speaking, unless you
make a very fortuitous job change, the upward salary progression remains
fairly steady and not too exciting.
The trouble is, many of you are suddenly experiencing a change in
the nature of your work that is not only exciting but highly demanding as
well .
. For the first time since the beginning of business data processing in
the late'50s, your role has made a major shift. With the advent of micros,
the merging of computers and communications, increasing computer literacy
coupled with a growing demand for access to information processing capabilities by every user department, the growth of information centers, and a
continuing technological explosion, the demands of your job have changed
and. increased dramatically.
The old technical skills are no longer at a premium (although you
still have to have them). No longer are you the elite high priest working
with strange machines and speaking some arcane language, totally in control
of your glass-enclosed electronic showcase.
Now you are being asked to be the creator of a corporate information environment, a complex mixture of computing and communications
where the applications are being transferred out of the dp shop to the end
users. You are being called upon to exhibit a great variety of people skills
and to be a part of the corporate business environment. You are now apart
of top management and you must look and act the part.
Are. you being paid enough? You might ask what the top financial
officer or the top strategic planning executive is being paid in your company. You might compare your compensation with that of the top marketing
or human resources executives. If indeed your department is being used as
it should-as a key contributor to your company's business strategy-your
paycheck and perks should reflect that contribution.
A great deal depends upon you-how you structure your job in the
face of these demands. If -you see your role as strictly the keeper of the
corporate database and a cruncher of numbers-if your chosen lot in life is
to be down in the basement shoveling coal into a 360--then our second
question, are you overpaid, is not so ridiculous~ You probably are.
But if you are an enthusiastic and key part of the information revo-lution, we have a suggestion. It's September and budget time again. We
recommend that you pencil in a sizable raise for yourself. After all, you deserve it.
#
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SCANDAL
UNMASKED
Investigators sifting through
the computer leasing scandal
have advice for dp managers.
by Hesh Wiener
A salesman calls on the 'telephone , offering
the computer lease of the century and Citing
references from American Express, American Telephone & Telegraph, and half a doz ..
en'other blue chip companies. For the first
three years of the lease on a 4341 from IBM,
he says, the monthly payments will be less
than your mortgage. If you decide to keep
the machine for the fuil nine years of the
contraCt, he adds, the payments will modestly increase. If you don't like the machine, the deal, or the color of his shirt after
a few years, he promises, "there won't be a
problem. We'll take out the computer and
you'll owe nothing for the remainder of the
lease term because we have others who
would sublease the machine."
. Before grabbing your fountain pen
to sign the deal, remember the sad fate of
dozens of data processing managers who
were badly burned from similar arrangements when a.p.M.Leasing Services Inc.
went bankrupt in March 1981 (April 1981,
Benchmarks, p. 112). After two years of
sifting through documents, some with signatures forged over a glass coffee table with
the aid of a flashlight, investigators and others familiar withthe case now offer advice
. on' what to look for to avoid fraud or the
myriad mistakes that cost companies like
American Express more than $50 million:
While the publicity, lawsuits, and
judgments surrounding the a.p.M. collapse
did a lot to sharpen hindsight, data processing department managers may need more
help to improve their foresight. "I'll bet
there are lots of users signing subleases
right now that are just plain nutty deals,"
claims Tom Martin, president of Computer
Financial Inc. of Hackensack, "N.J., a
"
computer leasing company.
Overall, .the inve"stigators say. that
dp' managers should keep four" things in
mind to avoid falling into the" trap that
a.p.M. set fdr the cream of American corporations. First, use common sense when
dealing with. a computer leasing company-recognize that just because something is cheap does not mean that it is a
bargain. Second, insist on reviewing the
audited and certified financial statements of
the leasing company. Third, contact a credit
ratings service, or have the corporate credit
department do a thorough investigation.
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And fourth, if a sublease is arran'ged to take
a .capacity-limited system off your 'hands,
file the appropriate documents to retain
your rights to the new' lessee's payments
and the old machine. .
To understand what not to do, some
background 6n a.p.M. and its major players
is required. Mordecai Weissman and his
brother-in-law Myron Goodman started
a.p.M. in 1970 to lease equipment as diverse
as photocopiers and chicken fryers in the
New York City area. Clients'might have
been forewarned by the name of the company, if they'd known the initials stood for
the phrase "other people's money. " But by
1974 the Brooklyn pair appeared widely
successful and decided to diversify-..:.to
lease maInframes" minis, and peripherals.
American Express, AT&T, Merrill Lynch;
Rockwell International, and dozens of other
respected corporations were customers
drawn. into the a.p.M. web.
a.p.M. wrote leases that permitted
users to return their computers earlier than .
at the end of what was typically a seven- to
nine~year lease term; these leases are called
"walks" because the user was said to be
able to walk away from a deal~ a.p.M. promised clients that it would find another user
for 'any computer that was returned, and
that the second user's payments would fulfill the obligations of the initial user.
a.p.M. 's coilapse began when' the
second lessee paid a lower'rate than Goodman' and Weissman expected, because of
declining market conditions. Uilder the

Some users couldn't walk
fast enough or far enough to·'
avoid paying for. machines no
longer 'on the premises.
terms of the original lease,a.p.M. was responsible for making up the difference. in
payments owed to the banks or other creditors, but after the March 11, 1981, bankruptcy, the originai' lessee was presented
with the. bill .. Users who had expect~d to
"walk away" from a lease for returned
equipment learned that they couldn't, and
some users who had walked in the past
could not walk fast enough or far enough'to
avoid paying for machines no longer on
their premises.
'
Indeed, there were few second lessees for the. hundreds of computers lease~
by a.p.M., which paid enough rent to cover
the original lease payments over the seven
years it was. in business. According to
James P. Hassett, the court appointed bankruptcy trustee responsible for unraveling
the financial ttansac.tions that led to bankruptcy and lawsuits, a.p.M.was never solvent. a.p.M. 's cash flow was maintained
through a combination of a rising tide of
clients and bank loans, obtained with
forged computer leases as a.p.M. 's collateral. Essentially, a.p.M. organized and carried
off a pyramid scheme using computers as

"When a.p.M. was rolling, they had just·
been taking the papers and issuing checks
on it. Now, many banks actually go out and
see that the physical product leased is there.
A bank officer visits the users and checks
the serial numbers on equipment toascertain whether it matches those on a lease.
"That protects the banks," Hassett
continues. "They are basically interested in
protecting themselves. You might say that
the user is protected because the banks
would catch the kind of fraud that hurt
Rockwell International, whose name appeared on forged leases, and which, for a
variety of reasons, sustained considerable
'
costs as 'a result."
There are quite a few lessons for
users, and according to Hassett, those users
who were hurt by the a.p.M. collapse did
learn them: At least they say they did. As
for others, that remains to be seen.
Before signing a,lease that appears
to be a bargain, a corporate dp manager

H looks like a free lunch, but
the bill comes tWo years later.
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the commodity and big companies, riot innocent investors, as its victims.
How did the a.p.M. scam work? One
way was by forging a signed computer lease
in the name of a major company and selling
the agreements or forgeries in the financial
markets like a bond or debt instrument; a
bank, insurance company, or other investor
expected a good return on the investment
from the monthly payments.
Other, equally fraudulent, means
were used to bilk financiers out of $200
million or so, some of which was paid back
before a.p.M. collapsed. The a.p.M. frauds
succeeded because not one investor
checked the authenticity of the leases. Instead, each relied on the assumed diligence
of others and the simple fact that billions of
L -________________________________

~

dollars in similar paper, nearly all of it
good, is brokered in the financial system
every year without anyone getting hurt.
The finances and reputations of doz-.
ens of people and institutions such as Lehman Bros. Kuhn Loeb Inc. were hurt by
a.p.M. Now the banks seem to be a lot more
careful, but dp managers are still taking
chances. That l at least, isthe view of James
Hassett, the a.p.M. trustee· and veteran of
other computer company liquidations. Hassett is considered an expert on the leasing
business-his appointment as a.p.M. trustee
was recommended by the Computer Dealers and Leasors Association.
"The banks learned to check with
the lessee to confirm that equipment described in a lease exists," Hassett says.
________________________________

ought to think about the way it looks from
the lessor's position. If the deal might cost
the lessor a bundle, Joe Mainframe should
assume the lessor is making similar deals
with other dp departments and will soon be
insolvent. If the lessor's insolvency won't
affect the user, it may not be the user's
problem. But when lessors have bombed
out in recent years, this has not been the
case.
"If a deal comes in," says Hassett,
"that is so good it is unbelieveable--':"'and
a.p.M. 's deals were like this-maybe it is
unbelievable. The user has to ask himself
how the leasing company can make .that
kind of offer. Then, if it does make economic sense, the user has to take the necessary steps·to investigate whether the leasing
company is capable of delivering what it
promises. ' ,
Many users have changed their attitudes, according to Kenneth N. Pontikes,
chief executive of Comdisco Inc., the Chicago company that has grown to be the biggest factor in computer leasing and remarketing, with 1982 revenues of $447 million.
"Quite a few customers have learned to
look critically at· a deal. They have fOUIid
that a user can be offered a free lunch, only
to be presented with a bill for it two years
later."
By this, Pontikes means that time
bombs are ticking away-:-problems in computer financing may take some time t() ma~
terialize. The problems may stem from the
practices of the leasing company ·or from
unforeseen circumstances, but they may
also be the result of an unrealistic attitude
on the part of the user.
A number of data processing managers are "simply trying to sign the cheapest lease as measured by the monthly pay-
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ments and without regard to the total impact
the lease can have on budgets under different circumstances," says Martin of Computer Financial. "A leasing company that
makes too many unprofitable deals will
eventually fail, and this can hurt a lot of
users. "
It's one thing to seek a low bidder,
and another thing to grab a complex arrangement that may tum out to be based on
fanciful representations. Some of the
schemes that backfired in recent years involved a combination of a user's agreeing
to a big payment spread over seven or nine
years and a leasing company's promise to
cover part of the user's future payments.
The two obligations are, from a legal standpoint, unrelated, and each may be separately enforceable.
"Here's an example of what can go
wrong," Jim Hassett says, recalling the
horrors in the a.p.M. file. "American Express signed a number of leases in which the
full term was anywhere from 72 to 108
months. Amex was on the hook.to the bank
under the terms of the lease no matter what

~

__

~

a.p.M. did-it had to pay for the equipment
whether it was using it or not. a.p.M. was
supposed to pay the banks for American
Express's rent if it took back a: leased computer, but when a.p.M. went under, American Express found itself exposed to the tune
of millions and millions of dollars. While
a.p.M. had an obligation to American Express, it had nothing to do with the obligation of American Express to the banks that
were assigned the lease payment stream.

financials should be standard operating procedure. "A user must be extremely careful
in looking at a lessor's financial statement," warns Pontikes of Comdisco. "He
has to find out the real net worth of the
company, after taking things out of the balance sheet assets like good will and anticipated residual equipment values." As a
publicly held company, Comdisco includes
assets and liabilities in its annual report.
Other lessors, private as well as public, also
produce financial statements for their cus"I imagine many users are not tomers to examine. While the reports are
not comparable~leasing companies do not
cautious about this."
have identical report formats-it is possible
The banks loaned money on American Exto examine a lessor's representations to aspress's credit and, in a sense, didn't care if sess the ability of the lessor to make good
a.p.M. went away because American Exon promises.
press had to pay no matter what.
Further complicating a data pro"None of the many users caught in
cessing department manager's life is the
such circumstances had ever gotten finansublease concept. If a user buys a new comcial statements from a.p.M., with the excepputer to replace a leased 4341 that is at the
tion of Rockwell International," says Haslimits of its capacity, the leasing company
could try to sublease the old unit. Dp man- .
sett. "And the statements Rockwell got
turned out to be forged."
agers should remember that subleased
In any event, obtaining a lessor's
equipment is technically the original lessee's property that is out on loan. Therefore, the sublease agreement must be treated as if it were a loan, and the borrower
must be credit worthy.' To protect the
"owner," the sublease should include repossession provisions-if that asset is not
paid for, and if the initial user has to make
good on a loan used to finance it in the first
place, the default of the new lessee will ,not
affect the initial lessee's promise.
"If a user is allowing its credit to be
used to the extent of tens. of millions of
dollars-as a.p.M.'s big customers did
when they accepted a sublease from O.P.M.
while their primary lease was running and
enforceable-that user has to know whether
the leasing company can meet its obligations," explains trustee Hassett. "Because
when the user is bought out of a lease he is
extending credit to the buyer unless he gets
a lump sum payment. If you're extending
credit, act like it. Go to your credit people.
Find out if the sublessee is good for the
money.
"Users who got hit by a.p.M. are
now very careful about this. I don't have
any way of knowing whether others have
become equally cautious. I imagine that
some have, and that many have not."
In real life, computer leasing arrangements can be as convoluted as the n!sumes of certain professional sports team
managers. A computer may have two or
three subleases layered on top of its title.
The actual user, and everyone who used the
machine in the past, have to be aware of the z
w
liabilities if anyone part of the chain is t;
broken. The first lessee will be responsible ::::i
for repaying the loans used to purchase the ~
machine, not the folks actually using the Il)
machine.
6
"Thank yau, sir, and here's yaur decal."
"To minimize risks," Hassett sug- 2
gests, "the user who is subleasing a com- 0~
______________________________________________________________ ________________________________
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Take control of tech control.

Introducing the Intelligent System Control Console.

he Bytex AUIDSWITCH Electronic Matrix Switching
System, under control of our new color Intelligent System
Control Console (lSCC), will perform tasks such as restoral
switching when alarms occur, time based configuration switching, and event logging to disk of alarms, system diagnostics
and operator commands - all automatically.
With additional features such as Menu/Function
Control, Multi-level security codes and user created files, your

ISCC Autoswitch System will provide you with the operational
simplicity and enhanced flexibility to
maintain network performance.
So whether you're there or not,
Bytex is ready to put your tech control
in control with our AUTOSWITCH
Intelligent System Control Console.
Call or write BYTEXTHE AUTOMATIC CHOICE.
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3270 Networking:
No More
No Mans IAN.

Imagine. 3270 Processing. IBM-Compatible Personal Computing.
Local Area Networking. And SNA Compatibility. In One System.
Imagine a system that successfully settles the. before
now uncharted territory of 3270 local networking-that
"no man's LAN" of unlinked and, thus, unrealized
potential.
Imagine a system that delivers the power of 3270
processing, and the flexibility to build two local area
networks from a single controller. Imagine being able to
attach up to UO devices to that controller. Or attaching

four distinct controllers-and multiple coaxial links of up
to 10,000 feet each-to any of those LANs.
Imagine the economies of a system that handles that
networking with standard 3270 coax. That requires no
commitment to special architectures or non-standard
LAN technologies. And that, thanks to·a multi-drop,
station-to-station design, can eliminate thousands of fe~t
of new coax.
Of course, such a system would have SNA compatibility. But it would also have a set of capabilities to
dramatically increase efficiency and throughput, while
reducing hardware configuration and support cost in any
environment. Capabilities like multi-host and multipersonality support, application and address switching,
session swapping and system printing.
·This system would have an IBM-compatible personal
computing option ''built into" the network, not ''bolted
on" at the workstation -an option that would let you
assign true 16-bit computing power, maintain overall
MIS control, and share expensive resources, like hard
disks and letter-quality printers.
Such a system would offer a full range of printers,
including matrix, correspondence, and high-volume,
high-speed models-all designed for maximum efficiency

and convenience. And it would boast an intelligent
display station that displays more than just data, but a
mastery of ergonomic and aesthetic design as well. With
multi-screen formats, anti-glare screen, low-profile
keyboard, and a tilt-and-swivel pedestal that gives the
station the smallest footprint in the industry.
Imagine. 3270 processing. IBM-compatible personal
computing. Versatile, economical, powerful local area
networking. In one system.
.
Braegen has imagined just such a system. They have
designed it. Built it. And given it a name reflective of the
landmark accomplishment it most certainly is-the
LANmark™ Networking
System.
If such a system
sparks your imagination, give us a call.
We know the feeling.

"LANmark is a trademark of The Braegen Corporation.
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BIV£GE'N
The Braegen Corporation

525 Los Coches Street
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 945-1900
TWX: 910-338-7332
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DBmS-l FRom (OmpU(ORP
nfinds records in a flasheven if lhere are lens of lhousands of lhem.
DBMS-l from Compucorp is a highly sophisticated software system that
enables you to find individual records in seconds - even if there are tens
of thousands of them. It gives your desk-top system the formating and retrieval power of a mainframe. Information can be automatically sorted, .
selectively altered, and instantly recalled in nearly any format you devise.
With DBMS-l, records can be retrieved in a variety of ways. For example,
retrieval based on a partial command,
-Sen-dto- - - - - ,
as in typing -Budl- to get -Budlongstrovitt: Or retrieval based on a numerical rating, such as your highest
2211 Michigan Avenue,
volume salesman. This information
Santa Monica, CA 90404 . .
can be merged into a document, such
I am interested in Compucorp's
as the monthly sales activity roster,
DBMS-l. Send information right
in practically any format you wish.
away.
And it's as easy to use as word processing itself.

r-

Gompucorp

a P~~:~f~laf~~ilii~ie;r~~~~n~B~:~~
different types of documents, such
as sales reports, personnel files, price
lists and inventory lists. And DBMS-l
can be used on OmegaNet: Compucorp's own local area network.
For more information:
M

1-800-556-1234 (Ext. 28)
or in California:

.

1-800-441-2345 (Ext. 28).

Name
Title
Company Name
Street Address
City

LAr'!.co~
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State

Telephone

Zip
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puter-who has, in effect, become a lessor-must get access to the payment stream
coming from the ultimate lessee. Alternatively, the user may decide that a big leasing company that arranged the sublease is
good for the money-some are very
strong-and that it is prudent to extend
credit. But it is better to get the right payments, determine where the subleased machine is going, and file a Uniform Commercial Code statement that secures an interest
in the computer." Basically, this protects
the first lessor the same way a mechanic's
lien protects a plumber from deadbeat customers.
"If a leasing company is in the mid- \
dIe, the user has to get financial state. ments," Hassett continues, "and make
sure they are certified. Then, if something
goes bad and the financial statements tum
out to be no good, the user has recourse to
the accounting firm."
Things ought not get to that point.
Lessors can arrange transactions that do not
put their ability to pay in the middle of a
transaction, whether a· primary lease or a
sublease. According to Tom Martin, of
Computer Financial, "A user who bases a
deal on the lessor's ability to pay, knowing
little or nothing about the other transactions
the lessor is involved in at the same time, is
making a big mistake. It's just as easy to
reach an agreement that puts the lessee in a
secure position. If a machine is the user's
asset~ and a lease obligation the user's debt,
the user has to treat them both that way. ' ,
There is one way a user can get an
upgrade before his lease is concluded that
works in some circumstances, according to
Pontikes of Comdisco. "The user may arrange to get his next machine's lease written as an offset," he says. "That is, the user
pays only the difference between what
would be the separate rental on the machine
coming and the payment on the one going
out. This can't always be done, but in many
circumstances a leasing company can work
it out."
Users should check such a deal carefully to ascertain what happens if the leasing company cannot pay for the sublease on
a machine that has been removed. "A user
can ask for, and get, a letter of credit that
covers the obligation of the leasing company," according to Pontikes. And lump
sum payments on the takeout can be gotten,
too, under certain circumstances.
Despite the possiblity of some risks,
there are times when the user will do best
subletting a machine to a lessor. It's important to look at the risks before signing a
contract, however. And to make sure to see
if the same results could be obtained without taking chances.

*

Hesh Wiener is president of Technology News of America Co., a computer newsletter and news service publisher in N~w York City.
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TEK

GRAPHICS DESKTOP
PRODUCTS

THE GRAPHICS
STANDARD

Powerful text editing.
High-speed graphics. Color copies.
The new desktop family from Tek!
VT100 text editing and
PLOT 10 color graphics
are now packaged as
basic desktop units and
priced from $3995
complete.
Tek's new 4100 Series
desktop terminals answer
a range of resolution,
screen size, color palette
and local intelligence
needs. All three feature
outstanding 60 Hz noninterlaced displays and
rapid 16-bit graphic processing speeds.

Each offers
4105
4107
4109
an uncondiDisplay Size
330mm (13") 330mm (13") 483mm (19")
tional,oneDisplayable Colors
year on-site
Graphics
8
16
16
warranty. Tek
Alphanumeric 8
8
8
--~----------------------------Warranty-Plus Palette
64
64
4.096
extends thisR-e-s-ol-ut-io-n----4-80-x-36-0------------------640x480
640x480
coverage two Segment Memory
128K Bytes
256K Bytes
additional
-r....::;ice---------=----$-3,-99-5---------'-----:-----:-p
$6,950
$9,950
years at mini$295
$395
mal cost.
Warranty-Plus
$195
For less than $1,600,
you can add Tek's compact, plug-compatible
4695 Color Graphics
Copier. With a palette of
up to 125 shades, the 4695
lets you reproduce graphic
and alphanumeric displays
on report-size paper or
transparency film at the
push of a button.

As simulated, Tek's 60 Hz
refresh rate and bright phosphors result in a flicker-free
image with perceivably better
definition than that provided
by 30 Hz terminals quoting
greater pixel densities.

Standard capabilities
include 38.4K baud communications; easy color
selection from the keyboard; 4096 x 4096 addressable display space;
a separate display surface for alphanumerics or
communications dialog;
and compatibility with
ANSI X3.64 screen editors, including DEC
VT100 extensions.

provides up to 886K RAM
for standalone prog ramming and pre- or postprocessing-to help you
conserve host power
while you build upon a
central data base.
Factor in compatibility
with Tek PLOT 10 software and 4110 Series
terminals, and you'll
discover the first
desktop graphics that
you can't outgrow. Call
your Tek Sales Engineer
for a demonstration.
For the number, or for
literature, contact:
U.S.A., Asia, Australia,
Central & South America,
Japan
Tektronix, Inc.
P.O. Box 4828
Portland, OR 97208
Phone: 800/547-1512
Oregon only: 800/452-1877

. All 4100 Series terminals
feature programmable
keyboards with innovative
Joydisk for convenient
graphics input.

At any time, you
can plug into Tek's new
4170 Local Graphics
Processing unit. The
CP/M-86-based 4170

Europe, Africa, Middle East
Tektronix Europe S.v.
Postbox 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands .
Telex: 18312-18328
Canada
Tektronix Canada Inc.
P.O. Box 6500
Barrie, Ontario L4M 4V3
Phone: 705/737-2700

COMMITTED m EXCELLENCE
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Companies are beginning to
demand in-place computer
literacy now for their middle
managers and top executives.
by Edith Myers

The invasion of corporate America by
microcomputers is spawning a new business that, if it ever defines itself, promises
to become extremely lucrative.
It is the business of training business's top and middle managers to use·their
new toys. A three-year-old company in the
field, Micro Courseware Corp. of San Francisco, is projecting sales of $5 million in
1984 and $\00 million by 1989. Another,
two-year-old American Training International Inc., Manhattan Beach, Calif., has
been profitable each month since it opened
its doors, according to its owners.
Deltak Inc., Naperville, III., which
claims to be the largest organization in the
dp training arena with $75 million in annual
revenues, liked the looks of the micro training area so much that last February it started
a separate facility to address the market.
Educators approaching the computer literacy problem at levels from elementary school through college predict that
computer training will someday be a job
requirement for most responsible positions.
From executive suites comes the cry, "But
what about now'?" There seems to be a
-- swelling need for almost instant computer
- proficiency-and big business is seeking it
any way it can.
- National Training Systems, a Santa
Monica, Calif., company that has been of~
fering business training since 1974 and for
the last two years has been conducting executive computer workshops, last month
offered a one-day personal computer
awareness seminar it calls Micro Ease concurrent with the IBM Personal Computer
Fair in San Francisco. "When the sign-ups
came in~" said Lisa Gilmour, an executive
assistant at National, "they all came with
company checks."
Joel Rakow, executive vice president
of American Training International said,
"You never know who's buying." His company accepts mail orders for its line of interactive computer-based training products for
micros, among other avenues of distribution.
Through themail.infact.AT!received an
open purchase order for 5,000 training systems from General Motors.

AT! in June assigned to Advanced
Systems Inc. of Chicago exclusive rights to
market its training software to Fortune
1,000 companies and the government.
Rakow said, AT!'S programs cover
virtually every best-selling micro software
package on the market and operate on virtually every microcomputer using the IBM
P.C.lDOS, Apple DOS, CP/M-80, CP/M-86, or
MSIDOS operating systems.
He said large end users utilizing AT!
products to train employees in various hardware and software packages include Xerox,
Northrop, Hughes Aircraft, Transamerica
Corp., United Technologies Corp., Procter
& Gamble, Security Pacific National Bank,
Coopers and Lybrand, Boeing Computer
Services Co., and Harvard University Business School.
Rakow, whose background is in
training rather than computers, founded AT!
with its president, Francis Gaskins III. The
two met four years ago when both were
working with Toshiba, Rakow developing
sales training and Gaskins evaluating software packages. Rakow believes firmly that
a knowledge of instructional technology is

"When the sign-ups came in,
they all came with company
checks."
essential to the development of all training
tools. "A person with this knowledge then
works with a subject matter expert.
"An intelligent professional doesn't
want to know anything about a computer.
We teach him what it and the software does
and what to look for when it's doing it," he
said.
Of the interactive tutorials AT! has
for specific software'packages, Rakow said
the most popular are for MicroPro International's Wordstar and Ashton Tate's dBase
II, followed by "all the Calcs."
Harvard Business School professor
Jim Cash selected AT!'S VisiCalc interactive
tutorial for students in the school's PMD
(Program for Management Development)
.next spring. He surveyed PMD participants
to determine the kinds of pressures they
were under to become fully informed on
information systems, particularly personal
computers.
"They told me they had had role
models, senior executives who were adverse to technology and management science methods. Now they're seeing new
people coming into their companies who
are competent in both. They feel pressured
to get their [own] learning curves up. " The
PMD program runs 13 weeks for managers
with 10 to 15 years of experience. Cash has
written a book he will introduce into the
program in the spring which covers both
management science methods and personal
computer technology. Each copy will come
with a floppy disk containing AT!'S VisiCalc training program.
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He emphasized that PMD partIcIpants have been using personal computers
for a year now in the areas of finance and
accounting. They have had one IBM P.e. for
every two students but next year that ratio
will be one to one.
Another HBS program, AMP (Advanced Managernent Program), has had an
information science study as an elective.
Cash anticipates doing for this program
what he is doing for PMD within a year.
Cash said he determined through his
survey that his students wanted interactive
tutorials to get their learning curves up as
opposed to audio or video cassettes. In his
case, he combined these with a book.
Books in the area of microcomputer
education abound. Arthur Leuhrman,
found~r of Computer Literacy, Berkeley,
Calif., is in the process of preparing a series
of self-study books on "computer literacy
for managers," which he expects to have
complete within nine months. Their use
presumes access to a computer, as they are
assigned for a hands-on approach. Leuhrman said his initial materials will be geared
to the IBM P.e. and possibly Osborne machines.
He's looking at integrated packages, particularly Lotus 1-2:.3 and the VisiCorp family. He contemplates bringing in
outsiders to rework his materials for other
computers.
L -________________________________

A variety of combinations of material are available for seekers of microcomputer literacy (see box). Deltak Microsystems offers its most basic courses as a combination of videotape (both three quarter
inch and half inch) and floppy disks. One of
these,. "How to Get Started with the IBM
P.e., " covers such elementary aspects as
"how to take it out of the box and plug it
in," a spokeswoman said. The second basic
course is "How to Use Software with Your
IBM P.C."

All Deltak's courses are geared for
the IBM P.C.lXT and Compaq computers. The

''They told me they- had had·
role models, senior executives
who were. adverse to
technology and management
science methods.".

~

basic courses use videotapes, while courses
in two other categories, productivity software and operating systems and languages,
are strictly floppy disks and text. In the
productivity software category, in which 25
packages are' to be. available by year-end,
programs are called "Teach Yourself" and
cover such topics as VisiCalc, Lotus 1-2-3,
MultiPlan, and dBase II.
When Deltak Inc. spun off Deltak
Microsystems, it had several PC courses under development. These remain in the par________________________________

ent company's rental catalogue. For the fuHire, the company sees itself turning all microcomputer course development over to
the new subsidiary that will handle purchases only. "We've learned that the marketplace is asking for courses that can be
purchased," the spokeswoman said.
She added that the PC courses in the
parent firm's catalog will continue to be
available for rent and are more in depth than
those of the spin-off firm.
Bob Rutan, marketing director for
MicroCourseware Corp., which has been
doing custom training packages for three
years, said the company's "Blue Chip 1:
An Introduction to Micro Applications"
will be ready for product distribution Oct. .
15. Introduced at PC ' 83 in June in San
Francisco, it is geared at developing computer literacy for the professional first-time
user.
"It is being offered in a market so
new it is hard to define," said Rutan. "Our
goal is to achieve in five years a 3% market
share of an estimated 50 million executives,
middle managers, business owners, and
new white collar workers. Thars a pretty
substantial market, ranging from $3 billion
to $35 billion."
He said industry figures for 1980
showed external data processing training
capturing nearly $2 billion." 'Figures for
1990 are estimated at $25 billion-just. in
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TRAININ~Al EQUITABLE
Bob McKenty believes in in~house training
for managers, professionals, andexecu~
tives using ·microcomputers.
"You can tailor the training to your
environment and control the" curriculum
when .you'redoing·.it'youfself You can set
standards. a~d show your people that .you
have·thecapability in your own organiza'tion.· Too many consultants coming in from
the outside is bad fo'rlocal morale. ,.
McKenty·. is. 'a >training specialist
with the distributed·.computing technology
group of The Equhable .Life Assurance So.;
detyin New York .. Behas be~n··in.data
processil1g and witll ;Equit,ableJor 26 years,
ad()zenof which . haveiJeen spent intrain-:
ingactivities.
Besidesthein;;house aspects ,.he belieyesin. thepersol1al touch.' 'Myinstincts
arethat technol()gy.should not be used to
~nt~oducetechn()logy topeople~ T~torin'gis
t4ell1()steff~ctive technique ofaH,'Yorking
withpeopleonthepartsthey're mostjnterestedin/'
'. A yeatag(), ,rytcKenty' starteddeve\':
opingm~terials .•. for . • ·.in-house .•.•. cours~s .'. for
managers and' professionaisusingApple
comimters .. Thenlast '. December came a
mandate Jrom Equitable president John B.
Carter that· all senior. executives be made
acquaintedwithb~sic microcomI:>uter use,
"He l Carter] thinks technologyis a
major. factor. in. the .futur~of the company.
vve.havea. mal1date.from . .·the top," says
McKenty .VVhen.the· mandate'. came ·down,
lie hadto· shift gears. , 'We ref()cu~ed in t'Y0
ways.Thedev~lopment. hadbe~n.· geared
.towarci classroom. trai,n ingfor'Apples. Top
executi vesare.· never .available' at. the.' same
time so •. we~ad .•. to.shiftto tutorials ina
packagedJormand to IBM P.c.s,whichwere
what. the· executives were .' getting :"
He developed a lesson on videotape
covering "VisiCalc and a little'bit on operating systeI11s."McKentyhimselfwas featuredon theJapes.'!'Thiswasn~\,\t {o . . me.
I'mused·tob~ing aliye:stand~up traine~;"
, He learned that pacing. the video instruction too. slow' . could·.·. tum' •. off quick
learn~rssohestruck ." a medium pace.
"Sl~)wer learners' could al way~ stop. and. re'pIa:>:;",he ·notes.
-

The tapes were accompanied by dis,;
kettes for hands-on experience .at· the
keyboard while the tapes were being
viewed~ McKenty says, "All the returns
aren'treally in and all I can say is if there
. was a problem it was in the perceived relevency .' of the' software .. Not all people. find
spreadsheets pertinent to what they do."
,.... The .video/diskette packages were
aistributcd to 18 senior executives and later
to others in the company who expressed
interest: "One guy who isa quick study
went· thr()ugh it·. in one morning' and •. was
able· to use a spreadsheet to doa budget."
With,thepackage for executives
completed,.McKenty picked up again on
the live course program targeted to manag~
ers andprofessionaK It became a two~day
workshop using a .mix . of Apples arid IBM
P.C.s with two or three 'instructors' fora
maximumofIO·people. Byearly.·August,
35 .• people. had been. trained .. The, program
hasbeen movedfrom'McKenty'sdomain to
Equitab1e's Employment Development
Center, where. ilis' offered· as an elective
training course .
McKenty' said there has been high
interest in the course and he anticipates
some 1 ,000 people will' eventually com-:plete it.
He'sees .both' the packaged training
and 'the .classroom. training as evolving to
three stages. The first would be the spreadslieetwith,perhaps~ a course called "The
Computer' as a File Cabinet" as an alternative·. entry' point After that would come
linking.to outside .databases .. such . • as . ·The
Source or Dow Jones~ and, finally, linking
to the company's own mainframe computersand databases.
With the.· day-to-day responsibility
for the training outof his hands, McKenty
currently is looking into training for new
software packages, specifically for Lotus
1-2-3, But he's still tied Into the training in
an advisory capacity.
.
'''It'sexciting and I love it,"hesays
of his training experience; Hetells of one
neophyte who became a computer zealot as
a. result of the two-day course. "She left
looking for, the' nearest computer. "

the data processing field, not counting those
in general management or accounting positions who will be using the micro as a tool
to solve their general business problems."
Gilmour of National Training Systems, which offers combinations of training
materials and personal instruction, said her
firm will be completing its biggest executive training program to date, the training of
~ome 1,100 managers at United T¢chnologies Corp., by the first of next year. The
program began in mid-1982 with managers
trained for three days each at arate of no
more than 16 at a time.
The UTC workshops were for users

of IBM P.c.s and Context MBA software. National is completing development of a twoday, hands-on workshop for Lotus 1-2-3.
"We respond to the demands that come in
over the phone and the IBM P.c. and Lotus
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All Deltak'scourses are
geared for ,the IBM P.C./XT
and Compaq computerS.
1-2-3 are what it's all about right now,"
said Gilmour, adding, "but this could
change overnight ifsomeone came out with
something better. 7 '
National, which recently merged

with Safeguard Business Systems, has ambitious expansion plans that include opening offices and training centers in Boston,
Chicago, Dallas, and San Francisco for
starters.
Gilmour extolls the use of an "AB" switch in training novices. In a group, a
participant can elect to be tied into the instructor's computer or go it alone simply by
changing a switch. "It allows an instructor
to work with a small group of people experiencing problems while the rest go ahead at
their own pace."
Another National touch she says is
pop~lar is the use of a sit:nulation game in
which students become movie producers
bidding on movie stars. This technique is
incorporated in both the three-day and the
two-day offering.
She said the one-day Micro Ease
workshop that debuted last month is strictly
an awareness seminar. "There's no way a
novice can become proficient in one day. "
Peddling microcomputer literacy is
a growing market in which new entrants
and new approaches are proliferating.
Last month a small Irvine,Calif.,
training firm, Learning Source Inc., hired
Ernie Sobel away from Woodbury College,
a Los Angeles business college, to attack
this market. In early August, Sobel said his
program was still "in the embryonic
stage," buthe's expecting to have an offering ready "in a couple of months" that will
incorporate live instruction and will be
available on customer sites or at Learning
Source's Irvine facility.

MICRO
MEETS
VIDEO

Users can become computer
literat~safter five hours
of videotape instruction.
by EdwardK. Yasaki

In the learning center at the Computcrland
store in La Mesa, Calif., near San Diego,
customers are gaining hands-on training
and learning' to use the Apple II and IBM
Personal Computer while watching a videotaped presentation.
"People are demanding training,
and with our limited resources we don't
have to hire a full-time trainer," says the
store's John Ray. "We can use videotape
and the sales force on the floor to answer
any questions. "
At a large California bank, too,
computer support personnel view tapes,
which are said to provide "a convenient,
quick solution for people within the support

'Engineered for '
, , reliable .ser:vice;·..
Our DatqTalker™ intelligent front~end processor allows
your micro to emulate most IBMjerminal systems. Vet it retails for
about half of what you'd pay for conventional protocol conversion,
software or hardware.
'
, ,
How do we.know so much about micro-to;.mainframe?
Because we've been helping major computer manufacturers solve
.
, their communications problems since'1978. ."
'.
'Calland ask for our Marketing Support
' Group.
Rea
Ord
send
y in
to the
talk?
coupon.
.'
'.
Eitherway,you'li find we speak your
,
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Call 1-800-321-7785. ,
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Winterhalter. Incorporated

, P.O: Box 2180, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
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MARTIN MARlmA
. DATASYSTEMS
BRINGS ATOTALLY
.NEW DIMENSION
mTHESORWARE

•

ON JULY~ MARTIN MARlrnA
DATA SY~ltMS mOK ANOTHER ~~~'LL, base management system, we
are now even better equipped to
GIANT STEP FORWARD IN
streamline software development
mOAY'S INFORMATION.
time and costs, and to pass along
these
productivity improvements
SERVICES INDUSTR~
to customers-.meeting hardware
requirements that range from mainframes to desktop computers.

Martin Marietta Corporation and Mathematica,
Inc., of Princeton, N.J., concluded a merger
that brings together Martin Marietta Data Systems' decade of experience in information services with the industry's premier supplier of
systems software products.
Now Martin Marietta Data Systems is positioned to offer customers a complete range of
software' solutions to meet their information
management needs-whether they are buying
standard applications, or building custom appl~
cations using systems software productivity
tools.
Companies around the world now have a single
source for all their software needs . . . Martin
Marietta Data Systems. With RAMIS II, the
leading fourth generation language and data

This partnership is a key building block
in Martin Marietta Data Systems' strategic architecture for the '80s and beyond. We
are not only living up to our commitment to stay
on the forefront of today's explosive information
services marketplace . . . we are taking the

lead.
For more details, call us toll free at (800)
638-7080, in Maryland (800) 492-7170, or write
Martin Marietta Data Systems, Marketing Services D-A, 6303 Ivy Lane, Greenbelt, Maryland
20770. We'll send you a free brochure.
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group who have had no exposure whatsoever to microcomputers."
The tapes are the product of what
formerly was a small television production
house in Mill Valley, Calif., now called
Kennen Publishing. Since the company's
first tapes on the Apple II were shipped in
September 1982, others on the Apple Ill,
the IBM P.c., and the Apple lIe have been
completed, the latter yet to be shipped. But
in the first 10 months, upwards of 3,500
instructional videotapes have been sold.
Also in wide usage is training software packaged on three floppy disks by
Cdex Corp., Los Angeles, Calif. Its instructional program on the IBM P.C., for example, covers on the first diskette key terms
and concepts, first contact with the machine, and system components. Disk 2 gets
into the· use of DOS and BASIC and further
details of the system, and disk 3 covers
additional DOS features, other operating
systems, programming" languages, and applications programs. It typically takes about
three hours to complete a course, says the
firm's Gary Niedermier.
He figures about half of the company's sales have been to large corporations
and the other half to small- and mediumsized firms, through a network of dealers.
Niedeimier won't say how many of his
firm's programs have been sold since the
first program on VisiCalc was shipped in
October '82, but he figures on becoming a
$50 million to $60 million company within
five years. In addition to offering how-tos
on the Apple II and IBM P.c., the firm is
scheduled to begin porting its product over
to the DEC Rainbow and the TI Professional.
"Basically, the first script, which
was the Apple il Plus, evolved out of our
frustration with trying to learn how to use
the computer from reading the manuals,"
says Ed Dudkowski, one of the two principals at Kennen Publishing. "I was angry
that this machine consumed so much of my
time to learn how to use it." Dudkowski,
who has been in electronics for most of his
iife, felt there had to be a more efficient
way, perhaps through the use of video techniques, which was his business. "Good,
solid instructional television techniques are
adaptable to any field," he adds.
Dudkowski and coprincipal Marijane Lynch undertook the scriptwriting. Rewrites were performed by writing experts
and technical consultants, and suggestions
were solicited from training personnel employed at computer stores. When the script
was completed, shooting required upwards
of 15 days, followed by two to three weeks
of tape editing. Only when this was completed was the product tested on 30 people
who had never used a computer before.
They were" expected to learn the use and
operation of the computer after five hours
of viewing the tape, without assistance
from anyone to answer questions. This
same technique, including additional re-

viewing by instructors in personal computers at a local junior college, is still being
followed in the production of new tapes.
Dudkowski explafns that with the
Apple II and lIe, every buyer must open up
the cabinet and physically install a disk controller board. This forces the buyer to look
inside and see what makes up a computer.
"Early on in the tape, having them
open up and physically install the card and
the disk drive causes their feeling of intimidation to go way down," he says. "And so
the machine begins to become friendly,
even before they've turned it on." He wishes that was also required with the IBM P.c.

"In terms of an initial exposure,"
says the bank consultant, "the tape assumes
that you've just received the personal computer and it's still in the box, which, of
course, is not the situation we have. But it
still gives someone who has had no exposure whatsoever to a computer·a very good
overview, including how it all fits together.
And, indeed, some of our people [in the
support group] will be responsible for that
kind of installation. "
He adds that "it teaches some general concepts about the operating system,
some of the capabilities such as copying a
disk, a bit about what programming is, and
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just enough to give someone a sense of what
it is and to do a few practices."
The Kennen tapes, all priced at
$69.50, $10 more than the Cdex software,
range in length from 105 minutes to 145
minutes, not counting time spent by the student when the tape suggests a pause for
hands-on practice. At the northern California bank, the videotape recorder and color
tv are set. up next to the computer "so that
what [the students] see on the tape is exactly
what they see in front of them," says a
spokesman. Students there are said to spend
a maximum of two and a half hours viewing
the tape, including all interaction with it.
In terms of the relative efficiency of
audio- and videotapes for training pur:'
poses, Kennen's Lynch, who has a background in instructional tv, says that it depends on what you're teaching and on the
individual. "People learn in all different
ways," she says. "Some people can sit
down with a technical manual and be just as
happy as a lark. Other people can listen [to
an audiotape] and imagine pictures in their
head and be O~K. Most people have a problem with that, though. " She thinks illustrative material, even flip charts with words,
work better than mere aUdiotapes.
"I don't say that videotape is the
end-all, by any means," Lynch adds. "But
with the videotape, when you've finished
that tape, you'll be using the computer."
That's not true of all introductory material
now available. "You won't be using the
computer, I guarantee you, after reading the
manual. "
Users of these instructional packages tend to be, but are not restricted to,
business organizations. In a number of
cases, the Cdex sets have been purchased
by MIS or dp departments and supplied to
end-user departments, says Niedermier.

cently released by the NRC, an operating
arm of the National Academies of Science
and Engineering and the Institute of Medicine. The report states that while there is
"no scientifically valid evidence" that use
of vdts will increase the risk of ocular diseases or abnormalities or cause harm to the
visual system, workers can suffer ill effects
when using awkwardly placed screens.
The NRC also reviewed the existing
scientific literature on the biological effects
of vdt radiation and found' that levels of
radiation during normal operation 'are
"highly unlikely" to be hazardous.
'
The study was requested and funded
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Introducing, EZ-9 and
EZ-5 from COM-MAILf!\ EZ-9 is
a system that' assigns the
approved U.S. Postal Service ZIP + 4
code for, extra discounts. It runs on any
IBM/IBM-compatible mainframe computer
or Univac 80/90 series computer.
And for 5-digit ZIP codes, EZ-5
verifies, corrects or adds the current 5
digits to your files. Both products are easily
installed,. parameter driven. Use separately
or as a complementary system.

Install EZ-9 and EZ-5 to:
• add more ZIP to your' address files
• add more capability to your mail program
• add more bottom line savings

HEALTH AND SAFETY

VDTS
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O.K. BUT...

The· National Research Council
says the machines' placement
in offices is more troublesome
than the crts themselves.
by' Willie Schatz

The National Research Council has given
the controversial video display terminal
(vdt) a clean bill of health, determining that
the ubiquitous office device itself does not
give off harmful radiation, as some critics
have complained.
But the manner in which many vdts
are installed in offices leaves much to be
desired, according to "Video Displays,
Work and Vision," a 236-page report re-

by the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH), which has previously investigated complaints and potential health hazards from the use of vdts. It
took two years and $180,000 for the 12member NRC panel to produce the report.
NRC'S expert words are the latest.
But some people don't think they are the
greatest. Everyone knows they won't be the
last in the continuing vdt debate.
"We find no scientifically valid evidence that occupational use of vdts is associated with increased risk of ocular diseases
or abnormalities, including cataracts," the
report's executive summary says. "Existing
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knowledge makes such an association seem
quite unlikely. We find no scientifically valid
evidence that the use of vdts per se causes
harm, in the sense of anatomical or physiological damage, to the visual system.
"The symptoms of ocular discomfort and difficulty with vision reported by
some workers who use vdts appear to be
similar to symptoms reported by people
performing other near-visual tasks. Temporary changes in measure of visual function
reported to occur following vdt work appear
to be similar to those observed after performance of near-visual tasks in non-vdt jobs.
Most features of vdt work tasks that may

contribute to discomfort of visual difficulty . continuously exposed. We have not attempted to evaluate the adequacy of existare also found in various jobs not involving
ing standards, but our review of the scienvdts; however, poorly designed vdts, worktific literature on biological effects of radistations, and work tasks often produce a
ation emitted by vdts under conditions
particularly problematic concatenation of
adverse features."
of normal operation and under conditions of
malfunction or aging of the vdt are highly
On the touchy subject of radiation
unlikely to be hazardous."
emissions, the executive summary was
Though the panel's expertise lay in
equally emphatic. "Anumber of competent
studies have found that the levels of radivisual issues, it touched briefly on the question of whether vdt radiation adversely afation emitted by vdts are far below current
U. S. occupational radiation exposure stanfects pregnancy, as many workers have aldards arid are generally much lower than the
leged. The panel referred to two formal
ambient radiation emitted by natural and
studies as having determined that "vdt
work was judged unlikely to be a causal
human-made sources to which people are
factor," while acknowledging, however,
that the reports "have not been publicly
disseminated. "
The panel's verdict was not unanimous. Lawrence Stark, a professor of physiological optics and engineering science at
the University of California, Berkeley, and
a professor of neuroopthalmology at Cal's
Medical Center in San Francisco, wrote a
dissent in which he criticized the majority
for not seeing it as he saw it.
.
"The report does not provide adequate guidance to a vdt user or his or her
physician regarding complaints ·of ocular
discomfort and visual fatigue," Stark said
in the back of the book. "I believe that
many highly motivated vdt users s~ffer

''The report does not provide
adequate guidance· to a vdt
user or his or her physician
regarding complaints of ocular
discomfort and visual fatigue,"
says one panel member.
from ocular discomfort and visual fatigue
beyond that appropriate to a normal work
place.
"I do not, however, disagree with
the body of the report or with the 'Executive
Summary' in·any of the detailed findings; in
particular, I do not believe that radiation
damage or serious diseases such as cataracts
result from .vdt use. My dissent rests on
possible misinterpretation of the report with
its detailed, balanced 'scientific' outlook
and style, as supporting the status quo of no
s·tandards or guidelines for vdt work places
and no clear concern with unacceptable levels of ocular discomfort and visual fatigue."
According to Stark, the committee
met three times in the first year, then not at
all in the second. He requested a meeting,
first verbally, then in writing, before the
release of the report. It never happened.
"I wanted us to get together arid
discuss some of the outstanding issues, the
state of the findings, and how the report
would be viewed by the public," Stark
said. "It was 18 months between our final
meeting and the issuance of the report. We
traded voluminous correspondence, but
CIRCLE310NREADERCARD
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You can count on 3M diskettes. Day after day.
Just like the sun, you can rely on 3M diskettes every day. At 3M,
reliability is built into every diskette. We've been in the computer
media business for over 30 years. And we've never settled in.
We're constantly improving and perfecting our product line, from
computer tape and data cartridges to floppy disks.
3M diskettes are made at 3M. That way, we have complete control
over the entire manufacturing process. And you can have complete
confidence in the reliability of every 3M diskette you buy.
Look in the Yellow Pages under Computer Supplies and Parts for
the 3M distributor nearest you. In Canada, write 3M Canada, Inc.,
London, Ontario. If it's worth remembering, it's worth 3M diskettes.

3M hears you ...
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A little over a decade ago,
McCormack & Dodge was a onepackage software company in
Massachusetts. That one package,
however, was years ahead of its time.
And our company began to grow.
Today we're a world software leader.

$$ZM

With more international offices than
some of the biggest international corporations. As for our software (now many
packages instead of one), it's still years
ahead of its time. While most software
companies are still talking about such
featu res as borderless query and
McCormack & Dodge Corporation, 1225 Worcester Road, Natick, MA 01760. Sales and

aeans tomorrow's software today.
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interactive PC link, we routinely offer
them as finish~d products.
There's a world of difference between today's software tomorrow and
tomorrow's software today. Because
we offer the latter, there's a world of
demand for McCormack & Dodge.
support offices throughout North and South America, Europe, Asia, Australia and Africa.

McCormack &Dodge
I~-------------------,
D General Ledger
0 Fixed Asset Accounting
I
I 0 Payroll/Personnel 0 Capital Project Analysis
I
I 0 Accounts Payable 0 Purchase Order Management I
I Mainframe and minicomputer systems.
I

I

(800) 343~0325* I

________
IL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ *1elex:
710-325-0329 I
~

romorrow's software today.
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that's not the same thing as meeting face to
face. I think the chainnan [Edward Rinalducci, a professor of psychology at Georgia
Tech] was being a very cautious scientist. "
Too cautious, according to another
critic.
"The Executive Summary is nothing short of misleading," contends a
spokeswoman for 9 to 5, fonnally known as
the National Association of Working Women, and one of the most vocal critics of
alleged vdt hazards. The association says it
has received 3,032 calls in the last eight
weeks on its "vdt hot line." Leading the
complaint standings with 17% are eye problems.
"The summary acts as though it's
reasonable to say there are no problems,"
the spokeswoman says. "But the report reflects the lack of consensus on whether or
not there are eye problems and what should
be done about them. They say they're not
going to deal with radiation, then they go to
great lengths to advance the issue. That was
totally inappropriate. It has the effect of
setting policy. The real problem is that
there's not enough research."
No argument there, even from the
majority. "No study we have reviewed has
been adequate in meeting the criteria for
adequacies of research design, theory, measurement, and sampling," the panel said.
"The relationship between· the use of .vdts

and well-being has yet to· be studied in a
satisfactory, scientific manner."
That raises the question of whether
this distinguished scientific panel filled that
void. It did urge that the terms "visual fatigue" and "eyestrain" be described as
"ocular discomfort, changes in visual perfonnance, and changes in oculomotor functions." And it blamed eye problems (for
lack of a better scientific term) on the placement of vdts in the office, rather than on the
machines themselves. In short, the fault,

'IBM wouldn't be spending
millions on electroluminescence if it thought vdts
were really O.K."
dear operators, lies not in the manufacturers
but in the bosses.
"Evidence suggests that job design
and task requirements can produce job-related physical symptoms and stress," the
summary said. "Thus it is possible that differences in reported symptoms between vdt
workers and non-vdt workers might be
more directly related to characteristics of
the work situation-Le., the way in which
vdts are used-than to characteristics inher~
ent in vdts.
"The comfort, performance, levels
of stress, and job satisfaction of workers
who regularly use vdts have in many cases

been adversely affected by failure to apply
to jobs and equipment well-established
principles of good design and practice. We
strongly recommend that manufacturers
and users of vdt equipment draw upon
available scientific data in designing and
selecting vdt equipment and in designing
vdt-related work."
But until-or, more likely, if-that
blessed day arrives, workers will continue
to sit in front of their terminals. They will
continue to complain about eye problems.
Whether they will be heard remains to be
seen.
"We can't be getting all these complaints for nothing," the 9 to 5 spokeswoman says. "What are we supposed to do,
think these people are imagining things? In
the long run this report will mean nothing
and be shown up for what it's worth."
"There's no doubt that vdt users
suffer increased severity and prevalence of
ocular discomfort beyond what is appropriate for non-vdt workers," Stark says. "The
report says that, although you have to look
in the fine print to find it. The summary
certainly doesn't say that. That part is a
whitewash for the status quo.
"The report should. have· said that
vdts are difficult to look at for a nine-to-five
day. Vdts just aren't good machines. IBM
wouldn't be spending millions on electroluminescence if it thought vdts were really

Invite your
computer to meetings
with General Electric
Professional Large Screen
Video Projection
COMPUTER-AIDED OESIGN displayed by General Electric projector is viewed
by Engineering Society of Detroit.

WOROS "PUNCHEO up" by
carefully before a vote.
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With General Electric's exclusive system for bright, sharp
professional-quality pictures, up to 25 feet wide, General
Electric Professional Large Screen Video Projectors are making
presentations more dramatic, more productive, and more
convenient.
Whether videotape,live transmission, TV programming or data
direct from your computer, the pictures projected can be seen
by everyone in the room, all at once, even when room lighting is
provided so viewers can take notes and refer to written material.
The color projectors show every viewer the same accurate
color reproduction. An exclusive General Electric system
registers the colors for you, eliminating time-consuming manual
adjustments.
Portable and flexible, General Electric projectors are being
used in a great variety of applications, including both rear and
front projection. Ask our applications experts whether yours can
be added to the growing list. Call or write: General Electric
Company, Projection Display Products Operation, Electronics
Park 6-206, Syracuse, NY 13221. Phone: (315) 456-2152.
TWX 71 0-541-0498.
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O.K.," Stark added.
"This report undercuts the credibility of people who sit in front of vdts and
then go home with their eyes bothering
them. I'm not a raving radical, even ifllive
in Berkeley. Milton Friedman is my economist. But the people in 9 to 5 and the workers who complain about eye problems have
a real, legitimate gripe."
They'll continue to be heard. As
will everyone else.

WASHINGTON

GOVY.:
GETTING

SMART?

Computers could save the
federal government as much
as $21.8 billion over three
years, according to a privately
funded study.
by Willie Schatz
On paper, the President's Private Sector
Survey on Cost Controls (pPsscc to its
friends) Task Force on adp/oA doesn't figure to be more than another 214 pages on
the scrap heap of reports detailing the woes
Of the government's dp and information resources management situation.
It's all been said before. Adp inventory is obsolete. Dp is mismanaged. OA is a
total mess. Government can't get good help
anymore. Things have gone from bad to
worse and are going downhill from there.
After millions of pages in hundreds of GAO
reports, everything still remains the same.
But it may not after this epic. Why
should this report be different from all other
reports? For several reasons. First a~d foremost, it was written-and underwrittenby the private sector. It didn't cost the government a cent. Chairman of the group's
executive committee, established after
President Reagan brought the PPsscc into
being on June 30, 1982, is J. Peter Grace,
of
the
country's
business
one
heavyweights. The adp/oA task force, one
of 36, was cochaired by William Agee of
Bendix, Joseph Alibrandi of Whittaker
Corp., and Donald Procknow of Western
Electric, not exactly a trio of lightweights.
Se(wnd, the report talks about saving money, $21. 8 billion over three years,
to be exact-$11.2 billion is identified by
this task force and $10.6 billion identified
by other task forces. This windfall is contingent upon the government acting on
ppsscc's advice, of course. That wasn't
part of the original deal.
Third, the task force makes numer-
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ous recommendations that seem bureaucratically feasible. They would surely create some order out of the current chaos.
Making them was easy. Implementing them
will be another story.
"By itself this report won't do anything," admits project manager John Kerr.
At the time of the study, Kerr was President
of Whittaker-Medicus, a unit of Whittaker
Corp. Kerr is now president of Mediflex
Systems Corp., a software supplier to hospitals.
"But I think this report will make a
difference," Kerr says. "The cumulative
effect of the GAO reports, the Carter reorga-

nization lDltIatlves, and this administration's reorganization efforts have gotten us
close to making something happen. And
Peter Grace is very good at hitting people

"I think this report will make
a difference. Peter Grace is
very good at hitting people
over the head."
over the head. This report should help in
getting these ideas implemented."
If those ideas come to fruition, there
will be a Federal Information Resources
Manager (FIRM) appointed by the President.

This individual, "together with the network
of Information Resources Managers (IRMS)
in the agencies, the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB), and the General Services Administration (GSA), will be responsible for the critical task of upgrading and
expanding the use of adp/oA systems," the
task force suggests. (The group had no
comment on the irony of suggesting an additional bureaucrat to an administration that
makes a habit of unemploying federal
workers.)
"The federal government is not effectively managing its information technology resources and, therefore, missing out

on substantial potential cost savings," the
task force writes. "The government has
failed to develop a coherent system for adp
planning and management. As a result, it
has not capitalized on the substantial opportunities for cost savings and effectiveness
improvement. "
The task force puts the onus for this
time warp on OMB. It accuses OMB of spending too much time worrying about how
much information technology is going to
cost and not enough worrying about how
it's being managed. Rather than put its trust
in OMB, the task force heartily recommends
the FIRM.

many companies depend on
T. oday,
computers for efficient operation of
their businesses. This is why they protect
their data processlng avallabwty with
computer support systems by Liebert I

Liebert Environmental Control Systems
provide precise control of computer room
temperature, humidity and air cleanliness.
Liebert Electrical Power Protection
Alternatives:
• The Progranuned Power CenterTM for
uninterruptible power. , • and ...
• The Power Management CenterTM with
patented Datawave<!> technology for
unmatched cost efficiency.
Liebert MOnitOring/Control Systems
Sitemaster"" provides complete, full·time
support system surveillance through a
versatile, microprocessor·based monitoring
system.
.

Uebert Colporatlon.I050 Dearborn Drive.
P.O. Box 29186. Columbus, Ohio 43229.
Phone 614,888·0246 Telex 246-655 LIEBERT WOGN
Send for Ulerature on Liebert's Total Support Systems CapabWIy.
Name
Title
Company

He or she would be a major part of
the proposed Office of Federal Management, as recommended by another task
force. The FIRM would establish and chair a
government-wide Information Technology
Steering Committee (including the IRMS)
that would be the primary forum for establishing federal goals and directives in adp.
Better yet, the FIRM would control the purse
strings. If this saviour saw a cost-effective
adp scheme he or she liked, he or she could
expedite its funding. If an agency were not
following the Steering Committee's priorities and objectives, the FIRM could cut it off
at the checkbook.
The task force also criticized current
IRM management within the agencies. It objected to the standard practice of adding an
IRM'S responsibilities to those of an existing
administrative position, usually the Assistant Secretary for Administration, rather
than hiring a full-time professional, as contemplated by the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1980. The task force recommended that
agencies be "directed to assign the IRM's
function to an SES lSenior Executive Service, the creme de la creme of government
bureaucracy] career professional with the
appropriate training and experience."
Other recommendations followed
the previous party line. GSA should grant
agencies more procurement autonomy.
Agencies should upgrade or replace uneco-I
nomic and obsolete adp/oA systems-about
half of the government's inventory is so old
that it is no longer supported by the manu-

The report accuses OMB of
spending too much time
worrying about how much
information technology is
going to cost.
fa'cturer and must be maintained by specially trained federal personnel. Teleprocessing costs should be separately documented
and teleprocessing networks should be
shared. Government should improve management of OA and emphasize its use for
managerial/professional personnel. Last,
but hardly least, government should improve salaries and hiring procedures for adp
personnel.
"Most of the recommendations of
the Task Force can be implemented without
legislation or Executive Order," the group
contends. "However, Presidential initia-_
tive is required to establish the direction and
momentum for necessary changes. With the
appointment of a FIRM and the formation of
the Office of Federal Information Resources Management, leadership and authority will exist for making the other necessary changes within the agencies and
Government-wide. "
"I know there are a lot of political
obstacles to this," concedes Kerr, who as
part of his preparation spent one weekend
reading five' years' worth of DATAMATION
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Introducing

theAuragen of

the computer species.
Now a higher form of computer technology has evolved.
It combines fault.tolerance, high performance and ease of use.
the natural selection for your business transaction needs.
Now you can have fault tolerant applications
at price/performance levels never available before.
For under $138,000, our entry level 2~Cluster system
provides up to twice the performance of today's
.
fault tolerant systems.
AURAGEN™begins with an advanced 32~bit
distributed architecture. Both your professional
and end~user staff will find it easy to learn and use.
AUROS:M our operating system based on UNIX:M
is enhanced with performance, securitY. privacy and
recovery capabilities specifically tailored for the
transaction market. We provide ANSI 74 High Level
COBOL, FORTRAN 77, Pascal, C and even business
BASIC that run fully fault tolerant. No special
instructions are necessary. No reprogramming.
No retraining. No added expense.
We also provide a full range of interactive
productivity tools for programmers, including
AURAGEN's full~function relational DBMS and
Transaction Processing Management System.
Then we've added menus, help facilities, and an
English~like query language to make your staff more
productive. The extensive communications packages
that we provide include SNA, BSC, X.25 and more.
The concept that sets us above and apart
from all other fault tolerant systems is simple.
Our fault tolerance is totally transparent and is so
efficient you'll never want to turn it off. Our backup
hardware is available to do productive work during
normal operations. No downtime. No manual
backup procedures. No added expense.
With AU RAG EN's distributed design,
you can grow in precisely controlled increments.
The basic fault tolerant system contains two
Clusters. Each Cluster contains several tightly coupled
MC68000 processors. Separate processors handle
fault tolerance, user programs, communications,
and database functions. The system can be
expanded to 32 Clusters.
AURAGEN is so advanced, you'd select
our system even if we didn't provide fault tolerance.
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But we do. In to day's competitive business
environment, you need every survival factor working
for you. We provide them all. And we want to tell
you more about them. That's why we invite you to
ask for more information.

A~t@g~!:
THE NATURAL SELECTION

,-------------------------,
DTM-983

AURAGEN Systems Corp.
1Wo Executive Drive, Fort Lee, NJ 07024
Call toll-free 800-221-1741. In New Jersey. (201)

461~3400.

I'm interested in the AURAGEN System. Tell me more.
Name
Title
Company
Address
City

State

Zip

Telephone
L _________________________
T"AU RAG EN and AURaS are registered trademarks of AURAGEN Systems Corp
T"UNIX is a registered trademark of Bell Laboratories
© 1983 AURAGEN Systems Corp
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"We'll
definitely
be there
Monda)'-"

"Service
.
IS our
middle
name?'
'

"Trust me:'
TALK ISCHEV.
Good service, however, isn't.
Which i's why in the last three
years Burroughs has invested over
$100 million worldwide on improving our serviCe and support.
For example, we spent a small
fortune on the Burroughs Respond
System-a sophistiCated computerized operation that insures fast service for our customers. (Our average
response time for mainframes is
already under two hours, but we're
determined to do even better.)
Our new $23 million Lisle
Training Center is a "Service

University"that trains many of
our 16,000 service and support
people in the latest state-of-the-art
computer technology.
Our experts are taught, for
example; to use a highly advanced
diagnostic device called a logic analyzer which is remotely controlled
so they can diagnose complex probl.ems instantly from our customer
support centers without the delay of
travelling to your company.
What's more, the new
Burroughs Parts Inventory Management System is designed to get you
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the right spare part at the right place
and at the right time.
What all this adds up to is that
Burroughs is .committed to doing
everything humanly (and electronically) possible to provide our customers with the best service and
support in the industry.
And with $100 million behind
that commitment, it's a lot more
than just talk. .

Burroughs
. THE QUESTION ISN'T WHO'S BIGGER.
IT'S WHO'S BETTER.

'
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articles relating to government adp. "We
tried like hell to avoid the political ramifications. None of us are politicians.
"I'd never spent much time in
Washington. I saw some of the most atrocious· and embarrassing things I've ever
seen. But I also found a lot of good people.
They've got the right spirit of entreprenurial
life.· They can do the job if they get the
chance.'"
Until now, waiting for that chance
has been like waiting for Godot. Finally, he
may have arrived.

GSA GETS
SOME
RESPECT

Having gone from enemies to
friends, .neither GSA nor the
vendors wants to return
whence it came.

by Willie Schatz
'Twas barely a year ago that the computer
industry couldn't find·a kind word to say
about the General Services Administration
(GSA). Rest assured, the times, they are
a-changin'. The industry· doesn't have GSA
to kick around any more.
Not very many folks saw this one
coming·. Last time anyone glanced at this
soap opera, the players were across the bargaining table, each accusing· the other of
trying to steal his soul. Now all.is well.
"We're not about to undermine
GSA," says lody Walsh, director of contracts administration for the Federal Systems Division of Honeywell Information
Systems. "We're in a position now where
we want to help them. They're doing a good
job. They've definitely gotten new respect
from us and I think most ·other companies.
We all have to realize we can't continue to
rely on. GSA and try to thwart them at the
same time.
"There's much more dialog between the representatives of industry and
GSA," says an attorney for a leading computer company. "Each side is listening to
the other aQd beginning· to understand the
other. I think they're moving in the right
direction." .
This is no one-way trip, either.
"Things are much better between us
and industry," says Harry Fuchigami, director of GSA'S Office of Information Resource Procurement. "We've changed our
attitude. If industry has a legitimate concern
we're willing to listen. Now we've got full
disclosure and coordination with industry
before major policy changes. We're more
timely in our contract awards. And we're

more professional in the manner in which
we do business with business.
"Two years ago I would get three or
. four complaint letters a month. Now I get
one every five months. We're trying to do
the thing that's best for the entire community. We certainly weren't working like this a
year ago."
No kidding. A year ago GSA came
forth with its Multiple Awards Schedule
(MAS). The industry immediately said "no
MAS, no MAS." All GSA was asking w·as for
the vendor to treat it like an oem. Industry
members would sooner have given the
agency the sun, moon, and stars.
"The government's goal when negotiating MAS contract pricing arrangements is to obtain a discount from a firm's
established catalog or commercial price list
that is equal to greater than the discount
given to the firm's most favored customer," GSA said. "The most favored customer
[MFC] discount is equal to the best actual
discount given by a firm to any entity with
which that firm conducts business, including original equipment manufacturers,
dealers, distributors, ·and others.
"GSA will . not award an MAS contract to a firm that does not give the government a price equal to the best price given to
its large volume end-user customers with
comparable terms and conditions except
where the government's overall volume of

purchases does not warrant the best price
given to end-user customers."
Well, they tried. And tried. But
GSA'S idea never got off the paper. Industry
groups closed ranks and wrought major
changes in the MAS schedule. Now, as Fuchigama told a recent conference on procurement of computers and tel.ecommunications equipment, GSA won't execute a
contract unless the price and discount is
equal to the "lowest end-user price." It
doesn't even ask for. the price a vendor

When GSA asked last year
that the -vendor treat it like an
oem, another round of warfare
commenced.
gives an oem, distributor, or dealer. The
agency got the hint that though it may fancy
itself the center of ·the vending universe,
there are plenty of other stars in the galaxy.
"They went completely overboard
on the first MAS policy," Walsh says. "It
was too much too fast. There was no way
they were going to get oem prices. But I
have to give them high marks for at least
attempting to achieve their goal of guaranteeing the integrity of a schedule on which
. the government can obtain small quantities
at the most favored customer price.
"But ADTS [GSA'S Automated Data
and Teleprocessing Service] has its act to-

Announcing
a first •••
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get her. It was the first to back off.·'
GSA'S intent remains the same. It
still wants that coveted oem price, even
though it knows it can't have it. And it still
wants to know the reason why.
"The process has gotten much harder now," Walsh says. "It's more burdensome because they're asking you to justify
so much more of your prices to the commercial sector. But that doesn't mean it's unfair. Industry knows what GSA is trying to
achieve. They have a right to know they're
not getting ripped off. They should demand
data as to why they can't get a discount
equal to a commercial customer. I have to
admit, though, that they are making it harder for the vendors to deny the agency its
goal. "
Despite the increased reams of paper, however, a good contracting officer
can easily slip through the many cracks and
crevices still dotting the GSA landscape. Offensive clauses disappear, never to return.
But both sides expect that to happen. And
the atmosphere is far more cordial than it
once was. Procurement may not be peaceful, but these days it is hardly "warfare,"
as Mark Dombroff, director of the Torts
Branch of the Justice Department's Civil
Division, characterized it befote his procurement conference audience. Dombroff,
who said he and his cohorts once left a
Wang word processing system on the

sidewalk after failing to receive service on
it, also warned his listeners "not to cooperate with the enemy."
The advice seems to have gone unheeded. Not only is the "enemy" getting
friendlier, it's getting smarter. Where agency contracting officers were once two or
three generations behind the business, they
have rapidly been coming up to speed. Such
increased acumen makes it easier for a good
time to be had by all.
"A lot of our contracting officers
just did it like it was done the previous year,

Where GSA contracting
officers were once two or
three generations behind the
business, they have rapidly
been coming up to speed.
even if it was wrong," Fuchigami admits.
"That was costing everybody money.
We've tried hard to upgrade them from [Gsj
12s and 13s to 14s and 15s, and I think it's
helped everyone."
"That situation has definitely improved," Walsh agrees. "I remember the
dingdongs we used to work with in the midand late '70s. They don't seem to be around
any more."
This new-found euphoria does not
mean that everything is cool, calm, and collected. There are some MAS issues, such as

"Before Soft·Switch~M that is."
'It used to be difficult to share information at
our company because our office equipment
comes from different vendors. Consequently,
when we needed a finished document, all of
the information had to be re-keyed for the
word processors.
'Not any more. Soft-Switch lets us exchange
all of that information intact, with no document
Clean-up.
'Soft-Switch is a Document Control System
from ITI, and it runs on our IBM mainframe.
Jt'permits documents created on one type
of eqUipment to be used by other devices,
regardless of the vendor (word processors,
personal computers, printers, etc.).
"Soft-Switch gives us extensive edit level
translation capabilities. It stores documents in
libraries on the mainframe-no more hunting for

diskettes for last year's reports. And
routing is Simple and efficient. Whether
the document goes to storage at the
mainframe, or to a device across the
hall, or to 25 branch offices around the country,
Soft-Switch requires just one command.
Conveniently, the recipient gets the document
directly from the mainframe. This is especially
useful when you route across time zones.
'Irs simple to install and doesn't need much
maintenance. The staff likes it because irs easy to
use, requires very little training, and just about
eliminates document back-up.
'Soft-Switch supports both MVS and VM/CMS
operating systems, and irs the first Document
Control System thafs fully compatible with IBM's
DIAIDCA.
'Soft-Switch is available for most major OA
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industry treating the government as a single
market but not a single buyer, to be worked
out. Fuchigama admits his contracting officers must exercise their authority more effectively. He willingly concedes that most
of what GSA requires contractors to submit
is "garbage" and essentially useless to anybody. He acknowledges the continuing difficulty with other agencies' autonomy ,to
purchase dp equipment. He hopes to alleviate part of the problem by increasing the
current maximums of $50,000 for a sole
source contract and $500,000 for a competitive bid. Both floors may be raised tenfold.
But we speak of trivialities. The relationship is markedly improved from a
year ago. Having gone from enemies to
friends, neither side wants to return whence
it came.
"Being litigious or starting a war
makes no sense if you want to keep selling
to GSA, " says Digital Equipment Corp. senior attorney Andrew Stone. "A lot of
problems start because industry doesn't understand the rules. It's important that everyone understand that there have to be rules
and understand the rules themselves. That
will make the situation even better."
"Three years ago we were awarded
our contract on Christmas Eve," Walsh
says. "Two years ago it was on New Year's
Eve. Last year it was on Sept. 15. If GSA
keeps that up and doesn't drown us in pa-

equipment. And if you don't
have a mainframe, you can still
use Soft-Switch by time-sharing
through CiSinetwork Corporation.
'For years you've been
hearing about 'integrated' offices.
Well, now you really can integrate what you want,
when you want-with Soft-Switch.
Check it out. Call ITI."
'
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Integrated
Technologies,
Inc.

. .; . we integrate technologies
200 North Warner Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406
(215) 768-9330 • TELEX: 469600
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporaton,

perwork, you have to respect that. We need·
some consistency, and GSA adds that. They
set the ground rules, and we can play by
them. It's better to go through the process
once a year and know what to expect than
go through it every time you want to make a
sale to an agency."
"We're trying to do the thing that's
good for the entire community," Fuchigami says. "We want to keep this relationship going the way it is now. Each side is
doing as much as. possible to be cooperative
and still maintain a business relationship.
I'll be the first to admit that's not easy,
because doing business with the government, stinks."
True. But it smells a lot less than it
did 12 months ago.

STRATEGIES

RAMISII

GETS A
BOOST

Martin MarieHa's purchase of
Mathematica Inc. is hoped to
help both. companies in the
nonprocedural language arena.

Report writing, utility, data management
and audit software products that stand the
test of time. Always state-of-the-art.
Designed with your data processing needs
in mind. Proven products developed and
supported in-house by Dylakor since 1968.

.Experience DYL-280's NEW Release 3.0
with a Structured Programming Facility,
COBOL Data Definition Support, Cross
Reference, Exponentiation and much more for as little as 20' per hour.

.For IBM 360, 370, 30xx, 43xx and
compatibles.
.Use everyday, English language to write
reports with speed and ease. Ideal for
your end-users in an information center
environment.
.Perform highly sophisticated utility and
development functions. Save valuable
system programming time.

'Over 1000 installations in its first year.

Dylakor
A Sterling Software Company
17418 Chatsworth Street
P.O. Box 3010
Granada Hills, CA 91344
(213) 366-1781
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by Willie Schatz
Aggressive aerospace conglomerate Martin
Marietta had the brawn but not the brains.
Mathematica Inc., the Princeton vendor of
Ramis II, was "like a brain with short arms
and legs," recalls one insider. Putting their
talents together in a $30.8 million deal finished in late July, the two hope to muscle in
on the lucrative database management market in ways neither could have done alone.
Like so many mergers and acquisitions in the software market, this one promises to uphold that most ancient sports
ideal. the deal that helps both sides.
"Mathematica was not a casual undertaking, " says Rick WaIters, president of
Martin Marietta Data Systems, of which
Mathematica will become a wholly owned
su bsidiary. "It's a fundamental piece of
long-term strategy we've been pursuing for
four years.
"We've been looking very hard at
nonprocedural languages, fourth generation
languages," WaIters explains. "We've
also been interested in programmer productivity for our applications business, so we
need portability. The third thing we've
wanted is reliability. When we started looking at these, Mathematica came through
loud and clear."
Martin Marietta wasn't the only
company that heard the message. At least
two other companies were talking seriously
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Dynamic young people. Educated within a system of universities and technical
colleges w~ich inculcate the· skills s9 vit~lto computer software qevelopment.
Young people capable of inCisive, innovative thought and pioneering concepts.
They are a natural resource that the Republic of Ireland has in abundance.
Ireland has managed to avoid the attendant disadvantages of industrialisation.
It still offers a very speCial environment: clean air, open spaces, magnificent
scenery a~d the possibility of a lifestyle which is calm and unhurried - yet
stimulating.
.
.
Meanwhile, you benefit from 100% training grants to new companies,
generous employment grants, and the lowest corporate tax structure in Europe.
If people are a key factor in your btlsiness the people to talk to are IDA Ireland.
.
Call us or contact us at any of the offices listed:

Ollie OF IRE

I~Q~1!!:J~It~ I.

New York Tel. (212) 9721000
Chicago Tel. (312) 644 7474
Cleveland Tel. (216) 861 0305/6
. L.os Angeles Tel. (213) 829 0081
Menlo Park, Calif. Tel. (415) 854 1800
HoustonTel. (713) 965 0292
Fort Lauderdale Tel. (305) 785 9430
Boston Tel. (617) 367 8225
Atlanta Tel. (404) 351 8474

..

The new high-tech centre of Europe"
This announcement is published by IDA Ireland. 200 Park Avenue. New York. 10017. which is registered under the Foreign Agents ReglstrallOn Acts. as amended. as an agent of the Government of Ireland. This
material is filed with the Department of Justice where the required registration statement is availahle for public Inspection. Registration does not indicate approval of the contents by the United States Government.
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to Mathematica about buying it. Martin
Marietta itselfhad been talking turkey since
July 1982, but the deal didn't go down then
because "a company named Bendix came
knocking at our door, " WaIters says whimsically.
"People had been after Mathematica for a while," says industry analyst AI
Berkeley of Alex. Brown in Baltimore,
which handled the sale. "The company
cam~ up on everybody's computer screen."
The pursuit was hot and heavy to the
end. According to a well-placed source,
Mathematica was in the final stages of negotiations with acquirer number two when
Mathematica president Tibor Fabian got a
caIl from Martin Marietta. "Don't do anything until you talk to us," said the voice
from Martin Marietta. A corporate jet appeared shortly thereafter to transport Fabian
from Mathematica's Princeton, N.J., headquarters to Martin Marietta's base in Bethesda, Md.
"It wasn't quite that dramatic,"
Berkeley says. "But other people were getting close. Six expressed interest and two or
three got serious."
While not necessarily watching
these courtships with bemusement, Mathematica was in no hurry to sell. The company had set records for operating revenues
($36 million), net income ($1.375 miIlion),
and earnings per share ($1.30) for its fiscal
year ending June 30, 1982. Even a disastrous third quarter in the first three months
of 1983-an income deficit of $186,000
and an earnings-per-share loss of $0.18had not dimmed the company's enthusiasm
for going it alone.
"I'm confident we would have survived either way," says Dick Cobb, presi-

Mathematica was determined
to survive, takeover or not.
dent of Mathematica Products Group
(MPG), Mathematica's major subsidiary.
"We would have succeeded had we done it,
and we would have succeeded had we not
done it. But we decided we would have a
higher probability of success if we did it.
"We really did it for two reasons.
The shareholders decided that Martin Marietta's offer was a very attractive opportunity for their own financial interests. From a
business standpoint, MPG is going to get a
substantial improvement in the availability
of funds to do the things we want to do to be
able to capture the software market. ".
A portion of that already belongs to
Mathematica. The company's RAMIS II
product is the industry's leading fourth generation language, having some 500 installations. It operates on IBM or compatible computers running with the MVS, VM/CMS, or
DOSIVSE operating systems. MPG's other
major line is ATLAS, a data communications
monitor designed specifically for the DOSI
VSE environment.

.

RICK WALTERS: "When we started
looking, Mathematica came in
loud and clear."
Mathematica Inc. also includes
Mathtech, which is involved in the development of packaged software and the sale of
software-enhanced micros, and Mathematica Policy Research, a market research and
consulting group specializing in formulat-

_.
All three pieces of Mathematica will
become part of the whole of MMDS, which
has ambitious plans to enhance its market
position. MMDS has been the proverbial
sleeping giant. It has been successfully going about its business, which began as facilities management and has since metamorpho sed into integrated services, which
Walters describes as "womb-to-tomb responsibility to do the job for our customers. " Walters cites winning a $5.6 million
contract from the Army to install an instructional support computer center at West
Point, enabling cadets to learn computer
science and engineering skills on a system
that can be accessed at any time from c1assrooms, dorms, offices, and study areas.
MMDS had exactly four months to put the
system together from scratch.
"If it worked, we got the money,"
Walters says. "If it didn't, we would have
been in a world of hurt."
It worked. They got the money.
And nobody feels any pain. MMDS has been
growing at an annual rate of 35% to 40%
over the last few years, compared to the
information system industry's overall rate
of 21 %. In fiscal 1982 sales were $122 million to the outside world, an increase of
24% over the previous year, and $122.7
million to the other divisions of Martin
Marietta. That money isn't just handed to
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MMDS, incidentally. It must compete with
outside bidders for internal services. As a
reward for its success on the outside, MMDS
was accorded full company status within
Martin Marietta. The growth is expected to
continue in 1983, with outside sales projected at $175 million (including Mathematica) and inside sales of $140 million.
Now MMDS would like the world to
know that Mathematica could be the start of
something big.
"There's going to be a whole restructuring of U.S. manufacturing in the
next 10 years," Walters contends. "It's going to be much more automated than in the
past. And it's going to be run by software.
We're positioning ourselves as the information supplier for that new marketplace. We
need tools for that, and one of those is
RAM IS II.
"We're going to try to accelerate
the products, parti(mlarly RAM IS II. That's
got a hell of a lot of capabilities that haven't
really been exploited. It's got the best
screen editing I've ever seen. With that
available to our customers, our marketing
potential should improve substantially."
This could be a great fight. No one's
going to lie down and let MMDS walk over
them in manufacturing,' federal government, or MIS, the three areas of MMDS' expertise. It's now in 43% of the available
information services industry market. Wal-

ters anticipates that it will eventually be in
58%. That means more head-on conflict
with Cullinet, MSA, Software AG, Cincom,
PRe, and EDS, MMDS' main adversaries.
"We're not a household name,"
Walters admits. "But we're not small folks
out there. We've just kept our heads down
doing what's right and what's making our
customers happy.
"Some of the things we see hyped,
we've done as normal business. Someone
comes along and says he's got a micro-tomainframe link and all of a sudden he's
written up as 'a forerunner of the industry. '

The automated manufacturing
market is Martin Marietta's
main target as it looks into
the future.
Then we think maybe we should have said
something about ours. Take John Imlay
[chairman of MSA] running around and talking about being [a] $100 million [company]. Cullinet's what, $64 million? Software AG is $25 million to $30 million? We
do that in our sales. But [Software AG president John] Maguire gets all the pUblicity.
So I think we'll talk more about the exciting
things we're doing."
Many would say it's terribly exciting that Martin Marietta is around to do
anything at all. After the Great Merger War

omputers, business machines, electronic, systems ... whatever your field,

C we have the tool kits your service personnel need for installation, and

repair of virtually any electronic equipment, including the newest state-of-the-art
hardware. Our kits are designed from a wide variety of manufacturers and our
own '15, 000 item inventory, so that you get only the tools that are specifically
tailored to your unique application. We can even custom-design a kit for you at a
cost that's lower than if you did it yourself, and an enormous savings in time.
Contact us for a copy of our new catalog and discover our high quality products,
competitive prices, and timely service. At Specialized Products, the "special"
is you.

SPECIALIZED PRODUCTS COMPANY

2324 Shore crest Drive Dallas, TX 75235
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of 1982, when Bendix, Martin Marietta,
Allied, and United Technologies traded offers for each other by the minute, Martin
Marietta seemed doomed to disappear off
the business map. Allied swallowed Bendix
whole and took a 39% bite of Martin Marietta. Last September Martin Marietta's
debt-to-capital ratio was an astonishing
82%. The premerger level had been 23%.
Like a phoenix, the company has
risen. Its debt-to-capital ratio is now in the
mid-50% range. Allied's stake has been reduced to 20% through one stock offering. A
second is planned to eliminate all Allied
holdings in the company.
Still, Wall Street raised its collective eyebrow when Martin Marietta
plunked down the $30.8 million for a small
software company. That was more than 20
times Mathematica's trailing earnings, expensive by regular industry standards but
considered de rigueur these days for a coming high-tech company. But paying three
times equity did seem somewhat dear, especially following Mathematica's deficit in
the first quarter of 1983.
"They bought the company on reasonably depressed earnings, so 1 think Martin Marietta got a very good deal," says
Berkeley. "But 1 don't think they were trying to get a steal. The question for them was
whether it would be easier to play catch-up
against Cullinet and Software AG by going
head to head or going out and getting someone as good as Mathematica and tucking
them under MMDS' marketing power. "
"I would have been happier ifTibor
had stuck around," says Wolfgang Oemisch, who watches over Martin Marietta
for his First Boston clients. (Owning 8.8%
of the firm's stock, former president Tibor
Fabian left Mathematica $2.2 million richer
after the acquisition, reportedly planning to
write his memoirs and unofficially help his
former employer for six months or so . His
post has been taken over by Walters.)
"The software business is 90% people, and you have to be damn sure you want
to take on a new company in the midst of a
management change. Can they hold on to
what they got in a way that will satisfy them
and justify the price to investors? I'm optimistic, but we'll have to wait and see,"
says Demisch.
The financiers may be waiting, but
the acquiree isn't. After significant apprehension that it would be swallowed whole
by Martin Marietta, never to emerge again,
Mathematica is putting its considerable
brainpower to work for its new partner.
, 'If we can achieve our goals in the
software area we will have done a fantastic
amount for them because we will have given them a very large market position in an
area where they have no market position
now, " MPG president Cobb says. "RAMIS II
is by far the best product around. It ought to
be dominating the whole computer software
industry and the one system that ought to be

A New Industry Standard
Introducing the Model 1200
Intelligent Peripheral Switch for IBM and compatible computers.
The Model 1200 is more than the industry's most reliable peripheral matrix switch.
It also performs these advanced functions:

User Definable Matrices

caused by attaching faulty equipment.
If one of your on-line devices fails, Test

The Model 1200 computer/peripheral
switch can be configured to respond to
the shifting equipment and application
requirements in a data processing
installation. The User Definable Matrix
lets you dynamically segment the
switch into four logical matrices
dedicated to particular equipment
groups or applications, such as a printer
pool or FEP group. Segments of the
switch can be restricted by password
control.
Test 1/0
The Model 1200 Test I/O function lets
you determine the operational status of
any device on any IBM or compatible
channel without jeopardizing the
channel or CPU operation. Test I/O
helps to safely bring a peripheral
subsystem on-line by ensuring device
integrity before the peripheral is
logically attached to the CPU. This
reduces the risk of lengthy downtime

I/O assists you in pinpointing the faulty
control unit or device.
Global Monitoring and Control
The Model 1200 Data Path Activity
Monitor allows you to
display graphically on a CRT terminal
the channel activity of all CPUs
connected to the switch. This gives you
a global view of channel activity in your
entire data processing installation. (IBM
doesn't do that.) Data Path Activity
.
Monitor lets you determine data flow
bottlenecks in real-time and then
reconfigure your computer/peripheral
interconnections to balance loads for
better performance.
Other Important Features
• Local CRT Control. From one or two
CRT terminals, with a color option,
that are attached directly to the
switch, you can predefine and store
equipment interconnections, view

the predefined configurations, and
then execute the configuration in
seconds.
• Distributed Control. Up to 56 Model
1200s at local or remote sites can be
monitored and controlled from a
minicomputer-based Configuration
Management System.
• Broad Range of Matrix Sizes from
2 x 4 to 16 x 24. The Model 1200 can
be expanded on-line as your
installation grows.
• Reliable Semiconductor Technology that is consistent with
modern computer environments.
• Total Reliability. Multiple redundant components built into the
Model 1200 ensure no single point
of failure.
• High-Speed Synchronous
Switching. The Model 1200 handles
channel speeds to 8 megabytes per
second, making it suitable for
\operation with current and future
processors.

IBltCRA
We Make Your IBM Systems

.Fault-Tolerant from End to End
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used by everybody to do their business dp
on. We're going to have a better chance of
achieving that goal now.
"By using our applications tools,
MMDS will gain a significant advantage over
manufacturers who aren't using our software tools for their applications. And I
think they have had some position and identity problems they can do something about.
I think we will be able to help them do
that. "

MICROCOMPUTERS

WAITING
FORUNIX

IBM may have the current
workstation business sewn up,
but Bell has the operating
system.
by Ralph Emmett
Now that IBM seems to have dispatched its
16-bit workstation challengers with a minimum of fuss, the company is looking for a
repeat in the unfolding 32-bit division.
Only here, the competition might prove to
be a little less puny, for waiting in the wings
is that other megaforce of the information

processing world, AT&T.
While it's true that IBM's 16-bit
PC/XT Personal Computers are becoming as
common on users' desks as the company's
Selectric typewriters, Bell too, has the beginnings of a ubiquitous presence in the
workstation business. Its Unix operating
system has become the popular choice
among 32-bit workstation vendors. So
much so, in fact, that Gnostic Concepts,
Menlo Park, Calif., predicts a $5 billionplus Unix-based business will materialize
by 1985.
IBM'S advantage is that the Unixbased systems are more or less forced to
coexist and be compatible with its P.C. phenomenon. The negative side for IBM is that
it is being pushed into supporting Unix by
the efforts of other vendors to do so.
Sources say IBM will not only support Unix
for its PClXT but will announce its own
Unix-based 32-bit workstation next year.
In essence, IBM has the current
workstation business sewn up. But Bell,
observers point out, has the operating system. "In fact, a close look at Bell reveals
that it has so much more, " says one source
related to a current Unix standards drive.
Adds the source: "Bell has an enduser population of telephone subscribers
that makes IBM'S P.e. base look tiny by comparison. Bell also has a three-step plan to
bring Unix to these people.

"Bell realizes that it has this neat
operating system," said the source. "The
company's main question is, how do we get
the most mileage out of it?"
Bell's first step, according to the
source, was to get Unix as widely used as
possible. "Companies like Microsoft
[which helped popularize the IBM P.e. with

One source says Bell has a
three-step plan to bring Unix
to its huge base of telephone
subscribers.
its MSIDOS operating system] and Unisoft,
with its ports for Unix to run on the Motorola 68000 micro, helped a great deal in this
respect. "
Bell's second (and current) step is to
get leading vendors to implement Unix on
their hardware. The telecommunications
giant recently concluded a deal with three
leading semiconductor outfits-Intel, Motorola, and Zilog-to develop Unix versions for their micros. ' 'Add to that the
efforts of such companies as DEC, Data
General, HP, Prime, and soon, IBM to do the
same, and pretty soon a river of applications software begins to flow in supportthe very thing, it should be stressed, that
Unix currently lacks," said the source.
It's when we get to stage three,
however, that things get really interesting.
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Before ISSCO
With ISSCO graphics software your
computers can produce artist-quality
charts and graphs. No more fuzzy
letters and frazzled images. ISSCO
computer graphics are always sharp
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and clear. What's more, you'll enjoy
layout freedom and can choose from
a variety of graphic enhancements
that let you tailor a chart exactly to
your needs.
ISSCO software is especially

useful for management presentations.
It lets you access data directly from
your computers and reproduce it on
paper, overhead transparencies or
35mm slides. And you'll always get
professional results.

"This is when Bell bundles Unix into a new
generation of its own 32-bit virtual machine
chips and tells the industry that if it wants
Unix it'll have to take the Bell hardware as
well" -and pay hefty license fees based on
dollar volume of number of terminals used.
Other sources explain that this is the
logic underlying the recent Bell/Western
Electric development (the Bell MAC project)
of a new 32-bit chip from scratch, rather
than using Intel, National Semiconductor,
or Motorola equivalents. These observers
add that pretty soon the Bell/Unix workstations will begin to appear in their stores all
over the country as adjuncts to that most
ubiquitous of all terminals, the telephone.
Said one observer: "Once an IBM
P.e. leaves the factory, the computer giant
has no idea where'it is going or what it's
being used for. Bell, on the other hand, can

Fears that Bell will bundle
Unix into a new generation of
its own 32-bit virtual machine
chips is what prompted the
formation of/User/Group.
monitor its terminal base, offer credit, and
all kinds of technology extensions."
It wouldn't be difficult to gauge
IBM'S reaction to such a three-step strategy
by Bell. Understandably, the other Unix
and Unix look-alike vendors aren't crazy

about the scenario either. This is why a new
conglomeration of commercially oriented
Unix users, called the IUserlGroup, banded
together early last year.
"The idea," says Jim Isaak, marketing director for one of the group members, the Boston-based Charles River Data
Systems (CRDS), "is to come up with a portable Unix standard that reflects the efforts
of everyone, not just Bell Labs·."
IUserlGroup (which is attempting to
change its unusual name to Uniform) is
composed of such luminaries as DEC, HP,
Microsoft, Fortune Systems, lIT, and, of
course, Bell itself. Though its ranks are predominantly made up of Bell Unix licensees,
some of the members, like CRDS, have
come up with their own Unix-like operating
systems.
Others, like HP, have developed
their own operating system as the "kernel"
and offer Unix utilities on the outside, thus
preserving their own base environment and
looking like Bell on the outside. The net
result of this input, according to Isaak, is
that the recommendation for a new portable
Unix standard could be submitted to ANSI
by year-end. "Though the standard is largely based on Bell's new System 3, there have
been some significant changes to the draft,
such as new file and record-locking mechanisms that Bell doesn't offer," Isaak revealed.

"The important thing," Isaak
stressed, "is that you don't have to be a
BelllUnix licensee to implement our portable standard."
Against such a background, IBM'S
anticipated entrance into the Unix arena assumes even greater importance. Will the
computer giant become just another Bell
licensee, like so many on the standards

/User/Group hopes ''to come
up with a portable Unix
standard that reflects the
efforts of everyone, not just
Bell Labs."
committee? Or has the company followed
the HP route with its own kernel on the inside and a passing resemblance to Bell on
the outside? Will IBM use one of the alternatives developed by Microsoft or Pick Systems? Maybe IBM has its own alternative?
Sources point out that even at this
late stage, IBM is juggling its options. The
betting arnong insiders is that IBM'S 32-bit
Popcorn (tipped for second quarter 1984 '
announcement) will be Unix based and that
the software was developed outside IBM.
At the same time, IBM is known to
have had a constant input to the IUserl
Group meetings via "a committee member" and may be prepared to go along with
its findings if a consensus can be reached.
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MterISSCO
Isn't it time you got the credit for
making the company look good? For
more information about artist-quality
graphics and a free copy of our 40page manual, "Choosing the Right
Graphics Devkes;' write ISSCO,

10505 Sorrento Valley Road, San Diego,
CA 92121. Or call (619) 452-0170.
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Get the advantages
of personal computing
plus direct connect 3278
emulation.
With the APC, your people
will be more productive than
ever before.
They can easily perform all
their existing
3278 applications. ~..-:::;c"".",:'
Then, with a
single keystroke,
switch to a full
function personal ~~,"". .".c_",-...~
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and easily.
TOA FULL FUNCTION
Inside the Advanced Personal
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Computer from NEC Information
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Systems.
keyboard configurations.
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Own for less than you pay in rent.

With all this functionality,-~'"
you'd probably expect
to pay a small
fortune
for the
APC.
Surprise!
TheAPC
can be
purchased l=::==E!I~K
for less
than1y s
rental charges on a 3278.
Which means you can offer your
people a lot more functionality and still
pay less.
Software, software,
and more software.
With the APC, you can choose
, from hundreds of different
software applications
programs.
You can get word
processing, forecasting,
spreadsheets, database
management and much
more. In fact, we probably
have a software program
for any need you might
have.
YOU CAN OWN AN
NEC ADVANCED PERSONAL
COMPUTER FOR LESS THAN THE
COST OF LEASING A3278 FOR 1YEAR.

WITH THE ADVANCED
PERSONAL COMPUTER,
DESKSARE LESS
CLUTTERED AND
PEOPLE ARE MORE
PRODUGIVE.

out more
Personal Computer.
For more
information
about the
APC, or for
the location
of your
nearestNEC
represen
call 1-800-343THERE ARE
HUNDREDS OF
PERSONAL COMPUTER
4419 •
SOFTWARE PACKAGES THAT
And fi nd out W hY RUNONNEC'SADVANCED
so many 3278 users
PERSONAL COMPUTER.
are saying "NEC and me':
ILLIUJ . . . ILa __
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The APC also offers you the best
color graphics. in the industry, and a
wide range of graphics software. The
~~st storage capacity of any computer
In Its class. And the kind of reliability
that NEC is famous for. .
All for less than you're paying now.
• IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
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NEC Information Systems, Inc.
5 Militia Drive, Lexington, MA, 02173

LocalNetTMnetworks make industry
managers downwardly mobile.
And upwaldly mobile. Whichever way they
have to move.
For instance, look at The Foxboro Company.
Hundreds of companies rely on Foxboro process
management and control systems when they move
liquids, gasses, and energy across plants and
factories.
And Foxboro relies on a LocalN et system when
it moves both p£ople alld computers from office to
office. Or flool to floor.
At Foxboro, a Slagle LocalNet cable distributes
the power of four computers from busy R&D labs to
executive COi'ller offiees. While multiple taps, already
installed fOi less than $50 each, make the network
instantly accessible.
©

1983 Sytek, Inc.

So at Foxboro, the company doesn't stop moving
because people are.
And that helps Foxboro control one more thing.
Its cost of doing business.
I t takes experience to design local area
networks with this kind of flexibility. Ours comes
from more than 18,000 connections to more than 250
LocalNet networks worldwide. More than any other
open network supplier.
And we tfansfer this experience to LocalN et
u~ers in goverl1ment, finance, and academia.
If people in you:c company are going places,
contact us at Sytek, Inc. 1225 Charleston Road,
Mountain View, California
94043. ~elephone (415) 966-7333.
It'll be a smart move.
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SECURITY

TALES

OF

DECRYPT

A Bay Area startup is peddling
a new data encryption device
for use with all sorts of
terminals.
by Edward K. Yasaki
Spending for data processing in the U.S. is
fast approaching the $100 billion-a-year
mark, and critical applications such as
funds transfer, distributed CAD/CAM, and
electronic mail are highly dependent on·
data communications channels. Yet, it has
been estimated that users spent as little as
$200 million last year on security for their
computer systems.
Although that figure is expected to
grow to $600 million in 1985 and as much
as $1.5 billion in 1990, it is no surprise that
current estimates put the cost to U.S. businesses of data theft and computer damage
as high as $3 billion a year.

In recent months, a technology that
represents but a small component of that
spending has begun showing up in the marketplace-cryptography. A number of vendors have announced protocol-transparent
devices that encrypt and decrypt data signals to provide protection in communications environments. It's a technology understandably favored by the financial community-banks, insurance companies, and
securities firms-and by the military. But
few others.
One of the problems with encryption has been its high price. What's required is a cryptographic device at each end
of a transmission line, one near the terminal, and one near the computer, and that
comes to at least $2,000 per line. A second
problem is management of cryptographic
keys, not a whole lot different from password management except that physical
keys must be distributed to authorized users. That might require the use of special
mail or courier services to reach distant users. But someone must still keep track of
who has which key.
"You buy a $2,000 device, and
then you hire a $24,000 guy to manage the
thing, " says Shig Tokubo, president of
newly formed Securnet Corp., Oakland,
Calif. What with that individual's overhead
and operating expenses, the company is
now paying $50,000 for key management,

NAGGING
POWER PROBLEMS!

Ii!!!:/oN THAT

ENDS 100% OF YOUR POWER RELATED PROBLEMS.

Computer Power Products RUPSTM (Rotary Uninterruptible Power Supply)
combines the unquestioned superior power conditioning capabilities of a motor
generator with battery ride-thru to provide the greatest combination of reliability, power quality, performance, efficiency and price effectiveness in the history
of uninterruptible power supply.
Available in all 60 hertz ratings from 12 to 500 KVA single units and parallelable for higher requirements. Also available in 415 hertz output and 50 hertz input
or output.
Take this prescription today-end your
nagging power problems!
Money.back performance
guarante.-e. _ _.....

Or write type of computer system on
your business card and send it to us:

,.
r
Cr--_NTE.
IIfIWONllaucT.

227 E. Compton Blvd., Gardena, CA 90248
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and the device cost only $2,000.
Securnet is the latest entry into this
late-blooming market. The company is a
spin-off of a computer security consultancy
called EDP Audit Controls that performs
computer penetration projects, develops
risk analysis studies and contingency plans,
and advises companies on ways to improve
their computer integrity. From such experience has come a so-called data line security
device (DLSD).
"You can have the most unsecure
operating system in the world," says Tokubo, a principal in the consultancy. "But
if you control the access to that machine,
you'd be pretty secure." That, in essence,
is the objective of the DLSD, a passive device that is transparent to user traffic. It
scrambles data leaving the terminal and un-

Securnet does not use the
DES algorithm proposed by
IBM and accepted as a
standard by the federal
government.
scrambles them before they reach the computer,and vice versa on the return trip.
What sets the DLSD apart from similar devices is the absence of the DES (data
encryption standard) chip which, based on
an IBM algorithm, is available off-the-shelf
from several semiconductor makers. In-

A POCKETFUL
OF FACTS

The AOC MarketGuide ™ on Personal
and Professional Computers
gives you:
• ratings and comparisons
• individual model hardware and
software specs
• component pricing
• new product enhancements
• distribution channels and more
COMPLETELY UPDATED EACH MONTH!
FITS RIGHT IN YOUR POCKET! '
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stead, DLSD uses an algorithm devised by
Tokubo and implemented in a custom chip
at a lower cost than the DES. As a result,
Securnet figures it will be able to supply a

Keys are inserted in the
device each time the user
wants to use his terminal.
pair of black boxes for half the price others
cost, or about $1,000 a pair.
Additionally, because Securnet performs the key management task for its clients, keys can be distributed to users by a
client's security officer, the dp manager, or

the person responsible for supplying new
employees with a key to the office.
"And any time a key is lost by a
user," says Tokubo, "the matching key at
the computer end is removed and is considered invalid for the system." There's no
need to modify a password file.
The DLSD, a microprocessor-based
device about the size of a business envelope
and measuring less than 2 inches thick, has
the key hardwired inside in its current configuration, which means each box has a
unique encryption key. Under development, however, is a DLSD with a separate
key fob about the size of a book of matches

that the user will carry around. Each user's
password will be inside that fob, which
must be inserted into the box before communications can take place. "No one can
stand over your shoulder, watch you type,
and steal your password without your
knowing it," explains Tokubo. Not only is
the user responsible for reporting any loss
or theft of a key, but the thought is that a
user should be required to use his key at
least every other day. Failure to do so will
be interpreted as a lost or stolen key by the
system, which automatically erases that
key. Any key or pair of keys removed from
the system is returned to Securnet, which
supplies new keys at no cost.
An unfortunate side effect of the use
of keys is that the system is able to monitor
where the user is each time he or she logs
in, following a peripatetic user around the
facility and the equipment being used. The
security inherent in such a system also provides an element of Big Brother that some
may not find attractive.
There are a number offactors, however, that favor the use of cryptography.
One is a decrease in price as demand increases, for the device consists essentially
of only a few Ie chips. A number of terminals makers are interested in integrating the
black box into their devices, the external
appearance' changed only by a receptacle
for the user key, Tokubo says. That would
eliminate the separate cryptographic box,

What sets the DLSD apart
from similar devices is the
absence of the DES chip.
Instead, DLSD uses an
algorithm devised by Tokubo
and .' implemented in a custom
chip at a lower cost.
which ideally would be reduced to one
chip. For the oem, of course, incorporation
of that chip would represent another value
added by the equipment maker.
"In my opinion, everything that
goes over the satellite ought to be encrypted," says Martin Hellman, Stanford University'S leading cryptologist. The reason,
he adds, is that transmitting a signal by satellite "is like broadcasting it to the world."
Even data sent over phone lines create concern, especially when handled by microwave transmission. "But I also think things
like local area networks are going to create
a big demand" for encryption, Hellman
says.
Hellman, who consults in cryptography, says people ask him about automated spying techniques, such as monitoring a
transmission line and looking for key
words. But the professor 'points out that a
local area network constantly scans the cable, looking for an individual's address to
appear. When a packet destined for that individual's terminal is found, that packet is
CIRCLE490N READER CARD
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picked off. "It's constantly spying for legitimate purposes," Hellman says. And if
one wanted to convert that into a spying
device, one only has to have it look, for
example, for a particular company's address.

BUSINESS

OLD BOYS

GO LEGIT
IN L.A.

A new Southern California
network has aHracted 110 top
executives from local
technology companies.
by Edith Myers
The "old boy" network has gone formal in
Southern California where a group of 110
chief executives, 97% of whom are in the
computer industry, have banded together to
help each other out.
Instigated by Steven Panzer, a Los
Angeles management consultant, the
Southern California Technology Executives Network (SoCaINET) hopes to foster
growth and development of its members
and help the Los Angeles area maintain itself as a stronghold of technology-related
companies. Technology is thought to bring
economic salvation and has therefore become the subject of intense efforts by local
civic and commercial groups to lure investments to their communities.
Southern California has long been a
center of computer industry activity, although its image as a leader in that area has
partly given way to Silicon Valley up north.
"Together we represent 2,000 years
of computer experience," says executive
director Panzer, half jokingly. He says the
group was founded after he.was called in to
help a struggling software company. "They
seemed to be doing the right things but there
were pieces of the puzzle missing. We began to wonder too why companies like Texas Instruments and Atari were making strategic mistakes and why so many companies
failed to go beyond their first successful
product. "
He began discussing the matter with
many ceos in the area, he says, and found
nearly unanimous desire for greater interaction with peers to share problems and solutions. The group held its first meeting in
midsummer.
"There is an informal network like
this in Silicon Valley," Panzer notes, "and
it works."
SoCaINET's initial activities include
personal networking, information ex-

change, and image enhancement-making
the world perceive Southern California as a.
high-technology growth center.
"In the wake of IBM'S investment in
Rolm and Intel, " Panzer points out, "cooperative ventures will proliferate."
Says one ceo who admittedly was
on the lookout for potential joint venture
partners, "With the climate what it is now
in Washington [for joint ventures], it looks
like anything goes, short of collusion."
Panzer initiated the plans for' the
network last May 26 with a round table
meeting of some 50 ceos. At that meeting,
Walter Bauer, chairman and ceo of Infor-

matics General Corp., Woodland Hills, Calif., was named chairman. A core meeting
followed at Informatics on June 10 and, at a
subsequent meeting on July 8, two vice

"With the climate what it is
now in Washington, it looks
like anything. goes, short of
collusion. "
chairmen and a lO-man executive council
were elected.
Ricardo G. Brutocao, president and
ceo, LDM Inc., and C. Paul Davis, president
of Perfect Data Corp., .are the vice chair-

TIME-PROVEN
PERFORMANCE

While new printers with impressive specifications are introduced on an almost daily basis. only
time will tell the true quality of the product. Over the past 2 years our customers have continued
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men. The council is composed of Martin
Albert, president, Cambrian Systems Inc.;
Richard Barrett, president, Adaptive Data
and Energy Systems; J. David Callan,

"There is an informal network
like this in Silicon Valley, and
it works."
president, Callan Data Systems; George M.
Crandell Jr., partner, Brentwood Associates; Harold M. Gordy, president, Teledyne .National; Alexander D. Jacobson,
ceo, Inference Corp.; Arthur Lacerte, president, Basic Computer Systems Inc.; Charan

S. Lohara, chairman,and president, Intelligent Communications Networks Inc.;
Thomas L. Ringer, president and ceo, Fujitsu Systems of America Inc;; and Thomas
Roberts, chairman, Transducer Technologies Inc.
The first official meeting of the network was held July 29, when the membership was divided into round table groups of
12 ceos, which will meet monthly for half a
day. Network-wide conferences and workshops are to, be held quarterly.
Panzer predicted that the network
initially will give a lot of attention to marketing. "Among the ceos we interviewed,

Opportunity for:
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Configuration
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With Industry-Leading, Fortune 50 Company
Join our large, high-technology data center located in
the Midwest. ,We have state-of-the-art computing facili-'
ties and a dynamic, highly professional environment in
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A generous all inclusive compensation plan with
comprehensive benefits and relocation assistance
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almost all ranked marketing high as a success factor. Theyranked themselves low. "
At the initial meeting, David Cole,
ceo of Ashton-Tate, pointed to the tendency
toward "killing the messenger who brings
bad news. You've got to seek out information. Expect bad news and appreciate good
news, but get the information quickly." He
said Ashton-Tate has identified all the channels in the organization through which a
customer can talk.
David Saykally, president of Context Management Systems, said, "Focus on
the parameters of the marketplace, not on
channels of distribution. Determine who
has responsibility for strategies."
In addition to its regular members,
all high-tech ce'os, SoCalNET has a panel of
venture capitalists, lawyers, and consultants who can be called on by the round
table groups.
Panzer believes the network will
grow. "I've compiled a list of some 250
emerging high-tech companies in this area.
This is an exciting time in Los Angeles."

BENCHMARKS

REENTRY: Data General once again has
attacked the microcomputer market, introducing a family of desktop machines it
hopes will appeal to corporate and small
business users. The firm's new Desktop
Generation .line uses the microEclipse microprocessor and Intel's 8086, offering the
ability to run previously written Data General minicomputer software as well as industry-generic packages. The company had
unsuccessfully tried to enter the micro market in 1980 but "missed the mark," as one
executive put it, by choosing a proprietary
operating system that limited the amount of
applications software available. The lowend model of the new family is a single-user
machine selling for $3,165 with 128Kbytes
of main memory, a 368K byte diskette
drive, monitor, and keyboard. The upper
two models, which can handle up to four
concurrent users, will sell in the $10,000 to
$17,000 range, depending on options. Deliveries were set to begin this month.

BUYS IN:

Frustrated in its delayed attempts to enter the office systems business,
Harris Corp. has agreed in principle to buy
established word processing vendor Lanier
Business Produds Inc. of Atlanta. In a
stock deal valued at about $415 million,
Lanier would become a subsidiary of Harris. The deal is expected to be completed by
October or November, giving Melbourne,
Fla.~based Harris a solid entree into a market it has eyed for,several years. Harris last
spring finally came out with its own word
processing system after several years of development and scrapped plans. The company is understood" to have' a relatively
strong standing in the distributed processing marketplace but is now determined to

A lot of companies would like to run
as smoothly as Charlotte County.

harlotte County, Florida, is one of the fastest growing
C
counties in America. And its government is one of
the most efficient.
In fact, visitors have come from as far away as Europe
to study Charlotte County's computer system. A Nixdorf
computer system.
As Oliver Lowe, Charlotte County's Property Appraiser,
and the d.riving force behind the implementation of·the
Nixdorf 600/55 computer system; puts it, "One of the primary obligations of any government agency, regardless
of size, is the elimination of unnecessary expense and
duplication of effort. With the Nixdorf system, we are
able to meet the data and information processing needs
of all county departments, and at the same time, make
the information used by one organization available to
any other department that might need it. We're comparable with private enterprise when it comes to efficient
management."
.
The Nixdorf system handles the complete range of the
county's administrative functions from property appraisal,
tax collecting, license'and registration renewals, payroll,

and mosquito control to a number of law enforcement
requirements.
... . .
Another reason for the selection of the Nixdorf system, .
according to Mr. Lowe, was its ease of use. The system
is being run by people who had never operated a data
processing system before. No computer specialists had
to be hired. And that's a major factor in Charlotte County's
ability to save hundreds of thousands of dollars.
For 31 years, Nixdorf has been providing solutions
for the information processing needs of all kinds of businesses, as well as government agencies at the local, state
and Federal level. And today, we're a successful international company with 16,000 people and over 110,000
computer systems installed around the world.
So if you want the best system of government, with all
the software and support you could ask for, all you have
to do is talk to Nixdorf.
.
Nixdorf Computer Corporation,
300 Third Avenue, Waltham, MA 02154
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establish a position in the office arena. Lanier'sells the Ez-l series of standalone word
processors which are manufactured for it by
Montreal-based AES data Inc. (in which Lanier has a 37% interest), while Harris offers
a clustered system, the Series 9000. The
latter recently made the bold move of divesting itself of its well-established printing
business to become entirely an electronics
company. Lanier brings to the situation a
payroll of approximately 5,000 employees,
some 2,000 of whom are in sales.

SPLITS: After less than a year and a half
, of its Industry Systems group structure,
Burroughs Corp. formed a three-group arrangement at its head offices in Detroit. Replacing Industry Systems will be the Large
Accounts Development, Business Information Systems, and Financial Systems
grotips, the first of which is to be headed by
corporate senior vice president William P.
Conlin, who had been in charge of Industry
Systems. All three of the new groups will
report to Burroughs president and chief operating officer Paul G. Stem. Business Information will include office automation
and small business computer operations and
is to be headed by Edwin F. Carlson, a
corporate vice president who joined. Burroughs last spring from Victor-Kidde's
computer operations. Heading Financial
Systems will be Martin A. Belsky, a corporate vice president. When formed in May
last year, Industry Systems had encompassed product planning; market planning;
engineering and manufacturing for financial, commercial, and manufacturing systems; as well as office and small business
machines.
DELAY: Amdahl Corp. has been forced to
slip the first customer ship date of its' dualprocessor 5860 mainframe by at least three
months due to a shortage of engineering
staff within the company. Instead of being
available in the second half of this year, the
machine will be delivered early next year,
Amdahl told customers. The slippage is understood to be the result of management's
decision to concentrate engineering efforts
on other areas, most notably the development of products to handle the Extended
Architecture (XA) IBM has started to deliver
in its high-end mainframes. While industry
observers don't expect the pcm's revenues
or earnings to be affected by the delay, it
will make Amdahl's largest machine enter
the market a few months after IBM'S largest,
the quad-processor 3084. That machine is
scheduled for first shipment in the last quarter of this year.

gled closer to British computer vendor ICL,
which has for two years marketed and
manufactured Perq systems abroad. Under
a new five-year agreement, the two companies will more closely coordinate their manufacturing efforts, dividing the Perq product line between Pittsburgh and the United
Kingdom. Three Rivers hired a new top
management team in March to help reverse
what was understood to be a declining order
rate. Company sources indicated that new
financing, aimed to help development of an
expected lower-cost Perq 3 system, would
be publicly disclosed this month, perhaps
involving ICL. Meanwhile, the British firm
is gearing up to introduce the Perq 2 workstation in the U . K. on Sept. 21.

SPREE:

Management Science America
Inc., the Atlanta software company, has entered the educational market through the
acquisition of Edu-Ware Services Inc.,
Agoura Mills, Calif. , for about $1. 5 million
in cash and stock. This move is expected to
bring the company more sales in the microcomputer market and give it a boost in competing with IBM whose Science Research
Associates subsidiary is expected soon to be
a major force in the educational software
market. Edu-Ware had fiscal 1983 revenues
of $1.6 million. Meanwhile, MSA earlier
had acquired Computeristics Inc., a builder
of order processing and accounts receivable
software, for about $4.5 million. MSA has
disclosed plans for further acquisitions in
the hospital and banking arenas, among
others, as it tries to target specific industries; The company reported second quarter
revenues of $36.9 million, up 63% over the
COil' parable year-earlier period.

"CAVED IN": That's what AT&T ad~,
mitted doing in reluctantly agreeing to drop
the Bell name from its corporate title following the upcoming divestiture of its local
operating companies. The agreement
cleared the way of all legal obstacles for the
breakup. Those 22 smaller units, which are
joining together into seven regional holding
companies, will be allowed to use the Bell

MRP AUTHORITY DIES: Oliver W.
Wight, author, industrial educator, and °a
leading advocate of manufacturing resource
planning techniques, died of cancer after a:
long illness. He was 53 years old. A
founder of the American Production and
Inventory Control Society, Wight was a
well-known lecturer on automated manufacturing methods. Speaking with the enthusiasm of an evangelist, Wight inspired
industrialists worldwide to use computers
to improve factory productivity and gain
better control over operations. He was born
in Bridgeport, Conn., and graduated in
1951 from New England College, Henniker, N.H. Publication of his latest book,
We Can Beat Japan, will bring to six the
total number of titles he produced.
0

0

0

0

TAIL WAGS DOG: Acknowledging that
its product's name is better known than its
company title, Three Rivers Computer
Corp. has changed its name to Perq Systems Corp. The Pittsburgh maker of highperformance scientific pcs also has snug80 DATAMATION

moniker. Thus, AT&T's unregulated subsidiary, now American Bell, will become
AT&T Information Systems and the longlines subsidiary will be named AT&T Communications. Bell Laboratories will, however, retain its name intact. It is thought that
the phone company will now have to spend
millions of dollars to reestablish its market
identity without the Bell logo, but the company agreed to change in order to avoid
extended legal hassles as the Jan. I divestiture approaches. Meanwhile, AT&T has
chosen red, blue, and black as its corporate
colors, leaving the traditional blue, ocher,
and white to local companies.

TIDBITS:

Digital Equipment paid $26
million for a 9% interest in mainframe maker Trilogy Ltd., giving DEC an option to
license Trilogy's wafer-scale semiconductor technology. It was also agreed that Trilogy, at DEC'S option, could develop a new
chip manufacturing facility in California, a
portion of whose output would be used to
supply DEC. No details were given as to
DEC'S intention to use the advanced chips in
its product line . . . . Swedish manufacturer Ericsson Information Systems has cut
two potentially lucrative deals with U. S.
comptuer makers. The company has agreed
to set up in the U. S. a join R&D company
with Honeywell Inc. to develop voice and
data communications products. The two
firms also signed a long-term technical exchange agreement regarding Ericsson's
MD 11 0 private branch exchange (PBX)
which Honeywell now is to market in North
America. Meanwhile, Sperry Corp. said it
has signed a marketing agreement giving it
the right to marketEricsson's System 2100
bank branch automation system in most
Europen countries outside the Nordic nations as well as in Canada, South Africa and
Southeast Asia . . . . Lee Data acquired
Wordtronix, a late-starting Minneapolis
maker of word processing equipment. ...
Honeywell said it received an order for
more than 1,000 DPS 6/40 minis for Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. sales offices in
the U. S. and Canada.
:ff.
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COMPUTER
SECURITY

THE CASE FOR
COMPUTER SECURITY

by John C. Q'Mara, Executive Director
Computer Security Institute
Northborough, Massachusetts

The hallmark of an effective manager is the ability to recognize
what is important. Unfortunately, senior management has a
long history of failing to recognize the critical importance of
information, and what would happen if their data processing,
capabilites were damaged or destroyed. Yet information is the
lifeblood of every organization. It is an asset as valuable as
cash, accounts receivable, personnel, plant, and equipment.
And at the organization's heart lies the computer, pumping the
flow of information to every part of the enterprise. The loss of
that information, or of management's ability to use it, would
severely cripple the organization.
Computer Security Institute surveys show that the degree of dependence on computers varies considerably-but
in almost all cases is increasing. For a typical manufacturing
plant the additional out-of-pocket expense of computer downtime runs between $2,000 and $50,000 a day; for a large bank
or insurance company it can be $500,000; for an airline it could
be millions. Extended downtime would become even more
costly, to say nothing of lost business and customer good will.
Survey results also show that the primary reason for the absence of dp safeguards can be traced to top management's
lack of awareness of the need to protect these critical assets.
Why this lack of awareness? For one thing, senior managers
rose through the organizational ranks before the computer
became a familiar business tool. Many CEOs are uncomfortable in a computer environment, never having had the opportunity to work with computers in school or on the job. Even
when organizations began installing their own computers,
there was often a management reluctance to get involvedand expose their lack of understanding to the "high priests"
who ran the machines. An almost blind dependency evolved,
which prevented senior management from asking the right
questions, kept them from effectively applying to the dp function the same evaluations and standards they routinely used
for manufacturing, finance, marketing, and other functions.
In addition, dp administration has done a poor job in
educating senior management, leaving behind the mystique of
the "black box." The net result is a real lack of awareness of the
importance of the dp function to the organization, not only in
terms of its cost-effectiveness but, more important, its critical
role in the organization's overall operations.
Establishing a Computer Security Program-Here's a useful, if simplified, description of the major steps in establishing a
program to secure information processing systems.
1. Develop a Policy Statement and Assign Responsibility. A necessary first step is to formalize in a policy statement the organization's commitment to protecting its information resources. This can be as short and simple as "Information
is a valuable corporate asset and must be managed accordingly." This high-level commitment is necessary if any program
is to have a chance of success and gain the cooperation of
management and the user community. The next step is to
choose an individual to serve full-time as dp security officer
with overall responsibility for computer security. If your company is small or medium in size, you may have to live with

something less than a full-time responsibility, but it is nonetheless essential that this role be assigned.
2. Conduct a Cost/Benefit Analysis. Before corrective action can be taken, make a thorough analysis of risk
exposures. What effect would a disruption of dp services have
on your company? What if vital records were lost or destroyed?
What about the disclosure of trade secrets or other proprietary
data? (To be most useful, these critical loss potentials should
be described in dollar terms.) This information then ties directly
into your evaluation of risk-reducing options. To determine
whether a proposed security system or procedure is costeffective, you compare its cost to the potential loss it is expected to reduce or eliminate. Rational decisions can now be made
regarding the appropriateness of physical access control systems, backup power, fire protection, and other protective measures. When these systems and controls do not reduce the risk
to an acceptable level, you may wish to transfer the residual
risk to an insurance underwriter; or, you may choose to selfi'nsure. In either case, you need to be aware of what is at risk.
3. Establish a Disaster Recovery Plan. Even after
protective measures have been taken, breaches in your security screen are possible. You need a contingency plan to establish a state of preparedness, along with the capability to
react immediately in a controlled and systematic way. Tasks
should be clearly defined, prioritized, well-documented, and
tested.
Managing the Program-Managing information security successfully requires an understanding of the organizational interfaces among data processing operations, systems development, audit, corporate security, user areas, and senior management. Of all these groups, however, it is perhaps most
important that end user departments understand and believe
in the goals of the security program as well as the measures
used to implement it. Only with their acceptance will the program work effectively.
Monitoring the Safeguards-Once your program is in place,
you should institute a mechanism for monitoring the program.
It should verify that control procedures are operating, that the
various security systems are performing properly. These systems, such as automatic fire protection systems and backup
power, should be maintained and tested so you can be assured they are in working order if called upon.
In short-Keeping the "big picture" in focus requires a clear
understanding of the role data processing plays in supporting
the organization's day-to-day operations-and an understanding that its loss could be catastrophic. Prudent measures
must be taken to assure smooto and uninterrupted operation of
the dp function. When you're dealing with hundreds of thousands, or millions, of dollars worth of assets, a patchwork,
piecemeal approach to computer security is simply not good
enough. An effective program doesn't happen by chance; it
requires detailed, time-consuming planning, funding, and a
commitment from all levels of the organization. When created
and managed conscientiously, and with the blessing of senior
management, an effective computer security program will ensure the most efficient use of your resources, with a minimum.
of surprises.
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Try and mentally total up how many of
your employee's job functions are
dependent on your mainframe computer.
Now double the number. Or even triple it
for a more accurate estimate. Add in
what would happen if suddenly the computer wouldn't work. Result? Your employees wouldn't work either because
they couldn't. And when that many employees are out of work, you're probably
out of business.
Businesses today have become so computer dependent that there's only one
word for complete computer shutdown:
disaster. And your computer is vulnerable. To floods, fire, explosion, nature
and sabotage. Your data processing
manager probably has a disaster plan.
And probably it won't work. It really isn't
his or her fault, because business con. tinuity, whether computer related or not,
is a corporate/financial responsibility,
not a data processing problem.
We're Corporate Contingency Services.
And our business is keeping you in

business. We can't ensure that your
computer will always work, but we can
do the next best thing. We can assure
you that your business will go on working when your computer won't.
CCS offers a full range of contingency
planning products for computer dependent companies. One is called ASSURE;
a comprehensive fully operational disaster recovery facility featuring the
latest IBM 3083 and 4341 systems, telecommunications services, test time, shell
space and office areas. Another product
is ASSESS; an analysis of the expected
financial impact of a company losing its
EDP capabilities.
We also offer ASSIST, consulting services and educational programs tailored
to address your company's complete
recovery planning needs. From initial
analysis to implementation, CCS offers
you the most cost effective disaster
recovery solutions.
While your mind is computing this
information, call us. Before irs the only
computer you have available.

P.O. Box 805 New Hudson, MI 48165 (313) 486-2110
Corporate Contingency Service is a division of Michigan
Medical Service, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan.
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THE MYTH-MANAGEMENT
OF DISASTER
RECOVERY PLANNING
by Martin E. Silverman
Coopers & Lybrand .
Chicago, Illinois
It is dangerously bad management to assume that "adisaster
won't happen to me"; but it's even worse to believe that somehow you'll be able to recreate your data files and computer
resources without detailed, tested recovery plans. The prolonged unavailability of dp resources is not a viable option;
neither is simple reliance on the best efforts of computer manufacturers to get you going again. Few managers realize the
extreme importance of planning for such contingencies. Instead, they often think in terms of "myths."

Myth #1: Contingency planning is not senior management's
problem; it's a technical thing the dp department should worry
.
about.
Reality: Planning for disaster recovery is a business management responsibility involving the protection of a corporate asset as valuable as any of its "hard assets," or the decisionmaking capabilities of management. That asset is corporate
data, the key to your business-customers, markets, operations, strategies for survival. Contingency planning is therefore a necessary cost of doing business.
Myth #2: A viable contingency plan means making backup
copies of everything on the computer.
Reality: Will those backups be usable after a disaster? Do you
keep them away from your dp site? What will you run them on?
Do you copy your programs as well as your data? How old is
the backup? What if something happens to your only backup?
The sad truth is that backup of data and software is only one
part of contingency planning.
Contingency plans are specifically designed actions,
resources, and procedures that will be used to recover and
maintain vital corporate functions if your dp facilities are rendered partially or totally inoperative for an extended time. They
must serve your organization's specific survival needs. They
must be designed with the involvement of your staff and tuned
to your organizational objectives. They must support your critical systems and guide the actions needed to restore full and
normal dp activities. Anything else will leave a gaping hole in
your corporate security blanket.
Myth #3: Contingency planning means finding a "place to go"
where dp activities can be resumed after a disaster.
Reality: While this is an important component of contingency
planning, it can only be addressed after you know what your
real requirements are-when you have determined which applications are critical to the organization's survival and what
resources are needed to support them.
Critical applications and resources should be carefully
defined. What is critical to one group may be incidental to
another.' When making contingency plans, a critical application is one which must be carried out with a specified regularity
if the company is to survive, and which must resume regular
operation as quickly as possible after a disaster.

When discussing the resources required to support
critical applications, the first two that come to mind are the
computers themselves and the operating software (both systems and application packages). But from a management perspect:ve, there are several other important factors which must
be figured into the contingency planning process.
Hardware-What equipment do you absolutely need to resume operations? What substitutions, what compatible equipment can be used to meet your needs? Where will you obtain
the equipment, and how long will you be able to use it?
Software-What operating environment(s) will allow you to run
your critical applications?
Personnel-Will the required number of support personnel be
available? Are they trained in alternate systems (some may be
manual) for data entry and processing?
Logistics-If you're moving to a different location-possibly
more than one-for your recovery operations, how will you
coordinate data, personnel, support materials (such as forms),
transportation, and communications to achieve the necessary
results? Sometimes the extra movement involved in relocation
may introduce enough added risk to eliminate that alternative.
Security, Audit, Control-After a disaster, your normal operating procedures will be severely disrupted. Operating programs and personnel will be forced to work under extremely
adverse conditions that would not otherwise be tolerated. Your
usual control mechanisms may not be fully operational. Clearly
there must be alternate (perhaps even more stringent) procedures to ensure adequate security and auditability during a
highly pressured recovery period.
Recovery Time-There are two critical time dimensions to
consider when planning for recovery-maximum allowable
"downtime" for critical applications and the length of time it will
take to recover normal processing at your normal dp location.

Myth #4: The final step in the contingency planning process is
to formalize (document) the plan.
Reality: A well-conceived, well-documented plan does not
assure that it will work in a disaster situation. For that assurance it must be tested! Because disaster recovery planning
involves such a complex of events and circumstances, so
many interrelated activities and procedures, the only way to tell
whether it works is to put the plan into effect. Periodic testing
will also alert you to the plan's weak points as well as reinforce
for your personnel their specific tasks and responsibilities.
A Living Process-A contingency plan must be based on the
organization's overall needs,' not just the technical requirements of the computer center. It is not simply an "add-on"; it is
a living process. That process begins when new applications
are designed, and it should not end until the application is
obsolete. It also requires modification of existing applications,
procedures, and processes.
The final decisions rest with senior management, and
the decisions must be made intelligently. When contingency
planning is ignored, that's mismanagement; facing up to the
misconceptions, that's myth-management.
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MICROCOMPUTERS:
THE ELECTRONIC OFFICE'S
DR. JEKYLL/MR. HYDE
by Gerald I. Isaacson
Computer Security Institute
The widespread use of microcomputers offers one of our
greatest opportunities for increased white collar productivity.
But with every new concept or·technology (as with Dr. Jekyll's
formula), there are potentially damaging side-effects. In the
case of micros, we face the very real risk that their use will
proliferate out of control.
A major problem faced by data processing management is simply getting a handle on where the microcomputers
are-who in the organization has them and who is buying
them. Because of their low cost (commonly treated as operating rather than capital expenditures), dp often never learns of
their purchase. And since many were purchased as electronic
typewriters, word processors, and programmable calculators,
organizations have no idea of how many micros they own!
Hardware service and software support problems multiply:.when a wide variety of products and brands are being
used. And with this potpourri we lose the ability to develop
usable documentation and the ability to recover from machine
failures or localized "disasters." On the bright side: managers
andstaff can now use these machines for their individual processing needs, possibly reducing demands on the dp center.

Who's Responsible for Security?.:...-With processing channeled to users, the protection of information and processing
respurces must also migrate to them. This is a two-edged
sword. A security plus is that users will easily recognize strangers, since personnel with a need for particular information generally work in the area where that information is processed.
This does not, of course, preclude unauthorized access via
communications. On the other hand, there is usually a lack of
recognition of the need for security, and a poor understanding
of risks involved and solutions available. Years ago, when
management assigned the responsibility for processing data
to the dp department they also delegated the responsibility for
protecting it. As microcomputers lead to the building of miniature dp centers throughout the organization, management and
users must be ready and willing to accept the security responsibilities that go along with the processing power.
Protecting the Equipment-Microcomputers are tempting
targets for theft, even greater than typewriters. The physical
protection of each micro station should be evaluated in terms
of the equipment and the information being processed. Simple
precautions include lockable equipment enclosures, lockable
power switches, and fasteners to secure the equipment.
Access to Stored Data-Securing information and software
from unauthorized access or modification becomes increasingly important as sensitive information is relegated to the micro environment. It may be sufficient to lock up floppy disks
overnight. As the trend to hard disks, resident files, and
networking continues, greater protection may be required. In
dealing with a sensitive application, it may often be more costeffective to operate in a stand-alone mode than incur the costs
of controlling access to shared systems.

Media Control-One floppy disk may contain hundreds of
pages of information (with storage densities growing and
physical disk sizes decreasing). Since this information can
easily be duplicated without detection, we need to restrict
access and guarantee data security. How does your organization handle floppies? Are they locked up when not in use? Are
they left unattended in machines? Are they properly handled
according to contents, classification level, department or company? Can they be taken off premises undetected and without
permission?
Network and Communications Security-Microcomputer
systems will not reach their full potential until they are
networked, communicating with one another and with large
mainframes and databases. Communications capability is required for electronic mail, teleconferencing, videotext, facsimile transmission, and other services that will be an integral part
of the "office of tomorrow." The need for secure communications is obvious. The protective measures that will work here
are the same ones used with traditional dp communications.
The threats are essentially the same, the communications facilities are identical. We face the same vulnerabilities.
A notable difference, however, is the type of information
being transmitted. Traditional data communications involves
transaction-oriented data, which query or modify records, or
batch transmissions, which provide input to or output from
processing applications. With the increasing use of microcomputers, networks will be used for communicating sensitive
management information between corporate executives.
Drafts of confidential material will be "on the wire" as parties to
decision-making processes communicate with their terminals.
Confidential information once carried by hand will now be
broadcast. The vulnerabilities are significantly greater, and yet
individuals using these communications facilities are largely
unaware of the dangers. Current network designs do not even
address this threat. From the user's viewpoint, security probably won't be effective until it can be applied by the push of a
single button on the keyboard.
Awareness: The Critical Step-To properly address microcomputer security problems, senior management must adopt
a security policy which clearly defines the responsibility for
information security. This is more significant than ever in the
micro environment because of the distribution of sensitive data
and processing resources throughout the organization. A
strong policy is the first step to building awareness.
The key, of course, is for management and users alike
to develop a "security mindset," recognizing that information is
a critical resource of the organization. Once that awareness
exists, micro users will begin identifying problem areas on their
own and will welcome help in finding appropriate solutions.
Many of these solutions are familiar to dp management. Applying them to micros may call for some modifications, and a newrisk assessment may be needed to justify certain measures,
but the traditional basics of computer security are still validand sufficient-for protecting microcomputer systems.
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Exhibition
"Attending since 1977, this has been
the best yet. I would recommend that
anyone responsible for MIS security attend next year's conference~l know I'll
be there." 1<'. W. Barnett, Corporate
Security Administrator, Sonat Inc.
"It was excellent-well coordinated,
fast-paced, good variety· of topics
represented. Workbook was very helpful ••• Most productive trade conference I
have attended!" Gay Goforth,
Security/Aud. Officer, Texas Dept. of
Human Resources
"Excellent. The conference dealt with
the ever constant changes In computer
security and presented the challenges as
well as . possible solutions. Very
thought~provoking."· Kenneth. E.. RiCe,
Vice PreSident, First & Mer{"hants Sational
Bank

About
Computer curity
Institute
CSI, established in 1974, is. the
first membership organization
totally dedicated to helping
organizations safeguard .their
EDP resources.

Membership
Services

"Computer Security Event of
the Year," and the annual IBMI
Amdahl Users Computer SecurityWorkshop program durin~
the summer.
CSI also conducts a full schedule of regional seminars on· a
variety. of. currently important
computer security topic~
throughout. the United .. States
and Canada. These seminars ar€
also.presented as in·house train~
ing programs (along with customdesigned courses).

Computer Security JournalThis twice-yearly journal
designed for the working practi
tioner, offers practical coveragl
on· all aspects of· computer se
curity, including software· com
parisons, contingency planning
and security management.

Compufer securitv
(sa
terminal problem.
All the locks, checkpoints and guards
in the world can't protect your computer
system at its most vulnerable point,
your terminals. Anybody who sits
down at a keyboard can strike right
at the heart of your system. That's why
you need GUARDIAN.
GUARDIAN is the flexible CICS
security software specially designed
to protect the on-line portion of your
computer system. It limits access,
monitors and records all on-line
activities, and provides reports in plain
English. GUARDIAN makes it easy
to safeguard your terminals, files, data
bases, transactio'ns, programs and individual users.
Start defending your most vulnerable area. Call today toll-free
800-526-0272 for more information about GUARDIAN.

GUARDIAN
from

~~W:ARE
INTERNATIONAL

Fort Lee Executive Park,
1\vo Executive Drive,
Fort Lee, NJ 07024
(201) 592·0009
Toll Free (800) 526-0272
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A PRAGMATIC LOOK AT
COMPUTER SECURITY

by Robert H. Courtney, Jr.
Robert Courtney, Inc.
Port Ewen, New York

First, and absolutely fundamental to the achievement of a rational, cost~effective security program, is that the mere existence of a computer-based system vulnerability does not provide sufficient justification for applying corrective measures.
The world, including the data processing community, is full of
problems that are better tolerated than fixed. We should fix
those which cost less to fix than to tolerate, but we should live
with the others until a cost-effective solution is available.

Avoid the "Step in the Right Direction" Syndrome-Doing
something not really effective, but which offers a vague hope
that we can build on it later, is often worse than doing nothing
at all. Be very wary of those who counsel that a proposed
action may not be the best solution, but "at least it's a step in
the right direction." In any kind of endeavor, making motions in
the apparent direction of the ultimate objective, but where the
whole route to that goal is neither visible nor planned, seldom
results in progress. The usual consequence of the intuitivelyderived, hope-filled "step in the right direction" is the need to
later reset to zero and start again-but with resources diminished by the cost of the false start.
The Security Problem Disassembled-Many things are better understood if we take them apart and examine at least the
major components in isolation. So it is with computer security-but, like a watch, we must not expect it to work properly
that· way.
It is quite difficult to find the most cost-effective security
measures if we take the problem apart and disperse responsibility for addressing the components throughout the organization. We often lose the ability to identify justifiable security
measures because we cannot see their applicability to the
many different aspects of the problem.
Individual security concerns are too interrelated to allow
each to be addressed in isolation. For example, we cannot
isolate our concern for errors and omissions from our concern
for the depredations of dishonest employees, or isolate either
from our concern for being attacked by technically sophisticated outsiders. It is almost a certainty that if none of these concerns influences our planning for backup and recovery, we will
not get the most security for our money. Further, the probability
will be high that we will be implementing security measures
which are mutually incompatible or which result in an otherwise
unnecessarily large negative effect on productivity.
Again, we can take the problem apart to look at it, but
we must put it back together again to solve it properly. While it
is often convenient to consider errors and omissions as a separate problem, we should realize that there is almost always a
strong connection between errors and omissions and the dishonest employee problem. Further, some very important secu- .
rity measures have an applicability to both, and their cost-

-justification may lie in their ability to contain both problem
categories. For example, take the need to hold people accountable for their actions. People are inclined to be both more
careful and less likely to steal if they know that their actions are
not only observable but that they are, in fact, observed. Identifying people with adequate (for the particular situation) rigor,
recording individual activity, and processing those records to
find undesirable behavior provides a powerful deterrent to
both those who are not careful enough and those who might
have their personal integrities unduly stressed. Unless both
problems are considered concurrently, it is improbable that
measures applicable to both will be implemented.
A necessary though obviously incomplete solution is a
corporate policy statement fixing responsibility for data security on the managers of the user departments-the functional
areas which are supported by the dp facility. Other areassecurity, dp, audit, legal, personnel, real estate, buildings and
grounds, insurance-must assist in identifying and solving
problems, but the basic responsibility should be fixed with the
users. There appears to be little hope that any other approach
to the assignment of computer security responsibility will properly reflect the real needs of the whole organization and create
the essential recognition that security is not an end in itself; we
pursue it only to limit losses.

The Problem with Prioritizing Problems-We have saved
until last one of the most difficult of all data security problems to
overcome; that is, the very strong temptation for both data
processing professionals and professional security people to
want the computer security problem to be more technically
challenging or more intellectually titillating than it is likely to be.
This inclination leads to a prioritization of problems or concerns which is completely contrary to the actual experience of
those same people.
It is common for dp directors to be concerned with the
capability of a few well-paid systems programmers for causing
damage, while giving little thought to the thousands of geographically dispersed clerks who have constant access to key
organizational files. Only a small portion of computer-related
crime can be attributed to technical people, either inside or
outside the organization.
A Plea for Common Sense-The planning and implementation of security measures yields as well to careful, systematic,
coherent system design as does any other aspect of data
processing. In designing other systems, we try to accommodate all reasonably foreseeable problems and exception conditions, and we reject applying resources to solving problems
we have never experienced and have no good reason to think
that we will. If we apply the same professionalism, diligence,
and insistence on cost-justification that we apply to other aspects of well-designed systems, we can have fully cost-effective security with minimum negative effect on system performance and function.
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MODERATE COST
COMPUTER SECURITY
CONTROLS

by Donn B. Parker
and Charles Cresson Wood
SRI International
Menlo Park, California

The preceding articles should provide the motivation for protecting data resources. Here are some examples of important
controls which can be implemented at moderate cost to improve security.
A generally accepted set of basic controls for computer
systems exists, even though it is small and subject to modificationdepending on data sensitivity, applications, technology,
and other factors. Some controls are recognized as generally
applicable to all systems and can be used as a starting point
for a security plan. However, in addition to specifying a control,
many related factors (not all covered in this short article, such
as who is to be constrained by it) must also be considered.

Human Controls-Many computer security specialists overlook the importance of personnel-related controls, such as
background checks for data processing positions of great
trust. Systems programmers, as well as data entry clerks, can
do great harm. Managers typically scrutinize the technical
background of applicants but often neglect to check personal
backgrounds. Of course, personal background checks are
limited by regulations, laws, and ethics. Where allowed, a manager should check the education, past employment history,
criminal convictions, and credit history of an applicant for a
sensitive position.
Employees may often avoid or circumvent security controls to complete tasks more quickly, because productivity
alone may be considered in their job performance reviews.
An increasing number of employers are realizing that, without
explicit inclusion of security awareness and compliance evaluation in job performance reviews, employees will continue to
.rationalize their noncompliant behavior.
Many data processing employees use their employers'
computer resources for personal purposes without explicit authorization. This may be tolerated in some organizations but
not in others. Professional associations such as the ACM (Association for Computing Machinery) have codes of ethics addressing such matters, but they seem to be rarely applied.
Twenty-one state computer crime statutes and two
pending federal computer crime bills have been helpful in
defining acceptable conduct, but these laws set only a lower
bound. In one recent court case in a jurisdiction where no such
statute exists, the judge released the defendant charged with
criminal use of his employer's computer services, in part because his employer had failed to inform him that unauthorized
personal use was not permitted. Unless employees are informed about prohibitions, they may rationalize their behavior,
assuming that certain actions are permissible.
A code of conduct for all employees and contract
workers is highly recommended to explicitly identify unacceptable actions. The code should describe penalties for violations; otherwise, it is only a guideline. Codes should be reviewed periodically with the people affected, and they should

sign a statement agreeing to be bound by the rules. A code of
conduct should, for example, cover: personal information confidentiality, customer and employer information confidentiality,
rights to computer programs developed while on the job, use
of employer's computer resources for personal purposes,
compliance with computer controls, sanctions for policy violations, reporting of losses and data owner and custodian responsibilities.

Password Access Controls-Password controls are used
primarily for gaining access to multiuser systems. The features
generally agreed to be important for password control include:
requiring a minimum number of characters for each password;
termination of sessions activated by idle time; limiting the number of log-on attempts permitted before a user is disconnected; preventing the display or printing of passwords at the
terminal; and one-way encryption of master password files.
The U.S. National Bureau of Standards will soon release a
Federal Information Processing Standard publication entitled
"Standard for Password Usage" along with guidelines for its
application.
Some systems now require a series of passwords for
access to increasingly sensitive computer system areas, such
as a communications network, a specific computer, an application on that computer, and privileged functions within the
application.
Backup Copies of Data-Making backup copies of critical
data is recognized as good business practice. A surprising
number of organizations, however, do not store them in sufficiently safe places-specifically, away from the computer site.
If a fire or other localized disaster were to occur, all copies of
the data could be destroyed. In addition, one backup copy is
often not sufficient; if an operator accidentally erased the only
backup copy, recovery operations could be costly or even
precluded. Thus, at least two backup copies should be made.
Baseline Controls-Organizations should assess their computer security posture vis-a-vis that of others with a similar
computer operating environment and with security literature.
This will enable organizations to reach decisions on accepted
controls more easily and increase confidence that an adequate baseline is established relative to accepted practice. To
complete a security program, it should be noted that every
organization has unique characteristics and associated risks
that should be dealt with separately from and subsequent to
the consideration of generally accepted controls.
Two reports resulting from SRI studies provide further
information on recommended security controls. The report on
the landmark study "Systems Auditability and Control," obtainable from the Institute of Internal Auditors, contains a compendium of useful information on controls that are being widely
used. The "Computer Security Techniques" report, recently
prepared for the U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice
Statistics, details controls that were found to be used in seven
exemplary computer installations around the country.
#

Some data secuntymethoCts
work better than others.
the stateof-the-art
§n~Q~nltnrn' resource protection package for MVS works best of all.

rn'QD nl?.

TOP SECRET is data security at

its best. Offering quick installation, phased implementation
and comprehensive resource
protection, TOP SECRET out·
distances all other data
security methods for total
resource protection.
TOP SECRET immediately secures
your most critical resources without impacting normal processing.
Implement security with no delay
and with absolutely no modifications to your operating system.

TOP SECRET is the only total

resource protection package that
offers comprehensive
CICS security, including file
and program control and protection down to the field level.
By using the Standard MVS
Security Interface, TOP SECRET
becomes an integral part of
your operating system. Complete compatibility with all IBM
and vendor products that use
Standard Security is automatic
and guaranteed, now and in
the future.

Protect your valuable data
resources today. Join the MVS
sites across the country that .
have considered every data
security method and made
the sure TOP SECRET choice.
. Call for additional product
information and your free trial.

800-237-2057

TOP SECRET security comes with

the same top-notch technical
support that guarantees the
quality and reliability of all
CGA software products.

See us at Booths 22 &.~3

CGA Software Products Group
P.O. Box CGA-l
Holmdel, NJ 07733

MAXICALC™: The most
complete on-line spreadsheet
system for CICS users.
Now everyone in your company who is
looking for computerized assistance in
planning; forecasting, budgeting and data
analysis can find it in the quick-to-Iearn simpli.city of MAXICALC ... th~ complete electronic spreadsheet package that gives. your
CICS system important new capabilities.

Runs without DP support.
Every aspect of MAXI CALC has been
designed toassure ease of use. In less than
the hour it takes to install MAXICALC, users
will be running their own spreadsheets ...
without training or support from D.P. per~
sonnel. That's because MAXICALC functions just like micro software, with no programs to write, a few simple commands to
learn, straightforward menu screens, and a
step-by-step manualto guide the user.

Variable Screen format.
MAXICALC has many special features
which enhance its use and make it extraordinarily flexible. Data can be entered "on-

line" directly to the spreadsheet with all
changes automatically recalculated. And
split screen capabilities allow the user to
work with multiple segments of the worksheet at one time.
MAXI CALC's completely variable column
widths assure unequalled flexibility... as
illustrated in the sample spreadsheet shown
above. And the large size of the worksheet
...512 rows by 64 columns ... lets users create the kind of spreadsheets they want.

Full color and graphics.
Equally important, MAXICALC's full color
support and graphics capability assure you
that it will meet your needs into the future.
Unlike other spreadsheet packages
being offered for CICS systems, MAXICALC
is a complete and. full-featured pseudo-conversational system that doesn't ask you to
compromise. And it's.fully supported by
Oxford ... the #1 independent supplier of
CICS applications development software.
Yet MAXICALC is surprisingly inexpensive. To quote just one user... "Payback is
immediate ... it's like having 50 micros:'

Other special features:
• Data file access
• Fully automatic scrolling
• Direct row and column positioning
• Full range of arithmetic functions
• Prints on any CICS printer
• Video training available
For a free on-site trial of MAXI CALC ...

Call OXFORD today
(800)631-1615
r-------~--------------~---,

(@)~~~Po/~~T~~

D I'd like a MAXICALC trial. Cafl to set a date.
D Send literature on MAXICALC and
Oxford's other products.

Name ____________________________
Titie' ___________________

Company ________________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Cily _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Stale,_ _ _ __

Zip
Phone (
L __________________________ J

/

I
~fMn (Q:I

0. .Outside North America, contact one ofthe follOWing WSA Companies; Europe-Austria (0222) 3135-1840; Benelux (NL) (03402) 61657; France (01) 294-2.184; Greece (01) 9590-631;

"!JWc~ ctrUc Italy (011) 517618; United Kingdom (Herts) (01) 950-3576, (Coventry) (0203) 26301; West Germany (02161) 67604; Scandinavia (Sweden) (08) 761-7380; Middle East/Africa-Israel (04),?
South Africa (011) 373040; South America-Brazil (Rio de Janeiro) (021) 224-4379, (Sao Paulo) (011) 257-4460; Australia-New South Wales (02) 436-2477; Asia-Hong Kong (05) 260450; Japan (N~f
(052) 211-5021. (Osaka) (06) 445-7561. (Tokyo) (03) 437-0921; Singapore 733-0714.
./
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Bureaucracy and red tape help create the paradox
of· a·healthy economy.with substandard raises.· .

ready making $70,000 a year, it's not a big
deal when ~omebody offers you a few grand
more." He reports that many job offers to
middle management include some sort of equity participation, the proverbial piece of the
action, that will be taxed atthe20% capital
gains nite.
The DATAMATION survey found that
about· 20% of the companies polled have
stock options,. a third have profit-sharing
plans, and about a quarter have some sort of
investment plan, which usually involyes
. matehing employee contributions for stock
purchases. These percentages have been
growing over the past few years, Morgan reports.
A case in point is MeA Inc. of Los
Angeles. "Five years ago, I got stock options, but nobody else in the department
did," notes Al Jerumanis, vice president and
director of corporate data processing for the
entertainment company that includes Universal Studios, the movie company that produced Jaws. "Now the six managers reporting to me have stock options." In addition to
stock options for senior and middle management, the company offers several stock purchase plans.
For those at the bottom of the totem
pole and ineligible for the perks, there is
some good news. The modest salary increase
averages· mask some important distinctions
that help explain why paycheck gains are
minimal compared to the recovery of corporate balance sheets. Companies in some industries pay relatively large merit increases,
while companies in other industries are struggling to stay above water, and therefore retard the overall averages. The recession may
be over from the point of view of the economists and academics in their ivory towers,
but for certain industries around the country,
not just in the Midwestern industrial heartland, plenty of problems remain.
Petroleum-based c;ompanies are suffering from a glut of oil, so dp salaries are not
soaring in Houston. The showrooms of heavy
equipment manufacturers are still empty, despite the return of buyers to automobile
showrooms. Yet the salary increases for relatively healthy firms are also not keeping pace
with the past, according to the DATAMATION
poll, and the explanation is based on another
economic fact of life: the impact of disinflation on corporate compensation plans.
"Not only are business conditions
taken into account, but there is also an inflation component in compensation," explains
Mark Hurwich, a compensation consultant at
Towers, Perrin, Forster & Crosby. "When
inflation cools down, compensation cools
down. " The U. S. Department of Labor a few
weeks .ago issued some numbers that shed
light on the impact of a reduced inflation rate
84 DATAMATION

METHODOLOGY
Early in June, 623 DATAMATION readers centers inthe DATAMATION survey had an
filled out a questionnaire on the salaries annual budget of $1 million or less.
paid to the data processing department staff
Of the urban sites polled, the New
as of May: I, 1983. The respondents were York City metropolitan area had the highest
selected on an nth name basis from the DA- return, with 39 shops responding. The ChiTAMATION mailing list's subsection identi- cago area was second, with 37 shops. or
fying the key person at each computer site. 5.9% of the total, followed by Los Angeles
Most of the forms were completed by the dp with 31 shops, or 5%. Other urban areas
manager and the remainder by the person- represented in the survey are Boston, with
23 sites; Philadelphia, with 28 sites; the
nel department or a corporate executive.
About half of. the computer sites Washington, D.C. area, with 23 sites; and
were in suburban or rural areas of the coun- Dallas, Houston, Atlanta, Detroit, Minnetry, representing the general transfer· of apolis/St. Paul, Denver, St. Louis, and
back-office dp functions away from high- Seattle.
. In addition to indicating the average
cost urban real estate. About a third of the
respondents .were manufacturing compa- salary. raise over the past year, the responnies, 11% colleges and universities, 10% dents included the benefits, average salary,
were government offices, and 6% were hos- and experience levels for 56 different job
pitals or other institutions. The average dp classifications considered typical of data
shop has 26 employees, up 8.6% from the centers, from the vice president of dp at the
May 1982level,and about 80% of the dp top to the data entry tyro at the bottom.
on raises. In 1981 the median pay increase for
white collar workers was 9.8% and the inflation rate was 1O.6%-therefore, real income
dropped. In the 12 months ending in March
1983, the annual median pay increase was
7.1 %, the department reported, but after taking the 3.6% inflation rate into account, real
income was up 3.5%. It may be small consolation to the systems analyst looking at a 5%
salary increase, but the fact is that the real
worth of that measly raise is far greater than
the 9% or 10% raise paid a couple of years
ago.
Bureaucracy and red tape
also playa part in creating
the paradox of a healthy
economy with substandard
pay increases. The rosy 1982 raises were determined by budget committees during innumerable meetings in mid-1981, when the
economy was strong. Conversely, the 1983
salary increases were determined during the
summer of 1982, which is going down in the
record books as the lowest point for the nation's economic health since the Depression.
"We prepare our budgets on a calendar year
basis during the previous August and September," confirms J. C. Gracey, director of
computer services for Tenneco Inc., Houston. "At that time [August 1982] we were
looking for overall raises of two percentage
points less than the range for 1982, basically
due to economic conditions."
As a conglomerate, Tenneco represents both the good and the bad news on the
economic landscape-its automotive divisions are doing well, but its large natural gas
operations are not. In fact, the revenue and
profit problems all over the Houston oil patch

RED TAPE

PlAYS
A PART

were so severe as to probably pull down the
overall dp salary increases. More than half of
the dp centers in Houston that responded to
the survey said their salary increases would
average less than 5% in 1983, compared to
the typical 5% to 9% average last year. Furthermore, 37% of the Houston respondents
indicated that 1982 raises averaged in excess
of 10%, but for 1983 just one company indicated that a 10% or better raise was in the
works. Notes a dp official at Gulf Oil Corp.,
Houston, "We had an average 9% raise in
1982, but only 6% in 1983, and I was surprised we'd have raises at all this year. The
industry is in the pits. "
The effect of the economy was more
than to merely diminish the size of paychecks-the number of dp personnel getting
paychecks also declined in certain areas.
Houston employers polled by DATAMATION
indicated that the number of people on their
dp payrolls declined by 15.5%; in Minneapolis/St. Paul the decline was 20%. Detroit, of
course, is down, but only 5%, due to the
recent recovery of the auto industry.
Regional variations are not limited to
the size and number of paychecks issued to
data processing professionals. The life-style
and attitudes of a community have an impact
on salaries and benefits and on whether a job
prospect will be hired at all. As a recruiter,
Morgan of KornlFerry has heard many
Northeastern companies order him not to offer jobs to people from the West Coast! The
laid-back, hot-tub atmosphere is offensive to
the normally intense Yankee from Boston.
"They just don't like Californians," asserts
Morgan. "They consider the work ethic there
undesirable. They call it Silly Valley."
One of the West Coast perks that the

Get KnowledgeMan.
The all·in·one software with the data management edge.
Let's face it. Many 8-bit products like
desktop information processing needs:
dBASE II weren't designed for the new gener- • Third Generation Spreadsheet
ation of 16-bit micros. So you can't do all the
• Ad Hoc Inquiries Oike IBM's SQLlDS)
things your application may require. With
• Screen I/O Management
KnowledgeMan you won't be frustrated by
• Forms Management
typical8-bit software limitations...so you can
• Structured Programming Language
go easy on the hardware.
All are integrated so you can intermingle
• Need more than just 32 fields
various kinds of processing with ease.
per record?
=K=-=N:-7"O=-=W=-::='"L=E=D-G=-E-™ For example: You can query your
KnowledgeMan allows you up
'tt
data base from within the spreadto 255.
sheet, and use the results in the
spreadsheet's cells. With
• Wish you could use arrays?
KnowledgeMan allows both one
KnowledgeMan you'll
Great Software
and two-dimensional arrays.
solve MORE problems... pose
Professional Support
MORE questions ...simulate
• Need more than two tables
Attractive Price
open at once?
MORE "What-if?" questions.
Big Profits
KnowledgeMan allows an unlimiFor financial modeling,
budgeting, sales reporting/analysis, billing
ted number to be open. •
• Want security for your applications?
reports, order entry, job costing and more,
KnowledgeMan provides password checking, KnowledgeMan is the software to choose.
field-level access controls AND encryption.
Easy to use. Powerful. And flexible enough
• Wish you could use parameterized proceto build your own decision support system.
dures and more than 16 levels of nesting?
You can tie it together with MDBS III to
KnowledgeMan allows up to 26 parameters in create a distributed processing information
a procedure, with UNLIMITED nesting. •
center. You can even interface KnowledgeMan
• Want to take advantage ofyour terminal's with your favorite graphics and word
color capabilities?
processing packages. And you won't have to
KnowledgeMan supports up to eight colors.
worry about add-on features not included in
That's just the beginning... KnowledgeMan the basic package. KnowledgeMan has it all.
is much more than just a relational data
So don't be seduced by dBASE II or other
manager. It's a comprehensive system for
8-bit products revamped to fit the 16-bit

man
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environment. They're obsolete.
If you already own a copy,
now's the time to upgrade
Micro Data Base
-with KnowledgeMan.
Systems. Inc.
•Depending on environmental constraints.

And Here's The Best News of AII...You Get All These
KnowledgeMan Features For Only $500. First releases are

------------for the IBM PC, Victor/Sirius, Altos. Call for other environments.

Send check or money order payable to: Micro Data Base Systems,
Inc., P.O. Box 248, Lafayette, IN 47902, (317) 463-2581,
Attn: David Bartkus.

Name _____________________________
Address ......;.________________~________
City _________________ State _

Zip _ _

Phone _(___________________________
Operating System: OPCDOS OMS DOS OCP/M-86
Machine/Disk Format: _____________________
051/4" IBM PC SS 051/4" Victor/Sirius
08" IBM 3740SS-SD
192K RAM & 500K mass storage recommended.
Handling/shipping: Add $10 for U.s., Canada, Mexico;
$45 elsewhere. Indiana residents add 5% sales tax.
VISA/MasterCard orders may be placed by phone.
OCheck/money order enclosed (U.S. currency).
OMasterCardNISA No. ___________________
Exp. Date _ _ Bank No. if MC _____________
Signature ___________________________
ODealers: Ask for Dealer Demo Package,
KnowledgeMan, MDBS ill are 'Irademarks of Micro Data Base
Systems, Inc., SQLIDS, PC of IBM, VictorlSirius of Victor
Business Systems, Altos of Altos Computer Systems, MSDOS of
Microsoft, CPIM of Digital Research, dBASE n of Ashton TIlte.
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Naturally Superior
Architecture.
The Cellular
Perspective.
Over the past fourteen
years, Beehive has gained a
unique point of view on terminal systems. By focusing
aI/ our efforts on that aI/important window into your
system. By delivering technology to thousands of terminal
users throughout the U. S. and
over 40 nations abroad. By
creating design classics, then
improving upon them.
The result brings a new
era in Terminal/System
design. Elegant in simplicity.
Meticulous in construction.
Currently, Beehive is shipping some of the most
advanced terminals in the
industry, including emulators
for IBM and Burroughs. In
addition, we continue to
advance the state-ofthe-art
with new developments in
microprocessor computing
systems.
Share our perspective and
make Beehive the architect of
your success.

The Terminal/System
Architects

First We Emulate, .
ThenWe EnhanceYour
Burroughs Or IBM System.
Beehive manufacturers· terminals
for the most demanding customers
in the world-computer system
OEMs. For fourteen years, we've
met their tough requirements for
superior price/performance, high.
reliability, responsive service and
fast delivery.
Now, we're putting this experience to work for you with Beehive
terminals for the system user.

The Terminal/System
Architects~

. We start by finding a system
worth emulating, then design our
terminal to be completely compatible
in hardware, software and operating procedures. Next, we improve
on the design by creating special
enhancements.
Soft function keys are a prime
example. On many Beehive terminals, they let you configure the ter-

Sales Offices:
CAUFORNIA Costa Mesa 714/540-8404
Sunnyvale 408/738-1560
FLORIDA
Altamonte Springs 305/788-9000
IWNOIS
Arlington Heights 312/593-1565
MASSACHUSETTS Woburn 617/933-0202
MISSOURI Independence 816/356-4402
NEW JERSEY Colonia 2011381-9883
NORTH CAROLINA Greensboro 919/854-2694
TEXAS Dallas 2141239-3330
UTAH Salt Lake City 801/355~6000
WASHINGTON, DC (VA) Falls Church 703/573-1261

minal to your needs, often reducing
. complex commands to a single
keystroke.

Some IBM Specifics.
Our terminals emulate mM 3275/
3276, 3101 and 3278. The unique
Beehive TOPPER™ is in the latter category. On-line, it's a versatile telecommunications console and RJE
station. Off-line, TOPPER works like
an advanced personal computer.
There's nothing else like it in the
mMworld.
Also, we bring new flexibility to
3270 networks with the Beehive
CC76™ cluster controller/protocol
converter. Here's a dramatic way to
cut the costs of modems, printers
and cabling.

Brightening The
Burroughs Environment.
Our DM83 terminal emulates
Burroughs TD830/MT983. System
efficiency is enhanced through a

proprietary TCMTM (Terminal Configuration Manager) that lets the
operator setup screen handling,
communications and peripherals
from the keyboard. Sixteen function
keys provide easy local storage of
downloaded data, cutting communication costs. And multiple terminals
can share a common printer.

Make The OEMs' Choice
Your Choice.
All this and the outstanding reliability and solid service support you
expect from a supplier of quality terminals. Find out how we can
enhance your system by calling Toll
Free 1-800-453-9454, or contact:
Beehive, 4910 Amelia Earhart Drive,
Salt Lake City, Utah 84125.
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The real worth. of a 7% salary boost is far greater
than a 10% raise a couple of years ago.

New Englanders find most annoying, adds
Morgan, is the company car. "In the U.S.,
the car is an emotional issue;" he says.
"Once you have a company car, you never
want to pay for one again. Just about every
candidate I had for one particular position has
a car ih his current compensation package,
but the New England company just won't do
it. "
Nationwide, about three out of 10
companies responding to the survey offer
automobiles to their employees. The range in
percentages is illuminating, though-only
22% of the Chicago shops, 6% cifthe Minneapolis/St. Paul shops, and 39% of the New
York shops offer cars, but in the Sun Belt,
cars are available from 42% of the Los Angeles dp centers, 46% of the Houston centers,
and 47% of the Dallas centers.
Dental care is another benefit with regional differences. Dental plans are available
nationwide at about 61 % of the data processi~g shops responding to the survey, but in
only about half of the Sun Belt areas compared to three quarters of the East Coast
shops.
In Detroit, Paul Anders
has had more basic things
on his mind than dental
CHRYSLER
plans or company cars. As
manager of the inforrriation systems planning
for the Chrysler Corp.; three years ago he had
to lay. off 40% of the data processing department at the beleaguered automaker. And for
several years thereafter, he couldn't pay the
remaining troops an extra dime. "In 1980
and 1981, there were stringent cost reductions with no internal raises, " says the weary
Anders. To pick up the workload, outside
serVice bureaus were hired for routine jobs
such as data entry. Anders only offers hints of
the problems he faced trying to keep dp people without offering them raises and allaying
their fears that the company was oli the verge
of bankruptcy.
.
The only thing that eased his situation, according to other local dp managers,
was the sorry condition of other companies in
the area. "In southern Michigan, it's'not too
likely that you can go across town and find
another. job," says a neighboring dp manager, gloating over his 1% turnover rate over
the past several years.
All that is behind Anders now. Over
the past six months he has been able to offer
salary increases of as high as 25% to the
faithful employees who waited three years to
see a larger number on their paycheck. He is
hiring a few new analysts and progrl.lmmers,
and reports that prospective hires don't laugh
anymore when they hear the name of the
company.
.
"It's easier to hire now than it was
two years ago, because of the company's sta-

CRISiS
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JOB DESCRIPTION GUIDE
Respondents to the salary survey
matched, as closely as possible,
their staff categories to the job descriptions that follow:

large-sca~ computers for the duration of a shift or the operation of a
remote site.

1. Vice President of MIS: The senior
executive for all corporate information systems. Responsible for longrange planning, budgeting, and operations.

running the computers and may operate console under general supervision.

28. Computer Operator: Assists in

29. Production Control Supervisor:
Responsible for setting up and
2. Director of Dp: In charge of all dp scheduling jobs for processing so as
at the diviSional/departmental level.
to maximize utilization and meet turnResponsibilities parallel those of cor- around requirements.
porate officers, but may be at least
30. Production Control Clerk: 'Prepartially guided by decisions made
pares jobs for proqessing, enters the
at corporate level.
appropriate job commands, gathers
3. Services Coordinator/User Liaison: output for routing.
Interfaces between dp department
31. Data Entry Supervisor:' Responsiend users; represents users when .
operational problems occur. (For the ble for a staff that performs data entry and verification functions.
seniority levels in each of the next
four categories, see the separate
32. Data Entry Operator: Qualified to
box on job levels.)
operate one or more data entry devices; requires only general supervi4-7. Systems Analysis: Confers with
sion.
users to define and formulate logical
statements of business problems and 33. Word Processing Operator:
devise procedures for solutions
Qualified and experienced in the opthrough use of dp systems.
eration of intelligent typewriters, WP
8-13. Applications Programming: De- systems, terminals for text editing/
wp.
velops, designs, and prepares computer programs.
14-19. Systems Analysis/Programming: Performs the functions of both
the systems analysis and applications programming positions.

SENIORITY LEVELS DEFINED:
Manager: Advanced deg ree and
minimum five years' experience or
equivalent. Strong management
20-22. Operating Systems Program- skills, works on own, performs personnel evaluation, budgeting, and
ming: Programs, maintains, and introproject management.
duces modifications to systems software.
Lead: Bachelor's degree or equivalent and minimum fbur years' experi23. Database Administrator: Plans,
ence in· dp with two of those. years in
organizes, and schedules theactivia supervisory capacity. Works on
ties of the database section. Estabown and performs all levels of superlishes standards, maintains dictiovision, generally as a project mannary, coordinates corporate database
ager.
needs.
Senior: Bachelor's degree or equiva24. Data or Telecommunications Anlent and minimum four years' experialyst: Specializes in network design,
ence including some supervision.
traffic analysis, and data communica~
tions software.
Intermediate: Bachelor's degree or
equivalent and hlinimum two years'
25. Manager of Computer Operexperience. Works on own most of
ations: In charge of .computer operthe time requiring direction on some
ations, including scheduling,. assignactivities.
ment of operators, and monitoring efficiency.
Junior: Two to four years college and
minimurTJ six months' experience or
26. Shift Supervisor
equivalent combination .. Directly su27. Lead Computer Operator: May
pervised but works on own on some
be responsible for the operation of
aspects of job.

FIG. 1

ANNUAL SALARY INCREASES
IN 1982 VS.. ESTIMATED 1983 INCREASES
.
(BY PERCENT)
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Under 5%
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15% and
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0
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0
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Under 5%
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over

7.7
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35.9

21.4
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10.7

2.6*
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30.4
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7.7*
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9.1 *

5.3*
84.2
5.3*

0

0

37.8
54.1
5.4

25.0
56.3
18.8

0

0

0

50.0
16.7*
33.3

35.7
50.0
0

12.9
67.7
12.9

0

14.3*

0

*FEWER THAN THREE SITES REPORTING

FIG. 2

BENEFITS OFFERED
BY GEOGRAPHIC AREA

(BY PERCENT)
GEOGRAPHIC AREA
BENEFIT
Auto
Club membership
Recreational facilities
Dental plan
Profit sharing
Investment plan
Stock ()ption.

TOTAL
30
16
14
61
32
26
20

BOS

N.Y.

PHL

D.C.

ATL

DEN

TEX

CHI

MINN

DET

S.F.

L.A.

39
13
17
57
22
26
26

39
23
18
74
39
18
21

32
25
14
71
39
36
29

26
13
22
57
22
13
9*

36
18*
9*
55
64
27
27

23
8*
15*
77
8*
23
15*

47
30
10*
47
40
40
23

22
16
19
51
32
24
14

6*
19
13*
63
31
44
25

42
17*
0
67
8*
17*
17*

29
7*
21
93
36
21
36

42
3*
3*
87
52
32
32

BY TYPE OF ORGANIZATION (BY %)
TYPE OF ORGANIZATION

Auto
Ciub membership
Recreational facilities
Dental plan
Profit sharing
Investment· plan
Stock option

MFG

FIN

INS

GOVT

EDUC

TRANS

UTIL

33
21
11
70
48
36
30

33
25
5
54
38
12
25

46
14
5*
32
32
27
9*

16

7*
6
41
53

36
9*
18*
100
27
18*
18*

73
18*
27
64
9*
55
36

8
62

11

*FEWER THAN THREE INSTALLATIONS REPORTING
-NOT MEANINGFUL OR NOT AVAILABLE
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"I had to offer unusual wages in the past,"
says the Chrysler man.

bility," he says. "In the past, I had to offer
unusual wages." In essence, he had to pay
more than the going rate to compensate new
employees for the uncertain future of the
company.
Dp managers running computers in
the financial industries have an embarrassment ofriches-the fast recovery of the stock
market last year and the reduction of interest
rates are making life easy. Wall Street has dp
job openings by the hundreds, and the deregulation of the banking industry offers untold
opportunities for programmers, analysts, and
applications writers familiar with securities
and electronic funds transfer.
Financial organizations reporting to
DATAMATION indicated a sharp jump in the
average number of employees-29%--over
the past year. Salary increases' in financial
districts from Wall Street to Mission Street
generally ignored the inflation and recession
lull, sticking to the same pattern over the past
two years-about 90% of the financial companies that responded indicated the same 5%
to 9%, or 10% to 14% ranges for salary raises
in 1983, though 8.3% of the financial firms
dropped their bonus levels to the less than 5%
category in 1983-probably some banks
burned by the oil glut.
Turmoil in the economy, the acquisition of his company by a far bigger one, and
the departure of his corporate neighbors are
some of the reasons George Ross is in a
cheery mood these days. As executive vice
president in charge of electronic data processing at Dean Witter Reynolds, the stock brokerage, he is spending less to keep the people
he has,or to get the people he wants. Salary
increases of 8% are the norm now, compared
to 11 % a few years ago. For newcomers he
wants to hire away from other firms, 25%
premiums were standard a few years ago but
failed to find many takers. "We didn't get
60% of the people we offered jobs to," he
says over an elegant lunch in the Wall Street
financial district. "Now,' " he adds, "we
get seven or eight out of the 10 people we go
after with smaller premiums." It now takes
one month to fill a vacancy instead of four.
Part of the reason dp talent searches at
Dean Witter are of shorter duration is the
impact of the recession on new openings and
turnover. The h'ead count at the average dp
shop was up a rather modest 8.6% over the
past 12 months, compared to the 13% to 15%
growth of prerecession days. Hiring in the
transportation sector of the economy was virtually nil, for example, but the uneven effects
of the recession can be seen in the insurance
industry-the average population actually
doubled, to almost 41 persons per site from
20 last year.
With fewer new openings, turnover
rates continued to be modest by past stan90 DATAMATION

FIG. 3

'AVERAGE ANNUAL DP SALARIES
BY INSTALLATION SIZE
ALL
JOB TITLE
Vice President of MIS or Dp
Director of MIS or Dp
Services Coordinator or User Liaison
Systems Analysis Manager
Senior Systems Analysis

OVER UNDER
$1 MIL $1 MIL

$50,469 $57,706 $47,410
39,18t") 49,021
35,800
35,671
40,108 27,687
35,247 39,962 32,373
32,783 33,830 31,613

Lead Systems Analysis
Systems Analysis
Applications Programming Manager
Lead Applications Programmer
Senior Applications Programmer

29,837
27,556
33,551
28,952
26,427

31,699
28,884
37,644
30,620
28,335

27,871
26,265
30,075
27,943
25, 11~

Applications Programmer
Intermediate Applications Programmer
Junior Applications Programmer
Systems Analysis/Programming Manager
Lead Systems Analyst/Programmer

21,288
19,628
16,789
35,562
30,531

23,400
20,027
18,531
38,642
33,201

20,358
19,358
16,071
32,465
28,237

Senior Systems Analyst/Programmer
Systems Analyst/Programmer
Intermediate Sys. Analyst/Programmer
Junior Systems Analyst/Programmer
Operating Sys. Programming Manager

28,726
24,302
22,788
18,719
36,172

30,453
25,505
24,469
19,312
38,535

27,585
23,375
21,263
18,286
30,477

Senior Systems Programmer
Intermediate Systems Programmer
Database Administrator
Data or Telecommunications Analyst
Computer Operations Manager

32,156
27,120
29,379
26,666
27,495

32,876
28,047
31,455
'27,541
31,550,

29,775
25,109
23,715
24,150
24,270

Shift Supervisor
Lead Computer Operator
Computer Operator
Production and I/O Supervisor
Production and I/O Clerk

22,072
17,363
14,848
22,149
13,722

23,246
18,832
16,254
23,206
14,890

19',680
16,294
14,164
20,836
12,486

Data Entry Supervisor
Data Entry Operator
Word Processing Operator

17,318
12,605
14,959

19,334
13,681
14,829

15,842
12,206
14,939

dards. About 85% of the companies reporting
to DATAMATION said that turnover was less
than 25%. Revolving-door hot spots are Dallas, with a third of the companies reporting
25% to 50% annual turnover rates, and other
Sun Belt locations.
The weak economy might make it an
employer's market, but other factors eased
the recruiting burden. Many New York area
data processing pros were loathe to work for a
brokerage firm in the past because of the fickle nature of the stock market-today's boom
could be tomorrow's bust. The combination
of a rolling stock market and the recent acquisition of Dean Witter by Sears Roebuck and

Co. changed the company's image, Ross declares. "It's easier to recruit people because
the Sears backing makes us a bigger company, with more stability," he says. "Serious dp people are looking for stability, rather
than growth, you know." The continuing
trend of relocating employees from New
York City to the Connecticut or New Jersey
suburbs also makes life easier for Ross.
"We've picked up some good people who
didn't want to move with their companies."
Given the large number of acquisitions and
relocations over the past few years, Ross's
experience may be more or less typical of
what is going on around the country.

Introducing applications software
that will make you a hero
•
In your company.
Computer Associates scores a longawaited breakthrough:
Business applications software that fills
all your end users' needs - and delivers
all the technical expertise and support
you require too.
We started with our ten years of solid
experience in designing highly efficient,
highly productive systems software products. Then we collaborated with professionals who know day-to-day business
problems to develop the Advanced

Business Software Series.
Because these software packages are
from Computer Associates, they are not
only designed to fulfill specific end user
needs, they are also engineered to
enhance the overall· productivity of your
data processing operation.
Our Advanced Business Software Series
consists of separate components which
independently provide powerful, specific
solutions and together combine to form
comprehensive business systems for
every operation in your company.
This broad range of business solutions
includes general ledger, accounts payable
accounts receivable, financial planning,
order processing, inventory control and
many more.
All are user-friendly. Easily understandable, simple to use - without the need
for time-consuming help from your programming staff.
Computer Associates worldwide service capability is always ready to provide
any and every assistance our more than
I I ,000 clients might need.
When you recommend our Advanced
Business Software to your company, you
will be a hero, because our products
offer the solid company-wide benefits
that really impress top management.
Contact us now to arrange a full briefing:
Computer Associates, 125 Jericho T pke.
Jericho, New York 11753: 800-645-3003;
in New York 516-333-6700.

aCOMPUTER ASSOCIATES
ADVANCED BUSINESS SOFTWARE
CIRCLE 55 ON READER CARD

One stop shopping for VAl
No other supplier offers such a
SC31-A low cost solution that
winning combination of products allows you to install and operate
for VAX computers. Reliable? You
large capacity disk drives on the
bet! MTBF figures for our VAX
Unibus of any VAX. Handles drives
products range from 40,000 to
with high transfer rates of 1.8
85,250 hours. Add to that comMBytes per second in the 500
petitive pricing (30% or more
MByte range. Gives the same or
greater storage capability than
below DEC). And were second
to none in technical support
DEC Massbus installations at
with third party service available
a fraction of the cost.
as required.
FOR THE VAX-ll/750 ...
Fbr disk, tape and communicaSC750 -This software-transparen t,
tions controllers, the Emulex
single-board controller allows
lineup looks like this:
you to add up to four large disk
Disk Products.
:~~~~~~~<,""" storage units (80 to
ii::,:<i;;ii;:;"";";;";;;;%~';;':';';' " .',. 675 MBytes) directly
FOR THE VAX
UNIBUS ...
N'M"M',*69& •
;:'M
I to the l'nternal CMI
SC12/V-Emulates
I'
!' bus. The SC758 lets
you add up to eight
DEC's RK711 controller I
combined with multidrives of storage off
a single controller.
pIe RK07 drives on the
VAX-ll Unibus. SC21/V- i
FOR THE VAX-ll/780 ...
Emulates DEC RM03
V-Master!780-A mass
(80 MByte) and RM05 ;
storage adapter that
(300 MByte) storage
I
houses one or two
subsystems.
11_ _ _ _ _ _ _ SC780 d' k
11
l.!
u
IS contro ers,

-===='1,'

<

DEC, VAX, Unibus, Massbus, RM03, RM05, RK711, RK07 and
DMF-32 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.

TC780 tape controllers or a combination thereof. Provides an
interface and control through
the Synchronous Bus Interface
(SB!) of your VAX-ll/780. Each
SC780 disk controller supports
up to four disk drives (80 to
675 MBytes). The SC788 is also
available to fit in the V-Master/780
chassis and supports up to eight
disk drives.
Tape Products.
FOR THE VAX UNIBUS ...
TCll/V-Combines with any standard tape drive and the Emulex
VMS/UT software driver/diagnostic
package to provide reliable, economical tape storage on all VAX-lIs.
TC12/V- Handles every industrystandard "Pertec" formatted halfinch tape transport, including
conventional NRZ/PE start/stop
and 1600/3200 bpi start/stop
streaming tape drives.

,sers? Emulex, of course!

I

FOR THE VAX-11/750 ...
TC750-A single-board, software
transparent controller that interfaces directly to the internal CMI
to support 1-4 STC or 1-8 Pertec
formatted type drives. Emulates
DEC's TM03/TU77 with tape
speeds up to 125 ips at 1600/6250
bpi. Supports both "old" and "new"
GCR 6250 kinds of drives.
FOR THE VAX-11/780 ...
TC780-Fits in the V-Master/780
chassis to provide transparent
emulation of DEC's TM03/TU77
through the SBI. Supports 1-4
STC or 1-8 Pertec formatted type
drives at tape speeds up to 125
ips; 1600/6250 bpi. Both "old" and
"new" GCR 6250 technology is supported. In addition, the TC780 is
plug compatible with the TC750,
offering users sparing convenience.

Communications Products.
FOR UP TO 16 LINES-CS21
SERIES ...
CS21/F- Emulates the asynchronous portion of the DMF-32 for
use on VAX-11s. Is software transparent with VMS Version 3.0
and above. Handles 16 lines per
controller.
Statcon 21-Statistical concentration through the combination
of the proven CS21 multiplexer
with special microprogramming
and the CM22/EX local statistical
port concentrator. Handles up
to 16 remote lines per statistical
concentrator, up to 32 lines per
controller.
FOR 16 TO 128 LINES AND
MORE-CS11/CS32 SERIES ...
CS11/F- Emulates the asynchronous portion of the DMF-32 for
use on VAX-11s. Is software and
diagnostic transparent, and can
handle 16, 32 or 48 lines per
controller.
Statcon 11-Combines the proven
CS11 multiplexer with special

microprogramming and one or
more CM22/EX local statistical
port concentrators.
CS32/F-A single-board communications controller that's totally
software transparent to DEC's new
DMF-32. One CS32 can handle up
to 128 lines per controller board.
Statcon 32~Combines the CS32
multiplexer with special microprogramming and the CM22/EX
local statistical port concentrator.
A single CS32 controller board
handles an amazing 256 remote
and local lines in this statistical
concentration mode.
Fbr more information on Emulex
products for VAX, call toll-free:
(800) 854-7112. In California:
(714) 662-5600. Or write Emulex
Corporation, 3545 Harbor Blvd.,
P.o.Box6725, Costa Mesa, CA 92626.
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The genuine alternative.
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FIG,4

AVERAGE SALARY BY INDUSTRY
(IN $)

JOB TITLE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Vice President of MIS or Dp
Director of MIS or Dp
Services Coordinator or User Liaison
Systems Analysis Manager
Senior Systems Analysis

6. Lead Systems Analysis
7. System Analysis
8. Applications Programming Manager
9. Lead Applications Programmer
1O. Senior Applications Programmer

INS

GOVT

MEDICAL

50,220
36,222
33,000
30,833
33,450*

41,456
39,157
23,000*
33,000
28,302

52,100
39,280
38,058
33,833
31,517

60,750
37,501
25,100
29,167
29,500"

30,591
27,835
35,733
29,500
27,069

27,000"
25,000"
37,920"
25,667
25,750

30,500"
25,250
16,000"
25,047

28,425
29,254
37,212
29,880
27,013

31,140"
26,500"
35,000
27,019
26,455

ALL

MFG

50,469
39,185
35,671
35,247
32,783

54,368
39,203
53,440*
38,966
32,015

29,837
27,556
33,551
28,952
26,427

FINANCE

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Applications Programmer
Intermediate Applications Programmer
Junior Applications .Programmer
Systems Analysis/Programming Manager
Lead Systems Analyst/Programmer

21,288
19,628
16,789
35,562
30,531

21,088
20,259
17,353
33,944
30,833

20,261
18,060"
16,240
39,710
33,266

19,655
19,066
16,024
38,603
30,120

22,542
21,701
16,708
34,574
29,747

22,900
21,375
17,245
38,758
32,600

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Senior Systems Analyst/Programmer
Systems Analyst/Programmer
Intermediate Systems Analyst/Programmer
Junior Systems Analyst Programmer
Operating Systems/Programming Manager

28,726
24,302
22,788
18,719
36,172

27,843
24,338
22,090
18,915
38,464

30,331
24,170
23,494
18,977
39,000"

27,915
25,020
23,976
17,100
39,180

28,019
23,193
22,025
18,693
36,957

28,814
23,167
23,84Q
19,833
30,000

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Senior Systems Programmer
Intermediate Systems Programmer
Database Administrator
Data or Telecommunications Analyst
Computer Operations. Manager

32,156
27,120
29,379
26,666
27,495

32,883
27,519
30,917
30,262
26,808

36,376
30,500"
30,000*
32,000"
28,940

32,289
26,773
35,030"
28,244
30,956

31,945
26,908
32,117
2'5,930
29,245

30,178
27,674
22,000*

26.
27 ..
28.
29.
30.

Shift Supervisor
Lead Computer Operator
Computer Operator
Production and I/O Supervisor
Production and I/O Clerk

22,072
17,363
14,848
22,149
13,722

21,105
17,149
15,186
24,706
13,546

22,024
17,331
14,581
23,657
12,757

23,962
18,108
16,322
22,686
14,621

20,219
20,378
14,476
22,179
14,144

17,318
12,605
14,959

17,696
12,573
15,756

17,194
12;038
12,389

17,121
12,899
13,600

15,828
12,832
15,000

31. Data Entry Supervisor
32. Data Entry Operator
33. Word Processing Operator

22,245
17,489
.13,659
19,486
11,298
19,597
12,324
14,500"

26,288

"FEWER THAN THREE SITES REPORTED
-NO RESPONDENTS IN THIS CATEGORY

George Ross's gains are
Gloria Krimper-Mendez's
losses. She's in charge of
CITI BAN K
recruiting data processing
personnel for Citibank N.A., the massive
bank that has its dp operations spread from
New York to California to South Dakota.
Citibank recently offered stock brokerage
services to its customers, so Krimper-Mendez is trying to hire applications programmers and systems analysts from the securities
industry. The high salaries paid for the riskier
environment of Wall Street are unknown in

HIRING
IDEAS AT

94 DATAMATION

the safe world of banking, and she must look
harder to come up with new ways of compensating personnel without giving away the
vault. "People with brokerage background
are used to a 50% bonus at the end of a good
year, but we can't do that," she says. Among
her ideas: offer annual pay raises in one lump
sum rather than spread throughout the year.
Krimper-Mendez is thinking about
novel compensation schemes as part of an
overall trend toward enhancing job satisfaction. "In the past six years I've been in the
business, I've seen tremendous change in

what is important for dp people to change
jobs," says Krimper-Mendez. "Money is
not the main motivation. " She cites the innovator reputation of Citibank as one of the
prime attractions: "Our reputation is that if
there's something new in the industry, Citibank has it." She's not just blowing smokeCitibank was one of the first banks to design,
build, and install an elaborate electronic
funds transfer network, including widespread
use of automated teller machines.
Intangibles such as "doing an interesting project," "taking a program from in-

An MBA and the ability to converse with
businessmen is worth a 10% salary premium.

TRANS

EOUC

UTIL

52,167
39,400

80,000*
35,950

32,500*
30,000*

42,625
35,061
51,700*
28,915
32,287

38,333
32,667

33,667
19,000"
21,710*

25,000
22,243
29,282
22,500*
21,816

28,800
35,000*
37,500*
32,500"

21,167
14,500*
15,500*
34,633
35,000"

17,427
15,841
12,913
33,962
26,547

25,000"
17,000"
20,000*
38,500*

36,550

26,035
21,450
18,183
17,048
28,750

19,000"
28,000"
39,000*
32,000*
42,000*

28,000*
27,000*
32,800*
16,500"
28,850

26,083
22,000
32,000*
19,667
23,472

42,000"
35,000"
28,000*
27,000*
30,800

21,000*
13,400
12,714

24,250
15,659
14,019
19,226
13,857

24,500*
19,605
15,933
26,000" .

26,800
27,266*

21,575
22,675
13,944
13,000*

16,887
11,931

16,267
18,500*

ception to debugging," and "improving the
quality of work life" are a major new type of
demand from data processing professionals.
"I hear this job satisfaction issue more and
more," says Gracey of Tenneco. "Many
people here are now turning up their noses
when we ask them to do some program conversion work. They don't find it interesting. ' ,
Another job satisfaction issue is visibility.
George Ross of Dean Witter notes that many
of his dp people are attracted to the prospect
of coming out from behind the code-writing
tables and actually interacting with other

parts of the company. "They're not isolated
in the dp department anymore'," he says.
For certain people, certain jobs, and
certain employers, large piles of dollars are
the first consideration, before they talk about
the company gym. Recruiters and dp managers have a "prime picks" list, the ideal combination of skills, personality, and experience where the right job applicant can practically write his own ticket. The route to the
blank check consists of an intimate knowledge of how businesses work and how businessmen think, an ability to communicate in
the language of the user, not the language of a
machine, and experience with the key technological issues of the day, such as telecommunications and database management.
The crucial characteristic for big salary increases or a better job is verbal communications skill. "I can't stress enough that the
goal of most of my searches is to find people
who can speak the language of the user,"
says Morgan of KornlFerry. The prospects
are glowing for the manager of applications
programming who can comfortably discuss
financial benchmarks such as return on assets, market share, and product line margins
and then prepare the software to deliver that
information in the manner requested by the
product manager. "The salary for someone
with those qualifications is a $70,000 base
with a bonus of$5,000 to $25,000," Morgan
states. Then he pulls out a list with a dozen
such openings he has at the moment. Many of
the new hires he finds will replace current
managers who were demoted. "Companies
realize that their incumbent cannot talk to
users and needs to be replaced," Morgan
notes, explaining that the rise of personal
computers and distributed data processing
systems is moving the computer terminal and
the technology closer to end users who demand results, not excuses.
The most likely candidate
for the golden paycheck is
someone who spent a decade working on database
management with an undergraduate degree in
computer sciences and a graduate degree in
business administration. That combination of
skills is worth a 10% premium over another
candidate without the MBA and unable to converse in English, notes Krimper-Mendez of
Citicorp. "Before, we were never asked to
find someone with a degree, just someone
with experience in COBOL and crcs," she
says. "Now they want to see an advanced
degree in business along with a bachelor's in
computer science. " For such a person, a salary of up to $60,000 is available, she says.
Another prime job candidate is someone with telecommunications skills. The
ability to design networks for transmitting

THE PRIME
JOB
CANDIDATE

'megabytes of data across state and national
boundaries is the most sought-after of skills
by many dp managers right now. "Good telecom people are hard to find, and command
premium prices," notes Al Jerumanis at MCA
Inc. He has first:.hand experience with the'
telecom marketplace-he just hired four telecom specialists as part of a corporate-wide
review and revamp of voice and data communications systems.
Gulf Oil is about to venture along the
telecom salary path, and an official there says
he knows it will be rough. A pilot project now
under way will lead to a new network configured with "an order of magnitude" increase
in the number of points served and a sharp
increase in the amount of data transmitted at a
time. The new scheme will require the Gulf
telecom staff to triple, an official says.
Nationwide, the DATAMATION survey
indicates, that the average pay for telecom
managers is $36,370, but the scarcity of job
candidates is reflected by the wide range of
salaries-from $30,000 in Dallas to $53,000
in Denver. Manufacturing and finance compane is were more likely to pay the big bucks,
while utilities were the lowest~paying indus-,
try category; given the fact that most utility
operations are within one state, the telecom
nets are not as complex.
The cost of telecom experts was more
than Anders of Chrysler could pay-he gave
up trying to find someone with the experience
and willing to, work for the salary he could
offer. "We think the salaries we offer are
fair," he says, "but we can't touch experienced telecom or office automation people. "
He hires less experienced data processing
staffers and then tries to upgrade their skills.
With all those data flowing around the
country, it follows that database administnitors are also attracting higher salaries. The
expanding number of microcomputer users
means an ever-expanding number of' demands for access to corporate databases.
"The problem is dramatic," says the Gulf
official. The average salary for directors of
database administration was $33,164, but
here again there is a wide range of respondents to the survey-$19,500 in New York,
of all places, to $45,000 in Los Angeles. The
gap between big shop and small shop is
graphically illustrated by the 28% difference
in salaries, $37,979 versus $27,447, in shops
with larger than $1 million annual budgets
compared to the smaller ones.
All the new buzzwords-{)ffice automation, telecommunications, and database
management-are now part of the responsibility of the vice president of management
information services or data processing, the
head honcho in data processing. "In addition
to the traditional dp tasks, he's much more
likely to be given new ones he'd better know
SEPTEMBER 1983 95

FIG. 5

AVERAGE SALARY BY MAJOR CITIES
(IN $)

GEOGRAPHIC AREA
JOB TITLE

ALL

BOST

NEW
YORK

PHIL

WASH/
BALT

33,250
43,500
37,500

52,250
38,880
50,000*
33,000*
32,607

42,667
42,470
42,000*
33,437
37,600

38,000
36,000*

29,000*
28,000*
35,333
35,000*
26,000

31,500*
27,667
36,000
30,667
26,600

26,667
31,000*
28,500*
24,055

58,500
43,667

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Vice President of MIS or Dp
Director of MIS or Dp
Services Coordinator or User Liaison
Systems Analysis Manager
Senior Systems Analysis

50,469
39,185
35,671
35,247
32,783

46,667
40,018
19,000*
34,312
29,000*

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Lead Systems Analysis
Systems Analysis
Applications Programming Manager
Lead Applications Programmer
Senior Applications Programmer

29,837
27,556
33,551
28,952
26,427

40,000*
40,086
27,875
28,200

33,280*
28,400
33,500*
33,000*
29,857

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Applications Programmer
Intermediate Applications Programmer
Junior Applications Programmer
Systems Analysis/Programming Manager
Lead Systems Analyst/Programmer

21,288
19,628
16,789
35,562
30,531

20,571
24,000*
18,667
42,000
27,000

20,757
23,624
17,460
39,600
34,500

21,606
20,500*
13,350*
35,998
34,333

21,187
25,000*
16,624
32,000
27,600

19,667
25,000*
18,700*
35,500*
26,500*

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Senior Systems Analyst/Programmer
Systems Analyst/Programmer
Intermediate Systems Analyst/Programmer
Junior Systems Analyst/Programmer
Operating Systems/Prograrr-ming Manager

28,726
24,302
22,788
18,719
36,172

24,500*
19,000*
17,000*
39,333

33,944
26,036
22,187
20,000
19,000*

30,854
25,030
23,433
20,125
42,250

25,727
20,467
17,933
19,478
33,500

29,000*
24,000*

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Senior Systems Programmer
Intermediate Systems Programmer
Database Administrator
Data or Telecommunications Analyst
Computer Operations Manager

32,156
27,120
29,379
26,666
27,495

40,333
26,380

35,000
29,000*
38,000*

28,000

28,000*
22,125

36,000*
29,000*
15,000*
25,000*
29,036

22,000*
27,894

31,581

30,333
25,000*

64,344

ATL

47,03~

17,000*
40,000*

16,500*
26,140

26. Shift Supervisor
27. Lead Computer Operator
28~ Computer Operator
29. Production and I/O Supervisor
30. Production and I/O Clerk

22,072
17,363
14,848
22,149
13,722

16,967
14,234
23,750
11,500*

19,750
18,635
14,486
18,720*
12,349

18,875
16,107
16,159
25,000*
14,378

32,000*
18,174
13,698
25,000
12,600

17,000*
16,033
12,125

31. Data Entry. Supervisor
32. Data Entry Operator
33. Word Processing Operator

17,318
12,605
14,959

19,333
12,300
12,000*

18,735
13,324
16,125

18,650
12,470
15,250*

15,270
12,523

13,500*
11,929

11,000

-FEWER THAN THREE SITES REPORTED
-NO RESPONDENTS IN THIS CATEGORY

about," says Vince Morgan of KornlFerry.
Materials resource planning is a hot item
these days, he says, along with the nuts and
bolts in telecommunications.
"Companies are concerned with the
coherent growth of personal computers,
too," he adds, "and they don't yet have control, so we see requests for new people to
come in and organize an internal system that
would stop the micro proliferation by introducing something better."
96 DATAMATION

SKILLS OF
A DP VICE

All of these skills are required of the top man these
days. Of the 623 data cenPRESIDENT ters responding to the survey, 109 had a vice president for dp and are
paying an average of $50,469 a year in base
salary. Of course, vice presidents in New
York City earn more than a vice president in
Detroit-$64,344 versus $38,000. Size of
shop is one of the reasons-the average $1
million-plus budget has a vp salary of

$57,706., while the smaller shop's vp receives only $47,410. The highest average
salary was in the utility industry, with an
annual base compensation of $80,000. The
average vice president for dp has about 14
years of experience and is likely to live in
Dallas, St. Louis, or somewhere in the Minneapolis area. His employer is probably a
bank, brokerage, or utility,' where each has
an average salary of more than $60,000.
Most of the companies polled do not

-----

---

.---~

-----------

A New York CICS consultant charges $1,000 a day.

ST
PAULI
MINN

DET

S.F.

L.A.

38,000*
40,064

45,500
41,083
36,000*
36,000*
36,500*

51,943
41,773
41,970
36,400*
38,245

25,900*
25,833

36,500*
35,000*
33,000*

26,667
36,657
28,200*
32,900*

DEN

HOUS

DAL

CHI

46,612
38,916*
58,000*
42,000*

57,000
48,971 *
48,000
35,467
34,260

50,714
44,756
23,000*
37,833
34,800*

56,083
43,055
40,590
34,744

52,000*
39,357
35,000*
34,715
34,500

33,000*

32,829
29,922
38,690
32,275
28,463

30,100*
30,200
30,167
30,000*
18,500*

30,000*
26,550*

44,150*

33,000*
26,500*
39,000
50,000*
36,000*

31,500*
32,507

31,300*
28,500*
37,500*
32,000*
26,367

27,600
t8,000
13,500*
42,100
34,133

24,400
20,000*
17,500"
38,533
41,000*

23,726
20,125
16,667
40,778
38,750*

21,972
18,457
17,259
34,440
31,812

17,550
13,000*
15,000*
43,500*
31,000*

18,003

26,333

17,000*
35,088
30,900

20,375*
40,600*
34,000*

21,031
26,000*
20,000*
41,165
35,470

31,500
26,500
27,000*
23,750*
53,000"

28,208
25,162
23,250*
19,833
42,467

29,625
27,100
19,700*
17,667
41,375

30,733
22,271
22,000*
12,900"
32,200

28,000*
26,000*
25,000*
18,000*
34,000*

27,150*
20,667
22,487
14,413*
36,267

30,625
28,325
28,100*
23,100*
39,000*

31,081
27,908
25,259
19,094
46,600*

33,433
28,850*
40,000"
38,000*
32,629

40,430*
32,280*
44,500*

34,000
29,000*
24,833
32,000*
32,581

26,000
29,000*

26,500*
21,700*
32,650*

36,500
27,500*

31,540

35,500
32,500*
26,500"
27,000*
29,500

22,950

28,420

30,000*

38,976
34,696
22,500*
28,000*
29,206

25,325
24,267
17,544
26,700
16,700

19,500
19,200
15,978
24,100*
16,444

23,000
18,172
16,051
20,425
11,500

24,500
17,413
15,400
21,300
13,729

18,000*
16,600
13,977
20,000*

26,250*
16,756
14,581
26,550*
14,839*

33,500*
16,500*
17,900

21,500
14,100
12,700*

18,907'
13,165

16,114
12,992
16,000

17,883
13,120
18,500*

14,100*
11,714
18,200*

18,687
13,914

18,000*
14,408

have a vice president of data processing, but
instead a manager of data processing. He or
she earns about $39,185, or about $25,000
less than the vice president, even though the
average dp manager has more experiencean average of 14.95 years versus 14.34 years.
Houston dp managers have the highest average salaries, according to the survey,
at $48,971. Transportation firms are likely to
pay higher salaries to dp managers than colleges, but the range is relatively narrow-less

19,000*

23,822
20,878
16,325
25,988
14,259
16,281
13,725
15,000

than $4,000 separates the highest-paying industry average from the lowest.
The managers of systems analysis
average $35,247 per year, and their subordinates receive salaries that range from the
$34,744 average for Chicago-area senior systerns analysts to the $21 ,000 for junior analysts around the country. In big shops, the
average salary for the manager of systems
analysis is $39,962; in small sites, $32,373.
Operating systems analysts probably com-

mand a premium compared to their applications analysis colleagues. Gracey of Tenneco
reports that a recent campaign to add operating systems analysts to his staff failed to find
any takers, though several applications analysts applied. "When you run an ad and nobody qualified replies, you know you have to
give a 25% premium to find good people,"
he says.
Less glamorous jobs unfortunately
pay less well. The unappreciated computer
center operator, the manager who is the first
to be blamed for a systems crash but the last
to be thimked when things go right, has an
average salary of $27,495; the highest-paying location for operating managers is Denver, with an average salary of $32,629. The
insurance companies that responded to the
survey apparently have the highest rates,
$30,956 per year. For big budget sites, the
manager receives $31 ,550, for small sites the
paycheck is $24,270.
As for the lead computer operator, the
average salary is $17 , 363, but the range varies from a modest $16,000 in Atlanta to the
comparatively robust $24,267 in Denver.
Health care organizations have the highest
average salary for lead computer operators,
$20,378.
The more modest salary increases of
the past few years have not necessarily limited the income options of some programmers
and analysts. Krimper-Mendez of Citicorp
reports that CICS consultants get $800 to
$1,000 per day in New York City. Nationwide, a survey by J. Dick & Co., a publisher
of computer software consultants, found a
rising number of consultants .and sharply
higher fees. "The billing rates of computer
software consultants shows that the profession has come of age," says John Dick. Of
the 800 consultants in his survey, the billing
rates for those with mainframe expertise
reach $150 per hour.
So if the current level of salaries and
benefits are not to your liking, there is an
alternative-hang out a shingle and become a
consultant. For $1 ,000 a day, it's nice work if
you can get it.
#
The 1983 DATAMATION salary survey is now for sale in report form.
It contains more than 160 pages
of charts showing the average
salary for more than 50 data processing positions in 15 major
cities as well as an overall national average. Single copies are $50
and customized analysis services
are also available. For more information contact Laurie Schnepf,
Research Director, DATAMATION,
875 Third Ave., New York, NY
10022.
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Analyst, programmer,
and operator positions
should increase
significantly during the
decade.

THEDP
POPULATION
BOOM
by Bruce Gilchrist, Ates
Dagli, and Arlaana Shenkin.
Employment opportunities in the largest data
processing fields will continue to be very
good throughout the 1980s. In total, the number of new positions in systems analysis, programming, computer operations, and key entry operators should increase 54%, or 1.7
million, for a total population of 3.1 million
by the end of the 1980s. This compares with
slightly over 700,000 added in the '70s. This
optimistic forecast is based on recently available data from the 1980 census and a review
of the factors that are likely to affect employ~ ment in each of the four occupations.
~.
The largest increases will be seen in
w the computer operator category, expected to
~ experience a 13.6% annual growth rate for
~ the decade or about I million new positions.
~ The reason for the sharp jump is the increase
in the number of small business computers
~ and other desktop units now used by comput>- er operators who were, In
. many cases, clerk s
co
2 in the past. Systems analyst positions are ex~ pected to increase by 9.7% per year to more
~ than 511,000, and the programmer popula~ tion may increase at a 7% annual rate, reach~ ing a total in excess of 317,000 by the end of
« the decade. The compound annual growth
rate of keypunch ~perators will slow to about
~ half of the 3.9% rate recorded during the
o 1970s, but the data entry population will rise
>- to about 477,000.
~
These estimates are based on an anal~ ysis and comparison of the 1970 and 1980
[5 data published by the Bureau of the Census of
I(EY ENTRY OPERATORS

s:

§

COMPUTER OPERATORS
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
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The large inventory of COBOL programs will need
to be maintained for a considerable number of years.

'the U.S. Commerce Department. Fundamental to any forecast of the next 10 years is a
review of the factors behind the larger-thanexpected increases in data processing jobs
during the past decade.
For some years the U. S. Department
of Labor has been predicting that the number
of key entry operators is about to decline. The
census data for 1980 suggest that the announcement is at least premature. True, there
have been considerable advances over the recent years in source data recorders, optical
character readers, and system to system data
communications, but two offsetting factors
have kept the data entry payrolls growing.
The first is that the volume of data
required by the rapidly growing number of
computers and computer-based applications
has been increasing. The second is that, although moving the data entry function to the
user area may have decreased the number of
data entry operators employed directly by
data processing centers, it has resulted in
some user area personnel regarding themselves, probably correctly, as data entry operators rather than, say, clerical assistants or
order entry clerks. Therefore, further growth,
albeit somewhat modest, is projected in the
number of people functioning as key entry
operators.
There are many reasons why the population of systems analysts will continue to
increase at a high rate. Despite the development of personal computers, distributed processing, information centers, and structured
analysis tools, the fundamental need remains
for situations to be analyzed and procedures
developed for their solution. The applications
backlog at large installations and the continued rapid expansion of the use of inexpensive
computers in smaller organizations, or in
subunits of bigger ones, suggest that there
will be no slackening in the demand for systems analysis skills. Some of this work will
undobutedly be done by people not classified
as systems analysts. Enough will be done,
however, by people who regard themselves
as full-time systems analysts to keep employment in this classification growing.
As for programmers, th_
last few years have seen
very significant growth in
JOBS
two areas that can adversely affect the employment outlook. One is in
programming packages and the other is in
programming tools. Although both developments require a considerable number of expert programmers, this employment should
be more than offset by the increased productivity of applications programmers who use
the packages and tools.
At the same time as the productivity
of programmers is increasing, however, the

FACTORS
AFFECTING
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FIG. 1

NUMBER OF FEMALE, BLACK, AND HISPANIC
DP EMPLOYEES, 1970 AND 1980
(BY PERCENT)
FEMALE

Systems Analysts
Programmers
Computer Operators
Key Entry Operators

BLACK

HISPANIC

1970

1980

1970

1980

1970

1980

15
23
29
90

23
31
59
92

3
4
8
12

5
6
12
17

1.9
2.2
4.1
4.1

2.4
2.8
5.2
6.3

number of applications and the number of
computers continues to grow rapidly. One
published estimate indicates that the number
of computers in use in the U.S. will grow
from 2 million in 1981 to 16 million in 1986.
This growth is primarily in the micro area,
but significant growth is expected in minis
and some also in large computers. The increase in computer power is even greater than
these numbers would suggest since the computational power per machine is also growing
rapidly. Also, don't forget the very large inventory of COBOL programs that will need to
be maintained for a considerable number of
years using existing techniques.
The net effect may well be that the
combination of inertia and the need of many
small computer installations for at least one
person who devotes close to full time to programming will result in continued growth in
the number of full-time programmers. Since
the developing productivity tools will likely
have a greater impact on programming positions than on systems anaylysts jobs, it is
expected that the employment of programmers will continue to increase at a slower rate
than will the employment of systems analysts.
The computer operator population
growth will occur despite several negative
factors. The larger installations are benefiting
from improved operating systems, peripherals that requires less operator attention, and a
move of input/output to user areas-the net
reslllt of which will probably be relatively
little growth in the number of operators at
such installations. The very rapid growth in
the number of small installations, many of
which will require at least one operator, however, 'should result in continued rapid increase in the number of professional operators.
In the case of micro systems in small
companies or the branch offices of large companies, the operators may be regarded as
clerical employees by management but will
report themselves-probably correctly-as
computer operators to the census. The dra-

matic increase in the number of women reporting themselves as computer operators
suggests that this is in fact happening. To
keep 1970 and 1980 data comparable, the
1980 data for peripheral equipment operators
have been combined with that for computer
operators.
Turning these qualitative comments
on employment into precise quantitative projections is at best a risky operation. To do so
for the dp occupations is doubly so in light of
the countervailing trends. Nevertheless, on
the basis of current industry trends, it is highly likely that the growth rates of the '70s will
continue through the '80s except in the case
of data entry operators, where it will probably drop to half the previous level. This
leads to the estimate that the 1990 employment in the four occupations will be over 3.1
million.
For systems analysts and programmers, these projections are approximately
25% higher than those published by the U.S.
Department of Labor in late 1981; recently
Labor Department data on employment in
1982 strongly support the higher numbers
suggested here. In the two operator categories the projections are almost double those of
the Labor Deparment continuing its conservative approach. The DOL also uses the employer viewpoint of what a job should be
called, whereas this projection assumes the
census or employee view of job definitions.
Although the relevant data
are not collected, it can
also be assumed that emINCREASE
ployment in areas such as
management, administration, clerical, maintenance, and in other supporting roles directly associated with data processing has and
will continue to increase at rates comparable
to those of the explicitly defined and counted
dp occupations.
The census data reflect what individuals reported as their occupation during one
particular week in April of each census year.
Persons employed in more than one job are
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Government forecasts were unduly cautious.
Instead of the 3.6% growth rate for programmers
in the 1$70., it turned out to' be 7%.
FIG. 2

TEN LARGEST DP STATES
DP POPULATION BY JOB TITLE

STATE 1970
Calif.
N.Y.
Texas
Penn.
N.J.
Ohio
Mich.
Mass.
Fla:
Md~

1980

10,46529,907
9,077 19,858
4; 044 11 ,134
4,593 9,585
4,31210,139
4,253
2,926
3.061
1,669
4.708

8,080
7,584
8,719
5.511
9,574

OPERATORS

PROGRAMMERS

ANALYSTS
%!l.

1970 1980

%!l.

1970 1980

186 22,187 43,294 95
119 21,596 30,696 42
175
8,37621,237 154
8,902 15,887 78
109
8,569 15,409 80
135

14,13650,679
14,67535,656
6,67229,444
6,164 19,781
5,55617,114

7,67213,130 71
5,94610,164 71
6;886 12,485 81
3.721 9,101 145
6,81611,460 68

6,13318,521
4,755 15,250
4,183 12.886
3,145 15,225
4,040 11,304

90
159
185
230
103

%!l.

KEY ENTRY

1970 1980

TOTAL
GROWTH

TOTAL

%!l.

1970

1980

(BY%)

259 26,93047,159
143 31,49436,993
341 14,128 25,883
221 17,56820,893
208 12,694 17,386

75
17
83
19
37

73,718 171,039
76,842 123,203
33,220 87,698
37,227 66,146
31,131 60,048

132
60
164
78
93

202
221
208
384
180

32
22
17
96
45

32,998
25,100
24,929
14,737
22,070

80
87
87
185
89

14,940 19,650
11,473 13,955
10,79912,617
6,20212,146
6,506 9,461

59,381
46,953
46.707
41,983
41,799

FIG. 3

TEN FASTEST GROWING DP POPULATIONS BY STATE
JOB TITLE
ANALYSTS

PROGRAMMERS

TOTAL
GROWTH

KEY ENTRY

OPERATORS

STATE

1970 1980

%!l.

1970 1980

%!l.

1970 1980

%!l.

1970 1980

%!l.

(BY %)

N.H.
Idaho
N.Dak.
Ariz.
Nev.

162 1,362
72
290
143
26
763 2,605
411
88

741
303
450
241
367

537 1,949
247
739
424
157
1,357 3,754
734
283

263
199
170
117
159

283
185
49
827
260

1,658
1,364
636
4,855
1,225

486
637
1,198
487
371

859 1,644
405
816
242
432
1,790 4,606
928
363

91
101
79
157
156

259
253
245
234
232

S.Dak.
Wyo.
Alaska
Colo~
Marne

22
98
39
74
54
201
1,085 3,712
421
102

345
90
272
242
313

71
399
77
231
287
153
2,256 6,755
165
715

462
200
88
199
334

119
91
80
1,491
244

724
526
669
6,870
1,269

508
478
736
361
420

315
500
154
344
201
422
2,886 5,747
721 1,164

59
123
110
99
61

227
225
224
199
190

counted only once in the census-according
to the job at which they work the greatest
number of hours during the reference week.
After' the individual completes the census
form, a trained census coder slots the re:sponse into one of 503 census occupational
classifications. Therefore, the possibility exists for individuals to describe their jobs incorrectly and/or the coder to assign the classification numbers erroneously. More important, individua]s may view and report their
jobs differently than might their employers.
Thus, for example, some junior accountants
assigned to spend most of their time developing financial reports using a report generator
(RPG) program might describe themselves to
the census as programmers. Similarly, the
one programmer ~t a small installation might
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describe himself or herself as the "manager
of programming" and be classified by the
census coder as a manager rather than as a
programmer.
The job self-classification problem
inherent in the census is not too serious when
comparing one census with another because,
presumably, individuals will have' about the
same bIases each time. As pointed out in the
earlier discussion of the operator projections,
however, the problem becomes much more
serious when census data are compared with
data from other sources that do not use selfclassification. Unfortunately, the' census is
only taken every 10 years, so that in the interim periods, other sources of information must
be relied upon. This can give rise to fluctuating estimates as can be seen from a brief

examination of the history of estimates of the
number of programmers.
In 1966, the American Federation of
Information Processing Societies (AFIPS)
published an overview of the information
processing industry that included several estimates of programmer employment in 1970.
These varied between 200,000 and 650,000.
In 1971, Walter Carlson, president of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM),
testifying at a Labor Department hearing,
said that consensus data would appear to support there being approximately 250,000 programmers in 1970, with an expected increase
to 500,000 by 1975. One of the more conservative estimates made before the publication
of the 1970 census data was by the Labor
Department in its very widely distributed Oc-

Introducing 3M's Whisper Reader
portable communications terminal.
Electronic message, data access, ASCII, and TWx/Telex
communications in a low-cost, lightweight package.
At first glance, 3M's new
Whisper Reader looks like a
very small portable computer.
But it's actually something far
more useful for the typical
business user:
-It's a terminal that hooks up to
electronic message centers
like the 3M Whisper Exchange, using its own built-in
modem.
- It communicates with any
TWX or Telex machine.
- It can be used to access
computer databasesfrom
home or while traveling.
-It can function as an ASCII
terminal within an organization's own data communications network.
The price? Lower than you
might think, especially when
you consider that it can increase your communications
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It is very hard to predict a change in growth
rate, let alone its precise timing.

cupational Outlook Handbook. The 1972-'73
edition stated that nearly 200,000 programmers were employed in 1970. When the 1970
census data were finally released, it was seen
that 161,377 programmers were actually
"counted" in April 1970.
After' the 1970 census had demonstrated that both government and private forecasters has been overestimating the number
of programmers, the government forecasts
became much more conservative. Some
might say they became unduly cautious. For
example, although a nongovernmental analysis of the 1970 census and comparable data
from the Labor Department's Area Wage
Surveys had shown that the annual growth
rate for programmers was over 6% in 1970,
the Labor Department in 1974 used an annual
growth rate of only 4.6% in projecting that
there would be 250,000 programmers by
1980. Two years later, in 1976, the Labor
Department was even more conservative and

estimated that the 1974 programmer employment was 200,000 and that it would grow to
285,000 by 1985-an average annual compound growth rate of only 3.3%. As late as
1982, the Occupational Outlook Handbook
stated that "in 1980, about 228,000 persons
worked as computer programmers." This
last figure implied a mere 3.6% average annual compound growth rate from 1970.
As stated earlier, the 1980
census showed that, in
fact, there were 317,673
CONTINUES programmers in April
1980. This is equivalent to a 7% annual compound growth rate over the 1 years from
1970. In other words, the slowing down in
the growth rate that the Labor Department
had consistently assumed throughout the decade simply had not occurred.
A similar story can be told of widely
varying projections of employment in the
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other dp occupations. To give just one example: Carlson, in his previously mentioned
1971 testimony, also reported that census
data at that time supported the estimate of
approximately 500,000 computer operators
in 1970 and 900,000 in 1975. In fact, the
1970 census reported 117,222 operators and
by 1980 there were still only 420,581. The
growth to 900,000 will certainly come, but
some 10 years later than Carlson suggested.
The main lesson from history is to
treat all dp employment estimates with caution, especially those that incorporate a
change from an observed growth rate. It is
simply very hard to predict a change in
growth rate, let alone its precise timing.
So far, census data have been quoted
down to the single individual. To the unwary,
this might seem to imply that everyone is
asked his occupation and that, leaving aside
definitional questions and the problem of
general undercounting, an absolutely precise
count is obtained. Such is not the case.
In both the 1970 and 1980 censuses,
the employment data came from samples. In
1980, the sample was chosen as follows: in
counties, incorporated places, and minor civil divisions estimated to have fewer than
2,500 persons, one half of all housing units
and persons in group quarters were included
in the sample; in all other places, one sixth of
the housing units or group quarters were sampled. Overall, approximately 19% of U.S.
housing units were included in the census
sample.
Of course, all employment data provided by the census are subject to sampling
errors. These can be estimated using standard
statistical techniques described in technical
documentation available from the Census
Bureau. In general, when the number of individuals reported in a particular classification
such as occupation, sex, or location is in the
hundreds, the sampling error can, for most
practical purposes, be ignored. When the
number is less than 100, however, the sampling error can be relatively large and effectively mask any change from one census to
the next. This should be remembered when
reviewing the table that shows dp employment by state.
To be a little more precise, a conservative estimate of the standard error due to
sampling is the larger of 16 or 2.9 times the
square root of n where n is the number of
individuals reported. Thus, for n = 100,
1,000, and 10,000, the standard sampling errors are 29,92, and 290, respectively. These
numbers suggest that national totals for the
four dp occupations should only be quoted to
the nearest thousand, and that care should be
taken when interpreting data and especially
change data from the less populous states.
Looking at the data by state, it is clear
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Getting your system
in front of management is finally made simple.
Now your system can be accessed Q!licklyand easily with Northern1elecoms
Displayphone terminal. Its as simple to use as a telephone. And compact enough to
fit on everyones desl<:.

P

erhaps the most difficult part of
your job is getting your system in
front of the people who would
benefit from it most. Management often
finds computer terminals too bulky or
too complIcated to operate. As a result
they shut themselves off from information that can be vital to your company's
productivity.
MIS professionals in a variety of industries have discovered the Displayphone* terminal, an ideal solution to the
problem of user acceptAm1W7lIfLZJ~mtWEAm:,tA17tJ)/ 1 ance. Voice and data
l~' are integrated into one
~ . compact unit whose
9ian:~=lR
I sophisticated capabilities are so easy to use,
~:',,-, ..... .
everyone will welcome
'~""t'~-:-"'-,"';~"~"'~'_' it on their desks.
;-~.:~.
Menus of features
'.
..~ and functions, visual
prompts and terminal-resident soft keys
guide even novice data users through
correct operation easily. And soft keys
can also be downloaded from your host
computer for single key activation of
program commands. As an advanced
business telephone, the Displayphone
, unit brings the convenience of voice
features such as directory dialing to data
calls, and allows simultaneous voice and
data communications.
In addition to its ease of use, the
Displayphone terminal offers powerful
data access capability.
: ....

..

...

P!3X.

It is an asynchronous terminal that can
also be configured to operate in IBM
3270 and other sophisticated computer
environments. This flexibility gives
users high speed access to a full range
of corporate and public data bases.
The Displayphone terminal is an
exciting example of Northern Telecom's
commitment to the OPEN World -our
approach to information management .
that combines telecommunications and
computer technology in innovative
ways to increase productivity, save time
... andmoney.
To find out how productive the
Displayphone terminal can be for your
company, call 800/621-6476. (In
lllinois: 800/572-6724; in Canada:
800/268-9079), or send
in the coupon.
OPEN World.
the rational
approach
to Information
management.lts
the best of
all possible
worlds.

Computer operator positions in the South
increased 313% in the '70s.

A seminar

onIDMSIR.
that there has been significant growth in all
states for all four dp occupations. Some
states, however, have grown faster than others. In particular, California, which in 1970
had approximately the same dp employment
as New York, had moved way ahead by
1980--its 132% growth, to 171,039, was
more than double the 60% increase for New
York. Similarly, Texas, Florida, Virginia,
Georgia, and Washington among the larger
states show well above average growth. On
the other hand, below average growth occurred in the industrial states of the Northeast
and Midwest. The overall growth rate for the
snow belt, 83%, was dwarfed by the 141 %
increase for the West and South.
The overall pattern of growth shows
up very clearly if the states are divided into
two groups-the 14 states in New England,
and Mid-Atlantic, and East North Central regions (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont,
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin) in one group and the remaining 36 states
and the District of Columbia in the other.
Adding the total employment figures for the
four dp occupations for the states in these two
groups, the growth in the 14 states in seen to
be much less than in the rest of the country. A
similar pattern holds for the four dp occupations taken individually. Computer operator
positions in the North increased at a 209%
rate in the '70s; in the South, the increase was
313%.
It must be remembered that the census
reports the occupations of individuals according to the state of residence, not the work
location. This accounts for the relatively low
numbers reported for the District of Columbia, where many workers live in neighboring
Maryland and Virginia suburbs. In this case,
the census reports for the Washington, D.C.
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area
(SMSA), which includes the nearby suburbs,
are more relevant. For 1980, they show a
total dp employment of 47 ,499. This puts the
Washington, D.C. area in fourth place
among SMSAS with respect to dp employment, immediately behind New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles-Long Beach.
It is interesting to note the unusually
high proportion of systems analysts and programmers in the Washington, D.C. SMSA as
compared to New York, Chicago, and Los
Angeles. The 50% larger analyst population
in D.C. presumably reflects the pattern of dp
employment in the federal government.
The census also reports employment
by sex and ethnicity. This presents an opportunity to see how well the dp field is doing
with respect to equal opportunity. Fortunately, the data show progress in all four dp occupations.
110 DATAMATION

Sharpest increases for female and
black employment in the data processing industry were shown in the systems analysts
and computer operator categories. Female
computer operators were once in the minority
but are now in the majority with 59.2% of the
positions, probably due to the aforementioned rise of the small business computer
and the microcomputer making clerks into
computer operators. Black programmers
were 3.6% of the total but are now at least
5.7%. Female programmer numbers also increased, from 22.5% of the total to 31.2%.
Fewer males are entering data at computer
centers these days, as the percentage of female key entry operators is now 92.4% from
89.8% in the 1970 census.
A detailed evaluation of the sex and
ethnicity data is clearly beyond the scope of
this article; readers are left to draw their own
conclusions. The change in the proportion of
female computer operators, however, merits
comment. The Census Bureau insists that the
numbers for male and female computer operators were not reversed. Further confirmation
comes from recent Department of Labor data
on 1982 employment that give an even higher
female computer operator percentage63.3%. Since the sex ratio is not in accord
with some observations of a number of larger
computing facilities, the only rationalization
apparently remaining is that mentioned earlier, namely, that erstwhile clerical employees
at places with micro or small business computers are reporting themselves as computer
operators because that is, in reality, what
they spend most of their time doing. Despite
this tremendous surge of females into computer operations, males need not give up
hopes of computer operator jobs. The growth
in operator requirements was such that male
employment increased by 107 % from 1970 to
1980; there should be plenty of room for
growth in male computer operator employment in the coming 10 years.
~
Bruce Gilchrist is director of Computing Activities at Columbia University,
Ates Dagli is a research associate in
the university's Center for the Social
Sciences, and Arlaana Shenkin is a
research assistant in the Center for
Computing Activities.
REPRINTS AVAILABLE
Reprints of all DATAMATION articles,
including those in all 1982 issues,
are available in quantities of 100 or
more. Details may be obtained by
telephoning Mary Ann Hanle. (212)
605-9729 or by writing to Reprints
Department, DATAMATION magazine,
875 Third Ave., New York, NY 10022.

Seminars on Cullinet's
relational database management
system, IDMSIR, will be held in the
following cities during the next few
weeks.
Atianta,GA

Sep.14
Sep.l
Austin,TlI.
Sep.15
Boston!
Cambridge,MA Sep.20
Calgary, ALTA
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IDMSIR seminar

rI'm interested in reserving a place at the

in (city) _ _ _ _ _ on (date) _ _ _ __

Name _____________________
Title ______________________

Company ___________________
Admess ____________________
Operating Environment __________

Cullinet Software works with all IBM 360, 370, 30XX
and 43XX computers - or plug compatible equivalent.

~~lm~teSHfmfrh;!~We~f~'J~~2~'f} Dep~/83r;M

L ____________ _

The one and only R.
Cullinet's productionienduser relational DBMS..

IDMSIR is a single solution to the two-sided
problem of providing useful database applications for both
end user and production tasks.
This is how it works:
As a true relational
system, it allows you to select data
from separate and unrelated files;
join it, then project it in ways that
make it possible for you to handle
small-scale applications and unstructured
end user requests for infonnation quickly,
directly and intelligently.
What's unique is that
IDMSIR also allows you to handle
high-volume production applications
with the proven technology best
suited for the job.
It's this marriage of
'P
architectures that makes Cullinet's
relational DBMS stand apart. In fact,
where others have tried to propose
relational or pseudo-relational' components that exist
separately from the production database, Cullinet's is the only
one that lets both work together. Thus serving the whole
corporation by serving all of the needs within it.

The answer is software.
And software is Cullinet.

For information and a seminar schedule call 617-329-7700. © 1983 Cullinet Software, Inc.,400 Blue Hill Drive, Westwood,MA 02090.
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"Today we installed

.
USing
,

27 terminals but not a

foot of data cablelVe're
's DCS..2 instead:'

There's only one thing you can count on these days. If anything can change,
it will. And sooner than you think.
That may be why more than 300 companies have installed our DCS-2 Data
Carrier System: to help them cut the cost of adding or moving terminals by using
existing PABX wire to carry both voice and data traffic-simultaneously.
With DCS-2, a PABX (or Centrex) becomes a common communications
network. From then on, making a computer hookup is as easy as plugging in a
phone. Up to 9600 bps of dedicated-channel, full-dtiplex data can be transmitted
or received by any RS-232C terminal in your system. But the data won't interrupt
phone service.
At a time when drilling one hole for cable can cost $100 or more, the Data
Carrier System is a smart choice economically. Logistically, it can make your
next move faster and far less troublesome. Like the
m' V~and96OObps
Your PBX
bl b mak'lng next
'k
YourPhone
...
~
one you '11 probaye
wee?.
l;;;:,:m=/::;
:":~ng
, For fast information call 1-800-227-3800 Ext.
I ~ PBX:>r, , "', ~ I
1122 or write Teltone Corp., PO Box 657, Kirkland, ~H:--:·'::M~= ~~q YourEDP
WA 98033. In Canada call (416) 475-.0837 or write
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183 Amber Street, Markham, OntarIO L3R 3BR.
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FCC Part 68 registered. For users ofDEC, Prime, Data General, Tandem, mM Series/I, H-P and other asynchronous computers.
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ARE YOU· DROWNING
IN A SEA OF SOWTIONSt
Recognize the symptoms!
Applications backlogt Technology blurt
Mounting user pressurest
You suspect that suppliers may
have answers to your pressing
problems, but you don't have
enough time to sort through fragmented information to determine
what will really work for you.
Like the shoemaker's kid who
goes barefoot, you (of all people)
need a system. An information
system that displays all your current software, hardware and communications options for instant
reference.
That system is DATA
SOURCES, and you're invited to
make it work ~or you. Simply fill in
the coupon .and we'll send you
DATA SOURCES at 50% off its
regular cover price.
What DATA SOURCES
does is organize your options. It
guarantees that you've considered
all relevant products. And makes
the most of your time for product
evaluations by guiding you to
those with the best possibility of
success.
DATA SOURCES is a conveniently sized,. extremely wellorganized and skillfully indexed
reference ... maintained on a database, constantly updated and published quarterly.

READ WHAT USERS SAY•••
"... Current and. comprehensive listings are becoming indispensable."
Gary Yost
Marketing Services Director
ASK Computer Systems, Inc.

"Literally use it daily... dramatically shortens
research time ...provides more alternatives than
would have been known or considered. "
Curt Flatness, V.P.
Logic, Inc.
'~nswer to a Systems Integrator's prayer. .. very
effective for locating the equipment we need
. .. using it for everything from single-user systems to systems interfacing with mainframes. "

Richard Fletcher, President
Micro Computer Adaptation Procedure

"Dependable source of information otherwise unobtainable or costly to obtain ... "
Barry I<ukes, President
RSI Repair Service, Inc.

ORDER NOW AND SAVE 50%
Yes! Rush me the latest two-volume edition of DATA SOURCES and enter my subscription
at $60.00 for 4 quarterly editions. I save a full 50% off the regular $120.00 cover price.
Name ________________________________________________________

YOU GET•••

Title ______________________________________________________

HardWare-Over 12,000 prodiJcts from
Micros to Mainframes including peripherals-terminals, printers, memory devices, etc ... organized by systems compatibility.
Software-The largest available inventory of business packages for micros, minis,
and mainframes including operating systems, utilities, arid application packages.

Company _____________________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________________
City __________________________------- State _______ Zip _____
Telephone ____________________________________________________
Nature of Company's Business _______________________________________

Communications Equlpment-

I- Please check appropriate box: 0 END USER D VAR/OEM D DISTRIBUTOR
I D DP MFG D OTHER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I An information product of Ziff-Davis Publishing Company. Satisfaction guaranteed.
I
. _ ~_ ~ SAVE TIME ... CALL DIRECT
Services, Suppliers, SupportI Re~rn coupon to: _ -=- -.:. __
Most complete organized listing of supI
-=
1-800-227-1617.Ext.251
pliers from installation design to mainteI P.o. Box 5845. CherryHill,"N.J08034. - - - (In Ca., 1-800-772-3545 Ext. 251)
nanceand data center operations.
I
L--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - ' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
from modems and multiplexors to local networks, carriers and services. Quick reference comparison charts, plus all diagnostic
and test equipment.

DATA- -=1:=5 =

I

Residents of Ca., Co., Ct., D.C., FI., II., Ma., Mi., Mo., N.J., N.Y., Vt., please add applicable state taxes.
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Though many people
think of her as a
Pentagon dweller, she
may soon be ready to
join the general dp
community.
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Ada will directly affect more software professionals in the 1980s than COBOL did during
the 1960s and 1970s. While its use is being
encouraged by the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD), several nonmilitary, commercial users have already committed to Ada as
the development language ofchoice. In fact,
some of the largest applications of Ada (measured in lines of code) include payroll systems and manufacturing control applications.
Despite rumors to the contrary, Ada is
real. Million of lines of Ada code have already been written and executed. Large (over
10,000 lines of code) Ada applications are
currently being used in production. There are
now at least three DOD-validated Ada compilers, and the. odds are that there will be upwards of 20 validated compilers by the end of
1984. In addition, there are numerous nonvalidated Ada compilers available, most of
which will eventually be approved by the
DoD.
Ada compilers exist on a wide range
of computers and run under a variety of operating systems. Examples of computers on
which Ada compilers currently exist include:
Apple lIe, Amdahl 470, DEC VAX, DEC PDP10, IBM 370, Burroughs B6700, Univac
1100, and various European and Japanese
machines. Ada compilers are currently most
prevalent on minis and micros; a large number are targeted for the. Motorola 68000, and
TeleSoft, San Diego, Calif., has a compiler
that runs on the IBM P.e. The operating systerns under which Ada compilers run include
Digital Research's CP/M, VMS on the DEC
VAX, NOS on the CDC Cyber 170, and Unix.
For the near term, the Unix· operating system
will probably be one of the most commonly
chosen operating systems for Ada implementations. Ada under Unix can be found on the
Gould Conceptl32 systems, DEC VAXS, and
114 DATAMATION
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The characteristics that make Ada cost effective
for military systems also make it attractive to the
commercial software developer.
many Motorola 68000-base,d systems.
Why should anybody be interested in
Ada? If you are a military contractor, the
answer is obvious. This year the DOD will
spend in excess of $4 billion on embedded
systems software. (Embedded systems are
systems in which the computer is but part of a
larger whole, i.e., the computer is 'embedded' in a cruise missile, a jet aircraft, or a
modem tank.) By 1990, the DOD estimates,
this figure will exceed $30 billion. Ada was
created specifically for embedded systems,
and the DoD has taken steps to require Ada as
the preferred language for implementing
them. DOD Draft Directive 5000.31 (June 10,
1983) had both expanded Ada's use to include· mission-critical systems and set specific dates in 1984 for requiring Ada as the language of choice for the implementation of
these systems. (Mission-critical systems are
those systems that are critical to the success
of a military mission: They need not be embedded; for example, a radar tracking system
that feeds its output to a computer might be
deemed mission critical.
But Ada is also generating a great
deal of interest outside of the military. Embedded systems tend to be large, long-lived,
and critical. There are often severe constraints on execution speed and the amount of
memory available. These characteristics are
hardly unique to military software. Ada was
designed to save money throughout the entire
software life cyc1e-during design as well as
maintenance. Those characteristics of Ada
that make it cost effective for military systems also make it attractive to the nonmilitary, commercial software developer.
Ada is a powerful high-level language
that affords its users the ability to "twiddle
bits" and manipulate text with equal ease.
The absence of subsets or extensions makes
Ada code very portable. The use of packages
(collections of logically related entities such
as subprograms) and generics (which allow
for quick generation of code when, for example, only the type of data being manipulated
is changed) encourage the reuse of code, thus
boosting productivity. Features such as userdefined data types greatly ease the burden of
maintenance programming. Exceptions allow systems to degrade gracefully. Concurrent processing is handled directly via Ada's
task capability.

FIG. 1

THE STONEMAN MODEL

KAPSE:
FUNCTIONS:
RUN-TIME SUPPORT
1/0 DEVICE DRIVERS
PROGRAM INITIATION
SERVICE, USER 10 & ACCESS
CONTROL,DATABASE
ACCESS FUNCTIONS
DATABASE

(+ HARDWARE, ETC.)

those associated with embedded systems. In
1975 the DOD circulated the Strawman requirements document, which listed the qualitative requirements for a military programming language. Comments received on
Strawman resulted in Wooden man and eventually in a complete set of desired characteristics for a DoD high-level language: Tinman.
By 1977 it became apparent that no
existing programming language was suitable
for use as a common high-level language for
DOD embedded computer systems. It was also
determined that a language that met the Tinman requirements was not only feasible but
was desirable. Later in 1977 Tinman was
modified to Ironman, and proposals were requested for the development of a language
based on the Ironman document. Four of the
proposals received were deemed acceptable
and were color coded for evaluation purposes. The four selected offerers were: SofTech (Blue), SRI International (Yellow), Intermetrics (Red), and clI-Honeywell Bull
Ada began in 1974 when (Green). The Yellow and Blue designs were
A BRIEF
the DOD, the largest con- eliminated and analysis continued with the
HISTORY
sumer of software on the Red and Green designs.
OF ADA
face of the earth, decided it
The name Ada was chosen in 1979 in
was spending too much on computer sys- honor of Augusta Ada Byron, Countess of
tems. A study showed that rougly half the Lovelace, daughter of poet Lord Byron. Ada
military's annual computer budget (about Lovelace (1818-1851) was a mathematician
$7.5 billion in 1973) was being spent on soft- who worked with Charles Babbage. Babbage
ware. More than half the software costs were· had created a "difference engine" that could
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be "programmed" much like the Jacquard
loom. Since Ada often "programmed" the
difference engine, she is considered by many
to be the first programmer. The military standard specification (MIL-STD 1815) was chosen
to reflect the year of her birth.
Later in 1979, the DOD declared the
Green language (clI-Honeywell Bull) the
winner of the competition. The primary designer of the Green language was Jean Ichbiah (who now has gone on to form his own
company, Alsys). The preliminary design
document was published by the Association
for Computing Machinery's (ACM) Special
Interest Group for Programming· Languages
(SIGPLAN) in the summer of 1979.
In August of 1980, what has become
known as the 1980 standard for Ada (MIL-STD
1815) was approved. Comments were sought
on the standard, courses on the Ada language
were conducted, and in July of 1982 a revised
version of MIL-STD 1815 was issued. Further
revisions were made in Ada and on Feb. 17,
1983, an ANSI standard for Ada became a
reality, MIL-STD 1815A (1983).
On April 11, 1983, the Ada/Ed interpreter (created at New York University'S
Courant Institute) became the first validated
Ada translator. (A translator is any piece of
software that translates source language
statements to machine executable form in a
mechanical manner. Translators include in-
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Second in a series of reports on tl7e role of personal computers in the office.

"Mter Lisa the professional
computing world will never be
the same again"
The Seybold Report on Professionsl Computing

Apple's new Lisa™ is the
world's most powerful personal
computer.
Its 32-bit MC68000 microprocessor gives it the processing
capability of a mid-range
mainframe.
It also has one million bytes
of internal memory. And,
with a 5-Megabyte hard disk,
more than 15 times the on-line
mass storage of standard
microcomputers.
Given these most imposing
credentials, one could get the
impression Lisa was designed
solely to scare one's socks off.
On the contrary.
What makes Lisa totally
revolutionary is that, for the first
time, all this phenomenal power
is contained in a business
computer you can learn to use
in under 30 minutes.

200y~ fulrdwork
lteasy.
To tell Lisa what to do, all you
have to do is point.
But achieving this simple
concept required a totally new.

Lisa's revolutionary software lets users perform
several applications simultaneously, even "cut" and
"paste" them together. The powerful project
management program seen here is a Lisa exclusive.

approach to software and 200
person-years of development.
Lisa replaces complex computer commands with symbols

familiar to anyone who's ever
worked at a desk.
Even someone who's never
touched a computer before can
learn Lisa in under half an
hour. Versus the 20 hours or
more required to unriddle
conventional PCs.
To information managers,
that means dramatically reduced
training time and increased
productivity.
But people don't just learn
faster on Lisa, they also work
faster. Each of Lisa's powerful
applications~': use symbols and
commands common to all.
So with little practice, users can
move from LisaCalc to LisaGraph to LisaWrite without
missing a beat. Or use them all
at once, "cutting" information
from one program and "pasting"
it directly into another.

Powerful connections.

visible difference in develop-menttimes.
Apple will supply all the
documentation, instruction, and
support a developer will require
to integrate applications into
the Lisa environment -no
matter how sophisticated their
information processing needs.

Any Lisa system can become
part of a powerful Lisa network
through AppleNet, our own
low--cost local area network.
It will enable a user to transfer
documents from,one depart-- '
ment to another, so they can be
rapidly reviewed. Or modified.
~supp.ort
Or passed on to other Lisas.
the wlwle family.
The same network will
Apple now offers nationwide
allow Lisas to branch out to
on--site
service for all Apples in
other Apples~Or share disks,
conjunction
with RCA Service
printers and other cosdy
Company.
peripherals.
Using the LisaTerminal
The hand operated mouse
program, Lis~s can tie into mini,
'nfr
'd th
I
lets you use Lisa withOut touching
mal arne an 0 er persona
the keyboard. All you have to do is point.
computers by emulating;
, . '
VT 100--type terminals. Or,
\
PI~s a host .of sp~clal .'
us~g the Apple Cluster Control-- \'\ servIces for LIsa -lnc~udlng
ler, It can also e m u l a t e \ . \ , a toll--free suppo~ hne.
3270~type terminals.
All of whIch you

ca:J~~~h~r;:a

, ,There's even a program , LisaProjecr- that lets you use
, the mouse to chart the progress
of complex projects, auto-matically recalculating when
deadlines or resources, change.
, On paper, Lisa is just as
exceptional. With its dot matrix
and daisy wheel printers, it
produces printed materials just
as you see them on the screen.
.eJ!.,..

~---;;t:-'-----'---";''''''''';'''::k--W

W
AppleNet, available soon, will let Lisas and other
Apples share infornultion, and costly peripherals.

of many terminals.
All of which
means swifter
response times
and better
distribution
ot resources.

,Stayontop

of new

developments.
Lisa's unique user interface
enables programmers to
develop Lisa--style programs
with unaccustomed speed.
But that's not Lisa's, only
programming attraction.
The Lisa Workshop provides
a powerful environment in
which to develop COBOL
applications. A fun screen
Lisa--like editor, code generator,
and multiple windows make a

,"",..;;0 ,
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program called
LisaTest instandy
isolates any
defective board
or component.
And the modular,
"plug--iri' design of
Lisa's five basic circuit
boards and two disk
drives allows parts to ,be
replaced in seconds, with
just one tool: Your fingers. For the whole story, call our
National Accounts Program at
(800) 538--9696.
No matter how large your
company, Apple has all the '
elements to improve your infor-mation systems management.
Including Lisa, the computer
that makes headlines.

"

r1

C1applc!
~®

*With more l?rogr~ms on the ,Way, Lisa's library now includes LisaCalc electronic spreadsheet, LisaList
d~ta ba~, LtsaWnte. wor~ processing, LisaGraph business graphics, LisaDraw presentation graphics,
LtsaPIl?Ject electromc project management and LisaTerminal data communications. For information
regardmg corporate purchases through our National Account Program, call (800) 538.. 9696.
In Can~da, call (800) 268-77~6 ~r (800) 268-7637. Or write to Apple Computer Inc., MISIEDP
Markettng Dept., 20525 Manam Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014.
© 1983 Apple Computer Inc.
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FIG. 2

SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY FOR
ADAPTABLE RELIABLE SYSTEMS
OBJECTIVES
IMPROVE
THE PERSONNEL

~

~
,

INCREASE THE LEVEL
OF EXPERTISE

IMPROVE PROJECT
MANAGEMENT TOOLS
IMPROVE GENERIC
TECHNICAL TOOLS
IMPROVE APPLICATION·
SPECIFIC TOOLS

IMPROVE TOOL
USABILITY
INCREASE LEVEL OF
INTEGRATION
INCREASE LEVEL OF
AUTOMATION

terpreters and compilers.) On June 13, 1983,
Rolm Corp. validated the first productionquality Ada compiler. The Rolm validation
also includes the Data General Mv/4000,
Mv/6000, Mv/8000, and MV/IOOOO. As this
article went to press, Western Digital was
about to become the third vendor to have a
compiler validated, and one or two additional
compilers may be validated before the end of
1983. In 1984 there should be a flood of
requests for validation, quite possibly resulting in more than 20 validated compilers by
the end of 1984.
The Ada name has been trademarked
by the 000, and no one may claim to have an
Ada compiler unless it has been validated by
the DOD. In order to be validated, a compiler
must pass a suite of about 1,850 programsthe Ada Compiler Validation Capability
(ACVC). About 80% of these programs are
applicable to all Ada compilers. A portion of
the remaining programs or tests will also be
required depending on which optional features (specified in the Ada standard) the implementer has chosen. Along with the compiler, the operating system, the computer
hardware itself, and any additional hardware
and software that will be used to produce
Ada-containing products must also be validated. Vendors will be required to revalidate
their compilers each year. The DOD plans a
possible revision of the ANSI standard for Ada
in 1988, but no sooner.
The ACVC is a fairly rigorous set of
tests. It checks not only for the syntax of the
complete language, but also for such things
as extensions to the language. A validated
120 DATAMATION
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compiler must pass all applicable tests; failure of even one small part of one test is
grounds for denying validation. Upon completion of the validation process (a process
that may take several weeks) the compiler
implementer is issued a validation certificate
that states, among other things, the date of
validation, the hardware included in the validation (a compiler can be validated for several differerit machines), the operating systems
for which the validation is applicable, and the
version of the ACVC that was used for the
validation process. The ACVC is continually
being extended and iinproved.
During the development of
Ada it becarrie apparent
that the language was just
one component of a tool
kit that would be necessary for handling software throughout its life cycle. So a series of
requirements documents (Sandman; Pebbleman, and Stoneman) for an Ada Programming Support Environment (APSE) were created. These documents detailed the tools
(e.g., acompiler, linkerlloader, and configuration manager) deemed necessary for costeffective handling of software throughout its
life cycle. Ada should always be thought of in
the context of an APSE.
An APSE consists of three components: a kernel APSE (KAPSE), a minimal APSE
(MAPSE), and additional software specific to a
particular APSE. The KAPSE interfaces with
the existing operating system (if any) and
provides run-time support and several other
low-level functions. The MAPSE contains

APSE,
KAPSE,
MAPSE

IlJh

minimal support tools for Ada software
throughout its life cycle: the Ada compiler,
an editor, a linkerlloader, a debugger, a configuration manager, and other tools. The
MAPSE may be augmented by other software.
The DOD will require that most, if not all, of
the tools in an APSE be written in Ada (see
Fig. I).
While a few APsE-like environments
exist (e.g., Rolm's Ada Development Environment), APSEs are now only beginnirig to
emerge.
Ada is part of a larger 000 effort to
improve software technology.:..-Software
Technology for Adaptable Reliable Systems
(STARS). Originally known as the Strategy for
a DOD Software Initiative, STARS was developed to exploit and improve existing software
technology. The overall aim of STARS is to
"improve software productivity while
achieving greater system reliability and
adaptability" (see Fig. 2). The specific goals
of STARS are to:
• improve the personnel resource by increasing the level of expertise and expanding the
base of expertise available to the DOD,
• improve project management tools, application-independent technical tools, and application-specific tools, and
• increase the use oftools by improving business practices, usability, and raising the level
of integration and automation.
Ada was chosen by the 000 as the
backbone of the STARS effort. Thus, to look at
Ada as just another programming language is
not unlike viewing the cornerstone of a building as the entire edifice. The 000 is placing a
-'-,

Lee Data's new Personal Workstation
now lets you enjoy all the advantages of
professional business computing plus have
both 3270 and asynchronous access to
CPU-based applications-all from the
same Lee Data workstation!
That's right! Completely-integrated,
IBM-compatible personal computing
- offering the latest functional capabilities
and these value-added features:
Support For a wide variety of popular
applications, including all compatible
IBM Personal Computer software.
Personal Workstation-to-host file
transFer capabilities that allow transfer
of data from CPU-based files through
existing system communications net-

works, meaning no new communications
networks are ever required.
A single board design that incorporates
both display station and printer support,
as well as 128K of random access
memory standard-with up to 256K of
expanded memory on the same board.
Plus a dual diskette drive feature that
offers two 5%-inch floppy diskettes,
each with 320K of storage capacity!
And Four standard system expansion
slots for add-on requirements as your
needs change.
3270 and asynchronous application
access and now personal computing,
too-all part of an advanced system
design by Lee Data.

Let us show you how easily personal
computing can become a part of your
company's terminal system.
Call our system specialists toll free:

800/328-3998
Designers of innovative systems
for the information worker

7075 Flying Cloud Drive
Minneapolis, MN 55344
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Even the staunchest of Ada's supporters will
grant that the language is complex.

great deal of emphasis on applying software
engineering to the entire software life cycle
and is using Ada to facilitate this goal. It is
not enough to know the syntax of the Ada
language; one must know how to engineer, in
the most rigorous sense of the word, Ada
software. This has direct implications for
those who are planning to obtain softwarerelated contracts with DoD.
'It is a sad fact that, for most oftoday's
data processi'ng shops, the software life cycle
is much as it was 20 years ago. The hardware
is perhaps new, but programmers still submit
compilation after compilation before they are
satisfied with' a module-and any more than
four compilations for a module before it is
delivered indicates wasted effort. Managers
and programmers alike still seem to feel that
all that one needs to know to be a programmer
is the syntax of a language and how to use a
text editor. Few shops keep specific records
of such things as numbers of errors, types of
errors, effort expended per line of code, and
average complexity per module.' Few shops
have any systematic strategy for testing,
maintenance, or quality control.
Unfortunately, many of today's software developers liken computer sCience to
astrology in terms of technical value. Too
often colleges granting degrees in computer
science tum out graduates who are more
"fact idiots" than software engineers. It has
been said that' 'college give you all the answers, but none of the questions." It is the
goal of STARS to solve this problem. STARS
aims to bring computer science, mathematics, engineering disciplines, and communication skills to bear on the problems of the
software life cycle. This should help to bring
about a'rapid evolution of the state of the art
in software engineering.
STARS should also help in another
area: foreign competition in 'software development. While the Japanese and the Europeans may not kad the U.S. in development of
software technology, they far surpass the
U.S. in applying it. If you feel that the Japanese challenge is not real, you should read up
on the Japanese fifth generation computer
projecL There is much truth in the phrase
"pr.ogrammers are the auto workers of the
1980s ...
But if Ada is to help solve
any of these problems,
TO USE
people are going to have to
ADA'
learn to use it. That won't
happen overnight; although. Ada educators
may differ on approach or ordering of topics,
the one point that most of them do agree on is
that education of Ada professionals will take
time. While people who know a high-level
language should be able to learn what is re~
ferred to as the Pascal subset of Ada with

LEARNING
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ADA PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
The DoD established the Ada Joint Program
Office (AJPO) to manage all Ada-related activities. AJPO has, in turn, set up the Ada
Information Clearinghouse to facilitate the
transfer of information between AJPO and
the Ada user community:
Ada Information
Clearinghouse
Ada Joint Program Office
3D 139 (400 A/N)
The Pentagon
Washington, DC 20301
(202) 694-0208
The ACM has established a technical
committee on Ada (AdaTEc), which will
soon become a special interest group (SIG)
in its own right. AdaTEC is probably the
largest professional Ada organization. Its
pUbliCation, Ada Letters. is required reading for anyone with a serious interest in
Ada. To request membership in AdaTEC or
a subscription to Ada Letters. contact:
Association for Computing
Machinery
II West 42nd St.
New York, NY 10036
(212) 265-6300

The Ada-Jovial User's Group (ADAJUG) is an organization that deals with both
Ada and Jovial. It holds three meetings a
year and will be coordinating joint meetings
with AdaTEc. (The first joint AdaTEC-AdaJUG meeting will be in Dallas, Texas, during the third week of October.) Once you
register at an AdaJUG meeting you should
be on a mailing list for future meetings. For
more information contact:
.
Tina Underwood
ASD/ADOL

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433
(513) 255-4472
Ada also has a large following in
Western (and Eastern) Europe. The Japanese also have several Ada-related projects
(including compilers) in various stages of
completion. Information'regarding the status of Ada outside of the U.S. can be obtained by contacting AdaTEC'S international
representative:
Maarten Boasson
Holl, Signaal App.
Riethbcrglaan 17
Borculo. Netherlands
31-74-482129

about four weeks of full-time study, many trained to use Ada, many simply lack the
educators report that it takes six months to analytical and other skills necessary to devellearn to make effective use of the language. op reliable Ada software. Just as everyone
Those attempting to learn the language cannot be a scientist, there are those who
should be aware of a number of factors:
cannot become software engineers.
There are some Adaphiles who would
• Ada is. in a very real sense, the most complicated programming language yet. But in have you believe that Ada is absolutely perthe hands of an educated professional (some- fect. But, as with any language, there are
one versed in computer science, software en- some potential drawbacks. Some of these
gineering. and the syntax of the language) it will disappear with time; others will require
can be one of the simplest languages. Few that We change the way we look at the softpeople currently have adequate background ware life cycle; The drawbacks will be felt
for effectively learning Ada. This is changing most acutely while the language is young.
as college computer science and software enOne of the most widely publicized
gineering curriculums improve.
complaints about Ada is its sheer complexity.
• Many people who will need to learn Ada CAR, Hoare, winner of ACM's Turing
will also have to be versed iri object-oriented Award. is perhaps the best known of Ada's
design, structured design, and design meth- critics. In his Turing Award acceptance
odologies for real-time software applica- speech he stated: "At first I was extremely
hopeful. The original objectives of the lantions, e.g., SADT and SREM,
• Structured programming is a definite re- guage included reliability, readability of proquirement for developing Ada software.
grams', formality of language definition, and
Ada must be taught in a software en- even simplicity. Gradually these objectives
gineering context.' Courses and books that have been sacrificed in favor of power, supmerely emphasize the syntax of the language posedly achieved by a plethora of features
(and there are plenty of both) are not desir- and notatiorial conventions, many of them
able. One of the best books currently avail- .' unnecessary' and some of them, like excepable is Grady Booch's Software Engineering tion handling, even dangerous.'
With Ada, published by Benjamin/CumLater in the acceptance speech. he
said: "I believe that by careful pruning of the
mings.
Not everyone is capable of learning Ada language it is still possible to select a
Ada. While it may be true that, given enough very powerful subset that would be reliable
time, most of today's programmers can be and efficient in implementation and safe and

IBM MAKES WORK ~~~a;la;i~~~~e~~~rixand
5"."IONS FOR THE cg~~~£1£n~{£H~~:'~~~~s
'SYSTEMS 34.36 AND ~i;~f~~i;~~~~i38e WE MAKE THEM
BETTER
II~

~I

puter peripherals which

qU~k1~~~~~~'e~~il~,

for less money. And
it's reliable- backed
by our nationwide and international service.
When people think of computers, they
think of IBM. But when they think of the best family of peripherals, they come to Decision Data.
And that's a very smart Decision.

Nobody
_
makes better
. , computers
than IBM. But work stations aren't computers.
And the simple truth is that the best work stations for your IBM System 34, 36 or 38 don't
come from IBM. They come from Decision Data.
•
Decision
Decision Data work stations for the S y s - .
Data
tems 34, 36 and 38 offer improved productivity,.
Computer
efficiency and operator comfort. The tiltable,
I
Corporation
non-glare screens provide cursor-position and
• Box 3509
error-message displays plus automatic dim• 100 Witmer Road, Horsham, PA. 19044
ming for longer screen life. Keyboards are
• 0 Please tell me more about the work stations that
movable and offer built-in palm rests.
• work harder. 0 Better yet, I'll phone
Decision Data also produces a cluster
(800) 523-6529. In PAcall: (215) 674-3300.
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Implementers of Ada compilers have already
begun to share information on ways to effectively
and accurately create them.
economic in use.
Many people cite Hoare when they
decry the complexity of Ada. They point to
languages like Pascal as more sensible approaches. If programmers are unable to generate relatively error-free code in languages
like COBOL or FORTRAN. critics argue. -giving
them Ada will only exacerbate the situation.
The reasoning is that there are two variables
that can be controlled-the programmers and
their tools-and it makes far more sense to
control the tools.
Even the staunchest of Ada's supporters will grant that Ada is a complex language.
This complexity can be managed in two very
important ways. The first is to improve the
training of those software professionals who
will 'be generating Ada software. There are
those who want to keep software technology
where it was in the 1960s. i.e .. keep everything at a level where very little knowledge is
required to generate software. This approach
is ideal for users of application generators
and database query languages. but it is totally
inappropriate for users of third generation
languages. especially Ada. The DOD plans to
require that the level of education for Ada
software professionals be kept high and has
taken steps to see that this happens-for example STARS and the Software Engineering
Institute.
The second way to manage the complexity of Ada is to require that programmers
use techniques to recognize and control complexity. Ada has a wealth of these tools. For
example. packages provide a means of encapsulating logically related entities. and generics allow a programmer to design the logic
of an algorithm once and to reuse this same
logic for many different data types. Complexity requires that the Ada professional
have a strong background in software engineering principles. This will only come about
when software engineering is recognized for
what it is: a true engineering discipline requiring specialized training. While software
engineering technology is constantly being
expanded and improved. software professionals are only beginning to realize that
there is more to being a programmer than
knowing the syntax of a particular language.

DRAWBACKS It is a foregone conclusion. however. that there
TO USING
will be hordes of underADA
educated programmers attempting to use Ada. ~t least initially. While
these programmers will have the best of intentions. the results in some cases could be
catastrophic. Ada is a powerful tool. and if
you put a powerful tool in the hands of someone who's not competent to use it, you run
some risks.
Another drawback is the size and
126 DATAMATION
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complexity of the compilers that Ada will
require. Current compilers often require at
least 128KB of main memory to run comfortably. and this limits the types of computers
on which Ada can be easily impJcmented.
While implementations of Ada compilers on
8-bit cpus are not unheard of. the address
space and speed of 16-bit cpus makes them
far more practical. Computers based on 16bit cpus unfortunately tend to be higher in
cost than those based on 8-bit cpus. Further.
the technology for 8-bit cpus is more mature
than for 16-bit cpus.
The efficiency of the object code generated by Ada compilers is a prime concern of
those who must actually implement embedded systems in Ada. Typically. embedded
systems have severe restrictions on execution
speeds and the amount of memory that can be
supplied. The writer of an Ada compiler is
faced with an interesting set of problems. Optimizing compilation speed is often done at
the expense of execution speed and the size of
the object code generated. There are many
features in Ada that are unique to the language. and thus new to the writer of the compiler. This fact. coupled with the size of the
language. makes the creation of compilers
that generate efficient object code that much
more difficult. Fortunately. implementers of
Ada compilers have already begun to share
information on ways to solve these problems.
Another difficulty stems from the un'certainties that remain in the current version
of the standard. For example. for Ada compilers that run on a machine with a single cpu.
concurrent processing must be simulated using some algorithm that is "fair"-i.e .. one
that will not give the appearance of favoring
one task over the other. The criteria to be
used and the algorithm itself are left to the
implementer. Another example is the way
that array elements are stored. While many
Ada compiler writers seem to be storing them
in rows. there is nothing in the Ada standard
that mandates this. This has very real implications for scientific programmers who often
optimize their programs by taking advantage
of the way they think array elements are
stored in memory.
A problem that will only be solved
with the passage of time is the availability of
validated. production-quality Ada compilers.
In addition, the number of different hardware
architectures for which object code from Ada
compilers can be targeted is somewhat limited. As more compilers are validated-remember that compilers are often validated for
more than one machine and more than one
operating system-this problem will become
less severe.
This last problem will affect both
military and commercial users of Ada. Not
many cpus have been approved for use in

embedded military computer systems, and
these are currently few, if any, validated Ada
compilers that will generate object code targeted at these approved cpus. While a number of companies are working on Ada compilers for these machines, it will be some time
before they are validated.
While the dearth of validated compilers is of less concern to commercial (nonmilitary) Ada users, it will prevent some of the
advantages of Ada (e.g .. true portability of
Ada source code) from being realized immediately. Fortunately, Ada compiler implementers are not implementing any extensions
to the language. The main problem plaguing
commercial users at present would seem to be
the lack of some desired feature in a partial
implementation of Ada.
By 1986 we can expect to see a few
dozen validated Ada compilers. We will also
see the emergence of a number of APSEs, and
the STARS program will begin to have an effect
on the way we view the traditional software
life cycle. People will become interested in
software metrics, software engineering, and
the development of reusable code. People
will no longer wonder what Ada is or whether
any compilers exist, but will focus on which
compiler implements Ada most effectively.
There will also be a definite decrease in the
use of FORTRAN, COBOL, and assembly languages for DoD software systems.
In the years 1986-1990 we can expect
to see an increasing number of hardware architectures influenced by Ada. We will also
notice a definite decrease in the number of
traditional programmers, i.e., those professionals who do not have degrees in computer
science or software engineering. As software
professionals-or the companies that employ
them-are required to take responsibility for
their work, we will notice a decrease in people who claim to be professionals in other
fields (e.g., business or electrical engineering), but still develop software. (Just as today, you wouldn't expect someone to take
one or two courses in engineering and then
describe himself as an engineer.) Ada and
STARS will accelerate the evolution of computing and software development from black
magic to true science and engineering. #
Edward V, Berard is president of EVB
Consulting Inc., a software engineering consulting firm, Mr. Berard has
developed and currently gives a number of seminars and hands-on workshops on the Ada language and its
associated technology. He also consults in the area of Ada education. For
the past five years, Mr. Berard has
lectured and consulted on software
engineering in the U.S., Canada, and
Europe.
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If you're looking to buy a
dBASE-like system, you'll really
like dBASE IIgil
dBASE II is the relational
database management system
(DBMS) we introduced to the
microcomputer world in 1980. It
was the best, most powerful and
easiest-to-use database management system availab~e.
It still is.

Youll wonder how you
managed without it.
Because it's so powerful yet
so easy to use, dBASE II has become
the standard for managing data
with a microcomputer.
Doctors and lawyers, accountants and salespeople, stockbrokers and students, big businesses
and small are all managing their data better with
dBASE II. Books have been written about it. And
other microcomputer data handling programs
measure themselves against what dBASE II can do.

dBASE IT turns data into a company resource.
dBASE II starts where file handling systems
(such as our own Friday!TM) leave off.
You get a running start on your business solutions because dBASE II includes a complete handson tutorial. You can quickly and easily create a full
business information system because all of your data
is at your fingertips. Using English-like commands,
you add, delete, edit, display, print and manipulate
.
your information.
Once you've decided on what you want done,
you save the instructions so that even your least
experienced personnel can perform the most complex
business functions with two words: Do Invoices, Do
Payroll, Do anything that needs to be done.
Your data and your programs are independent,
so you can change one without changing the other;
in fact, change the way you do business without
destroying what you've done.
And dBASE II even simplifies conversion from
your present system, and can handle data from other
programs, or create files that other programs can use.

It's the most advanced information management tool available for your microcomputer. And it's
only $700 (suggested retail price).

The best selling DBMS known to man.
dBASE II struck a responsive chord in the business community when it was introduced and quickly
became the best selling database management
system made for any computer, micro or mainframe.
To see why, drop by your nearest computer or
software store and ask for a demonstration. Then
take a package home and use it for 30 days. If it's not
everything we said it was, return it and get your
.
money back.
But we think you'll keep it.
Can over 150,000 users be wrong?
Ashton-Tate, 10150 West
Jefferson Boulevard, Culver City,
CA 90230. (213) 204-5570.

~HTON .TA1E D
©Ashton-Tate 1983
dBASE II is a registered trademark and Friday! is a trademark of Ashton-Tate.
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Our truly rela.tional
Data Base Management System
isn't a thing of the future.
CA-UNIVERSE is ready now.
The sooner you implement our relational DBMS, the
sooner you'll eliminate your application backlog problems.
Many companies are already finding this so.
That's because CA-UNIVERSETM provides so much
more than true relational data base architecture.
It's fully transportable. You can improve your control
and management of information processing in the
mainframe, mini and micro environment.
It's a complete package, with integrated data dictionary
... relational command language ... advanced applications
development and information processing ... online query
and update ... screen and report mapping ... text editor.

With CA-UNIVERSE, end users can create their own
applications-freeing programmers for more sophisticated
developmental work. It will make your data center more
efficient, your entire company more productive.
And it won't cost you a fortune to install. Contact your
local CA account manager now. Or call Boo-645-3OO3. In
NY: (516) 333-6700.

aCOMPUTER ASSOCIATES
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC:
125 Jericho Turnpike Jericho, NY 11753
.
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Microcomputers and APL are a perfect match for
the' untrained user.

ANEW DAWN
FORAPL
processor can be made to run APL, regardless
of its current configuration.
Fourteen years ago a young computer lan- .
Full implementations are available
guage called, simply enough, A Program- for at least 25 sophisticated business micros,
ming Language, was greeted with great fan- as well as for for the popular personal comfare as "imiovative," winning an enthusias- puters manufactured by Apple, Radio Shack,
tic following in International Business Ma- Texas Instruments, Osborne, Fortune, Xechines Corp., in universities, and in industry rox, Commodore, and IBM. The fact that APL
at large. "It could change the programming is available on the IBM P.e. is significant,
habits of the entire computing community,"
since the P.C. accounts for at least a third of all
said an observer at the time.
business micros shipped. It is also worth
A decade later, APL had attracted a mentioning that some ofIBM'S most powerful
loyal following, but not the entire computing and best-known software systems-such as
community. More than 30,000 users within its Information Center components, APL Data
IBM and a score of companies including Interface, and A Departmental Reporting
Coca-Cola, Exxon, and CitiCorp. were' es- System-arc written in APL.
tablished APLers, along with several timeAPLDI and ADRS are expected to be imsharing organizations such as I.P. Sharp Asso- portant areas of interest for 'APL microcomciates and STSC Inc.
'
puter users because those products, as part of
Nevertheless, APL had failed to cap- the overall Information Center, have been
ture a significant segment of the overall pro:- successful in bridging the gap between data
gramming popUlation, a fact that puzzled processing departments and corporate mandedicated users who had found that for appli- agers anxious for information.
cations development, APL typically was five
The personal computer will play a
to 10 times faster than compiled languages very large role In allowing end users to obtain
and two to four times faster than other inter- corporate accounting data for their personal
active languages.
use. An executive who has APL 68000 runNow, more than 20 years since its ning on an IBM P.C. could use APL to access
conception by Harvard mathematician Ken- and analyze financial data in other languages
neth Iverson and 15 years since IBM nudged on his or her company's mainframe. APL also
the first APL 360 Terminal System into a interfaces with printers and other peripheral
world of COBOL and FORTRAN loyalists, it ap- devices.
pears that APL, loaded with commercial enSeveral commercial timesharing
hancements, has found its rightful home on firms already have APL systems compatible
microcomputers, the interactive media of the with microcomputer use, which save their
'80s.
'
customers a significant amount of money by
Nine companies now offer versions of processing data on the micro. An APL timeAPL, with interpreters ranging in price from sharing customer using the mainframe's pro$275 to $1,500 for 8-bit and 16-bit micro- cessing power might spend $4,000 a month
computers. As the 32-bit microprocessors ap- for the service, while the same user could cut
pear, APL is sure to be' there too. Whether the bill to a fraction of the cost by using a
your processor is a Z-80, 6502, 8086, 8088, microcomputer downloading from the timeZ-8000, or 68000 running CP/M, CP/M-68K, sharing firm.
Unix, Ms/DOS, or a myriad of other operating
You can also expect to see APL, now
systems, there is almost certainly an APL in- affordable, playing a bigger role in educaterpreter for your machine. 'IBM'S new APL tion. At Yale University, APL is the first lanpackages for P.C.S reinforces its newfound guage taught to computer science students.
popularity. And with add-on memory cards At the State University of New York at Bingand extra processor boards that allow you, for hamton, it is offered to all math and science
example, to put a 68000 chip in your IBM P.C. students. And at the University of California
or a Z-80 in your Apple II, almost any micro- at Los Angeles, APL is an important part of

by Claiborne Lange

the curriculum for graduate business students. Increasingly, APL is being used in secondary schools to help teach students math
and science. Harvard's Iverson is developing
courseware for teaching APL.
At last count, there were about a hundred independent APLsoftware developers
scrambling to write new applications and to
modify existing mainframe systems to take
advantage of the booming, full-screen micro
market-a major undertaking, since APL traditionally has been line oriented. Some critics
of the language have cited APL'S line orientation as one characteristic that would make the
language obsolete on screen-oriented microcomputers, especially because one of APL'S
particular strengths is solving spreadsheet
problems-:-a task that has been much easier
to visualize using screen-oriented packages
such as VisiCalc.
But APL on microcomputers rises to the challenge. Several full-screen
packages are now available for APL. John Myrna, senior vice president of STSC Inc., pointed out that virtually all
new APL code is screen oriented. "A screen is
a table. Once you get APL'S orientati~n away
from line-to-line to screen, you have a rectangular array. You can grab it, manipulate it,
and put it back." VisiCalc and other similar
packages should be viewed as small subsets
of APL because of their matrix formats. With
APL, multiple dimension arrays (tables of tables) are possible and can apply formulas to
whole regions of an array, rather than work
within the limitations imposed by rows and
columns. Selection criteria, solving simultaneous equations, matrix inversion, and other
tasks are done with one operation in APL.
James Martin and other industry seers
say APL is a fourth generation application development and end-user language-one that
is considered by some devotees to be the most
advanced general purpose language currently
available. In his book, Application Development Without Programmers (Prentice-Hall
Inc., 1982), Martin says APL is "an easy way
to enable an end user who has never programmed to start using a computer, and expe-

APL RISES
TO THE
CHALLENGE
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Ad hoc analysis is something APL does better
than any other language. "You can do 'what-if'
till the cows come home."
rience seems to show that he will join the
ranks of enthusiasts. Often his enthusiasm
will rival that of a religious convert."
If that is true, what's kept people
from worshiping APL for the past 15 years?
And why are we witnessing a "born again"
APL phenomenon now'?
APL got off on the wrong foot. The
language in its early form was ill suited for
commercial use. The original APU360 from
IBM had no file system and couldn't handle
COBoL-like picture formatting of dollar signs,
commas, and other features desirable for report formatting. The commercial timesharing
companies recognized early on that these deficiencies needed t·o be remedied and did so,
but IBM was still selling plain' 'vanilla" APL
to universities and other customers.
Michael Halpern, vice president for
research and development for EASI APL Systems, agrees that IBM's failure to market APL
effectively hurt the language. Halpern, formerly of the IBM group responsible for the
design of APL.SV, a more commercial version
of APL released in 1973, says" APL was exceedingly popular internally but salesmen
didn't understand the product and tended to
follow the path of least resistance concerning
their customers. The extra commission they
would receive from leasing additional equipment to the customer for the support of APL
wasn't enough to encourage them to take the
time required to learn about it. Conventional

products such as COBOL and PLI were already
known to the customers and therefore were
easier to sell."
Many industry officials say IBM, in
characteristic fashion, will release its own
version of microcomputer APL after the market has been stimulated by smaller firms specializing in APL products.
.
What hurt APL was the tremendous
expense to use the language, given the technology that existed at the time APL was introduced. The APL interpreter feasted on memory at a time when memory cost plenty on
mainframes and was severely restricted on
smaller machines. Early users were confined
to 32K work spaces. And because APLis interpreted rather than compiled, it also consumed lots of cpu time when mainframes
costs millions to buy and were no real bargain
via timesharing. Compiled languages used
lots of programmer time but were faster than
APL on the machine in those days. Consequently, only very large companies with specific needs could justify the cost of using API.,
while schools and universities that could have
generated interest in the language could not
afford it.
But now the cost of computer logic
devices and memory are falling. Since the
computer now costs less than the programmer, its's not machine time you worry about,
but programmer time. And when it comes to
making programmers more productive, APL

"The latest polls tell us that more of you find television your most
dependable source of the news. So pull up a chair, throwaway
. .
that newspaper and I'll fill you in."

1~O
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has no competition. Full implementations of
APL now cost between $2,000 and $20,000,
depending on the version of APL and the microcomputer selected:
The market for APL products was divided into two
categories: the applicaMARKETS
tions developers who use
APL to write problem-solving programs and
the end users who rely on those applications
packages to provide them with the means to
gather information needed for making decisions. But now that APL has found its way
onto microcomputers, a third group of APL
users has emerged: the end users Martin refers to, who also program many of their own
applicatIons or extend existing applications
packages by adding their ·own customized
routines written in APL.
The same factors that are responsible
for APL'S migration from mainframes to micros--cheaper memory and faster execution
speeds-have moved much of computing,
via the new micros,out of the cloistered
batch-oriented dp departments and onto the
desks of corporate executives, managers,
planners, engineers, and consultants who
need fast answers. "You can sit down at a
micro and you can 'what-if' till the cows
come home and it doesn't cost you anything," notes one APL promoter. Ad hoc
analysis is something interactive APL does
better than any other language, allowing the
user who knows a discipline such as finance,
accounting, or engineering, and a particular
business to bypass analysts and programmers
to solve his problems directly and immediateIy, without creating detailed functional specifications, flowcharts, or coding sheets. That
APL is appropriate for end users should not be
surprising when you remember that APL was
originally developed as a concise notation intended· to help people understand computer
concepts, according to a marketing manager
for an APL vendor.
Ed Cherlin, vice president OfEASI APL
Systems and author of numerous articles and
a book on APL for microcomptuers, says APL
"excels in quick calculations, complicated
operations, and any kind of program that has
to be changed often. Even in cases where APL
is not ideal for production runs, it is frequently more effective to write a prototype in APL
and then translate to some other language when
speed of execution is the main concern."
Interestingly ,while APL on mainframes has almost always been much slower
than compiled languages, the new· APL software on 16-bit microcomputers often runs
faster than software written in compiled languages, primarily because software written in
compiled languages has been converted from
slower 8-bit-based programs. Myrna of STSC
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A sorting algorithm takes 30 to 40 lines in any
other language, but just one in APL.

says, "One of the things we're finding [at
STSC] is that people are buying our software
for the IBM P.C. because it's [30 times] faster." He suggested that one reason APL is receiving so much attention now is that, unlike
conventional languages, "APL makes very effective use of larger and larger amounts of
l
memory and is best positioned to exploit the
technology. "
One of the key drawbacks to APL in
the old days that is not of great concern now
is the large number of unique symbolssix-used as keyboard instructions. For microcomputer users, the symbols simplify
commands. A single APL expression can be
used to manipulate a single set of figures,
lists of figures, or tables of data without requiring the loops or loops within loops usually needed by other languages. The concentrated power of its rich group of symbols and
functions includes many from mathematics
and logic and additional ones for manipulating tables of numbers. A single operation will
transpose, rotate, or completely restructure a
numeric table. The language is infinitely expandable for each user who defines new functions.
Many ways exist to incorporate APL
symbols into a microcomputer system, the
most ingenious of which is the programmable
character set. Most systems currently offered
come with a custom plug-in read only memory board to enable the user to display the APL
character set. Adhesive key-cap labels can be
placed on the keyboard to indicate the location of the special APL symbols.
Most APL programmers insist that the symbols are
POORLY
not inherently intimidatTAUGHT
ing, only poorly taught.
Users have been overwhelmed when presented with the whole set of functions, each of
which can perform a powerful operation and
some of which require overstruck characters
on the keyboard. Iverson recently said that
APL often scares people off because they
think they have to memorize all the symbols
in order to use the language. "Suppose you
taught English like that," he noted. "You'd
drag out the 13-volume edition of the Oxford
English Dictionary and say, 'Look, here are
the words in the language. Learn them and
after a while you'll begin to see what the
language is for.' "
One of the often overlooked advantages of the APL symbols is that they make the
actual program structure independent of
spoken language. Whether you speak English, French, or Swahili, the expression
x[~x] means sort and print in ascending order
the numbers in variable x. In BASIC, COBOL,'
FORTRAN, or any other language, a sorting
algorithm will take at least 30 or 40 lines.

SYMBOLS

Learning a few symbols is a small price to
pay for those kinds of rewards.
As might be expected, APL is catching
on in non-English-speaking countries. AMPERE, a leading Japanese systems developer
for 68000-based microcomputers, will market and support APL .68000 on an exclusive
basis in Japan. According to AMPERE's president, Takashi Kusanagi, "AMPERE has already contracted some major systems vendors and software development houses in Japan, who unanimously agreed to the highly
promising prospects for APL. "
Plans are also under way to establish a
standardized version of APL. Larry Breed,
staff member at IBM'S Palo Alto Scientific
Center, says that ANSI committee X31 10 and
several other national committees have been
working through the International Standards
Organization to assemble a standard version
of APL. It will consist of Iverson's core language and the extensions to the language on
which there is universal agreement.
Breed emphasizes that the committee's goal is to resolve minor differences between systems without affecting the ability of
language designers to make extensions to
APL. Breed said that the working group of ISO
hopes to have a draft available for public review by the end of 1983. He shares the opinion of most APL programmers, though, who
see the standard as mostly a necessary formality that will make APL more acceptable to
newcomers. "APL has probably been better
standardized, de facto, than any other language going," Breed says, because the core
of the language as developed by Iverson and
IBM is shared by all APL firms.
Ed Cherlin of EASI APL maintains that
the main obstacle for APL to overcome in order to achieve wider acceptance is not lack of
standardization or the conversion of APL'S
symbols to English-language functions.
What is lacking, he says, is simply theeducation of the public. "In situations where APL is
made available to people and they can try it,
they're easily convinced," he says. The
problem is that until recently APL hasn't been
available. Cherlin's comp~ny is one of several trying to change that. EASI APL Systems
plans to distribute 200,000 copies of APL to
public high schools in the U.S.
It is too soon to tell whether APL will
ever "change the programming habits of the
entire computing community" as predicted
14 years ago, but many companies are committed to giving APL a fighting chance on the
new generation of low-cost, powerful microcomputers.
IUC

Claiborne Lange is a free-lance writer
based in Charlottesville, Va. She was
formerly a technical writer for The
Computer Company.
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Anything else .is
Just· a lot of· noise.
In a market where noisy superlatives such as
"incomparable': "second.;to-none': and "the
epitome of excellence" are casually applied
to a wide variety of·printers,·Siemens has
taken a more quiet and purposeful approach.
The PT -88 is our new jet matrix printer. Upon
close inspection, you'll see that it is equipped
with all the features your business can benefit
from-consistent print quality in a variety of
type styles, high speed (150 cps), tractor or
single-sheet plain paper feed, full graphics
capqbility, universal interface with personal or
desk computers, and modular design for
simplified service, if it is ever required.
But in addition to this, the PT -88 offers you .
something that many others simply can't ...
a QUIET working environment. Listen very
carefully. The super-silent PT -88 whispers
while it works, at less than 50 dBA. Compare
it-to those that operate at more than twice
thatsound level and clang, screech, rattle
and shriek. Then think of how nice it will be to
accept phone calls or conduct meetings while
the PT -88 is hard at work ... right next to your
work place if you wish.

In short, the PT-88 puts it all together-·
reliability, flexibility, performance, and lowcost operation-·all in one compact,· supersilent unit. The result is a printer of exceptional
long -term value. Now the question remainsIs it incomparable? Second-to-none? The
epitome of excellence? We'd want you to
decide for yourself. One thing's for sure. It's
remarkably quiet. And in an increasingly
noisier business environment, we think that's
something you can appreciate.
For more information, contact:
Siemens Communication Systems, Inc.
Office Terminals Division
.
186 Wood Avenue South
Iselin, NJ 08830
(201) 321-3400 or
240 East Palais Road, Anaheim, CA 92805
(714) 991-9700.

Quietly impressive printers ...
from Siemens.
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An overview of the several standards
the IEE~ i's hammering out for local networks.

802:
A PROGRESS
REPORT
by Jim Nelson
As is well known to most DATAMATION readers, the Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers Standards Committee 802 has
been working for the last three years to develop stand~ds· for shared medium local area
networks. Now that one of these standards
has been approved, and others are nearing
completion, it seems appropriate to report on
.
the committee's efforts. .
A quick sketch of some basics should
help to ground the· discussion. A local network is a: system for i~terconnecting computer, terminal, or peripheral data stations so
they can communicate in a local environment-a set of buildings, an office campus,
or a manufacturing complex where all of the
devices· are within a few kilometers of each
other. It is possible that several local networks may exist in the same setting.
Any local network will permit a station to attach to a medium for the purpose of
transmitting and receiving data. Shared medium local networks are local networks with
one further requirement: they must permit
several different info~ation processing systems to concurrently use the medium. There
is normally no master station or controller of
the medium (such as a PBX) in a shared medium local network. Therefore, access to the
medium must be autonomous (see Fig. 1).
The physical interfaces and protocols
of shared medium local networks are designed for efficient operatioQ over short dis~ances (a few kilometers) usipg high-quality
media (shielded twisted pair, coax, optical
cable) resulting in low error rates (on the order of one in .108 bits). Data rates are highabove one megabit per second-permitting
many data stations (on the order of 200) to
share a single local network transmission medium.
The basic motivation for standardizing shared medium local networks stems
from the customer's desire to minimize the
cost (and duplication) of installing and main136 DATAMATION

tammg several different networks. Shared
medium local networks permit different computer systems, each with its own terminals
and peripherals, to attach and concurrently
use the same physical medium. This is a first
step towards the eventual goal of sharing expensive peripheral devices among different
computer systems on the same medium. This
goal, however, requires standardization of
higher layer protocols.
It is the first step with which we are
concerned here.' The IEEE 802 is currently
working on standards for several "different
media and· access· methods, and is consequently divided into several working groups
(WGs) and technical advisory groups (TAGS).
The structure of IEEE 802 is shown in Fig. 2.
,
Standards are being developed for
baseband and broadband bus media using a
contention method called carrier sense multiaccess with collision detection (CSMAlCD)
(IEEE 802.3), for baseband media using a token ring access method (IEEE 802~5), and for
baseband and broadband bus media using a
token bus access method (IEEE 802.4): A
baseband medium can be defined as a single
medium capable of carrying a single information channel. A broadband medium is a single medium capable of carrying multiple information channels, similar to a community
access television (CATV) system.
Some standards efforts are further
along than otners; for example, development
has just begun for a metropolitan area network standard (IEEE 802.6). A metropolitan
area network is a form of local network that
stretches the meaning of "local," since it
encompasses a radius of up to 25 kilometers
(using CATV or other media).
All of the shared medium and medium access standards have been specified to
work under the control of a single logical link
control standard (IEEE 802.2), capable of providing connectionless and, if required; connectionservice for anyone of the shared mediaor media access methods.
Finally, standard for high~r layers

a

of shared medium local networks (IEEE
802.1) is being developed to specify a consistent method for internetworking, addressing,
and managing local networks and for addressing at (and possibly above) the network
layer. This standard will also be used as a
companion document to specify the relationship between all of the other IEEE 802 standards.
'
,

BA$EBAND,
BROAQBAND
STANDARDS

Two forms of CSMAlCD
standards are being prepared by the IEEE 802:
baseband and broadband.
CSMAICD baseband. The CSMAlCD baseband
network standard specifies an interconnection technique for qata stations to share
access to a 50-ohm baseband coaxial cable
bus (see Fig. 3). The system corresponds topologically to a branching nonrooted tree.
The bus operates at a: data rate of 10 megabits
per second. Data are impressed upon the bus
using a Manchester encoding/decoding technique (see box p. 148).
The carrier sense part of the CSMA/CD
medium access protocol means that before
transmitti~g a message, a user data station
must monitor the bus. If the bus is active, the
station must wait. When activity ceases, the
station may, after a short delay, transmit its
message. The station, however, must also
monitor the bus (for a period equal to the
propagation time of the bus) to ensure that no
other station is also transmitting. This is collision detection.
If no collision is detected, the message is transmitted. If a collision is detected,
the data station "jams" the bus by transmitting a detectable signal, then terminates the
message transfer and requeues the message.
If collision is again detected, the station increases the delay exponentially, up to a limit.
The process continues until a maximum number of collisions is reached, at which point
higher layer protocols are advised of the
problem.
Each station monitors the bus for its
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The IEEE 802 token bus standard has been
written to include both baseband and broadband systems.

destination address (or an all-parties address'
or a group address). If a station detects a
FIG. 1
message with its destination address, it captures and queues the message for a higher
SHARING A LOCAL NETWORK MEDIUM
layer input process.
Since it is possible to concurrently operate multiple logical data links on the mediMANUFACTURER A
MANUFACTURER A
um, it is, necessary to provide both a destina'
DATA STATION
DATA STATION
tion and a source address in the medium
acceSs .hiyer protocol. The standard permits
address lengths: a 16-bit address for purely
local addressing, or a 48-bit address when
(internetwork) addresses of global significance are desired.
The 802.3 baseband CSMNCD stan,.·.·,CO'>.i.·····.·.·'· '«COAX
dard was approved by the IEEE Standard
.. , SHIELDED TWISTED
Board in June of 1983.
.
PAIR OR FIBER
. At the time this article went to press,
15 companies had announced that they intend
LOGICAL LINK
to implement local networks that comply
with. the IEEE 802.3 draft standard .. These
companies are Bridge Commmunications,
MANUFACTURER B
MANUFACTURER B
Data General, Digital Equipment Corp., FuDATA STATION
DATA STATION
jitsu, Hewlett':Packatd, Intel, Interlan, National Semiconductor, Siemens, Tektronix,
3Com, Ungermann-Bass, Xerox, ICL, and
NCR. Seven companies have indicated that
they intend to produce LSI chips for imp leinentationof IEEE 802 CSMA/CD systems.
Subinission of a broadband CSMA/CD members of the ring. If the message priority
These companies are Iritel, AMD, Mostek, draft standard to the IEEE Technical Commit- of the repeating deviCe is greater than the
tee on Computer Communications is not ex- priority held in the received "reservation"
SEEQ, Fujitsu, Rockwell, and National Semibits, the device may modify the reservation
conductor.
pected until 1984 at the earliest.
CSMAICD broadband. Efforts to develThe baseband token ring standard. bits to indicate its higher priority request. If
op this standard are still in their early stages. The draft token ring standard being devel- the priority of the device is less or equal to the
The CSMNCD Working Group has begun to oped by IEEE 802 specifies a point-to-point received reservation bits, no modification is
specify an interconnection technique for data ring topology and a token-passing access made.
When the message is returned to the
stations to 'attach to a broadband coaxial cable , method (see Fig. 5). The token ring baseband
bus, and to share access to one particular standard specifies an interconnection tech- transmitting station (the token holder), the
subchannel of the broadband bus (see Fig. 4).
nique for stations to share access on a topo- priority ofthe reservation is noted. When the
. In order to achieve two~way transmis- logical ring. Lower-speed (1 Mbps to 4Mbps) token-holding station has completed its transsion on a broadband system, either dual ca- stations are interconnected in a point-to-point mission, either because it has exhausted its
bles or a remodulator/translator device is re- manner using 150-ohm shielded twisted pair priority data or because the token-holding
quired. A remodulator receives data from any media, while higher-speed stations require timer has expired, a free token is issued
one of the data stations transmitting on sub- interconnection with coaxial cable or optical whose priority is set to either the highest reschannel' frequency, shifts it to a higher fre- fiber. The modulation technique used is Dif- ervation received or the priority of the originally received free token, whichever is greatquency, and retransmits the data down the ferential Manchester (see box p. 148)
The token ring requires that when an er.
same coaxial cable. The data stations trans:Both sixteen-bit and 48-bit addressmit on the lower frequency and receive on the operating data station is not originating data
higher frequency. The remodulator is nor- transmission, it must repeat the. data that it ing are permitted by the token ring local netmally.Iocated at the transmitter end, or head receives. Medium access is controlled by work standard.
When completed, the IEEE 802.5 toend, of the coaxial cable. The topology corre- means of a token that is passed from station to
sponds to the rooted tree (because of the re- station, and grants the holder the right to ken ring draft standard will be sent to the IEEE
modulator) with branching.
transmit information on the ring. A station TCCC for review and ballot. If accepted, the
Two broadband CSMNCD 'systems are passes the token to its physical successor draft standard will be sent to the IEEE Stan"
under consideration; The first would operate when it has no more data to transmit, or when dard Board, which may approve the standard
at a data rate of lOMbps, and is intended to a token-holding timer has expired. The to- before mid-1984.
IBM is known to be implementing touse a: larger portion of the existing broadband ken-holding timer prevents' one station from
ken rings at 4Mbps (and possibly higher data
standard. A bandwidth at least equivalent to hogging the ring.
As each data unit is passed around the rates) as its primary local network offering.
two tv channels will be required to transmit
ring, a data station that has a message queued Texas Instruments is known to have entered
the signal over a CATV cable system.
The. second system is optimized for for tranmission is permitted to make a prior- into a joint development contract with IBM to
broadband operation at a data rate of 5Mbps, ity reservation by modifying three bits in a produce LSI chips to implement the token ring
so that it would require at most the bandwidth header that eventually indicates the highest physical and medium access layer interfaces
of a single tv channel.
priority of messages queued by all other and protocols. TI has indicated that it intends
138 DATA~ATION
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Some software systems are like walk-on actors;
they're usually kept standing offstage. But not SPSSX.™·
Because SPSSX offers everything you need to organize,
summarize and display information in scores of
productive ways. It's a totally new Information Analysis.
System which we've designed with the most advanced
statistical capabilities yet. To playa leading role in any
DP or Information Center environment.
Want to enhance efficiency? With minimal
training, anyone in your organization can start using
SPSSX to get the. critical information they're after.
In the time it takes users to explain a problem to a
programmer, they could be obtaining answers and
.putting them to work. Permitting the programmer to
devote more time to other applications.
Need advanced file management capabilities?
SPSSXlets you define·and combine data from any
number of fIles, regardless of complexity or structure.
Searching for sophisticated statistics?
Over 50 major statistical procedures are at your
command, .from simple table and plot procedures for

.....·........... ·.·.novicellsers to state-of-the-art multivariate

techniques for more sophisticated users.

Interested in evaluating computer performance?
SPSSx gives you the power to read and analyze SMF
and RMF type data, and to turn this system performance
information into concise, understandable reports.
These are just a few of the many capabilities that make
the SPSSx Information Analysis System suchan
incredibly productive performer. For more information,
call or write for our descriptive brochure today.
© Copyright 1983, SPSS Inc.

PRODUCTIVITY
RAISED TO
THE HIGHEST POWER'"

L o - -_ _

SPSS Inc. ·444 N: Michigan Ave. Chicago, Illinois 60611
(312) 329-2400
SPSSX currently runs on IBM OS, CMS and Digital VAX'" systems. Conversions
will soon be available for IBM DOS, DEC 10 and 20, PRIME, Univac 1100, Data
General MV 8000 series and other minis and mainframes.

Photographed at IBM Data Center, Chicago, IL
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Metropolitan area networks may provide access
to local networks and to satellite or other wide
area networks.

FIG. 2.

IEEE 802 STANDARDS ORGANIZATION

IEEE 802.1
HIGHER LAYER INTERFACE STANDARD

HIGHER
LAYERS

DATA
LINK
LAYER

IEEE 802.3
CSMAlCD
MEDIA ACCESS

-------CSMA/CD
MEDIA

to supply token ring LSI chips to the industry
at some future date.

TOKEN BUS
STANDARD
COMPLETED

The draft IEEE 802 token
bus standard defines an interconnection technique
for devices to share access
on a physical topological bus. The standard
defines protocols used by the physical and
medium access control layers, interfaces between those layers, and interfaces to the medium, and to higher layers.
The IEEE 802 token bus standard has
been written to include both baseband and
broadband systems. The intent of producing a
single standard for these two media is to permit an easier transition from baseband to
broadband local network systems, with little
change in the installed medium or termination equipment.
The IEEE 802.4 token bus baseband
and broadband draft standards have already
received an affirmative ballot from IEEE
TCCC. A confirmation ballot is now being
conducted to approve some editorial changes
140 DATAMATION

IEEE 802.4
TOKEN BUS
MEDIA ACCESS

------TOKEN BUS
MEDIA

IEEE 802.5
TOKEN RING
MEDIA ACCESS

----TOKEN RING
MEDIA

IEEE 802.6
METROPOLITAN
AREA· NETWORK
MEDIA ACCESS
---~--

METROPOLITAN
AREA NETWORK
MEDIA

PHYSICAL
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BASEBAND BUS-CSMAlCD ACCESS METHOD

to the draft standard. Approval by the IEEE
Standard Board is anticipated in late 1983 or
early 1984.
Baseband token bus. This standard
specifies an interconnection technique for devices to attach to a 75-ohm baseband truck
coaxial cable bus, and to share access to that
bus using a token-passing medium access
protocol (see Fig. 6). Bus operations at data

rates of IMbps, 5Mbps, lOMbps, and
20M bps are specified. The standard specifies
two different modulation techniques. Lowerspeed (1 Mbps) systems use Differential Manchester encoding with phase modulation frequency shift keying. Higher-speed (5Mbps
and lOMbps) systems directly encode the
data using a phase coherent modulation technique.

Now, a major advancement
in Net/One local area networking.
. Lower cost.
Our new VLSI chip set has allowed us to do with
one printed circuit board what we used to do in
three. The result is a new Network Interface Unit,
the NIU ISO, that's half the cost of its predecessor,
the NIU-1. In areas where a smaller number of
either broadband or baseband connections are
required, the pared-down NIU ISO brings per-port
connection costs well below $500.
Streamlined NIU ISO's mean more flexibility,
too, by serving small equipment clusters in more
diverse locations at a lower cost.
Like our other Network Interface Units, the
new NIU ISO is equipped, off the shelf, to support
most industry-standard equipment interfaces.
And like our other NIU's it comes with complete
network services software. It's also programmable,

so special interface protocols can be added
now or anytime in the future to support special
equipment.
The broadband version of our new NIU ISO
has an integral modem. Both baseband and broadband NIU ISO's can accommodate up to six ports
for device attachment.
Give us a call, or write for more information
about turning the equipment you have nowwhatever it is-into the network you need now,
at a lower cost than was possible before.
Ungermann-Bass, Inc., 2560 Mission College
Boulevard, Santa Clara, California 95050.
Thlephone (408)496-0111.

I

Net/One from Ungermann-Bass •

© 1983 Ungermann-Bass, Inc.
Net/One is a registered trademark of Ungermann-Bass.
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BROADBAND BUS-CSMAlCD ACCESS METHOD

Either 16- or 48-bit source and destination addresses may be used as station addresses in the baseband token bus medium
access protocol.
The token bus medium access protocol is similar to, but must differ from, that
used in the token ring since the medium does
not forma physical ring. Therefore, the token
cannot simply be passed to the next physical
data station. The token must be logically addressed to a particular data station, known as
the transmitting station's "successor." The
transmitting station must maintain the address of its predecessor and successor station
so it can maintain token-passing operation on
the bus in case of failure.
A multiple-level priority mechanism
is built into the token bus medium access
protocol. But unlike the token ring, where a
new priority request can be made as each data
unit passes around the ring, the token bus
priority mechanism requires that priority be
based upon a higher (above medium access)
level agreement among the token bus stations, and requires additional individual data
unit transmissions among the stations to set
up and maintain that agreement.
Western Digital Corp. has announced
that it is developing a semiconductor chip set
for use with IEEE 802 baseband (or broadband) token bus systems. This chip set is
expected to be avaihtble by late 1985.
Broadband token bus. The token bus
broadband standard specifies an interconnection technique for devices to attach to 75-ohm
broadband coaxial cable bus. The data stations use a token access protocol to share a
particular broadband subchannel of the medi.:.
urn (see Fig. 7). Use oftwoseparate physical
broadband access cables, one for the data stations originated transmissions, one for headend originated transmission, is also permitted, but not recommended, in the IEEE 802
broadband token bus standard.
The token bus broadband subchannel
may operate at data rates of IMbps, 5Mbps,
or lOMbps. At IMbps, one fourth of a standard 6 megahertz CATV channel is required to
carry the data from the data station to the head
end to the data station.
At 5Mbps, one standard 6-megahertz
tv channel is required to carry the data from
the data station to the head end, and another
6-megahertz channel is required to carry the
data in the other direction. At 10Mbps the
channel width requirement is doubled.
A single method of data modulation is
used in this broadband token system. It is a
variant of Duobinary AMiPSK, and requires
the encoding and detection of three levels of
amplitude that are used to distinguish between symbol codes.
The medium access control protocol
used for broadband token bus is identical to
144 DATAMATION
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Your CADI
CAM designs
will get off
the ground
faster with
Adage highperformance
graphics.

You have a very
special CAD/CAM
application.
You've got an
IBM, or IBMcompatible,
mainframe.
And you've purchased the best
applications
software possible, such
asCADAM@
or NCADn.l.
Or designed
your own.
A custom solution to a unique

application from
the word go.
Now you're looking for a highperformance
graphics terminal.
One that's plugcompatible with
the rest of
your system.
One that incorporates refresh
vector technology
for the utmost
in dynamic
interaction.
In short, the
most advanced
graphics terminal
you can buy.

For information
about that terminal, call or write:
Adage, Inc.,
One Fortune Dr.,
Billerica, MA 01821
(617)667-7070.
In Europe, contact
Adage GmbH,
Gutenbergstrasse
14, D-7012
Fellbach-Schmiden,
West Germany,
0711/512056.
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CADAM@ is a registered trademark
of CADAM INC.
NCADn.l is a trademark of Northrop
Corporation.
©1982 Adage, Inc.
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that used for the baseband system, with some
additional functions required to interface
with the head-end remodulator.
Concord Data Systems has announced a broadband token bus system (Token-Net) that claims eventual compatibility
with the IEEE 802 broadband system. The system is' intended to operate at data rates of
5Mbps over a 20-mile distance using CATV
compatible media. Interactive Systems, a 3M
subsidiary, is reportedly working with Allen
Bradley and Western Digital to produce a
broadband token bus system compatible with
draft standard 802.4.
Metropolitan area networks. The
IEEE 802 executive committee has received
permission to expand its charter to write standards for metropolitan area networks operating over distances of five to 50 kilometers at
data rates at or above I Mbps. Several proposals for MAN standards have been made to the
MAN Standard Committee, including systems
using broadband cable tv, fiber optics, and
packet radio. Possible.services to be provided
are bulk data transfer, digitized voice, compressed video, videotex, and transaction service. This standard is in the initial definition
stage.
It is anticipated that metropolitan area networks may
provide access to local networks and also serve as a
means of access to satellite or other wide area
networks. The approval cycle for the metropolitan area network standard is not expected
to begin before 1985.
Logical link control standard. The
standards discussed previously define a physical means to attach a data station to a medium and an access method protocol for sharing
the use of that medium. Any link protocol
could be used to transmit data unit messages
across the medium, provided it is enveloped
in one of the medium access protocols.
Because the standard calls for an
autonomous medium access protocol, it is
possible to operate several independent (logical) links concurrently over the same medium, using the same medium access control
protocol. The user, however, may want a single data station to be able to concurrently
operate on several different logical links
through the same single connection to the
medium.
If this is the case, then the station
must have a method to multiplex, demultiplex, and otherwise sort out the data from the
multiple concurrent data links that are intended for different users in that station.
The IEEE 802 logical link control standard specifies protocols to control one or
more logical links on a single medium,
through a single physical attachment of each

MANS MAY
ACCESS
LANS
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PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
Maximum mean carried data rate versus actual transmission
rate when all 100 stations are active: 2,000 bits per packet.
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.,;tation to the medium, using a common medium access method. The logical link control
protocol uses the services of one (and only
one) of the following standard protocols:
CSMNCD, token ring, token bus, or metropolitan area network.
The logical link protocol permits the
multiplexing to (and from) up to 128 distinct
logical links in the destination (and source)

data station. The number of logical links actually maintained is a function of the resources (buffering and control) available in
the data station.
Two forms of logical link protocol
service (control) are defined in the standard.
Connect ion less service is required; connection service is optional (see box p. 152).
Connectionless logical link service is

Four Reasons
Why The

Dysan
Difference

isWorth

Paying For

1

2

Only Dysan provides fully
usable diskette surfaces that
are truly 100% error-free
across the entire face of the
diskette. An exclusive onand-between the track testing procedure guarantees
error-free performance
regardless of temperature
and humidity distortions or
slight head misalignments.

Dysan's advanced polishing
methods create a smoother,
more uniform diskette surface. This results in better
signal quality on each track,
less wear on drive heads and
reliable access to data after
millions of head passes.

100% Surface
• Tested

Advanced
Burnishing
• Techniques

3

DYIOTM

• Lubricant

Dysan's proprietary DYIO
lubricant complements the
advanced burnishing process. Both'maximize errorfree performance while
minimizing headwear.
Optimal signal presence is
maintained between the
head and diskette surface
during millions of write/
read interfaces.
DYIO is a trademark of Dysan Corporation

Select from a complete line of premium 8" and 5V4" diskettes,
in single or double densities, certified on one or both sides.
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4

Auto-Load
• Certification

Dysan's unique quality
control methods reflect
technological leadership in
designing, producing and
testing precision magnetic
media. Each diskette is unerringly certified by Dysan built, automated and
microprocessor controlled
certifiers. Your system and
data base will benefit from
Dysan's diskette reliability
and unsurpassed quality.

Corporate Headquarters:
5201 Patrick Henry Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(800) 551-9000

Token bus baseband and broadband systems
seem to be the choice of industrial automation users.

similar to datagram service, where the receipt
of a link data unit transmission is not acknowledged via the logical link protocol. It is
assumed that data units are acknowledged at
some higher protocol level, and that retransmissions, when required, are requested by a
higher-level protocol. It is assumed that the
medium bandwidth is adequate to streamline
the transmission of data over highly reliable
local networks.
Connection service is similar, in fact,
almost identical, to the "type of service provided by an X.25 balanced-mode link layer
protocol. Acknowledgement of data units
and flow control both exist at the link level.
Connection service requires higher operational overhead at the link level, but assures
that the logical link can operate without overloading the limited buffering capacity of the
data station.
Several implementors intend to envelope other (older) link protocols (SDLC, bisync) within the IEEE 802 logical link control
protocol in order to provide migration paths
to permit older equipment to be multiplexed
onto a shared medium local area network.
The IEEE 802.2 logical link control
draft standard has been approved by the IEEE
Technical Committee on Computer Communications, and approval by the IEEE Standard
Board is anticipated during the next few
months. The U.S. National Bureau of Standards plans to issue a standard that specifies
only the connectionless form of IEEE 802.2
logical link control.
An ad hoc group of implementors recently met together at the National Bureau of
Standards and decided to attempt to demonstrate interoperability on a common medium,
possibly at the National Computer Conference in 1984. All systems will use an IEEE
802 medium and medium access protocol
working under a connectionless IEEE 802
logical link protocol.
Higher layer interface. When originally established, the function of the higher
layer interface group (IEEE 802.1) was to
write a companion document for the more
detailed IEEE 802 standards to explain the
overall intended architecture. But in the process of developing these individual standards,
it was determined that a number of similar
problems existed in and between these standards, particularly in the areas of addressing,
gateways, internetworking, and network
management. The work of the IEEE 802.1
group was therefore expanded to standardize
these areas.
A gateway is a device used to forward
data units between two different local networks, or between a local network and a wide
area network (see "Beyond Local Networks, " August, p. 166). The protocols used
by the individual (local or wide area) net148 DATAMATION
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CODE
1

I
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MANCHESTER AND DIFFERENTIAL MANCHESTER ENCODING
In order· to .transfer information from a
transmitter to a receiver, it is necessary to
synchronize the two devices so that the re~
ceiver can determine when to look for the
valid transmitted information. One way to
do this is to inject a clock signal between
every data symbol transmitted. This technique is called Manchester encoding.
Normal Manchester· code consists
of two bit symbols. The first bit symbol is
the complement of the value of the data bit
to be transmitted, whilethe second bit symbol is the value of that data bit. This form of
encoding guarantees that there·is one signal
leveltransition, high to low or low to high,
during the midpoint of the transmission of a
single data bit. A clock signal may be derived from these transitions.
There remains the problem of initially starting or synchronizing the clocks at
the transmitter and receiver. In CSMNCD
systems synchronization is obtained by detecting that there is no signal on the mediu~.Quiet is followed by a preamble, a
stnng of 62 alternating: one and zero data
bits, .followed by two· one data bits. This
series of signals is used to synchronize the

receiver and transmitter clocks.
Following initial synchronization,
the clock is maintained by the guaranteed
rise or fall of the transmitted signal in the
middle of each data bit period.
For token ring and lower speed token·· bus· systems, .a different method of bit
symbol encoding, called Differential Manchester, is used. In this encoding system a
zero. is represented· by. two· transitions in a
singledata bit transmission time, whereas a
oneis represented by only one bit transition
in a single data bit transmission time. The
data bit transmission is therefore independent of signal time. The data bit transmission is therefore ·independent ·of signal polarity. (Note: an idle is represented by continuous one data bits.)
A different form of initial synchronization is also used. Since each data bit is
represented either by one or.two transitions,
depending whether it is a zero or a one, a
data bit represented· by no transition would
not normally occur. These no-transition
signals are used to represent starting or ending delimiters when they occur in the middle of a data. bit period.
--J.N.
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The difference in
computer ,capacity management
is the imagination
to foresee the future.
,

By the time you notice you have a computer
capacity problem, it could already be out of hand.
While you try tq anticipate future problems, or pin'
point your current bottlenecks, your situation could
be growing out of control.
At ISS, our business is to an~lyze your data
processing system's ability to deal with changes in
business volumes, new applications, and evolving
computer technology. Our experience in this is so
extensive that not only can we present solutions to
your current problems, but if we know what you're
planningfor the future we can help you avoid
problems you don't know you have yet.
We combine detailed performance measurements,
skillful data reduction and use of the BESTIl
capacity planning tool with year~ of experience for
clients as varied as Merrill Lynch, Citibank,
Combustion Engineering, and Columbia Pictures.
We're able to 'make easy to understand, specific recom,
mendations about your data processing capacityrecommendations that help you take immediate,
effective action to solv~ current performance bottle,
necks and to avoid them entirely in the future. '
So no matter what size computer installation you
have, if it's not performing the way you planned,
TM*

'

'

or if you want to avoid problems that might arise,
change your future by doing somet~ing in the
present.
Get in touch with the experts at ISS today.
*BEST/l is a trademark ofBGS Systems, Inc.
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See us at the Info/83 Exposition at the N.Y. Coliseum.
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. There's one thing Codex won't ever sell you.
And yet it's worth as much as anything .Codex sells.
It's the services of Codex Applications
Engineers.
They're located in just about every Codex sales
.
office around the world. To help you and work with
you incoming up with practical, workable plans for
your own data communis:ations network.
No matterwhat other equipment you'd like to.
.
integrate. Or how simple or how complex the networking problem.
The people involved in the Codex Applications
Engineering program are experts in the.field of data
communications. And all of them have years of practical experience in the science of planning and building
a data communications network.

There's no bigger, more able support service in
the industry. And no group more in tune with your
needs, or with the idea that every data communications
problem requires a unique solution.
True, you could plan a data communications
network without the help of a Codex Applications
Engineer.
~ut with all that they can bring to a job, why on
earth would you want to?
For more. information about what a Codex
Applicatio~s Engineer can do f~r y~u, call
1-800-821-7700, Ext. 885. Or write: Codex
Corporation, Department 707-85, 20 Cabot Blvd.,
..
.
Mansfield, MA 02048.

codex
®

M';TOROLA INC.
Information Systems Group

©

1983 Codex Corporation

At a speed of ISO cps, the advantages of
.a GE 2120 are immediate!y apparent.
When you can't afford to wait. When you have to have the
information in your hands. In print.. ~ now. That's when you
need your hands on a GE 2120 teleprinter.
With a GE 2120, you get imme9iate, reliable hard copy
data communications at a sustained. 150 cps. rate. Instantaneous printed communications, whether you're linking one
person to another in. the same building ... or an office on the
east coast to a warehouse on the west.coast. Or even around
the world. It won't take long for you to discover the advantages of the GE 2120 for electronic mail.
'
And combined with options like our 32K, text editor, the GE

2120's speed can save you up to 70% in on-line time cilld communication charges for applications like time-sharing as well.
Of course, there are more advantages. Features like attractive, lightweight styling and easy to use color coded, annotated keyboard. Options like extended line buffers, internal
modems. So contact us 'as fast as you can" and 'we'll· send you
information on how the GE 2120 could have done it even
faster.
'
General Electric. We introduced the first fully electronic
printer with LSI circuitry in 1969. And .our complete line
today makes us the industry leader you should look to first.

FirstF!~e ~!~nS~2~jn~n~r!.Qting.
TOLL FREE 1-800-GE PRINT
General Electric Company, Data Communication Products Department A331, Waynesboro, VA 22980. In Virginia, call1~703-949-1170.
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Token ring baseband systems have been chosen
by IBM and several other major computer
manufacturers as their preferred LAN.
works mayor may not be the same. To transmit data from one of these networks to another, a gateway device must extract data units
from the source network, buffer them, and
retransmit them onto the destination network.
At the same time, differences in protocol
must be' ironed out at the gateway (which
corresponds to the network layer of open system architecture).
The source and destination local networks may be at the same site, in which case
identical addressing structures may be used.
Alternately, the two local networks may.be at
different sites, using different addressing
structures that require address transformation. Finally, the local networks may use the
services of a wide area network, requiring yet
another addressing transformation, as well as
a protocol change. These problems are being
considered by IEEE 802.1 members as they
begin to write the addressing and interconnection portion of their standard.
The architecture portion of the draft
IEEE 802 higher layer interface standard
(802.1) will soon be sent to the IEEE Technical Committee on Computer Communication
for review and ballot. If accepted, this portion of the· standard will be sent to the IEEE
802 Standard Board, and approval could occur· in 1984. The addressing and internetworking portion of the IEEE 802.1 draft
standard is not expected to enter the review
process before late 1984.
A .subcommittee of the
has prepared a report on expected performance of three of the types
of media access control systems specified by
the IEEE 802 draft standards (see' 'Calculating the Maximum Mean Data Rate in Local
Area Networks," Bart W. Stuck, lEEECOrflputer,May 1983, pp. 72-76). That report
indicates that the CSMA/CD' systems can be
expected' to yield the shortest delay under
light loading, but that the token bus and token
ring systems give' superior performance under moderate to heavy loads (see Fig. 8).
In their analysis, the subcommittee
did not consider thebuilt-in'priority functions
of the token bus and token ring systems, since
they were not yet defined. In light of this
added capability, the token bus and token
ring local network systems must be considered superior to the CSMA/CD systems for
those applications where data of different priority must be transmitted across the same local network.
Because medium access and· logical
link LSI devices are now becoming available
forcsMNcD systems, these will be the dominant form of commercial shared medium local networks during the next few years. LSI
devices for token ring and token bus access

COMPARING
THREE
SYSTEMS
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will be available in the nextone to two years.
Token bus baseband and broadband
systems seem tobe the choice of the industrial automation users, based upon the work of
the U.S. Process Data Highway Committee
(PROWA Y) of the International Electrotechnical Commission (lEc) standard body. Subcommittee 65, Working Group 6 of the IEC is
presently extending· the IEEE 802 token bus
draft standard for use in industrial environments.
Token· ring baseband systems have
been chosen by IBM and several other major
computer manufacturers as their preferred
LAN because of the token ring multipriority
level capability, because the token ring provides a deterministic, rather than statistical,
access time, and because as data rates increase, the required dead time between transmissions on a LAN ring is' shorter than that
required for comparable bus topologies.
It is interesting to speculate what form
local networks will take in future applications
for large commercial organizations, particularly organizations requiring transmission of
a mixture of video, digital data, and digitized
voice. Such systems might use dedicated
broadband channels to provide point-to-point
television communciation between conference rooms and use other channels on the
same cable to provide token bus data trunks
between geographically separated installations at the local network site.
For example, broadband trunk token
bus data stations. might be located in each
building, or on each floor of a building at a
local network site. These broadband trunk
stations might contain gateways to baseband
token rings using twisted pair, coaxial, or
optical media. The baseband token rings
would connect to computers, terminals, and
shared peripheral devices. Since token buses

and token rings use similar medium access
protocols, these gateways need not be overly
complex' or expensive.
'
. These broadband trunk systems might
also be used to link digital voice transmissions to distributed PBX controilers. These
PBX controllers could interconnect a group of
digitized voice telephone stations. The PBX
controllers would communicate among themselves or to a PBX master station over the
broadband medium.
As technology progresses, the PBX
controller might' itself be distributed over a
shared medium local network into a number
of intelligent token ring stations, eaGh of
which corresponds to a telephone voice station. At this point terminal voice and data
stations might be interconnected by means of
a single physical connection (probably
shielded twisted pairs) into one or more hierarchical shared medium local networks. ~

Jim Nelson is currently serving as
secretary of the executive committee
of the IEEE 802 Standards Organization and is ,also a member of the
IEEE's Communications· Group. He
works for Sperry Corp. as a staff consultant in the area of local network
communications systems.
The IEEE 802 standards represent a consensus developed from
many different viewpoints. This article
reflects the views of an individual
technical expert· rather. than the formal
position taken by· the IEEE
Copies of IEEE draft standards
may be obtained by writing to the
IEEE Computer SOCiety Order Department at·1 0662 Los Vagueros Circle,
Los Alamitos, CA 90702, or by calling
(714) 829-8380.
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SOIp,e people think that because IBM is bigger than
Burroughs, they're better than Burroughs. After working for
many years at IBM, I can tell you that bigger doesn'tn'ecessarily mean better.
'
•
, Take small business computers: the BurroughsB20 and
IBM's Datamaster.
, The B20 Series can offer up to five times more memory
capacity, ca,n store twice as much data, can have more workstations, offer more kinds of printers, and has a 25% bigger
.
screen (to display more data at once).·
With its powerful 16-bit processor and up to 640K bytes of
RAM in each workstation, the Burroughs B20 gives each user
his own computer, but with the power, memory and data base
that was once associated only with mainframes.
More importantly, the B20 can be networked with other
B20's (while sharing the same data base, printer, or mainframe
communications), so everyone is always working with the
'
latest, up-to-date information.
And because the B20 sUPRorts all four industry-standard
languages (COBOL, FORTRAN, Pascal and BASIC), users
Senior Vice President,~~~r!;;~;~t~~7~u~rbughs Corporation.
can select the language best suited to their individual needs.
'..
...,
With IBM's Datamaster you have one chbice-:-BASIC.
In operating syste~s, the B20 will soon give you a choice of CP/M@ or MS-DOS.TM Or you can choose BTOS, our own
operatmg system, whIch has more features. . ' . ' "
.
'
To operate the B20, all you do is open the carton, plug it in~ choose one of our many business software programs (payroll,
accounts receivable, inventory control, etc.), and you're in business. (Our step-by-step training manuals are so easy to use,
you can be doing sales projections, accounting tasks, or scheduling
m a matter of hours.)
.
' ,
*B22 mass storage unit requires installation by a qualified
If there are any questions, just callthe Burroughs hot line.
Burroughs service representative.
Trained Burroughs computer specialists will help with any problem CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
that arises. (90% of all questions are answered in the first call.) We
For more information call 1-800-621-2020 or mail coupon below.
also have service depots in ·19 cities throughout the U. S., or you can
r - - - -I~in-;':;s;di0he Bu-;r~ugh;B2~;aii - - -~~ .
choose on-site servicing.
busmess computer.
So, when it comes to choosing between IBM and Burroughs, take
Please send me more information.
it from someone who knows both.
_________________________________
The questions isn't who's bigger. It's who's better.
________ ________________________
Nam.~e

Tirl~e

Burroughs
THE QUESTION ISNT WHO'S BIGGER.
IT'S WHO'S BETTER..
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Company______________~--------------Addres;,..s__________~___________________
City_____________ State___ _ _ Zip,_____
Telephon~e__________________________
Send to: Burroughs Corporation
Dept. B20, Box 10934, Chicago, IL 60610
© 1983 Burroughs Corporation

SWIG©
SOFTWARE WRITERS INTERNATIONAL GUILD
SCHEDULED
SWIG ACTIVITIES &
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
(1) $10,000 PROGRAMMING
CONTEST (Members only)
(2) NATIONAL COMPUTER
WEEK (March 23April 1, 1984)
(3) ANNUAL CONFERENCE
AND SOFTWARE AWARDS
CEREMONY (During
National Computer Week)
(4) CONSULTANT REGISTRY
(With computer store referral system for customized
software)
(5) JOB PLACEMENT SERVICE (Free to individual
members, fixed maximum
fee to companies)
(6) FREE SEMINARS &
MEETINGS LOCALLY
(7) SOFTWARE LIBRARY
LENDING & EXCHANGE
SERVICE (Professional
quality assemblers,
utilities, games, etc.)
(8) SOFTWARE LOCATION
SERVICE (For companies
& individuals-if it exists,
SWIG will find it. .If not,
see #9)
(9) SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SERVICE (From
novice to scientist, SWIG
members can work on any
project-from applications
to games to R&D)
(10) LEGAL SERVICE
(11) AG ENT (SWIG can
represent you in sales to
software publishers)
(12) 24 HOUR - 7 DAY BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEM
(BBS) ACCESSIBLE BY
COMPUTER FREE
(13) AND MORE!!!!

'THE LARGEST PAID MEMBERSHIP PROGRAMMERS GUILD·
OVER 5,000 MEMBERS WORLDWIDE!!

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FOR

SOFTWARE WRITERS INTERNATIONAL GUILD
NAME ______~----------------------------------------ADDRESS ______________________________________________
CITY _______________________ STATE _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ __
PHONE#(
• CLASSIFICATION:
D BEGINNER TO ADVANCED

D NOVICE

D RESEARCH/SCIENTIST

D ADVANCED WITH ON THE JOB EXPERIENCE

• WHAT EQUIPMENT DO YOU HAVE EXPERIENCE WITH &/OR ACCESS TO &/OR
PLAN TO BUY?
D MAINFRAME

D MICRO

D MINI

BRAN D NAM E(S):

D IBM

D COMMODORE

D RADIO SHACK,

D TIMEX/SINCLAIR

D DESIGN/R&D

D XEROX

D ATARI

D NORTH STAR

D TI

DAPPLE

D OSBORNE

D H EWLETI PACKARD

D OTHER ___________________________________________
• AREAS OF INTEREST:
D BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

D DATA PROCESSING
D VOICE

D LEGAL
D ROBOTICS

D MEDICAL

D GAMES

D GRAPHICS

D APPLIANCE (HOME) CONTROL

D MUSIC

D OTHER _ _

D R&D

• MEMBERSHIP ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES OF INTEREST:
READ THE LIST ON THE LEFT AND CIRCLE THE NUMBERS BELOW THAT APPLY.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

D I HAVE ENCLOSED $20 ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP FEE
(MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO: SWIG)
RETURN TO:

10

D

SWIG
P.O. BOX 87
STONY POINT, NEW YORK 10980
(914) 354-5585 .

SWIG © SOFTWARE WRITERS INTERNATIONAL GUILD
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It's extraordinary how far American business has gone in managing information in the
office.
And how frustrating it can be to get that
information where it's needed, once it leaves
theoffice.·
'.
It seems clear that something must be
done to bring the movement of information
outside the office to the same sophisticated
level as inside the office.

Our CommUnications
Spectrum

You 'ave the
toforIDation.· .

I •......•....

We have the
.
way to movelt.
,

'

,Improving the movement of this information is precisely whatwe at InWorldcom are
doing now with our Spectrum of Communications Services.
'
Our Spectrum is a new range of worldwide
information movement services created specifically to bring together the latest advances
in data, record and voice communication.
For example, now your computers and terminals can talk to other incompatible terminals, anywhere in the world. Even those on
other networks.
You Gan even deliver the same InfOrmation
to an unlimited number of terminals, automatically. .
. And we're continually adding new features
with an eye to satisfying your future requirements.
.

Now throughout the U.S.
Best of all, our Spectrum was created with
the same expertise and quality we're known
for around the world.
The way we look at it, whatever other productivity problems American business has,
it's producing more and more information.
And getting that information where it's
needed speedily, reliably, efficientlyand
economically- that's what ITT Worldcom is
all about.
'
r---------~---------------I

of

I'd like moreinformati~n. My area particular interest is in:
D Communications within the U.S.
D International Communications.
Name ______~------__- -__---Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company__________~________
Address ______________________
City
State
Zip _____
Marketing Department (A/PR), .
09/83
In World Communications Inc.

ITT

67 Broad Street
New York, New York
..
L _________________________
10004
'

~

ITT World Communications Inc.
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WHAT .THE HECK Is AN
EXECUTIVE

WORKSTATION?
A lot of people have the wrong idea of how you
should use a personal. computer. .
.
And fancy phrases like "executive
workstation" only hide the benefits of personal computing
under a cloud of tech-babble.
The fact is, instant information and a computer on every
desktop don't always mean bigger profits and more efficient
workers.
Because when "non-computer
people" use personal computers
in business,. the software they
use is always more important
than the hardware that's used
with .it.
But sometimes this software's
just too hard to use, or can't do
the job. Or it's already out-of-date.
All of which confuses the same
people ·it. should be helping.
We'd like to clear up some of that
confusion .

THE CONTEXT MBI{: IT TURNS
EXECUTIVE WORKSTATIONS INTO
nEXECUTIVE THINK-STATIONS."
The Context MBA is software that
lets you use the personal computer
as a creative tool for better business
decisions~

We've combined the five· most useful busiriess functions of all personal
computer software - electronic
spreadsheet, graphics, information
management, report writing, and communications .- into one easy-to-use,
integrated product. Designed for businesspeople, not programmers.
This means vou onlv need one software package t~ make )TOur. personal
computer do everything it was designed
to do in. the first place. And then some.

TURN BUSINESS DATA INTO BUSINESS
INTELLIGENCE. INSTANTLY.
By building five major functions into one
software package, the Context MBA helps
vouto make better decisions from the
iargc amount of data that's unique to your
business.

With the MBA, for instance, yOU can connect a
personal computer to your company's main computer
to retrieve business information. Like
sales figures, operating expenses, or product reports. In
minutes.
Store, .edit, sort, or modify this
information on your personal
computer and use the MBA's
electronic spreadsheet to create
a "model" of your business.
Develop plans and forecasts in
a fraction of the time it would
take to do them by hand, or by
using a single-function software
package.
While using the MBA's
spreadsheet function, you' can
instantly graph and chart vital
figures on the same screen. So, as
you make cost or revenue assumptions, you can sec immediately how
the result would affect your business - this year, and five years from
now.
And when you've made your
decision, use the MBA's executive
report writer to put words, numbers,
and graphs together in a clean,
printed report.
It doesn't take a computer to tell
you that this kind of control over
business facts, figures, and alternatives
gives you an edge on the competition
and a head start on each new day.

SEE IT. NOW.

Context

MBA

The Context MBA can be used on the
IBM Personal Computer, the IBM PCXT, and the Hewlett-Packard Series 200
personal computers.
Call us at 1-800-437-1513 (in California, call 1-800-592-2527) for the .name
of your nearest Context MBA dealer and
a copy of our tell-it-like-it-is brochure,
Software Explained.
If you have an IBM PC, we'll also be
glad to send you a free copy of our
Context MBA Sampler Disk that gives you
a live demo of the MBA.
CONTEXT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

23868.Hawthorne Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90505 (213) 378-8277

Personal Computer Software for Business Decisions.
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How do you create a microcomputer
to match the p-ower of
the UNIX'operating system?
nagine. You are perfecting a revolumary operating system. In about two
lars, it will be the system of choice
Ir 16-bit microcomputers.
will be called the UNIX operating,
stem.
,,'
IBut the breakthrough features of this
)erating system are going to make
lingent demands on the computer.
iThe microcomputer developed speci~ally for the UNIX operating system
'ore than two years before its commer- /'11
1;11 distribution is called ONYX:'"
,1/
/,
ONYX will live up to every demand '
I .
'
ld expectatIon.
'
iTo achieve the ultimate flexibility,
nplicity, efficiency and productivity,
Ie UNIX operating system will incorI)rate a file system of highly uniform
Its and sub-sets of directories, arranged
a tree-like hierarchical stru, cture.
And flexible directory and file proIction modes, allowing all combinaI)ns of "read;' "write;' and "execute"
icess, independently for e,ach file or
rectory, or for a group of users.
But these advantages will require
tensive disk access, and superior
lemory management. In simple lan'tage, disk access must be as fast as
')ssible, and the disk must have an
'lUsual capacity to maintain complex
Ie systems on-line at all times.
Floppy disks with their low capacities
ld high access times won't do.
IWinchester disk drives that utilize
)w-moving stepper motor head posi')ning devices won't do.
i

lit

I'

I

i

t

I ONY~'s IMI Winchester diisk storage

systerp, ~ith its servo-drive~ voice coil
,head P9sitioning, is more th~m~wice ,',
! as fast! '
So, obviously the ONYX C8002
will do.
And, as developed, the ONYX C8002
features expandable memory up to
1 Mbyte, and disk storage up to 160
Mbytes on-line. Its cartridge tape backup offers cyclical redundancy checking
on every backup. Both the Winchester
disk storage system and the cartridge
tape backup'are internal.
In the UNIX operating system environment, the disk becomes an extension
of main memory. "Swapping"programs
between the disk and main memory

I

increases the number of operations that
can run concurrently. ONYX's memory
management system utilizes "scatter"
instead of "contiguous" allocation, and
" the qlore efficient swapping minimizes
" demand on the disk channel. That's why
ONYX assures a highly efficient environment for the UNIX operating system.
Now it's 1982. The UNIX system's preeminence among 16-bit operating systems is established. And ONYX is the
only company that has significant production experience with UNIX systems.
ONYX has installed over 1500
" UNIX systems.
,, Today there are a lot of systems
being developed to operate UNIX (and
"look-alike") operating systems. But
there are many reasons why you should
consider ONYX and the UNIX operating system as inseparable.
System III available now
for immediate delivery.
Phone this special number: (408)
946-6330 Ext. 251. Ask about these
System III enhancements, including:
• Multi-key index sequential files
under RM COBOL;
• "Term Cap" capability that supports a wide variety of terminal
interfaces;
• Enhanced printer handling
capability;
• SCCS to maintain edit histories
in text management applications.
• UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.

Make the Connection

OPERATING SYSTEM

Onyx Systems Inc., 25 East Trimble Road, San Jose, CA 95131
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If IBM Santa Teresa is the Rome of IMS, then
perhaps I can say I was present at its Bethlehem.

say that I was present at its Bethlehem.
That, of course, would be the Space
Division of North American Aviation (Rockwell International), where IMS Was born.
While there, I participated in the early development of IMS and had the privilege of managing the first production IMS installation.
I have been continuously involved
with IMS since that time, in hardware and
software management, in networking and
distributed processing, in application development, and in data and database administration. During the 15 years that IBM has spent
developing and marketing IMS, I have been
busy trying to make it meet the information
needs of business. This activity has included
employment at three major IMS user companies, consulting assistance to five other large
IMS installations, membership in several IMS
user organizations, and technical presentations to a number of educational, professional, and technical institutions.
As many know, IMS is the illegitimate
offspring of an affair between IBM and Rockwell International. In 1961, Rockwell was
selected prime contractor of Apollo, the largest single engineering undertaking ever contemplated. The need, was recognized for
mechanized control of the engineering data
involved. A special requirement was an automated indentured parts list that would associate all of the parts necessary to manufacture a
complex end item. There grew to be about
two million parts in the Apollo spacecraft.
There was no technology
at the time that satisfied
the requirements, so a
magnetic tape-based system was developed, incorporating a complex
search technique that used core storage as a
pseudo-direct access device. The system
worked but was extremely inefficient. The
file occupied 18 reels of tape, with low activity against any specific record. Sixty percent
of the file was redundant repetition of assembly and part numbers, next items, effectivity,
etc.; machine time was excessive; and the
batch processing technique meant that the file
was never up-to-date.
It was determined that the next step
should be a generalized file access method
that was direct-access based. The method had
to be one that could be tailght quickly to programmers with little or no direct access experience. It had to be capable of processing
hierarchical file structures such that file management techniques eliminating redundant
data could be employed, and it also had to be
relatively device and language independent.
The resulting software was called
GUAM-Generalized Update Acess Method-and was the forerunner of Data Language/One (DLlI). It was used to implement

HISTORY
OF EARLY
SYSTEMS

160 DATAMATION

the Disk Oriented Engineering System
(DOES) at Space Division in September 1965,
utilizing the IBM 7010 and 130 I.
Rockwell developed two Apollo teleprocessing applications in parallel with DOES:
the Engineering Document Information Collection Task (EDICT) and the Logistics Inventory Management System (LIMS).
EDICT was designed to track the current status of engineering drawings and specifications. The Apollo effort was worldwide,
and a request for status information could
originate almost anywhere. The IBM 1460
was the central processor for EDICT, which
utilized the 7770 Audio Response unit and
1301 and 1311 disk storage. A series of 1026
control units monitored and controlled input
from twenty 1050 terminals. LIMS used essentially the same configuration, with the exception of Audio Response, and allowed on-line
update and inquiry about the status of critical
parts in the Apollo project.
The teleprocessing monitor that supported EDICT and LIMS was known as RATSRemote Access Terminal System-and was
developed jointly by Rockwell International
and IBM during 1964-'65. It was a generalized system that performed the functions of
polling terminals, interpreting messages, and
calling the application programs. One message at a time was processed with no task
switching interrupts. It was the forerunner of
IMS DC.
A new type of redundancy was now
recognized. Half the data in a DOES record
were identical to that already existing in an
EDICT record, and 99% of the EDICT records
were also in the DOES file. Combining the two
files, however, would require recoding both
systems. This was the situation when System!
360 arrived. It was decided to exploit the
capabilities of the new computing system by
designing a software package combining the
best features of GUAM and RATS, and adding
capabilities for concurrent message processing; external definition of file structures; protection of sensitive data; improved search,
retrieval, and storage techniques; multiple
device support; and other features. IMS was
conceived.
Dr. Robert R. Brown, director of data processing at
Rockwell, formed a joint
project with IBM to develop the new package. The product was initially called ICS (Information Control System)
but was later rechristened IMS when IBM uncovered some sort of trademark or copyright
problems with the original name. Dr. Uri
Berman of IBM and Bob Patrick, a senior consultant, developed much of the original architecture and specifications. Ed Morris of IBM
was named project manager. Pete Hill of IBM

THE IBM
ROCKWELL
PROJECT

and Pete Nordyke of Rockwell were named
co-development managers. Pete Hiil assumed the project management role on Jan.
1, 1968, and led the project during the crucial
implementation and product development
years. Some of the key development personnel were: for DLlI-Dan Gilbert, Pete Nordyke, Marv Nichols (Rockwell), Uri Berman, Sid Kornelis (IBM); OS AM-Lee Meador (Rockwell); scheduler-Don Lundberg,
Thomas Work (IBM); buffer managementTom Sawyer (IBM); system macros-Craig
Franklin (Rockwell); checkpointlrestartDon Hyde (IBM), Earl Carbone, Hugh Hoskins (Rockwell); teleprocessing-Les Premo
(Rockwell), Carl Chamberlain, Howard Keller (IBM); audio response support-Bill Erwin (IBM); and for documentation-John
Calvert (IBM).
The bulk of the system design work
was completed during 1966-' 67, with coding
and checkout taking place in 1967-'68. The
development machine was a 5l2K S360/50.
The work was done at the Downey, Calif.,
facility of Rockwell Space Division.
In parallel with the development of
IMS, Rockwell was conducting beta test implementation of OS/MVT in order to have an
operating system that could support the multiple control regions required by IMS DC. During 1966-'67, I was helping to develop the
controls, procedures, and operational environment required to run os/360, and to drive
the conversion of over 100 applications from
7010 to S/360 technology.
My association with IMS began in the
spring of 1967. Bob Brown was scheduled to
give a talk on "ICS" at the International Federation of Information Processing Societies
(IFIPS) conference in Rome, and asked me to
help him prepare the speech. The research
resulted in a document that for the first time
presented a comprehensive overview of the
objectives, philosophy, architecture, and
structural organization of IMS. Bob was
pleased and the speech was a great success.
Not long after his return from Rome, Dr.
Brown transferred me to the project team.
My "surface" assignment was interesting. I was to work on the man-machine
interface to IMs-the terminal commands,
the master terminal function, the operational
procedures, the manuals, the training and
education. But, there was a second and even
more intriguing covert assignment. Dr.
Brown was extremely concerned that the IMS
Project was falling seriously behind schedule
and might well be out of control. Manned
Apollo flights were upon us, and the first
lunar landing was only a year and a half
away. It turned out that my real assignment
was to determine the status of the project and
to recommend-the specific actions required to
implement IMS as a production system.

The terminal
that faces UlJ to

everyone's problems.
I

Now there's a low-cost, high-performance terminal
that faces up to all the needs of the clerical workstation: Qume's QVT 1021M terminal.
The QVT 1021M has all the features of the
Hazeltine 1500, Lear Siegler ADM 3N5, and
Televideo 910, and emulates anyone of them
with a keystroke! Plus, features found in higherpriced terminals are standard on the QVT 1021M
- including block and conversational modes,
local editing, a 25th status line, menu
set-up mode, and screen content
printing.
Best of all, superior ergonomic
design makes the QVT 1021M a
perfect fit for everyone on your
staff. They'll love the tilt/swivel
screen in green or amber. The
big 9 x 12 character cell. The
optional 14-inch display for
even better readability. The
detached, low-profile
keyboard. And many other
features that make people
more comfortable and
productive.
So choose Qume's

QVT 102TM -the terminal that's ideal for people,
performance, and price. Talk to your Qume
sales office, or write Qume Corporation, 2350
Qume Drive, San Jose, California 95131.

QVTTM terminals.
Your best
investment in
productivity.

QUME CORPORATION
HEADQUARTERS
2350 Qume Drive
San Jose, CA 95131
CALIFORNIA
San Jose (408) 942~4111
Culver City (213) 41O~1458
Santa Ana (714) 957~4040
COLORADO
Aurora (303) 752~3000
ILLINOIS
Hoffman Estates (312) 490-9320
OHIO
Dayton (513) 439~0469
TEXAS
Irving (214) 659~0745
NEWJERSEY ,
Edison (201) 225~5005
MASSACHUSETTS
Bedford (617) 27 5~ 3200
GEORGIA
Decatur (404) 284-8500
GERMANY
DiisseldorfPH: 0211743016
ENGLAND
Reading, Berkshire
PH: 734-584~646
FRANCE
Boulogne PH: (1) 6082334
CANADA
Quebec PH: (514) 695~ 3837
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In March 1968 things were beginning to turn
around. Then the Rockwell development manager
and most of the Rockwell IMS team resigned.
What I discovered and reported to
Brown was not encouraging: there was no
detailed. implementation plan that anyone
was seriously attempting to manage. The
Rockwell team had become alienated from its
management, and important· information
about status and project activity was being
withheld. The project was indeed out of control; there seemed to be little sense of urgency
or personal commitment to the Apollo Project
among team members.
. The Rockwell team was expending a
great deal of effort on IMS enhancements and
extensions, such as an on-line query language, that were outside the scope of their
mission. This was at the expense of completing the basic product. The IBM team was busy
redesigning and recording functions that had
been reported complete months earlier. I was
not to understand the motivation for this until
the unbundling announcement sometime later in 1968.
There was no comprehensive testing
program to exercise the system methodically,
identify problems, and fix them. IMS simply
would not run reliably and no one was doing
anything about it. The project team had developed an elitist "priesthood" attitude toward the application development group,
who were trying to implement three major
on-line systems under IMS. The project team
hogged the computer resources, crashed the
system repeatedly, ruined application tests,
and destroyed databases. Application programmers who were seeking help were treated with disdain.
Brown asked me what I
thought he should do about
the situation. I recommended drastic action:
• The joint develoment relationship with IBM
should be terminated. The mutual interests of
the two companies had diverged. IBM wanted
to develop a marketable product. Rockwell
wanted to go to the moon.
• The present design of IMS should be frozen
and the Rockwell team'should concentrate its
efforts on making it work.
• The IMS development machine should become an implementation machine. IBM
should move its development efforts elsewhere.
• Considerably more attention should be paid
to project management and control, testing,
application support, and the operational environment.
• A few prima donnas should have their attitudes adjusted.
.
Dr. Brown then asked me when I
thought IMS could be ready for production
should he follow my advice. I told him by
July 15, 1968, one year prior to the planned
landing on the moon.

NEED FOR
DRASTIC
ACTION

I am sure that I was not the primary
catalyst for the events that followed. Others
must have observed the facts that seemed so
obvious to me. Dr. Brown himself must have
had a pretty clear idea, or he would not have
asked me to investigate. Nevertheless, the
joint project was ended, IBM moved the development team to Century City, and the design for the first implementation of IMS was
frozen. The Rockwell team was directed to
concentrate solely on implementation.
I set out to test the system command
by command, module by module, transaction
by transaction, function by function, utility
by utility. Every time I found a problem, I
gave it a number. I organized a problem resolution committee that met almost daily to
classify the problems, determine priorities,
and assign responsibilities for solution. IBM
was a member of the committee and was given a copy of every problem. We kept in close
telephone contact with IBM team members in
Century City.
I also developed a PERT schedule of
major implementation events and activities in
order to track progress. Jo Ann Storts and I
put together a master terminal room, trained
the first IMS Master Terminal Operators, and
wrote an MTO handbook. I blocked off a corner of the machine room and reorganized the
transmission controllers, modems, dial sets,
and plug boards into an embryonic network
control center complete with a secondary
master terminal.
In March 1968, things were beginning to turn around. Then, the Rockwell development manager and most of the Rockwell IMS development team suddenly resigned from the company en masse. Dr.
Brown asked me if I thought he should write
off the project and give Apollo management
the bad news. I told him no-there was a
nucleus of good, dedicated people left, and it
could be done. Brown asked when; I said
push the date ahead a month to Aug. 15,
1968. I walked out of his office as manager of
the IMS project. During the next four months·
we cleared up over 200 system problems and
completely rewrote the database recovery facility. In mid-August, the system went into
production on schedule on a S/360 65 with
512K bytes of memory. It has been running
ever since.
Gene Brault and Hank Epstein managed the first group of IMS applications with
supervisory support from Al Barnett, Bob
Whitaker, and Dick Duffy. Jim Lightfoot and
Ed Duncan were the development project
leaders. Some of the key programmers involved were Rod Shahanian, Dan Weller,
Dave Johnson, Carol Roark, George Foote,
and Roy Gray. Implementation was performed on a step-by-step basis. Complexity
was added gradually. During 1968-'69, we

implemented eight applications. The first IMS
application iIi August 1968 was POLAR, a
Production Order Location and Reporting
System that featured uncomplicated databases, 2740 terminals, and simple transactions.
For the statistics buffs, by 1969 the
system utilized 130 terminals and 110 lines;
occupied four 2314 units for 30 databases
spread over 32 disk packs; generated 17,000
to 20,000 transactions a day; supported 260
transaction codes; operated on a 20-hour day;
and had an average response time of two to
five seconds.
marketing reasons,
insisted that IMS be
able to run on a 256K machine. This restriction permeated the IMS design, affecting everything
from what functions would be implemented
to module sizes, queueing strategy, control
block limitations, and programming techniques. If this seems odd in these days of
multimegabyte memories, consider that
when IMS was designed, memory technology
was magnetic core based and very expensive.
There was no virtual storage, and 256K was a
reasonably large machine.
IMS was built on top of os/360 as an
extension of, but not a part of, the operating
system. I believe this was done because IMS
was developed as a Type II Program by the
Manufacturing Industry Development Group
of IBM, while os/360 was a Type I Program
out of that holy of holies, the Data Processing
Division. Navigating the os/360 interfaces
was probably less traumatic than getting two
different IBM organizations to cooperate with
each other. In addition, os was every bit as
new and untried as IMS; and the development
team members probably felt they had enough
variables to deal with without having to cope
with integrating IMS into os/360. For whatever reasons, IMS was layered on top of os,
and there it sits today-passing, posting,
queueing, saving, restoring, interrupting,
masking, and boundary crossing.
Why were hierarchical databases chosen for DLlI? I can remember the debate at
Rockwell. There were advocates of the network approach being used by Bachman at GE,
and of the inverted file concept used by some
of the library automation projects.
But disk files were small at the time,
and the Apollo storage requirements were
large. Hierarchical storage techniques conserved disk space. Rockwell and Caterpillar
had an urgent need for parts-list and bill-ofmaterial processing, which were natural hierarchical database applications. Finally, the
GUAM software mentioned earlier was the
forerunner to DLlI, and it was based on the
hierarchical model.
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For relinquishing its rights to IMS, Rockwell
received an acknowledgment, a waiver of license
fees, ,and 10 free sets of manuals.
There were strong convictions arnong
many of the project team, myself included,
that -IMS should be driven by an integrated
data dictionary-that all data entities should
be qefined and all data accesses controlled
through a common facility. The proposal was
defeated, a victim of schedule press,ure and
the 256K limita.tion. I am sorry we lost that
one!
One subject that found
universal
acceptance
OF
throughout the developINTEGRITY
ment team was the principle that data entrusted to IMS should 'not be
IDSt, corrupted, or compromised; and that the
system should be immune to bad data, bad
programs, and bad operators. I believe that
this philosophy stemmed from the extreme
safety and integrity requirements of the Apollo program. A few anecdotes may serve to
illustrate the point:
Automatic b,ackout of aborted transactions. In our testing of an early version of
IMS, we demonstrated that -it was likely that
an abend of IMS or an application program
would leave a database in damaged condition. In this case, a full forward recovery was
necessary before restart could be attempted.
This was clearly unacceptable from user
service standpoint, but it was the way the
system was implemented.
Don Hyde of IBM did not like the situation. He proposed a revision of the checkpoint/restart architecture to include automatic
backout of partially completed transactions,
and provisions for rescheduling them during
restart.
This sounded like a major effort to me
and I said so. Don assured me it was "no
problem." Such statements tend to _terrify
me, but Do~ was as good as his word and had
the modifications coded in an amazingly short
time. The changed system sailed through regression testing without major difficulty, and
we now had much better database intergrity. I
believe this improvement may have been the
most significant factor in making iMS an operationally viable system-and I almost vetoed
- it for the intitial implementation!
Improved database recovery. Our
testing of IMS utilities showed conclusively
that the first version of database recovery was
notreliable. It was based upon the concept of
restoring the database from the last unload
tape, and then reprocessing all subsequent
transactions against the database up to the
point of the failure.
Marv Nichols and I developed a new
database recovery method. Don Hyde had
written code to record all database update
"before" images on the IMS log in order to
affect his backout and restart capability.
Marv and I extended Don's code to record the
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"after" images also. Our recovery technique
merged the database unload tape with subsequent after images from the IMS log in a single
batch pass that produced a recovered, reorganized database. This assured an accurate recovery, reduced the time for recovery by an
order of magnitude, did not reprocess transactions, and did not require IMS to be up. IBM
later adopted a similar approach to recovery
in IMS/360, Version 2.
Quality assurance testing. Our techniques for system acceptance testing proved
invaluable in keeping bad code out of the
system. We developed a battery of test scripts
and cases, test data, and special testing utilities. Whenever a bug slipped by us, we installed a test in our arsenal that would have
caught it. We adopted the position that nothing that IBM gave us was any good until we
had tested it and proved otherwise. Whenever
we uncovered flagrant examples of destructive or unexecutable code in delivered software, we blistered IBM and demanded that
they do a better job of testing their work before release.
At this point, I want to emphasize that
I have the highest regard for IBM, both as an
9rganization and as a group of extraordinarily
talented and dedicated people; Many of the
IBMers with whom I worked em iMS have become lifelong personal friends. I have never,
before or since, encountered a team that gathered together in one place so much talent,
integrity, and fellowship as the IMS Development Project. They were the best.
The problem W<l,S that IMS was the
first; or nearly the first, large commercial
program product ever rriarketed by IBM. Added to this was the fact that IMS represented a
new way of doing business to its users, and
the ,customers were betting their companies
on the reliability and availability of the IMS
DBIDC system. I do not believe that the associated product quality implications were fully
understood in the beginning. Eventually IBM
created a quality assurance org~nization for
IMS that adopted much of our philosophy and
methods. Soon, IMS became one of the most
solid software products available, with a
well-earned reputation for reliability and integrity.
estimate that IMS must
generate at least $50 million iil revenue per year in
lease and license fees.
When the income from associated sales and
leases of supporting software products, terminals and controllers, modems and communications processors, direct access storage,
and large mainframes is added, one must
conclude that IMS has been one of the most
successful of all program products. It would
be useful to know why.

WHY
IMS WAS
A SUCCESS

Success .was obviously not self-evident from -the beginning, at least to some
folks. When Rockwell negotiated the termination of the Joint IMS Development Project
with IBM, Rockwell relinquished its rights to
the product in return for: I. an acknowledgment on the inside front cover of the first
issue of the manuals, and 2. a waiver of license fees, and 10 free sets of mamials for the
first three releases of IMS. Those of us on the
Rockwell team considered that _iBM had
struck the greatest bargain since the Dutch"
bought Manhattan from the Indians.
These are some of the most important
factors in the success of IMS:
'
~MS works. The flexibility and power
of DLiI have been used to solve the database
"problems of the world's largest and most
complex organizations. Its d<l,ta integrity protection is so reliable that these companies
have entrusted it with their primary financial,
marketing, product, and personnel records.
The IMS data communications architecture
has the capacity and operational reliability to
put an entire enterPrise on-line, with assured
growth potential for the future.
S/360 compatibility. Its compatibility
with S/360 and os/360 was a key factor in the
success of IMS.
SHARE/GUIDE
contributions.
The
SHARE IMS Project is discussed in detail later
in ihis paper, l?ecause I was personally in':
volv~d with it, but I certainly de) not' mean to
dIminish the importance or contribution of
GUIDE.
Project management. The engineering project management approach to development resulted in a product that was a true
system, was technically sound, and was operationally reliable.
End-user involvement. The bundled
environment in which IMS was developed fostered a free and open exchange between developer and user that is lacking when development takes place in an ivory tower atmo-:
sphere. IMS was designed and built on-site by
the end-user and industry specialists from
IBM. It filled a critical market need at exactly
the right tiITle.
'
Vendor support. IBM product support
and the commitment to continuous enhancement, along with upward compatibility, built
customer confidence in IMS as a long-range
product direction.
Integrity and recovery features; The
data and system integrity and recovery features of IMS were superior to competing products.
Pete Hill. 'The charsima, leadership,
energy, and commitment of Pete Hill were of
incalculable value in the success of IMS.
In 1969, I was asked by IBM to attend
the SHARE summer session in Boston, to discuss the possibility of organizing a joint
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AVery High Speed Integrated.Circuit chip has been produced at Hughes Aircraft
Company, marking a signifi,?ant step toward using advanced semiconductor
technology in military systems. The chip, built after less than two years of
develop'ment, contains 72,000 transistors in an area the size of a thumb tack.
The VHSIC program is being conducted by the U.S~ Department of Defense to develop
chips that will give military electronic systems a tenfold in'crease in signal
processing cap~bility. The high-speed, compact VHSIC chips will be more reliable
and will require less power than integrated circuits now in u·se.

A new

video graphics projector that~s brighter and sharper than conv~n~ional
projection TV may· be the next addition to office computer systems. The Hughes
projector d~splays monochromatic c'omputer-generated alphanumerics ,. symbols, and
graphics. It .could be used for. displaying dynamic' computer data ~nd facsImile
video pictures in board rooms and other areas, and for teleconferencing. The
projector ul?es a device called a liq'uid-crystal. Light valve, a cousin of displays
in digital watches. This device intensifies the image from a cathode~ray tube
and projects-it onto a.screen up to 12 feet wide., The picture is so bright and
has such high resolution that the viewing room needn't be darkened.
A uniguely shaped waveguide antenna is one of 13- patentable innovations built
into the Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile. The antenna is configured to
occupy a,verysmall space and yet provide a~ow-frequency-band data link to
launching aircraft. Its novel shape also' minimizes interference and provid~s a
moder~te amount of cross-polarization, a feature that improves communications.
Hughes designed and developed AMRAAM for the U.S~ Air Force and Navy.
.

,

The.U.S •. Navy'~ A-6E Intruder ~itcraft will carry an improved turret for its
elect~o-optical system,. which lets the ai~crew see and atta~k surface targets
shrouded by darkness, smoke~ or ha~e. The turret, lOcated' on the airctaft's
ch~n, is part of a combination laser and infrared device, the Hughes Detecting
and Ranging Set. While the original turret allows access from the bottom, the
new clamshell-like design allows quick access from both top and bottom to
simp~ify maintenance~ The design also.reduces the length of flat cable in the
turret by 35 feet. The new t~rtet will be introduced in December~
~'Di.versi fication" characterizes. Hughes Industrial. Electronics Group, located in
the Southern California communities of Carlsbad, I:rvine, Newport Beach, .Sylmar,
and Torrance •. Our facilities are like smail companies with 500 to 2,500 employees, but each offers the resources and b~nefitS of a multibillion-dollar com~any.
Our diverse technologies include silicon and GaAs semiconductors, fiber. optics,
microwave and millimeter-wave communications~ microprocessors, lasers, and solar
cells. Send your resume to B.E~ Pr~ce, Hughes Industri~l Electronics Group,
Dept. SE, P.O. Box 2999, Torrance, CA 90509. Equal opportunity employer.

Creating'a new world with electronics
r------------------,
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HUGHES AI RCRAFT COMPANY

For additional information please write to:
P.O. Box 11803. Marina del Rey, CA90295
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If you want to talk to a mainframe or a mini,
talk to it. You don't have to talk to a computer
person who talks to a computer. Now you
can go to the source. With a ROLM®
Cypress™ Personal Communication Terminal.
Want your five-year plan,
sales by territory. capital budget, access to the IBM SNA
world, or even your favorite public data
bases? That's easy.
The ROLM Cypress Personal Communication Terminal combines a digital phone
with a smart computer terminal. You can prestore terminal profiles, so there is no changing settings like baud rates each time you call
a different information source.
It even stores your auto log-on
sequence, so calling
the computer is as
easy as calling
home.
Now, slide
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in the keyboard and you're looking at the
slickest, easiest-to-use executive phone in the
business today. Auto-dial, customized phone
. functions, phone list, access to the ROLM
PhoneMail™ system, a clock, calculator and
more. 'In one beautiful package.
Cypress is one more happy result of the
most advanced, complete, proven, problemfree business communication system in the
world: The ROLM CBX.
ROLM is the choice of the top FORTUNE .
companies, and - increasingly - the preferred
solution to digital networking. In fact, there
are more than 12,000 ROLM CBXs worldwide and over 10,000 data devices communicating through ROLM systems. (That's
more than all other PBX manufacturers
combined.) And they're doing it now. Not
tomorrow. Now.
So before you spend another
day trying to talk to the people
who talk to the computers, talk to
us. Call (800) 538-8154; In
Alaska, California or Hawaii, call
(408) 986-1000, ext. 3025. Or
write: ROLM, 4900 Old Ironsides
MIS 626, Santa Clara,
California 95050.
ROLM. We're.
clOSing the gap
between business
information systems
and the people who
own them.

NOW.
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The truth of the matter at that time was that
IMS wouldn't work as received from IBM.

SHAREIGUIDE group made up of the beta test
users of IMS. The initial meeting was spon-

sored by the database committee of the Data
Management Project, with Jim Frye of Mitre
as chairman. The net result was the formation
of an IMS Subcommittee, led by one of the
, real giants in the saga of IMS, Joan Heinonen
of TRW. Her leadership, courage, and sound
policies were instrumental in the growth of
SHARElIMS from a subcommittee of six in
Boston to its status today as a full division
with hundreds of members and dozens of projects, committees, and subcommittees of its
own.
The joint SHARE/GUIDE aspects of the
organization did not work out because SHARE
and GUIDE themselves were attempting to
merge at the time, and the effort failed. Instead, each IMS group decided to go its own
way, and I elected to stay with SHARE. The
founding members of SHARE IMS were: Joan
Heinonen; Clifford Pasley, Caterpillar Tractor; Daniel Brooks, LTV; Richard Lewis, First
National Bank, Chicago; Ronald McDowell,
Chevrolet; and myself.
Joan succeeded in establishing a rather remarkable relationship with IBM. She persuaded the company to sign a nondisclosure
agreement with each of the individuals involved. This arrangement facilitated closeddoor sessions between the group, who were
all IMS beta test participants, and Pete Hill
and other IMS development team members.
Thus, the tradition was established of direct
communication between the users of IMS and
its developers. The power and flexibility of
IMS today is due in large measure to this communication.
Joan Heinonen established a policy of
closed working sessions during the first three
days of SHARE week. Open information meetings, round table discussions, and user experience presentations were scheduled for later
in the week. The policy of work sessions was
fruitful. Many of the eventual external design
features of IMS/360 Version 2 and IMSIYS
were hammered out at SHAREIIMS meetings
and presented to IBM as resolutions. Jerry
Kral, of First National Bank of Chicago, led
much of this effort. The closed working session technique is now common throughout
SHARE and GUIDE.
The closed session concept did not sit
well with some of the old-time SHARE attendees who loyed to roam the halls of the conference headquarters, wandering in and out of
meetings without ever producing anything.
One disgruntled attendee who found his way
into a closed session blocked by Joan (who
was formidable), complaineq to SHARE management that the IMS Project was a secret society run by a "dragon" who would not let
anyone in. This comment became an instant
classic. Joan was forever after known as the
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"Dragon Lady, " and the symbol of IMS came
to be a huge green dragon straddling the
globe.
Another valuable product of the
SHAREIIMS Project was the publication of IMS
Flyers. These were papers authored by project members and sent to all the membership.
Dan Brooks submitted the first flyer. Lew
Bethards, of the Federal Reserve Bank, Kansas City, made a major contribution by taking
care of all the printing, mailing, and filing
work.
After the first issue, the flyers languished. A few more were submitted, but
they were mostly lightweight. I decided to do
something about the situation. The truth of
the matter about IMS at the time was that it
wouldn't work as received from IBM. We at
Rockwell had performed major surgery on
the product in order to implement it as a useful production system. I decided to publish
the key results of our work as IMS Flyers, so
that other users could get off the ground. The
subjects ranged from bug fixes and code
modifications to operational procedures, parameter settings, and analysis techniques.
The results were electrifying. Tom
Schroeder of United Technologies contributed a group of equally meaty documents, and
other members of the project followed suit.
The logjam in IMS was broken. A set of the
SHARElIMS Flyers became a required acquisition in every IMS technical library. Without
them, I think that the majority of the users
would have abandoned IMS.
One of the wisest actions of the Steering Committee was to avoid perpetuating itself in office. In order to give new blood a
chance at the enriching experience of managing SHAREIIMS, the founding members eventually founded a "Geriatric Committee" and
designated themselves members emeritus.
This status permitted them to give advice and
counsel and to attend the nondisclosure sessions with IBM, but turned over the leadership
of the project to bright new talent such as
Tom Schroeder of United Technologies,
Hugh Hoskins of Rockwell, Gary Polette of
MacAuto, Cathy Stanley of John Deere, Bob
Ojala of Motorola, Jerry Kral, and Mike Soulakis of Mellon Bank.
There is one more story that must be
told about SHAREIIMS. Joan Heinonen, who
could not be outmaneuvered or outfought by
any human adversary, fell victim to a crippling spinal problem and had to retire from
the computing profession. She is confined to
her home in Laguna Hills, Calif., with her
body broken but her mind as sharp as ever.
When Joan had to withdraw from
SHARElIMS, the job of leading the project fell
to Bill Petefish of Caterpillar Tractor. Where
Joan was fire and ice, Bill was calmness and
efficiency. He brought a professional man-

agement perspective to the organization exactly when it was needed. IMS was no longer a
minor product, and the IMS Project was no
longer a minor part of SHARE. Bill formalized
the relationship with IBM, as the product, the
development team, and SHARElIMS matured.
He managed to keep the communication
process going while the IMS dragon came to
straddle the world, and SHARE/IMS became the
biggest division in the SHARE organization.
One of the earliest promises of IMS was that we
would be able to put all
corporate data on-line;
eliminate redundancy; assure currency, consistency, and accuracy; and deliver management information when and where it was
needed. This is the concept of the integrated
database environment, where data are considered to be a corporate resource in the same
sense as cash, inventory, and receivables.
Has this promise been realized? How
successful have we been with the integrated
database? The answer I feel forced to face is,
not very. Most companies have implemented
a few operational on-line systems, wherein
the day-to-day transactional activities of the
company have been automated. The databases for these systems hold information at
the data item level. The problem is that this
type of operational data is not very useful for
management decision making at the tactical
and strategic level. It must be summarized,
aggregated, synthesized, and combined with
information from other sources in order to be
meaningful. It must be compared with historical data so that trends can be determined.
It must be projected and extrapolated to explore "what if" situations. Our present database technology is not very good at this sort
of thing.
Some companies have implemented
tactical on-line support ,systems for secondand third-level management to control departments, territories, product lines, and so
forth, but few, if any, companies use their
database to assist upper management in ,strategic, decision making.
Many companies do not even have a
true database administration function, other
than a technical service to install IMS releases,
run DBD and PSB gens, and do database reorganizations and recoveries. Databases are
merely on-line files that belong to individual
applications and are designed and maintained
by application programmers. Little or no attempt is made to coordinate data names and
formats or to reduce redundancy. Data dictionaries are rare.
All of the database administrators,
data administrators, information resource
managcrs-call the job what you may-that I
have met, regardless of whether they have
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SOUP Up System Response Time with the
FastDASD Performance and Reporting System!
FastDASD steers you around the
potential roadblocks in OS supported data centers. Like evolving
user needs. Or equipment changes.
Or growing demands on resources.
FastDASD, a unique software
performance system, automates
time-consuming DASD analysis
and reorganization.
Here are some FastDASD benefits.
Eliminates CICS and DBMS
Degradation. It identifies data set
and PDS contention, then recommends reorganization for faster
access times. It analyzes across
volumes too, so you can balance
I/O workloads.
Saves Implementation Time.
FastDASD simulates data set reorganizations. It shows you exactly
how much system response will
improve before you
make any changes.

Software
Corporation
of America

Interfaces With Graphic Display
Systems. The FastDASD History
File records DASD performance. It
interfaces with SAS@ and Easytrieve@
to present system trends.
Speeds Up Moves· to New Equipment. Before the move, FastDASD
calculates the optimum data set organization. You spend less time bringing new equipment up to speed and
more time doing productive work.
FastDASD focuses on key areas
of system performance. It records
data set activity, seek activity and
volume and global data set accesses;
locates defective tracks; and recommends data set reorganization.
Its concise reports show you how
to implement performance decisions.
And FastDASD is easy to use. It
requires minimum training, installs
in minutes, needs no "hooks," no
IPL's. You can use it immediately.

To get behind the wheel and
take FastDASD on a 30-day trial
drive just fill out and mail the
coupon.
Or call 800-368-7638.

"
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improving performance with
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Software Corporation of America
455 Carlisle Drive- Herndon, VA 22070
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SAS is a registered trademark of SAS Institute
Inc. Easytrieve is a registered trademark of
Pansophic Systems, Inc.
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THE CASE FOR SOFTWARE SYNERGY:
SECURITY IS HEIGHTENED WHEN ALL COMPONENTS
ARE GEARED TO PROTECT EACH OTHER.
.
When software products work as a team, they'll
achieve more for you than they could independently.
That's synergy.
Computer Associates' vast range of software products extend the benefits of synergy throughout your
entire data center to make it much more efficient.
And much more secure.
Our CA-SENTINEL:M product, for example, interconnects with other Computer Associates products
to protect them all against sabotage, altering and tampering. Computer Programs ... Files and Records ...

Libraries ... Transactions-CA-SENTINEL prevents
unauthorized access to them all.
Security. Efficiency. Economy. These solid benefits
you get with Computer Associates products make a
solid Case for Software Synergy. Let us send you facts
to prove it. Call (800) 645-3003, in NY: (516) 333-6700.

a

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL INC..
125 Jericho Turnpike. Jericho. NY 11753
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The pure classic integrated database approach is
not feasible with current technology and
we should stop kidding ourselves that it is.
been using IMS or another DBMS, are frustrated, discouraged, and disappointed by
their lack of success. They are understaffed,
underbudgeted, and underappreciated.
College texts, technical
journals, the trade press,
and the seminar circuit
abound with material
about the integrated database. A casual observer could be forgiven for assuming that
there is frenzied activity in the field. Yet very
little of substance seems to be happening.
Why? I think I know some of the reasons.
.
Management's perception is that the
bill is too high for what you get. There is a
high front-end cost to be eaten, and the benefits are seen as largely intangible. We evangelists of the database concept must do a better job of selling our product as a real financial benefit if we expect to change this. Managers are also put off by the long implementation lead time for the classic approach. They
would love to have detailed information at
their fingertips. The trouble is that they want
it. next week, not in five years.
The database approach is also tough
to sell politically and organizationally. Plans
for developing the integrated database environment require extensive cross-organizational cooperation and commitment of resources. Typically, the database project manager is new, at staff level, has a strange vocabulary, and sounds as if he wants to change
overnight everything that the traditional line
organizations have been doing comfortably
for years. Another problem stems from the
technology itself. The available information
modeling methodologies and database design
tools are inadequate, incomplete, overlapping, and labor intensive. The data dictionary
does not support the methodology.
All these difficulties are exacerbated
by a lack of enthusiasm in the data processing
community. The traditional application de-:
velopment organizations have been slow to
adopt the productivity tools that are available
and seem content to muddle along with conventional files and COBOL. Databases, application generators, query facilities, and report
writers are here, but the community has been
slow to adopt them. Even after they do install
database technology, many application shops
continue to treat databases as though they
were on-line tape files.
Finally, a company may not need or
want everything on-line. Some application
systems may be purchased packages whose
data standards are incompatible with those of
the master database plan. There may be dozens of applications in existence that work
well but do not match the naming conventions or record formats of the database plan.
There are probably dozens or hundreds more
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that should be converted to database, but
must await funding and programming staff
availability. Meanwhile, the integrated database concept remains a dream.
My feeling is that the pure classic integrated database approach is not feasible
with current technology, and we should stop
kidding ourselves that it is. There is an alternative approach, however, that will work. I
call it the decoupled database concept. Database purists may call it heresy.

In this concept, the firm is
viewed not as a monolith,
DATABASE but rather as a set of decouCONCEPT
pled functions that work
together: manufacturing, engineering, financial, personnel, marketing, etc. The theory is
that each of these functions is a mini-Dusiness, and that the information relationships
between them tend to be relatively few,
straightforward, predictable, and controllable when compared with relationships that
exist within a function.
Each of these major business functions is viewed as a family of applications
that share a common database. Thus there
could be a people database, a money database, a product database, and so on.
The BSP and information modeling
processes may now take place at the major
business function level according to functional needs, policies, and economics. These individual functional information models may
then be stitched together as they are completed, thus permitting the firm to converge on
the classic corporate integrated database
model over time. This technique permits incremental implementation of functions, databases, and applications, provides a certain
amount of database damage isolation, and
allows piecemeal database housekeeping.
The resulting "converged" corporate model
may be somewhat less pristine than one developed with the classic approach, but it is
also much more likely to happen.
Controlled redundancy of data elements in different families should be considered, the better to decouple functional databases from each other. For example, some
part number data might be kept in both the
product and engineering databases. The control, coordination of multiple updating, and
extra storage that this practice entails seems a
small price to pay for the development flexibility options it provides. Logical connections between database application families
should be kept as loose as performance considerations permit, preferably at the DBMS
call level, rather than with DUI logical or
physical relationships. This practice also
serves to decouple functions from each other.
Packages should be purchased not as
individual applications but as families, with a

DECOU PLED

common IMS database, from a common vendor (e.g., MSA, uee). There is a caveat here,
however. Some of the most popular "IMS
database" packages are conversions from
batch systems. These systems tend merely to
use IMS DC as a terminal monitor, and IMS DB
as a disk access method. They are not really
adaptable to an integrated database environment, because their data formats have not
been put in the IMS database definition but are
embedded in the application code. It is difficult to access these databases from other applications (or from a query language or report
writer) unless the programs are equipped to
handle such a situation, and the vendor inc1udes the formatting scheme with the package documentation.
Applications should be implemented
as family units. Interfaces with yet-to-beconverted files should be written as though
the interface were actually to a database, by
means of the GSAM or SHISAM access methods, and/or a "throwaway" simulator module that traps application program database
calls, converts them to whatever data access
protocol is needed, and provides the proper
database return codes to the program. When
the file is converted, the simulator can be
removed, and the program can then access
the real database without change.
Operational-type applications should
be written first. Later, tactical and strategic
information may be developed from the operational database and made available to upper
management-perhaps in a simple relational
or other user-friendly database-for processing with an interactive query language, a report generator, personal computers, or inhouse timesharing. This is a very important
service an information center can provide.
The mass of old, second-generation
tape systems can be given new utility while
they await conversion to database. By converting the files to YSAM, and using a full
function report facility with an IMS interface,
the important tape master files can be loaded
into a simple (e.g., SHISAM) database after
each batch run for on-line access with an interactive query facility. This simple technique can make a hero out of the database
administrator and can hasten the day when
the integrated database becomes a reality. ~

William P. Grafton has an MBA from
the University of Southern California
and was a member of the IBM-Rockwell-Caterpillar team that developed
IMS. He implemented the first IMS
production system, managed it for
three years, and subsequently became Rockwell's corporate database
administrator. He's currently a consultant specializing in database matters
and based in Santa Monica, Calif.
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15 pointed questions to asl.c MSA
or any software supplier.

r------------------------~,
Save this box. It can help you make an intelligent software decision.

I

I
I

execu~

1

Can you offer us a complete
• range of software systems
designed to work together?

6

Will you update your
• systems as technology
advances and regulations change?

Can you link our
,
11
• tives' computers directly to
the mainframe-so they can get

Or will we have to piece together a patchwork of systems?

What are some of yo~r 'most recent updates?
Will you keep us current on regulatory
changes?

their own information?

2

Are your systems just
•. record keepers, or can they
really help us make decisions?
Can we pull together information from any
of our integrated systems? In exactly the
form we want it?

Do your systems really do
• everything you say they will?

7

Or will we have to change them or add to
them to get the features we want?

How long have you been
Can you provide business
, • software for both mainframe 8 • in business?
3
and microcomputers? '
Do you develop this software yourself or do
you simply market it for another company?

What are your revenues? What is your
growth record? Where will your company
be five years from now?

9

Are your systems truly
How many systems has your
. • online-so all of our informa~
• company installed?
tion is current?
How many of these were installed in the past

4

How many of your systems are online? How
secure are they?

six months? How many of your earlier
customers are still using ~and liking-your
systems?,

Will my company have to
' • be the one that discovers the
bugs in your brand new system?

10

5

Just how long have your systems actually
been used, and how have they been
tested?

Is that software available right now?

How will you make sure
• my people thoroughly
12
understand your system?
Do you have educational centers near us, or
will we have to travel all the way across the
country to find one? Will you be there to
~elp during installation and after?

13

How many of your
• people specialize in soft~
ware for my industry?
How many accountants work for you?
Human resource specialist's? Manufacturing
experts?

14

These questions will help you when
you sit down with individual software
companies.
They're tough questions. Relevant
ones. And any supplier who is worth
his salt should be able to answer
them without backpedaling.

Do your systems have
built~in features that make
them
easier to use?
'
•

What happens if someone needs help figuring out a feature? Do you have online
documentation that's easy to understand?

AskMSA
We'll answer all these questions to
your satisfaction-plus any others you
may have.
In fact, we're probably the best
equipped to answer them. Because
MSA is the software company. We offer
the most complete line of totally integrated systems in the software industry,
including financial, human resqurce
and manufacturing.
So you avoid the headache of trying
to tie together individual systems.
(And the even bigger headache of adding to them.)
We've planned our growth, and the

enough to change with it?

Do your financial systems use a common set
of currency exchange rates?

Or willI have to pay a lot to revamp it? Or
even regenerate it?

Our technical edge comes
from experience
Staying ahead is easier for a company
that's steeped in software technology.
MSA has spent years developing, refining, testing and enhancing o.ur systems.
This year alone, we'll invest $25

I
I
I

I
15. • Aswillmyyourbusiness
changes
system be flexible I

Do your financial
• systems handle unlimited
foreign currencies?

growth of our products. Instead of
acquiring systems piecemeal, then trying to integrate'them, MSA carefully
develops each system to work with
the others.
With MSA's integrated systems,
there's no unnecessary duplication of
data or effort. Reporting is faster. All
your company's information is more
timely and accurate-and in the right
form.
In short, we do everything we can
to help your executives make informed
business decisions, without creating
unnecessary headaches for your
department.

I

'I

.... _------------------------•

I

.J'I ,

million to make sure all our systems are
technologically razor sharp. That gives
us a decided advantage over flash-inthe-pan technology that may not have
the bug-free logic of a more experienced system.'
It also gives you a decided advantage
over "custom" systems you have to update yourself.
MSA relieves you of that timeconsuming burden. We update and
enhance your software for a full year.
Then we continue this service for a
surprisingly low'annual fee.
Maintenance includes keeping your
system up to date technologically.
Enhancing it with new features that
make it work even harder for you. And
making sure it reflects 'changes in
accounting procedures and government
regulations, including 40t(k), TEFRA,
, and FAS52. (That eliminates a lot of
tedious work you normally have to do.)
If we can do all t~is, you can be sure

ALLTAX, ALLTAX Reporter, EASY-SCREEN, Executive Peachpak, Peachtree Software, and Extended Closed Loop are trademarks of Management Science America, Inc.

MSA's software is flexible enough to
accommodate changes in your business. Your company won't have to
unexpectedly invest in customizing or
completely regenerating your systems
when you expand or reorganize.'

35,000 days of training
New software can't improve your
business until your company's
employees feel comfortable using
it-and know it well enough to exploit
.
all its capabilities.
.
We make sure your people have
a firm grasp of our systems. Last
year alone, MSA conducted more
than 35,000 student days of customer
training for over 1,800 companies. At
education centers allover the world,
as well as at our headquarters.
From training sessions to cassettes to
complete, easy-to-understand documentation, MSA provides the most
extensive Customer Education
Programs in the industry. We even
do a: follow-up audit after installation to
make sure you're getting the most from
our system.
MSA not only enhances software,
we enhance the people who use it.
Regular user meetings give our customers a forum to express their likes,
dislikes arid suggestions. These often
le~d to new product developments.

Our systems are always
ready to HELP .
MSA systems are just'as friendly as our
people. Our online HELP feature
actually guides users through our
systems. And EASY-SCREEN™ lets
them design
their own
screens

without creating data processing
nightmares. .
If there's ever a question or problem
with our systems, MSA customers are
always close to service. Our Account
Managers are knowledgeable, responsive, and backed by a complete team
of industry specialists.
This team is responsible for solving
the specific software needs of your industry. So you'll n'ever get a blank look
or an answer that doesn't relate to your
business.
.

Theheattof
our integrated systems
It's MSA's General Ledger System.
Combined with Accounts Payable/
Purchase Order Control and our other
systems, it gives your company complete control over your financial
information.
Over 800 data processing specialists,
accountants, and financial experts
work together to make MSA's financial
systems the most advanced and most
highly integrated in the industry.

MSA

ha~ the answers

Whatever your size-wh~tever your
business-MSA has a total software
solution.
We'll proVide the highest quality
integrated online software.
We'll tie your business and manufacturing software systems together, using
our exclusive Extended Closed LoOpTM
manufacturing system.
We'll provide business software for
your microcomputers, through our
Peachtree Software Company.
We'll eVten link your microcomputers
to your company's mainframe-with
MSA's Executive PeachpakMapplication
software. A revolutionary concept that
.
lets executives get
the mai~frame information they need
throUgh their personal

MSA ready-to-install
application software'
1. General Ledger
2. Accounts Payable/Purchase
Order Control
3. Budgetary Control/Encumbrance
4. Fixed Assets Accounting .
5. Capital Expenditure Tracking
6. Forecasting & Modeling
7. Accounts Receivable
8. Order ProcesSing
9. Foreign Exchange
10. Inventory & Purchasing
11. Payroll
12. Personnel Management & Reporting
13. ALLTAX™ Taxing Syst~m
14. ALLTAX Reporter TM
15. Manufacturing Control System
(MRPII)
16. Executive Peachpak ™
17. Peachtree Software TM business
systems for microcomputers
18. Peachtree Software ™office
productivity systems for microcomputers

Talk to us
If weve whetted your appetite with
our 15 questions, clip the coupon
below.
We'll send you a concise booklet
that will help you even more in your
deliberations. We'd also like to send
you more information on how MSA
can help you plan for software. And
on individual systems.
.
Just fill in the information below,
or contact Robert Carpenter at
(404) 239-2000.

r------------------l
Management Science America, Inc.
3445 Peachtree Road, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30326
D Please send me a free detailed brochure.
D Please send more information on the following systems. (Write numbers from product list)
Mainframe Type/Model _ _ _ _ __
Name _______________________
Title ______________________
Company ____________________
Address ______________________
<:::ity _______________________
I State ___________ Zip _ _ __

: Business Phone,;".,C__-'-_____________

L ______

y~ !2bJ9~3.L

_____ _
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AMERICAN BELL CHANGES ITS NAME.
NOT ITS PROMISE.
American Bell has changed its name
to AT&T Information Systems. Our new . name is part of the transformation of AT&T
in preparation for divestiture of the Bell
operating companies.
.
While our name has changed, our
promise has not. We will continue to offer a
complete line of communications and information management products and systems for
businesses large and small. Products and
systems designed to meet your specific needs
and help move your business ahead.
As a member of the new AT&T family,
we have more than 100 years of communications experience. Our nationwide sales force
will continue to bring you the innovative technology of Bell Labs and the product reliability
of Western Electric, backed by the largest
service organization in the industry.
To get in touch with an Kf&T
Information Systems account executive trained
in your business, call us on 1-800-247-1212, Ext. 898.
We'll help you move your business ahead. And
that's a promise.

--

ATlaT

Information Systems
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A strategy for bringing together the several
components of information resource management.

THE

INFORMATION

CYCLE

by V. Venkatakrishnan
The information management business is in
tumult. Everything seems to be happening at
once-relational database systems, distributed data, personal computers, and so on. Vendors of database software claim to have established the "micro-mainframe link." The
selection of a specific brand of micro seems
to be a top corporate data processing priority.
Practically all the commercial database management systems either offer an interface to a
"relational" product or advertise that their
original products themselves have become
relational. Vendors of interactive application
generators (JAGS) promise to boost programmer productivity.
But in this dynamic environment certain things remain static: application backlogs, substantial maintenance effort, user
complaints about slow response, need for
generating quality coding for batch and online programs, shortage of productive professionals, and end-user frustrations with long
development times. Add to this the ubiquitious budget constraints and you have a pretty
bleak picture.

The obvious questions are, why
aren't end users armed with friendly languages and micros generating their own applications by accessing relational databases
they themselves created? Whatever happened
to programmerless programming?
To be sure, information centers do
have considerable potential. The point is that
the problems they're intended to address remain unsolved primarily because of the ineffective way in which they are approached,
not for lack of good software and hardware
tools. Activities in several domains are carried on in a disjointed way, and often nullify
each other.
Data are widely touted as a corporate
resource. Data dictionaries and data models
are attracting management attention. Yet, old
problems linger. Several solutions have been
offered-long range planning, business systems planning (BSP), and information resource management (JRM). While the importance of planning is hard to dispute, the implementation of plans often leaves much to be
desired. A plan must be translated into verifiable units of short-range actions that in tum
must be implemented openly and deliberate-

ly. Otherwise, planning becomes just another
ritual to be performed every four or five years
while life goes on as usual. The functions of
IRM are intended to make the planning and its
implementation effective.
IRM is the discipline of comprehensively managing an enterprise's information
requirements, using contemporary technology in the most profitable way. IRM has five
distinct but interdependent management
functions-human resources, planning, data,
applications, and networks. Human resource
management is responsible for recruiting, retaining, and motivating professionals in various disciplines. Planning management creates and administers the long-range pl~m.
Data management consists of data administration, database administration, and information architecture. Application management is responsible for development, information centers, and decision support systems. Network management handles data
communications administration and office
automation, and controls the physical network. All these functions, of course, are
served by administrative support units.
Data center management mayor .may

Fig. 1
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IRM is the discipline of comprehensively managing an
enterprise's information requirements.

not be a part of IRM, depending upon the size
of the company. Ifit is separate, as is the case
in most medium to large companies, it must
be well coordinated with the basic IRM functions, shown in Fig. I. Organizational charts
for individual companies will vary widely.
The success of IRM depends on the
degree of synergy among its functions. The
information cycle strategy establishes and
nurtures this synergy by formalizing what is
intuitively pursued in successful IRM environments. The information cycle is a directed
sequence of events in which the end user
originates the business requirements and data
definitions. that are documented in the data
dictionary. These definitions are used in
building the data model which is then implemented as a physical database. The resulting
"subject" database serves several applications' using both batch and interactive development techniques. Fig. 2 shows the information cycle as it pertains to the IRM functions.
The information cycle may be viewed
as a projection of IRM on the data plane because it deals with the data management
function of IRM and at the same time provides
the "hooks" for application and network
management. The information cycle itself is
driven by planning management. One of the
results of planning is identification of major
business types of the company, such as human resource management, investment,
claims, etc.
Each business has distinct functions-payroll, recruiting, asset management, and so forth-that use large aggregates
of data called superentities. Employee data,
job data, .asset data, and portfolio data are
examples' of superentities. A function may
use more than one superentity and a superentity may be used by more than one- function.
This many-to-many relationship results in a'
network called data framework (Fig. 3).
The data framework is useful for determining implementation priorities and dependencies. For instance, the function FB is
the simplest to implement since it uses superentity SD only. Function FA is more complex,
involving three superentities. The priority of
functions to be modeled may be determined
by business needs rather than complexities of
the framework. The data framework encourages a true top-down approach while allowing the development of modular integrated
systems. It can be accomplished in a relatively short period of time. For example, the data
framework of a business of medium complexity may only take a few days to complete.
Once, in place, it is highly stable, more so
than a detailed data model or database design. It assures the integrity of the detailed
model by filling in the missing pieces in the
final model and by mapping the dependencies
176 DATAMATION

between the functions and superentities. The
data framework must be documented in the
data dictionary.
Once the functions to be
modeled are determined,
the superentities are exploded into entities and
data elements. The modeling team consists of
end users, systems analysts, database designers, a data librarian, and a moderator. The
team defines each element and entity in an
automated data dictionary so that their usage
can be easily cross-referenced. It is vital that
the data administration function administer
this dictionary in such a way as to maintain
enforceable naming standards. Otherwise,
synonyms (several data names for the same
data item) and homonyms (one data name
denoting a number of often unrelated data
items) will proliferate and defeat meaningful
modeling effort.
Based on the data definitions, the entities are restructured to be in the third normal
form by ensuring that I. there are no repeating groups; 2. there is no partial key depen-

SUBJECT

DATA
MODEL

dence of the attributes; and 3. there is no
transitive dependence between the attributes,
i.e., the attributes depend only on their keys
and not on each other.
The process of normalization described above is becoming quite popular (see
"Subject Data Modeling," April, p. 159).
One result of normalization is the rather large
number of entities, which poses a problem
during the final phases of modeling because
of the excessive number of relationships to be
considered. The concept of pseudoentities
considerably simplifies the process. No other
data than the translation of a code (job code,
department code, reason code, etc.) are to be
defined by the pseudoentities. Because of this
definition they exhibit some very useful properties:
• Pseudoentities are simple code translations, and usually result from normalization:
• A pseudoentity has only one primary key
that is a foreign key in one or more true entities.
• Pseudoentities have only one nonkey attribute.
• There cannot be any association between

FIG. 2

THE INFORMATION CYCLE AND IRM FUNCTIONS

databases, owners, or sets. The logical design separating true entities from the pseudoentities contributes to flexibility because
there' is no confusion as to how a new or
modified business object affects the logical or
physical design.
In the information cycle strategy the
close linkage between the logical model and
its physical implementation is crucial, the
limitations of DBMS notwithstanding. Without this linkage the model becomes an end in
itself and can never be cost justified. This is
why the data administration function must
manage both logical and physical design.
There is a great deal of pressure in the business world to fragment the database design.
If logical and physical designs are separately
managed, however, it is temptingly easy to
compromise the model to the point where it
becomes irrelevant.
Another ingredient in establishing
close linkage between logical and physical
design is a sound change control procedure.
Business is dynamic. Consequently data
model and database changes are inevitable
and occur more frequently than is realized.
Such changes must be introduced only after
concurrence between all the affected organizational units. The direction of movement
along the information cycle must be strictly
followed.

FIG. 3
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The integrated database
designed from the subject
data model generally satisTOOL
fies the needs of more than
one application. These applications share
data without the need for interfaces or dataflow. An important tool in contemporary application development is tlle interactive application generator, which enables a terminal
operator to define a complete on-line application without any need to resort to batch techniques or to define data redundantly. Hardware advancements such as high-density
disks, terminal devices, communication
technology, and powerful processors have
made on-line applications attractive and cost
effective. The development of on-line applications, however, has been predominantly
batch oriented. The programmer must use job
control language (JCL) to compile the screens
and procedures and link them properly to produce executable load modules. The drawback
in this approach is that any change in screens
or procedures involves submitting JCL and
waiting for output. In an installation where
there is intense development activity, too
much time is spent waiting for output. This is
the well-known turnaround problem that
compromises the productivity gains from improved technology.
The obvious solution is to eliminate
the intermediate step of batch processing.

lAG AN
IMPORTANT

SUPER ENTITY

SUPER ENTITY

SO

SE

pseudoentities.
• The possible general association between
pseudoentity and true entity is one to many.
The benefits that result from recognizing pseudoentities include time. savings,
design efficiency, and flexibility. The number of pseudoentities often equals or exceeds
that of true entities. If there are 40 true entities and 38 pseudoentities, the possible associations between the entities is 798. It is not
necessary to consider associations between
the entities and pseudoentities because they
are predefined. If all the 78 objects are treated
as true entities, then we must consider 3,003
p~ssible associations. When these objects are
divided into two groups, then the task becomes far more manageable. The total reduction in possible number of associations is
about 74%. The separation between the true
and pseudoentities has a tremendous impact
on the ease with which integrated databases

can be designed .
The key to database design is the optimal implementation of relationships or associations. As the number of implementable
associations increases, so does the complexity, inflexibility, and performance degradation. The final database design is usually a
compromise between flexibility and performance. Optimization of these critical factors
is more easily accomplished with fewer trivial associations. Actually, it is not necessary
to map into a diagram the relationships between entities and pseudoentities. This
means that the number of mappable associations is drastically reduced (by 74% in the
above example) when true entities are distinguished from pseudoentities.
In a hierarchical or network DBMS,
one need only be concerned with the association between true entities. The pseudoentities are implemented as standalone segments,
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THE PRIME 9950.
THE NEWEST AND MOST POWERFUL EXAMPLE OF
OUR COMMITMENT TO TECHNOLOGICAL LEADERSHIP.
When we introduced the world's
first virtual memory, 32-bit supermini
we set the pace for leadership that
still drives our business today.
For proof we offer the Prime
9950 - the most powerful, most technologically advanced computer
we've ever designed.
It uses high speed Emitter
Coupled Logic-a rarity in minicomputers.Advanced pipeline architecture and unique branch cache
memory allow five instructions to be
processed in parallel and 255 user
processes to be handled at once.
12MB memory boards allow'you to
economically configure systems up
to 16MB. These technical advances
provide the power,' throughput and
price/performance of the rrime 9950.
Like all Prime 50 Series systems,
,
the Prime 9950 runs with PRIMOS,
the operating system that makes it
possible to easily and economically
move software among all Prime
systems, or upgrade your system
without costly reprogramming or
recompiling.
I

Add the Reliability, Availability
and Serviceability built into the
Prime 9950 with its new diagnostic
processor, and the result is a distinctive combination of a highly affordable, high performance computer,
backed by the service and support
you expect from a Fortune 500
company.
The Prime 9950. It's our latest
and greatest technological achievement. And there's nothing else like it.
Anywhere.
For more on the Prime 9950, or
on the entire Prime family of compatible computers, call1-800-~3-2540
(Mass., 1-800-322-2450), or write
Prime Computer, Prime Park, MS
15-60, Natick, MA 01760. In Canada
call 416-678-7331. In Europe write,
One Lampton Road, Hounslow Center, Hounslow, Middlesex, TW3 1]B,
England. In the Far East, write Unit
1005, Tannery Block, 35 Tannery Road,
Singapore 1334.
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PRll\'IE
Computer
Offices worldwide.

the low overhead
DEC/IBM
interconnect
Your DEC computer has
m.oreimportant things to do
"thanQe~ processor for your
IBM communications. Save
valuable computing capacity
'by handling your inter. connect workload with a
·COMBOARD.
COMBOARD is ~ 16 bit CPU
~~sed'single board c9mputer thatplugs;into your
DEC ,UNIBUS™. Then the
COMBOARD, not the DEC
h.ost, handles all the real:time'interrupts and protocol
processi ng· assoCiated with'
dat~ commLinicatior)s.
COMBOARD's low over,head 'means yourDECusers
still'get quick response time
'" at theirterminals. Your CPU
capacity is used for applicationssoftware, yet yo'ur
date communications thruput remains high.
COMBOARD models 631,
731 and 1231 support transfer rates from 2400 tc) 56,000
'bps, and are the leaders in
DEC to IBM or CDC interconnects.
For more details dial toll free --

1-80Q-SRC-DATA
In Ohio, dial --

1-614";421-2094

See us at

DEXPOTM WEST 83
Booth 423
Oct. 23-25
Las Vegas
Convention Center

SOFTWARE
RESULTS
CORPORATION

2887 Silver Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43211
Telex 467-495
COMBOARD'· Software Results Corporation
DEC UNIBUS'· Digital Equipment Corporation
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This is not as simple as it sounds and it has
'far-reaching operational and architectural
implications. The traditional compile, link,
and go sequence, resulting in a load module
residing in a library or partitioned dataset
(PDS), is not q4ite suitable for lAG. An active
directory that can be changed on-line is needed. Software and machine cycle requirements
for lAG are significantly higher than batch
generation.
There have been several attempts by
vendors to provide some form of lAG. Among
the successful products are IBM'S Development Mamigement System/81 00 (DMS/81 00),
Cullinet Software's Application Development System/Online (ADS/O), and Software
AG'S Natura).
.
It is a challenge to migrate a true lAG
application from testing to production. In
PDs-oriented systems this is simply done by
moving appropriate members. In an lAG the
directory components have to be moved as
well. Complicating this environment is the
fact that data are' shared between applications, so moving "an application" into production implies a lot more than what is involved in nonsharing environments. But this
combined challenge of lAG and data sharing
must be faced if the benefits of the database
technology are to be realized. Very soon
there will be another complexity that will be
talked about a lot-that posed by distributed
data in microcomputers. While the combination of data sharing, lAG, and distributed data
add up to an exciting scenario, it is very demandin~ on management and technical professionals because the opportunities for faill!re are many.
Often one hears about the need for top
management commitment in order to succeed. What is this commitment, and how do
we know it is there? Top management commitment' exists when most of the following
conditions are true:
• There is mutual trust between user management and information systems management.
This trust must be based on the solid foundation ofperformance and openness and is evidenced by orderly system development, user
participation in the data framework and data
mode!, and consistent software package acquisition policies .
• There is a long-range plan, the contents of
which are clearly understood and followed.
Any change in the plan is published, and implementation of the' plan is obvious to personnel at all levels. Staffing and budgeting functions relate to the implementation of the lorigrange plim.
The information cycle strategy will
succeed only with this kind of management
commitment.
~

V. Venkatakrishnan is the data administrator in the financial division of Aetna Life & Casualty, Hartford, Conn.
His responsibilities include building
logical data models to satisfy variety
of business needs as well as integration of logical and physical designs in
. a multiple DBMS environment.
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Check to see how SEED® sets
I
: the standard for DBMS comparison.:
I Comp~re ~ny ~BMS with $EE~ for...
1i'anspor~~ilitY SEED lets'you sta~dardize development within
I-, your
organization by funning on a wider range of hardware '
than any other DBMS-DEC, IBM, Prime, Perkin-Elmer and
1 CDC. You can transport applications across mqchines, apd
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pevelop applicatio'ns on a micro' to operate them on a
mdinframe~or the reverse. '
Flexibility'SEED's flexibility answers your demands for reduced
.,
programming, faster development and more e f f i c i e n t '
operation. SEED supports a variety of data base architectures.
., '
'~Smart" Decision Support Tools SEED's non-procedural
dec:ision support tools~HARVE'ST® query lariguage, BLOOM®
.,'
report writer, and RAINBOW graphics get information out ofa
complex data l:?ase without the need for programming.
Applic(Jtion Development Tools SEED KERNEL® employs a
dtdi9nary to permit ceritralized definition of your d~ta base
contents. KERNEL lets you build custom applications with
COBOL, FORTRAN, or VISTA, the SEED screen formater.
KERNEL utilitIes help you in tuning your application, sp~eding
its development, ensuring its data reliability, loading the data
base from files, and testing YO.lH data access algorithms. "
Journaling and Security Facilities SEED's journaling
capabilitY keeps your data base ·uncorrupted. SEED also adds
.,
its own security features to those of your host computer to
, ,
protect your, information from' unau~hqrized access. .
Service We put experienced professionals at your disposal.
Through a telephone hotline, you 'have access to an extensive
consulting team, personalized on-going support and
maintenance.
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SEED DBMS Information Kit now. It's free.
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information on our free DBMS Seminars.
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The IBM mainframe has always
lived in its own world and talked its
own language. Getting a
peripheral device to
communicate with it
cost more than the device itself.
Until now.
Introducing the ROLM® Gateway.1M
Now most ASCII devices can talk
directly to Big Blue. (BSC and
SNA/SDLC, thank you.) All the protocol conversion is right there in the
ROLM computer-controlled business communication system.
That means mainframes for
the masses. Give us your PCs,
your word processors, your
ASCII terminals/printers. The
ROLM Gateway can be shared
by hundreds of devices.
Using the CBX's switching
capability, you can welcome the most casual
users and not worry about
tying up ports.
Anyone can call a public data base. Anyone canjoin
a network or modem pool.
And anyone can access every
other device in the system as
easily as the mainframe. (You can
even put your personal computer into
the network and call the mainframe
from home!)
You'll save money on new hardware modems, synch modems, cluster controllers. But - more importantly -you'll
be able to bring all your existing devices

into a coherent, cost-effective network.
And, of course, if you want to relocate
those devices, there's no coax, so
it's no big thing. Just plug them into
our new digital phone and get back
to work.
Another bonus: Along with all this
fancy networking, you'll be able to find
out who's networking whom with
what. And for how long.
fil
When can you have
all this wonderful stuff? LJtJ~~UlJU
Now. These systems are realities, available today.
In fact, there are
more than 12,000
ROLM CBXs worldwide and over 10,000
data devices communicating through ROLM .
systems. (That's more
than all other PBX
manufacturers combined.) And they're
doing it now. Not
tomorrow. Now.
Call us at
(800) 538-8154. In
Alaska, California and
Hawaii, call (408)
986-1000, ext. 3025. Or
write us at: ROLM, 4900 Old
Ironsides Drive, M/S 626, Santa
Clara, CA 95050.
ROLM. The largest supplier of
computer-controlled business communication systems in the world. Now including
the IBM world.

Iolloln ,. ,rnU

NOW.
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DATAMATION tracks the top European dp companies.

EUROPE'S
LEADING LIGHTS
The leading lights in the European data processing industry began to shine again in
1982, albeit dimly. The Top 25 companies
saw total revenues rise 6% over' 1981, and
early forecasts for this year are optimistic.
There is still room for improvement,
however. Much of the growth came from acquisitions, rather than from any identifiable
surge in business. The Top 25 companies suffered from static markets for traditional data
processing products. The large companies on
both sides of the Atlantic also missed out on
much of the microcomputer boom in Europe
that last year benefited small and middle-size
suppliers.
The recession continues to take its toll
and there was only scant evidence that Europe's long-awaited economic recovery had
arrived. Financial indicators did twitch upwards, but this was erratic and overall performance remained generally flat.
European governments still blamed
U.S. monetary policies for retarding the rebound. Economists, meanwhile, switched
their obsessions from inflation and high interest rates, which were down to 9% across the
ECC, to unemployment and the fall of European currencies against the dollar.
The Swedish and French currencies
were hit the hardest during 1982, registering
drops of 34% and 24%, respectively, against
the dollar. Italy (20%) and the U.K. (17%)
were less badly affected, while intervention
by the Federal Bank in West Germany managed to hold the decline of the deutschemark
to only 12%.
U. S. firms were also damaged by the
exchange rates, but one American giant, IBM,
still managed to pull in sizable profits. And
needless to say, IBM's position as the number
one data processing company in Europe is as
rock solid as ever.
Six companies improved thek rankings in the 1982 DATAMATION Top 25. The
largest leap was made by office automation
vendor Wang, up five places. Olivetti turned
in impressive results during 1982, vaulting
four rungs up the ladder into second place.
The Italian company can now call itself Europe's leading dp company, having pushed
clI-Honeywell Bull, Siemens, and ICL firmly
out of the way last year. The merger of Datasaab and LM Ericsson also moved the Swed-

ish company up four notches.
Burroughs and Nixdorf have both
jumped three places but for rather different
reasons. Burroughs's acquisition of Memorex was responsible for its advancement,
whereas Nixdorf earned its number nine position entirely under its own steam. Two other
German companies also turned in good performances during 1982-Kienzle and Triumph Adler. Kienzle inched up one place to
the 19th slot, while Triumph Adler, strong in
office equipment, made its debut in the Top
25, showing up in position 22.
Twelve companies lost ground in the
Top 25 table. Ferranti and ITT slipped five
and three places, respectively, and a lackluster year for Rank Xerox in Europe meant that
it was overtaken by Ericsson, Wang, and
Kienzle. The eclipse of clI-Honeywell Bull,
Siemens, Digital, and ICL was mostly attrib-:
utable to Olivetti's rising star. Sperry, Control Data, NCR, and Data General all seem to
have suffered from the malaise affecting most
U .S. companies that have not adjusted fast
enough to changing market conditions, especially in the field of microcomputers and office automation.
Figs. I and 2 show the top revenue
earners. As was true last year, the fluctuating
exchange rates make it appropriate to indicate
growth rates in both U. S. dollars and accounting currencies. Ericsson, Burroughs, and Olivetti all achieved very impressive growth rates
in both currency calculations (Burroughs's
figures include African revenues).
For the first time DATAMATION has
also produced a ranking of the top Europeanowned companies. Fig. 3 shows European
revenues measured in U.S. dollars. Ranking
at the bottom of the Top 15 table are two
major French computer services companies--cIsI and Cap Gemini Sogetti. Set up by
the French government in 1972, CISI, an offshoot of the French Atomic Energy Agency,
took in revenues of $i43 million last year.
Meanwhile, Cap Gemini Sogetti, which
bought a 35% stake in the software services
firm Societe d'Etudes des Systemes d' Automation (SESA), reported 1982 dp revenues of
$125 million.
In the main table there is one more
European company (13 as opposed to 12)
than in last year's table. The proportion of the
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SCHOLAR/TEACH 3® makes
every terminal a virtual teacher.

We know.
At Boeing Computer Services, we
know the importance of good teachers.
But even good teachers can only be
in one place at a time.
After years of experience with both
classroom training and computerized
learning, we have developed a unique
software product that lets you deliver
your best teachi~g. On request.
Repeatedly. No student travel required.
It's called SCHOLAR/TEACH 3, and
it can train 3,500 students a week.

Our training background with many
different kinds of employees helped
us create flexible authoring and
presentation software to support any
number of subjects. From making
reservations to handling insurance
claims to creating CO BOL programs.
Furthermore, SCHOLAR/TEACH 3 is
designed to fit your equipment. You
can author or present your training
sessions on your IBM or compatible
mainframe. Or IBM PCs. Or use our
MAINSTREAM ® teleprocessing
network.
And, because SCHOLAR/TEACH 3
was designed by experts in both
training and computing, we can meet

your special training needs.
We've trained more than 500,000
employees both within The Boeing
Company and other major corporations
throughout the world. Now we'd like
to share what we know with you.
Send for your FREE copy of Ten
Things You Should Know About GBL
Just write Boeing Computer Services,
Education & Training Division, P.O.
Box 24346, M.S. 9A-90-8E, Seattle,
W A 98124. Or call us today toll-free at
800-342-7700. Discover the lesson
we've learned: behind all good CBI
is the spirit of a good instructor.

BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES
®SCHOLAR/TEACH 3 and ®MAINSTREAM are registered service-marks of The Boeing Company.
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Freed from its antitrust shackles, AT&T is now
mulling over how to establish itself in Europe.

FIG. 1

FIG. 2

TOP REVENUE GROWTH
RATES IN U.S. $

TOP REVENUE GROWTH
RATES IN ACTUAL ACCOUNTING CURRENCIES

RANK
1982
1 Ericsson Infor.
Systems
2 Burroughs
3 Olivetti
4 Wang
5 ITT
6 'Nixdorf
7 HewlettPackard
8 IBM
9 Philips
10 Digital Equipment

DP%
RANK GROWTH
1981
RATE*
7
8
4

3
1

6

1 Ericsson Infor.
Systems
2 Olivetti
3 Burroughs
4 Nixdorf
5 Wang
6 ITT
7 Philips
8 Kienzle
9 CIT Alcatel
10 HewlettPackard

41
31
30
25
22
17
13
10
10

2

DP%
RANK GROWTH
1981
RATE*

RANK
1982

8

·European revenue, FY 1982

7
1

8

4
2

76
55
31
25
25
22
18

16
5

13
13

·European revenue FY 1982

FIG. 3

EUROPE'S TOP 15*
COUNTRY
1 Olivetti
2 Siemens
3 CII-Honeywell Bull
4 ICL
5 Nixdorf
6 Philips
7 CIT Alcatel
8 Thompson-CSF
9 Erics.son Infor. Systems
10 Kienzle
11 Triumph Adler
12 Plessey
13 Ferranti
14 CISI
15 CAP Gemini Sogeti

Italy
W. Germany
France
U.K.
W. Germany
Netherlands
France
France
Sweden
W. Germany
W. Germany
U.K.
U.K.
France
France

1982 EUROPEAN
DP REVENUE
IN $ MIL.
1,310
1,270
1,200

994
796
787
517

299
287
247

204
204

197
143
125

·Companies owned and headquartered in Europe

total revenue attributable to European-owned
companies, however, is almost unchanged
from 1981. Of the 13 European-owned companies, four are German, three each are from
the U.K. and France, with one each from
Italy, Sweden, and the Netherlands. This
breakdown reflects the relative size of the
major European markets in the dp industry.
Europe's share of the world market
for information systems at all levels is only
15%, according to the European Commission. This decline is largely due to lower
profits compared to U.S. and Japanese companies. The slippage is also the result of slug-

gish productivity and the difficulties of doing
business within a nonhomogeneous domestic
market.
None of these problems plague IBM,
which once again appears to be virtually unassailable. Despite disappointing profits and
European growth figures in 1981, Big Blue
rebounded last year, with worldwide revenues up a respectable 18%.
IBM also increased its European market share, and the company's European revenues, measured against the total turnovers of
the Top 25 vendors, inched up to 40% last
year, compared to 38% in 1981. (IBM'S fig-

ures include revenue from all its business activities.)
Meanwhile, another American giant,
AT&T, has yet to make its marketing muscle
felt in Europe. AT&T is in fact becoming one
of the biggest ogres for the European press.
Freed from its antitrust shackles, the technological titan is now mulling over how to establish itself in Europe. So far, the attempts
appear fragmented and uncoordinated ..
In Britain AT&T's Advanced Information System/Net One communications processing service will soon be started up. The
company has also bought 45% of. the Irish
telecommunications outfit Telectron. Trouble, however, has been brewing ever since
AT&T closed the operation's manufacturing
plant.
A more worthwhile agreement with
Philips promises joint development and marketing of public switching gear throughout
Europe. AT&T clearly needs a European-wide
distribution network-a network that Philips
certainly has. The Dutch company, seemingly unabashed by criticism over its "un-European" behavior, may even opt to extend the
AT&T pact to cover other product areas.
Several continents away,
Japan still has high hopes
of scoring big sales on European soil. So far, those
hopes have yet to become a reality. In-country collaborations, however, may indeed
move it closer to those export goals. The Japanese have admittedly shown no lack of initiative and skill in forming cooperative deals
with such major European and U.S. companies as ICL and Siemens (Fujitsu), Olivetti
and BASF (Hitachi), IBM (Matsushita), Sperry
(Mitsubishi), and Amdahl (Fujitsu).
Cooperation is also in the cards in Europe, if the EEC gets its way. Concerned about
the. European trade deficit in information
technology goods and services, the commission has come up with Esprit, the poetic name
for the European Strategic Program of Research in Information Technology. The program is a coordinated attempt to get research
started on potentially high-risk, high-return
projects. Larger, lower-risk projects will get
50% funding, with the remaining costs
shared by participants.
More than $700 million will be spent
on the ambitious program over the next five
years. Research will be carried out on five
"enabling technologies" -microelectronics, advanced software, advanced system engineering, office automation, and computer
aided manufacturing.
Companies in the major European
markets-U.K., France, and West Germany-hope to benefit from the EEC'S Esprit
effort. In the U.K., the liberalization of Brit-

JAPAN

HAS HIGH
HOPES
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DATAMATION'S EUROPEAN TOP 25
1982.

R~NK

RANK COMPANY

1

1E3M 1,2

:2

Olivetti
Siemens
C.lI-Honeywell Bull
Digital Equipment .

3
4
5
6
7

PARENT
COMPANY
HQ

1981

EUROPEAN
DP REV.
CAL YA.

1982
. (IN $ MrL.)

. % CHANGE
EUROPEAN DP
REV. FY 1981/2
(IN $)

% CHANGE
EUROPEAN DP
REV. FY 1981/2
(IN ACCOUNTING)
CURRENCIES)

U.S.
Italy
W .. Germany
France
u.S,

9,747
1,310
1,270
1,200
1,04.1

+ 10.1
+30.2
- 2.0
- 8.5
+ 7.5

+ 10.1
+54.9
+ .3.4
+10.7
+ 7.5

19,028

U.K.
u.S.
U.S.
V( Germany
U.S.

994
97:0
813
796
794

- 8.0
+30.7
- 4:2
+17.4
+ 3.7

+ 2.0
+30.7
- 4.2
+24.9
+ 3.7

745
2,448

9
11
13
14
15.

Netherlands
U.S.
U.S.
France
U.S.

787
702
694
517
478

+10.0
- 3.5
+13.3
- 7.0
- 3.9

+18.0
- 3.5
+13.3
+13.3
- 3.9

1
6
3
2

4

5

·9
10

ICL
Burroughs 3
Sperry
Nixdorf
Control Data

11
12
13
14
15

PhilipS1
NCR·
Hewl~tt-Packard
CIT Alcatel
Honeywell

16
17
18
19
20

4

Thompson-CSF
Ericsson Infor. System·s
Wang
Kienzle
ITT

16
21
23
20
17

France
Sweden
U.S.
W. Germany
U.S ..

299
287
282
247
220

- 5.1
+41.3
+24.8
+ 7.3
+22.0

+14.8
+76.0
+24.8
+15.6
+22.0

21
22
23
24
25

Rank Xerox 1
Triiimph Adler

18

U.S.
W .. Germany
U.K.

211
204
204
197
155

- 3.7

- 3.7

N/A

+ 0.4
- 4.3
- 6.0

+16.0
+ 7.5
- 6.0

8

10
7.
12
8

Ples~ey1

Ferranti
Data General

N/A Not applicable 'Not available
4Dp revenues include photocopiers

22
19
24

~.K.

U.S.

1 Estimate
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571
2,497:

2,717
1,487
1,194
1,223

801

79
180
161
570

2Dp revenues include all activities 3Figures for Europe include African revenues

ish Telecom has sparked a number of changes
in telecommunications and dp markets. BT
itself has restructured to face the demands of
new markets and competitive threats. Four
new BT divisioris have been created, two of
which involve new. technology. The Merlin
group sel.\s small telephone exchanges and
office automation systems such as word processors and micros (from ICL). The Spectrum
operation offers add-on services such as BT.
Gold, an electronic mail ~ervice.
Despite the overhaul, there are fears
that BT'S liberalization will open up the marketplace to foreign suppliers, who may undercut indigenous manufacturers and fail to
offer adequate levels ofp6st-sales support.
On the U.K. vendorfront, ICL proved
during 1982, to some observers' surprise, it
. could operate at profit. Turning a £50
lion loss into. a £24 million profit, given the
sorry state of the U.K. economy, seems to
prove that ICL has changed more than its logo.
Last year was Infonnation Technology Year in Britain. Putting its moneywhere
its mouth was, the U.K. government promised that $320 million will be spent over the
next five years to support the local information technology industry.

a

DP REV.
DOMESTIC
(PARENT CO.)
FY 1982
(IN $ MIL.)

mil-

As part of the Information
Technology Year, the
U.K. Department of Industry launched its office
automation pilot scheme. Under the setup,
government offices and public services have
joined forces with manufacturers, with some
national funding, to develop experimental office automation systems. The project gives
local vendors a good opportunity to put the
finishing touches on their office automation
products.
Across the Channel in France there
are also extensive plans to fund R&D a~d restructure the currently confused nationalized
computer industry. The French government
expects to spend around $1.6 billion over the
ne·xt five years to revitalize the local electronics s~ctor. The French, however, have repeatedly shown that they can't follow
through on their gift for plaiming. Their
scheme to mass-produce cheap facsimile machines for the home market, for example,
failed because none of the chosen manufacturers could come up with a prototype that
was low enough.in cost. The electronic telephone directory is also proving more ~xpen
sive than originally planned and installations

BRITAIN'S
OFFICE
SCHEME

are way behind schedule. Only a fraction of
the plarined fiber optic network in Bian-itz
will now be laid and that too will be late.
Nevertheless, the planning and restructuring
continues.
The Compagnie des Machines Bull
(CMB), created as a holding company for the
new BuH marketing group, will be the focal
?oint of the French dp industry. The holding
company will be responsible for brainstormirig strategy. plans for the entire group. CIIHoneywell Bull will also exist in a new form.
Peripherals and office automation subsidiar:ies will be set up and minicomputer-maker
Societe Europeerie de Mini-Informatique et
de Systemes (SEMS) is being moved over to
CMS from Thomson-CsF. .
France also wants to strengthen its
telecommunications industry but the government and the PTf cannot agree on just how
this should be done. The government would
like the former lIT subsidiary Compagnie
Generale de Constructions Telephoniques
(CGCT) to join forces with CIT AicateI. The
PTf, however, favors a merger between CGCT
and Thompson-csF.
Whatever the outcome, it is clear that
the French dp industry is in trouble. None of

DP REV.
WORLDWIDE
FY'1982
(IN $ MIL.)
34,364
1,616
1,270
1,238
3,880
1,304
~,848

2,800
942
3,302
1,047
3,173
2,212
554
1,684'
320
387
1,1.59 .
276
600
443
296
218
806

TOTAL-REV.
EUROPE
FY.1982
(IN $ MIL.)

TOTAL REV.
WORLDWIDE
FY 1982
(IN $ M'IL.)

% CHANGE
TOTAL.REV ..
WORLDWIDE
FY 1981/2

TOTAL NET
INCOME
WORLDWIDE
FY 1982
(IN $ MIL)

% CHANGE
TOTAL NET
INCOME
WORLDWIDE
FY 1981/2

34,364
2,469
16,980
1,238
3,880

+18.2
- 2.8
+ 7.~
- 8.5
.t21.3

4,409

+ 33

312
-205
417

+ 33
-259
+21

982
970
1,500
796
794

1,304
4,186
5,571
942
4,292

-13.8
+23.0
+ 2.6
+ 10..0
+ .3.0

29
117
221

+124
- 22
- 29

155

9

9,02~

865
1,334
1,415
1,022

16,104
3,526
4,254
1,894
5,490'

- ~.1
+ 2.7
+18.8
4.2
+ .2.5

162
234
383
273

+

287
246
356
7,71.8.

4,139
387
1,159
399
15,958

- ·9.5
+50.0
+35.0
-' 1.5
-30.0'

8,450
809
1,838
589
806

- 1.0
+ 1.0
6.9
- 7.1
+: 9.5

9,747
1,836
11,430
1,200
1.006.

289
1,263
50l
158

the major French companies---<::II-Honeywell
Bull, CIT A1catel, or Thompson-csF-had a
successful year in 1982. Their poor performance is mainly blamed on the dollar dilemma and the reorganization confusion.
France's neighbor, West Gennany,
found the going easier iast year. Nevertheless, West Germany's flagship firm, Siemens, suffered ari 8% drop in domestic revenue. The German giant, which has been in
an extremely strong position in Europe for
years, now seems to be under attack from its
local rivals, namely, Nixdorf, Kienzle, and
Triumph Adler--":'all of which had very good
years in 1982. Part of their success was at the
expense of Siemens, which has also been experiencing static sales worldwide.
While Siemens-watchers may be eyeing the future with caution, insiders at the
German PIT are looking at the next few years
with newfound optimism. One of the reasons
for this optimism is Bigfon, the German
m's broadband fiber optic network that's
scheduled to be integrated into local telephone nets during the next three years.
Six German companies are involved
in the seven-city network project, which will
also provide videoconferencing and video-

. TOTAL
WORLDWIDE
EMPLOYEES

YEAR
ENDING

364,796
49,763
324,000
21,864
q8,OOO

Dec.
Dec.
Sept.
Dec.
June

23,581
62,000
88,000
1q,017
56,005

Sept.
Dec.
Mar.
Dec.
Dec.

+ 13
+ 13
+ 25

336,aOO
63,000
67,500
40,000

5

94,~00

Dec.
Dec.
Oct.
Dec.
Dec.

-327

+2,224

107

+ 37

702

+

81,300.
3,857
21,480
9,172
2.83,000

Dec.
Dec.
June
Dec.
Dec.

114,000
11,246
42,929
5,967
15,210

Dec.
Dec.
Mar.
Mar.
Sept..

4

423

29

139
41
25

+ 7
+ 8
- 51

teIeP.hone facilities. Although the networks
are being fully digitized, the. Bundespost
plans to use satellite links to meet the initial
demand for broadband services.
While the Germans appear to be very
active on the communications front, they
seem to be more lackadaisical in the microcoinputer realm. Across Europe, the micro
made its mark in 1982. While some suppliers
rushed to get their business systems into trade
publications and onto show. stands, others
hurried to get. their home computers into the
stores by Christmas.
Britain, which is currently the largest
European microcomputer market because of
its strong contingent of Yankee vendors, will
soon be overtaken by Germany, which is getting up to speed in the micro movement.
Only a handful of the largest companies in the DATAMATION Top 25 benefited
from the microcomputer explosion during
1982. But this year, following the European
introduction of the. IBM and Digital Equipment personal computers, promises to be a
very different story. IBM, for example, has
already outsold Apple and Sirius to become
the leading supplier of business micros.
The sales leaders in the European mi-

crocomputer market are still Commodore and
Sinclair. So far, few indigenous European
manufacturers have been successful in this
market. The only possible exceptions may be
Sinclair and Olivetti. So while the micro may
be a sales opportunity that all the traditional
dp vendors want to exploit, their ability to do
just that is hampered by the fact that the competitive edge in this fledgling field can only
be gained through marketing and not product
ploys.

M£J'HODOLOGY
Information for the European Top 25 was
solicited through questionnaire. For the purposes of this survey, Europe was taken to
include Austria" Belgium, Denmark, Finland; France, West Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the U.K. The following product
areas were included in the definition of data
processing:
• Mainframes, general purpose computers;
• Minis and Micros--computers with a minimum of system software-and small business systems and personal computers;
• Terminals and peripherals-all those conSEPTEMBER 1983 189
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UNIX. SYSTEM V, Bell Laboratories' latest
\ \)
version, is on the shelf and ready for immediate delivery on Digital's VAX Series.

\'\)

System V from UNIQ offers a 26% performance improvement versus System III (throughput under simulated
timesharing workload, VAX 11/780), and features a robust document preparation system with vi full screen editor, complete
termcapping facilities, plus all the standard utilities described in
AT&T's product summary. Digital's latest peripherals are supported,
including the RA60, RA80 and RA81 disk drives.
UNIQ's shelves also hold a broad array of products supported in the
System V environment. Examples include:
UNIFY, the popular relational database/applications
generator.
UNICALQ, one of the most powerful spreadsheets
available.
Word Processing and Office Automation tools.
UNIQ support services include scheduled training classes, as
well as onsite courses, with content ranging from UNIX basics to
system administration and C language programming.
Fin.ally, integrated hardware/software maintenance capabilities are available to keep UNIQ UNIX systems running smoothly.
Call today. We're here to answer your questions and supply any
product information you may need.

312 · 879 1008
Computer Corporation
28 S. WATER ST.. BATAVIA IL 60510
Washington. D.C.

Santa Ana. CA

714· 541 5520
703 • 448 8508
'UNIX and SYSTEM V are trademarks of Bell Laboratories.
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nected, either directly or via data communications links, to a dp system;
• Software and services, including bureau
services, database services, software packages, etc.;
• Data .communications equipment, including data connections (modems and equivalent) and communications processors (multiplexors, concentrators); and
• Word processing equipment and electronic
typewriters.
The following areas were not included;. data transmission or basic services, specialized common carriers services, standalone magnetic card typewriters, standalone
electronic cash registers, instrumentation
equipment, semiconductors, printed circuit
boards, automatic test equipment, and dp
supplies (with the exception of magnetic media for disk and tape drives). All peripherals
that attach to a dp system were included. For
computer-based manufacturing systems such
as computer-controlled machine tools, only
the computer and hardcopy output devices
were included, not the machine tool.
The main ranking was bas~d on 1982
calendar year revenues (iri U.S. dollars) from
dp operations in Europe for each company.
Figures for companies whose fiscal year did
not end December 1982 were adjusted using
published quarterly figures or estimates. All
other figures appearing in this survey relate to
the company's reported results of their fiscal
year ending 1982. In the main table, all results have been converted to U.S. dollars,
using OECD exchange rate statistics for the
appropriate time period. An additional column showing growth rates in actual accounting currencies is included to compensate for
the anomalies produced by fluctuating exchange rates.
The rank orders for 1981 are exactly
the same as those published last year. Any
inaccuracies in last year's table have been
corrected and used for calculating the 1982
growth rates. Total revenue figures for Europe and worldwide refer to the parent company, where appropriate. When the parent
company itself is not strongly involved in dp,
the principal company has been considered as'
independent.
Inevitably, some of the figures in the
table can only be estimates. In some cases the
companies do not separate out their revenues
into appropriate categories. Furthermore,
while all companies were provided with the
same definition for dp, it is impossible to
verify the exact comparability of their calculations. Finally, three companies were either
unable or unwilling to supply complete information for the survey, and estimates were
therefore made on the basis of published information. These companies were Rank Xerox, Burroughs, and Plessey.
~
DATAMATION'S European Top 25 survey
was prepared by Logica, a Londonbased company that provides international market studies and reports to
computer and telecommunications
suppliers.

INTRODUCING 3M's EMT 9185:
rhe first in a new series of modular facsimile
erminals for the 1980s and beyond .
.A 'hen you equip your cenrVtral and branch offices
Ith EMT 9165 digital facsimile
msceivers from 3M, you aren't
'st getting easy-to-use fax malines that will work with all of
)ur present Group I, II, and III
~uipment. You're also getting
Tautomated facsimile network
lat can slash your long-distance
3.nsmission costs dramat:ally through their advanced
roductivity-enhancing features.
The EMT 9165's dual polling
lode is a good example. It lets
)u do either of two things: (1)
011 other Group III machines in
Ie usual way, or (2) send traffic
) and obtain documents from

other EMT 9165s with a single
call to each machine, so that you
eliminate the added expense of
double phone calls.
3M's EMT 9165 also helps to
lower communication costs by
providing a detailed audit trail
through two types of status reports, including one that supplies
a department or personal 10
number for each call.

Other major features include:
Automatic time and date stamping of incoming and outgoing
traffic. Alphanumeric display for
prompting casual operators and
to help in programming the machine for "one-button" operation.
Two-digit 10 numbers as pass-

words, if required.

Special Applications: Modular design. 3M-I computer
store-and-forward system that
interfaces with data networks
and supporting protocols such
as SNA, HDLC and X.25.
For details on the new EMT9165 and the full line of 3M electronic message terminals, call
1-800-328-1684 toll-free. (In
Minnesota, 1-800-792-1072.) In
Canada, call 1-800-268-9055,
Operator 11. Or mail the coupon
to: 3M Business Communication
Products Division, 3M Center,
Building 216-2N, p.D. Box 33600,
St. Paul, MN 55144
Attn: G. Collins.

I want information on 3M's state-ofthe-art EMT 9165 and the growing
3M EMT 9165 network.
DTM 9/83
Name
Title
Company
Address
'City
State

Zip

Phone (

3M hears you ...
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21 MIPS-Move over VAX
and MV/10000, the fast lane
belongs to Perkin-Elmer.

© 1983 The Perkin-Elmer Corporation

The benchmarks are in.
Perkin-Elmer has won again-by
executing 21 MIPS on our Model
3200MPS with a sustained I/O
bandwidth of 40 MB/sec.

King of the road
Consider this. The VAX 11/780
can execute 1.2 MIPS. The
Eclipse MV/10000 fares a little
better at 2.5 MIPS. But the
Perkin-Elmer 3200MPS gives you
a plug-in parallel processing
system that starts at 3 MIPS
and can be expanded up to an
astonishing 21 MIPS.

Maneuverability
The Model 3200MPS gives you
new freedom in estimating jobs
that are difficult to size. You can
start with a 3 MIPS processor
. priced at only $150,000. Then, as
your needs grow, you can add
anywhere from one to nine Auxiliary Processing Units (APUs) at

an extremely affordable $35,000
each.

Automatic shifting
The Model 3200MPS is designed to handle demanding realtime applications as well as heavy
streams of independent numbercrunching tasks. You can segment
your application into multiple task
modules, with each APU performing a set of related functions.
Our virtual task manager gives
you full virtual capability without
.
the virtual overhead.

maximizing real-time efficiencies.
The Model 32DOMPS can be
structured to permit continued
system operation though one or
multiple APUs may fail.
To find out more about 21 MIPS
mainframe-style crunching on our
Model 3200MPS write or call
today: The Perkin-Elmer
Corporation, Two Crescent Place,
Oceanport, NJ 07757. Tel:
800-631-2154. In NJ 201-870-4712.

Ease of handling
The Model 3200MPS provides
maximum flexibility for software
development, system maintenance,
and system extension.
Our state-of-the-art universally
optimizing FORTRAN VII Z
enables you to use modular programming techniques for
prqgrammer productivity while

M

FASTER
TWO
WAYS

p

S

13.3
MB/SEC.
MB/SEC. MB/SEC.
SUSTAINED I/O BANDWIDTH

PERKIN-ELMER
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There is more than a little show-biz glitz
surrounding the press conference Kenneth
G. Fisher has called to announce plans for
his new company, Encore Computer Corp.
The former head of Prime Computer Corp.
is on stage the minute he emerges from the
Palace Hotel's posh elevators to a blinding,
barrage of photographers' strobes. As if he
were a politician or Hollywood star, he
poses and smiles almost professionally. It is
obvious that Fisher is a man who strives to
impress his audience.
Like his smile, Fisher's ego is a
mile wide, and his plans for Encore are no
less ambitious. Teamed up with a number
of industry veterans, Fisher plans for Encore to buy its way into the already crowded
computer marketplace, exchanging its
team's promise of experience for a piece of
the action in small, high-growth startups.
So far, as of mid-July, the compa_ny
has only $1 million to its name, but Fisher,
whose success at Prime is almost legendary, is himself a strong draw. Perhaps it is
the sheer chutzpah of his plan that has
pulled such a big crowd of reporters and
securities analysts to hear him talk about the
venture in the grandest of terms but only the
sketchiest of details.
"We're building this company to
last a thousand years," he says, with an eye
toward the future.
Right from the beginning, Fisher
states that he will not discuss what companies Encore plans to acquire, nor what
product areas it may be involved in. Yes,
Encore is actively engaged in some acquisition talks, he says, but no details will be
given yet.
Encore's raison d' etre is to bring

DOING IT AGAIN: Henry Burkhardt III, Ken Fisher, and C. Gordon Bell field
questions about their new company, Encore Computer Corp. Says Fisher:
"We're building this company to last a thousand years."
management discipline, especially in marketing, finance, and high-volume manufacturing, to the crowded marketplace where
literally hundreds of companies compete
with quite similar products.
"Many products are going to market in a disorganized manner, while product
life cycles shorten," Fisher explains from
his notes. "There's a constriction of time
that is putting a squeeze on development
budgets. "
Moreover, Fisher says, many companies that achieve success with their first
products find it hard to pull off a successful
second act. Hence the new company's
name. And, because the industry is growing
so dependent on off-the-shelf hardware,it
is hard for new companies to differentiate
their products in the marketplace.
These trends, while obstacles to
others, will be the very ones Encore intends
to exploit to its advantage, making it a
"multibillion dollar company over a several-year span," Fisher comments matter-offactly.
"It is our underlying belief that the
individual is important. He is the key factor
in a company's success. Creative genius is

best served by incentive based on achievement. Small groups do more, better and
faster, than big groups," the confident entrepreneur says. "I've watched the stifling
that goes on.
"We want to preserve and nurture
the entrepreneurial spirit. We will have a
small staff of very senior guys whose background and experience is strong in the skills
small companies need," Fisher says. He
compares Encore's corporate staff to a bank
that sits on the internal boards of the small
companies involved. "We'll fund the companies and come up with decisions that will
help them."
Fisher puts no limits on the types of
companies he wants to pursue, claiming he
envisions Encore's product line eventually
to stretch "across the pricing spectrum."
Retail computers, personal machines, peripherals, software, and superminis-none
will be ignored, he implies. "We're not
ruling out any [market] niches," he says.
"Our vision is broad and worldwide."
As for size, Fisher again sees no
limit. "IBM has not stepped forward," he
jokes. "But we will not rule out anybody.
The relationship we would like is to acquire
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Now you have
a choice of
fully compatible
Spinwriters for
yourmMPC
andXT.
First, a few words about the
original, the Spinwriter 3550.
It was the first and only
totally compatible letter-quality
printer for the IBM PC. It plugs
directly into the IBM PC and
works with every piece of
IBM PC software, as well as all
popular third-party application
packages, such as WORDSTAR:
WORDPLUS: VOLKSWRITER:
VISIWORD™, MULTIMATE™,
BPS GRAPHICS:
LarUS ™
1-2-3 ™
,
and VISICALC:
It even
looks
like it
was
made
for
the
IBM.
Now,
as
good
as the
Spinwriter
3550 is, we recognize that a
single printer can't take care
of every business or professional office need. So we've
added another IBM PC compatible Spinwriter: The 2050.
M

M

M

M

M

Spinwriter is a trademark of NEC Corp. IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp. WORDSTAR is a trademark of Micropro International Corp.
WORD.PLUS is a trademark of Professional Software Inc. VOLKSWRITER is a trademark of Lifetree Software, Inc. VISIWORD and VISICALC are trademarks of Visicorp Corp.
MULTIMATE IS a trademark of Softword Systems, Inc. BPS GRAPHICS is a trademark of Business & Professional Software. Inc. LOTUS and 1·2-3 are trademarks of Lotus Development Corp.

~DUCfSASPI
that would be if your business
is international.
On the other hand if you
have special printing needs,
you can opt for a full alphabet
plus numbers, sub- and superscripting and scientific and
arithmetic symbols.
Incidentally, for all their
versatility, our inexpensive
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV
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help you put your communications in better shape. It can
use any of our nine interchangeable forms handling
options. And they can all be
easily installed and changed
by the operator.
Want to dash off a few
hundred original letters to
your customers? Our sheetfeeder is just the ticket.
It will print on your letterhead and second sheet
or envelope.
Standard features
include continuous forms
handlers that take paper up to
16 inches wide, variable size
forms, and multi-part forms.
Spinwriters have a
hard-earned reputation
for reliability.

Spinwriters hold the industry
record for mean-time-betweenthimbles last for over 30
failure. Over 3,000 hours.
million impressions.
Which, in terms of average
So it won't end up costing
personal computer usage, adds
you a fortune to look like a
up to more than two troublemillion.
free years.
No matter what
One reason for Spinwriters'
form your
business takes, staying power is the fact that
Spinwriter can we manufacture every major
component. It also helps ex.&"'~JLu.a.", it.
why NEC Information
Systems is the number
one supplier of letterquality printers to PC
users in America. Of
course, someday you
may need a little service.
If you do, it's nearby. We
have a large group of
SPINWRITER OFFERS OVER 60 DIFFERENT TYPE FACES.

SPINWRITER CAN OPTIMIZE YOUR
IBM PC CAPABILITIES.
CIRCLE 101 ON READER CARD

NEC-trained professionals all
around the country. It's also
quick. Because of our modular
design, normal repairs take
less than
20 minutes.

I.

9 DIFFERENT NEC·BUILT FORMS
HANDLERS AUTOMATICALLY FEED
ANY OFFICE FORM YOU HAVE.

You'll find Spinwriters at
participating ComputerLand
stores, Sears Business Systems
Centers, IBM Product Centers
nationwide, Entre Computer
Centers and authorized NEC
Spinwriter distributors. Or call
800-343-4418 for more information. And find out why
more and more IBM PC users
are saying, "NEC and me."
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Unitcc/ States l'/uboch DatnTcch, Inc. Two Continental TOVlcrs, Suite 400, 1701 Golf Road, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008 (312) 593-6363, (800) 323-9868 TWX: 9106870361
;.1ustraiia Viaba~h DaiaTech (i\us!raiiaj Piy. Lid., Unii 6, 25 George Sireet, Honiebush, i~.S.W. 2i40 Tel. 61 2736-3177
Canada Wabash DataTech (Cannda) Inc., 5159 Bradco Blvd., Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4W2A6 Tel. (416) 625-9533 Telex 06-961345

Europe: \'J~bi1:;h DataTcch (International), Ltd., 43 Reclhills Road, South Woodham Ferrers, Chelmsford, Essex, England CM36JF Tel. (STD 0245) 322380 Telex 995455

PEOPLE
and own the companies, but we won't rule
him but they like him," and the latter he
of the sales and service division and former
out joint ventures. We will not be distribucalls "a winner."
Prime vice president for eastern operations;
tors, though."
Burkhardt worked closely with
John D. Ludden, vice president, controller,
Fisher in planning Encore's emergence
Encore's kitty is admittedly low, a
who was vice president of marketing sermillion dollars put up jointly by its foundfrom concept to incorporation. Fisher left
vices at Prime; and Charles "Chuck" T.
ing employees, but Fisher states that the
Prime in 1981, surprising observers and
Casale, vice president of corporate affairs,
company will "tap what we see as approprompting speculation ~hat he had had
who once worked as an engineer at Control
strong differences with Prime's founder,
priate" sources of funds. "We're not in the
Data but most recently consulted in the seventure capital business but are an operatmajor backer, and chairman, David J.
curities "business.
ing company. We'll work with the venture
Dunn.
Also joining Fisher are Paul Ren"capital people from time to time."
Bell says he is quite satisfied with
ner, who will handle Encore's leasing operwhat he accomplished at DEC, the guiding
As chairman, president, and chief
ations; Eugene Ringstad, former vice presiexecutive officer, Fisher hopes to lead Endent of Prime's central operations; and Karl
of VAX from paper to marketplace and the
core into a market already shaken by an
establishment of a 6,OOO-strong engineerWassmann, who will head up mergers and
aggressive IBM, confronting a potential Jap7
acquisitions activities after handling similar
ing force. He says he looks forward to Enanese onslaught at the low end and waiting
duties at Gould Inc~
core, where he'll be able to get away from
for semiconductor companies to more fully
administrative chores and back to designing
Each of the Encore executives has
integrate their product lines into full-blown
computers. Engineering is his love, he
signed a restrictive, three-year employment
systems. Fisher's plan is bold, to say the
agreement and each has significant ownernotes, and he thinks that small teams can be
least, and one that will be watched closely
particularly innovative in computer develship positions in the company. It is underby Wall Street, users, and competitors
opment. In fact, he suggests that the smallstood that Fisher, Burkhardt, and Bell have
alike.
is-beautiful philosophy may be effective in
the largest individual shares and are bound
Fisher's main claim to fame, of
warding off competition from the Japanese
by even tighter employment agreements.
course, was his leadership of Prime Comin the world marketplace.
"We're aggressive folks with big
puter from 1975 to 1981, when the comappetites," concludes the chief executive.
Among the other executives on
pany grew at a compounded rate of 88% in
;'We like earnings." And he's off to give
board at the time of Encore's curtain rise are
revenues and 108% in net profits. Before
Robert G. Claussen, vice president of maran encore under the bright lights of televijoining Prime, he was vice president of cension.
keting and former domestic sales vice presitral operations for Honeywell Information
dent of Prime; George H. Dudley; president
-John W. Verity
Systems, a company that supplied quite a
few people to Prime. Fisher joined Honeywell from General Electric when GE sold
out its computer operations to Honeywell.
To aid him in his quest "for another
success story of Prime quality (an encore,
of sorts) Fisher has gathered about him a
Sl-tOWR
dozen executives whose backgrounds include much time at Prime Computer.Indeed, Fisher first made news for his new
company by snagging six top-ranking
Prime employees, a move that sent that
company's stock down and prompted Wall
Street analysts to knock the already suffering company down a few notches in their
estimation.
It is said that" Fisher is held in high
esteem by his staff, several of whom have
been with" him off and on since General
Electric days.
The two most notable men to join
Encore, however, are ironically two whose
employers, Digital Equipment and Data
General, have fought viciously for many
years. C. Gordon Bell was most recently
vice president of engineering at DEC, where
he worked on and off for 20 years, laying
the groundwork for the highly successful
VAX family of 32-bit processors. Henry
Burkhardt III was a founder of Data Gener8 al and is said to have been instrumental in
2 keeping that DEC spin-out on4rack through
o its first seven years of dizzying growth.
~ Burkhardt left Data General in 1976 a
6 wealthy man to pursue high-tech ventures
~ in and out of the computer industry.
1£
At Encore, Bell will be vice presi6 dent of technology while Burkhardt will
"Now this should clear up a lot of our problems.
2 handle corporate development. Of the forLet me have five of these signs."
~ mer, Fisher says,
"People____________
don't understand_L________________________________________________________________
OL-________
____
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WE PUT OUR THIN-FILM
HEADS TOGETHER AND
CAME UP WITH A BETTER

STORAGE SYSTEM.

PCM COMMITMENT YOU CAN
COUNT ON FOR GENERATIONS

Actual size,

throughput and better string
'We took innovative technologies and built the most ad- availability. Like all our DASD
vanced DASD systems now
systems, the 33800 and,
on the market-the Control'
33750 are fully compatible
with IBM architecture. And
Data 33800 and 33750. Like,
they offer additional bene- '
our thin-film heads-,shown
above in a head/arm assembly. fits like XA compatibility and
Like four separate and indefloor space savings of up to.
, 20%. The 33750 is even field
pendent, sealed Head/Disk
Assemblies (HDAs); sealed
upgradable to a 33800.
for protection from comWith the 33800 and the
puter room air; independent
33750, our PCM commitfor improved maintainability.
ment pays off again. For
more information, call
Dual access and dynamic
path selection mean greater
612/553-4311.

<S 2). CONTR.OL DATA
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HARDWARE
OFF-LINE

NETWORK INTEGRATION

For the traveler who thought ha
had everything, SuiteTalk
personal computer provides
hotel guests with complimentary
information on hotel services,
shopping, transportation; and
events~
And for a fee, guests
can call their home or office
computers, or check messages,
airline schedules, or news.
They can also run business programs and play video games.
The computer, which resembles a
TRS-80 Color Computer but is
designed specifically for hotel
rooms, comes from Hoteltech, in
Belvedere, Calif.

Advanced Network Integration (ANI) represents this vendor's approach to interconnecting multiple nodes, speeds, protocols,
interfaces, and formats into a single communications network. The concept is based
on the Master Executive Network Organizer (or Mentor), which provides real-time
network status reporting and strategic analysis. Implemented on an IBM Personal
Computer, Mentor can display most facets
of network activity to the network center, at
several levels of detail. Central operators
can implement any necessary corrective
measures, including network reconfiguration, via down-line loading from the central
console.
With the ANI system, a terminal device anywhere in the network can connect
with computers or other terminals in the
network ona local or global basis. ANI permits access to fundamentally different data
communications resources, bridging public, private, and proprietary systems: Intelligent
switching
systems
distribute
communications access locally. The network concept combines statistical multiplexing technology with network con~
centrators, LAN switching systems, and
high-speed communications links. All of
the vendor's communications products are
compatible with the system.
.
Specific functions performed by the
Mentor program include multi node control,
advanced statistics, diagnostics, and selectable event reporting. It can also trigger
network alerts based on user-specified
thresholds. INFOTRON SYSTEMS CORP.,
Cherry Hill, N.J.

Another new service of note is
Data General's Express, which
ships terminals ~nd printers in
less than 48 hours after a
telephone order is taken, for
users· who absolutely, positively need their hardware in
two days.
Another mini maker, Prime Computer, recently followed· DG
with a new top-of-the-line
model. Prime's 9950 is said to
offer 50% greater system level
performance than the 850, which
it supplants. The 9950's base
price is $392,500.
Most of the time, a vendor can
spew out reams of information
if you ask how a product works.
Not so the manufacturers of
Eye-Guard, a crt screen that is
said to reduce operator eye
fatigue.
Says Jerry Schneiderman, Langley-St. Clair's pres ident, "We don't have the
faintest idea how it works."
The screen is made of the same
lead-impregnated acrylic
plastic that is used for windows in nuclear plants and
hospital X-ray rooms.
From a vendor who probably has
a better idea of how its new
product works, we have the 5550
workstation just announced by
IBM Japan.
The 16-bit micro
supports both kanji and alphanumeric characters.
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ARRAY PROCESSORS
The FPs-5000 series of array processors offers three to six times the performance of
previous processors sold ·by this vendor,
along with four times the previous memory
capacity. The processors take advantage of
a new distributed architecture and offer
cost/performance ratios in the range of
$2,000 per MFLOPS (million floating point
operations per second). The processors are
intended to appeal to the signal/image pro-

cessing community for applications such as
medical imaging, seismic data processing,
flight simulation, image processing, and
general signal processing. The units support all host computer interfaces that are
supported by the vendor's FPS 38-bit array
processor line, and can function either under the direct control of the host, as a "load
and go," or as some combination.
The 5000 series is offered in a base
configuration of 256K words of data memory, 12.5K words of table memory, a general purpose control processor, and a single
floating point· coprocessor. Depending on
the model, program memory is upgradable
to 16K or 32K and data memory is
upgradable to 512K or 1M words. Several
models in the line offer two or three
coprocessors. The models range in peak
performance from 26 MFLQPS ($60,000) to
62 MFLOPS ($100,000). Initial deliveries are
slated for February . FLOATING POINT SYSTEMS INC., Beaverton, Ore.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 302 ON READER CARD

STORAGE SUBSYSTEM
The InfoCenter electronic filing and hard
disk storage system functions as amass
storage and retrieval central file, supporting
up to 14 terminals in this vendor's Integrated Office System. The InfoCenter
also interfaces with this vendor's standard
printers, the DictaScan optical character
recognition reader, and microcomputers.
The system is available in 20, 50,
70, 84, 100, or 168 megabyte versions. It
also includes a start/stop cartridge tape
drive for backup and for facilitating archival storage of files from the Winchester
hard disk. The larger storage capacities can
I
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be upgraded.in the field ..
The InfoCenter is based on the Motorola 68000 microprocessor running
Xenix. It provides up to four levels of security to prevent unauthorized access, but it
also allows several operators to share document and infoimation files where permitted
by the user. Prices start at $10,000 for a
20MB version. DICTAPHONE CORP., Rye,
N.Y.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 303 ON READER CARD

TELEX CONVERTER
The Telexpunch converts ASCII characters
into Telex codes for transmission over Telex lines. The unit is designed so that messages can be prepared on a standard word

processor or electronic typewriter and then
be converted instantly into edited tape ready
for transmission on a Telex terminal. Two
word processors or electronic typewriters
can be connected to the Telexpunch and
work simultaneously through a .serial
Rs232c interface or an optional current
loop. The unit has a buffer memory for storing two messages.
Code conversion tables for translat~
ing from ASCII to Telex are available to meet
different national standards. Characters on
standard typewriters that differ from the Telex code are converted by the Telexpunch
into expanded or control characters .. The
"$" of a standard keyboard, for example,
is converted to "DLR." Tabulated text,
such as price lists and financial reports, is
also handled by the Telexpunch, which recalculates tab positions with regard to expanded characters and differing line lengths
so that the Telex message is in accord with
the editing of the word processor.
A paper tape reader added to the
unit permits incoming as well as outgoing
messages to be handled. Code translation is
performed on the incoming tapes for input
directly into a word processor or computer
system. The Telexpunch costs $2,000 and
is available for either five-track international Telex or eight-track TWX. FACITIDATA·
ROYAL, Nashua, N.H.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 304 ON READER CARD

GRAPHICS TERMINALS
This line of computer graphics terminals
offers 14- or 19-inch raster monitors for use
in business, scientific, ·and engineering applications. The terminals support ISSCO'S
business software Disspla and Tell-a-Graf,
as well as Megatek's engineering software,
Template. The terminals also support ftill
Tektronix emulations.
The GR-1104 offers a I ;024 X 780
pixel resolution with eight colorsdisplayablefrom a palette of 512 . .Its 14~inch tube
uses a 60Hz noninterlaced display and includes a selectable' color alphanumeric
overlay capability for superimposing and
scrolling independent file listings over existing .graphic displays .. The. Multibusbased terminal has' four Rs232c ports for
communication with tablets, . cartridge
tapes, hardcopy devices, and the host. It
costs $4,950.
The GR-:2414 provides 1,280 x
1,024 resolution on a 19-inch monitor with
1,024 displayable 'colors from a palette of
32,768: The terminal can write up to
25,000 vectors per second. It features local
interactive processing that supports basic
two-dimensional transformations for scale,
rotation, and translation; clipping functions
with .window and viewport; .zoom and
scroll; positioning, rubber banding, drag;
and hit test. The' graphics processor can
generate an array of primitives with builHn
anti-aliasing. The unit costs $18,950. SEIKO
INSTRUMENTS, Graphics Devices and Systems Division, Milpitas, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 305 ON READER CARD

This.·.·vendor,.breakingJromitstraditional
IEEE 696 orientation;· is. slated tqannounce
its .•. . MultiPro MP . IO· Jour-usermicro~om~
puterthis month at CP/M' 83 East. The .com~
putj!rsystem. offers simultaneous .el<ecution
·.?fboth8~bit and. 16.. bit·software, and· sup•·port~\VordJdata .• processing and communi. cations functions throug~·a sha~ed.~at~base· .
at speeds faster than. per~onale()~puternetwork.' configurati()ns~ .• •.. . . •. .•.•. . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . .•. •.•. . .............:
. Standard .' featur~s .• on the system,
wllkiI c()S1:S $5,000 excluding terminals,i~
. • clu~ean8MHz16-bit8088 cpu\Vith all1e~
ga~yteof111ainmell1ory ~.•. seven serial ports
.···inclu~i~g modem' portand Centronics printer .port,·384~BOf.so.li~~state·.diskJne111ory,
a~d(lua15!4-incht1oppy' diskdrivf!s with a
cal'a~ity of1. 6f\1B ;J~. additi()~;. four8~bitz;
80Buser processors ,each with itso\Vn
64KBRAr-.f,· are included··in·thecentral unit.
The .• • package.' allows • . simultaneous
multit~sking operation of both 8,-bitan~167
bit:programs under~nellhancedversionof ..
thevend()r's MP/¥8-16operating system, a
deriy~tiveofDigiral. Resear~h's MP/M.The
opt}rating •system. is fully compatible ..yith
aU MP/Msoftware and comes bundled with a
menu-diiveri··.··eIectronic·.•. spreadsheet •.' • and
word processor; as..yeIIasaDBr-.1s.
In the sta~dard MultiProconfigtlI'ation,eachuserterminalhas access toits'
own 8-bit .processor andmemoryJor .run-:
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DOCUMENT READER .

riing.·.8-bitapplications. T~e8088cpuarid
its memory is dynamically allocated to each
~serfor.l(j~bit appli~ations,wit~ th~Z~89B

performing.' therol.eg(a terminal.halldler ~
T~e.distinction . • between8",bitand.l(j-~it
softwa~ejsJransparent to the user under the
MP/M8-160perating.·.sy.stem..
.•.• Hard\Vareoptions inchide all' 8MHZ
math coprocessor. for$500,·and •. upt04MS:
of the vendor's M-Drive/H·. solid'-state disk
emulat()r . · •·. ·• inmegab~te . . . .·.·.incielTI~nfs'.·of
$2;500~·.Massstorage . 0ptions.·.·.inc1ude an
.' external.·.·2AMB. dual.8~illch . ·.floppydfiv~·
su~systelTIfor$2;400and illlinterna14~MB

Winchester drive . . for· $4 ,000. An optional'
network interface will be available .by the
endoftheyear;.funproductionofthestan~

dardMultiPro MPIObegins next month,
COMPUPRo,Hayward,CaIif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 300 ON READER CARD

The 566 document reader is intended primarily for turnaround document applications such as customer billing for insurance
companies, utilities, publishers, and retail
stores. The 566· can also be used to read
optically the MICR line and other information from checks.'
The unit uses matrix' matching and
topological recognition software to read a
customer-selected I-inch area across an
8'12-inch document at speeds. of up to
10,000 documents per hour. Documents
can range from 2 to 8 '12 inches in length and
2 to 6 inches in height and can be printed in
a variety of dropout colors. Up to 500 documents can be handled by the unit's hoppers.
The 566 will read typed upper caSe
OCR~A, typed uppefand lower case OCR-B,
machine-printed OCR-A, B, 407, El3B, and

HARDWARE
DRUM MEMORY

some hand-printed characters and digits.
The system can read several fonts intermixed on the same line. Any reject, format
error, or out-of-balance condition displays
on the crt for on-line correction or other
action. The unit costs $20,000. COGNITRONICS CORP., Stamford" Conn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 306 ON READER CARD

LINKING ETHERNETS
The Gs/3 Internetwork Router links as many
as eight remote Ethernet networks using
common point-to-point connection media.
The communications processing system
supports from two to eight communication
lines, with a maximum aggregate data rate
of 304Kbps when, fully configured. The
product is a full implementation of the Ethernet transport protocols.
The unit can use any point-to-point
connection method accessible via an Rs232/
423 or Rs422 synchronous communications
port, induding leased lines, fiber optic
links, broadband modems, microwave
links, and switched lines. Interconnections
can be made over dial-up low-speed lines or
medium-speed dedicated lines for over a
thousand miles.
The Gs/3 uses the Xerox Network
System Internetwork Datagram Protocol to
route information packets across multiple
Ethernets or communications links, and the
XNS Routing Information Protocol to query
and update internetwork routing tables. Internetwork packets are encapsulated using a
full duplex framing protocol for 350packet-per~second transmission. Multiple
links may be established between Ethernets
for increased' throughput and redundancy.
'The unit consists of three logical
modules, each running a dedicated 68000
processor. The central communication pro-

cessor contains the XNS protocol software;
the Ethernet Interface Module interfaces to
the Ethernet at the data link level; the serial
interface module contains up to four dual
port boards. The unit employs the Multibus
backplane. With orie I/O board, the Gs/3
costs $9,900. Each additional board costs
$1,900. A package including two Gs/3 units
and transceivers costs $17,000. BRIDGE
COMMUNICATIONS INC., Cupertino, Calif.
FOR DATA ,CIRCLE 307 ON READER CARD

PHOTOPLOTTER
The model 1434 Ultra Precise photoplotter
has been redesigned to meet industry requirements for larger tv screen shadow

mask masters and high-density artwork.
The 18 x 22 inch active plotting surface
accommodates film and precision glass
plates of up to 20 x 24 inches. '
An autofocus subsystem detects irregularities present on the surface of glass
plates and dynamically maintains optimum
distance between the plate and objective
lens of the system, within a 50 micro-inch
resolution. Using a laser interferometer to
achieve its precision, the model 1434 produces images as fine as' 0.00508mm, including complex straight and arc tapers.
Accuracy over the full 18 x 22- inch plotting surface is ± 40 micro-inches with accuracies of ± 20 micro-inches over smaller
areas.
The 1434 includes the series 1400
control, with 192KB of memory in its cpu.
A cassette drive and program loader, are
also included. The 1434 can be operated
on-line with a variety of computer systems
and off-line from magnetic tapes. GERBER
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT CO., Hartford,
Conn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 308 ON READER CARD

STAT MUX
The os 1800 series of intelligent statistical
multiplexors is designed to provide errorfree transmission of nine EIA asynchronous
channels over a single telephone or digital
communiCations line. The multiplexors reduce the number of lines required by dynamically allocating space on the network link
to active terminal ports only. Applications
include front-end redundancy, high-speed
line utilization, resource allocation, satellite link, and multipoint terminals.
Use of the X.25 (HOLC) Level II network link protocol assures error-free transmission at speeds of up to 19.2Kbps, even
if the telephone lines are degraded or marginal, the vendor says. Data frames are
validated by means of a cyclic redundancy
check. When errors occur, automatic retransmission prevents loss of data integrity.
,The multiplexors provide 16KB of
dynamic RAM with 14KB reserved for buffering data during peak periods. Up to 64KB
with 46KB reserved is available as an option. Different models support three, five,
seven, or nine async devices. Models are
field upgradable. Prices range from $1,550
for a three-channel model to $2,750 for a
nine-channel model. OEVELCON ELECTRONICS INC., Doylestown, Pa.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 309 ON READER CARD

The VRC 4040 drum memory utilizes one
head per track of memory and has a capacity of 9.6MB. The unit is a direct replacement for Control Data's CDC 9733-5 fixed
headdi'sk in current installations. Controllers for most minicomputers are available.
,The use of a single head for each
track of memory is intended to increase the
reliability of the memory; mean time be~
tween failures is estimated at 25,000 hours.
The unit has a recoverable error rate of one
in a hundred billion bits and an unrecoverable error rate of one in a trillion bits, the
vendor says. The unit is designed to tolerate
extreme,s in environment, with a standard
operating temperature range of 10° C to 45°
C (50° Fto 113° F). The vendor says that
similar tolerance ranges exist for humidity,
shock, and vibration.
Access time, for the memory averages 8.5ms, with a data transfer rate of
I. I MB per 'second. 'Loading or unloading
the entire memory takes under 10 seconds.
The VRC 4040 includes all of the electronics
necessary for data encoding and separation,
as well as a provision for mounting adapter
logic to emulate other memories. It can be
formatted with 128, 256, 284, or 512 data
tracks, each with 150KB capacity. VERMONT
RESEARCH CORP., North Springfield, Vt.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 310 ON READER CARD

GRAPHICS SYSTEMS
Three new terminals round out the PS 300
family of self-contained interactive computer g'raphics systems. The product line,
designed for the creation and manipulation
of 2-D aild 3-D data structures, offers rotation, translation, zooming, clipping, and
other modification of images. The PS 320
dual-user station' allows the capacity-one
control unit to be shared by a pair of users.
The two independent workstations are each
supported with a set of optional interactive
devices and enhancements, including upgrades to more powerful systems. A basic
PS 320 system, including processor, a megabyte of memory, two monochrome displays, two data tablets, installation, and delivery, costs $81,890.
The PS 333 is a more powerful single-user system, available with up to four
megabytes of memory and a variety of interactive devices and enhancements, including a color calligraphic display and ail
upgrade capability to the PS 340 system. A
PS 330 configuration, including processor,
a megabyte of memory, a monochrome display, a data tablet, installation, and warranty, costs $69,295.
The PS 340 provides the full capabilities of the PS 330, with the addition of
special visualization features, including
three-dimensional surfaces and solid objects that can be defined by polygons and
displayed with hidden lines removed. Sectioned views of the images may be computed and displayed on the vector display. The
SEPTEMBER 1983201
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unit costs $74,300, which includes a control unit with a megabyte of memory, a
monochrome display, datatablet, and warranty. EVANS· & SUTHERLAND COMPUTER
CORP., Salt Lake City, Utah.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 311 ON READER CARD

DISK DRIVES
The Series 3000 consists of 12 models of
Winchester and floppy disk drives that are
fully compatible with Hewlett-Packard
computers. Each of the four model lines in
the series can be configured with a Winchester drive of 5MB, 10MB, or ISMB of
storage. The model 3000s are Winchesteronly· subsystems; the model 3300s each
consist of a Winchester drive and a built-in
3 1/2-inch floppy drive with formatted storage of 270KB and a 20.SKBpS transfer rate;
the model 3S00s include a Winchester with
a Sl/4-inch floppy with 270KB storage and a
1O.2KBpS transfer rate; and the model 3800s
include the Winchester with an 8-inch floppy with 1.2MB storage and 2S.6KBpS transfer rate. The 8-inch floppy supports the IBM
3740 format commonly used in data exchange and CP/M software distribution.
Each series 3000 subsystem supports disk sharing among two or three different HP computers. Each computer has
exclusive access to its preset Winchester

storage area, while the use of the floppy
drive is shared. Users may reconfigure or
repartition the storage setup to meet changing demands. A load backup and restore
option enables the user to back up data from
the Winchester to the floppy without using
the-host cpu. The drives are fully compatible with HP 1000, 9000, Series 200, Series
100, Series 80, 98xx, 2S0, and 64000 computer systems. Connection to these systems
is entirely through the HP-IB interface.
The model 3000s start at $2,860,
the model 3300s at $3,490, the model SOOs
at $3,790, and the model 3800s at $4,260.
The multi port disk sharing option costs
$700, and the backup and restore option
costs $300. BERING INDUSTRIES INC., San
Jose; Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 312 ON READER CARD

PRINTER
The DP-6S00 Rapid/Scribe dot matrix printer can achieve speeds of SOO cps at 10 characters per inch, or S40 cps at 12 cpi. The
printer's 18-needle printhead consists of
202 DATAMATION

two vertical columns of nine dots. Since the
two columns are adjacent, two identical
columns of dots may be printed simultaneously, doubling the printing speed of
conventional nine-needle printheads.
The DP-6S00 provides enhanced
mode printing with proportional spacing or
fixed spacing at 10, 12, IS, and 16.4 cpi at
speeds of up to 410 cps. A dual-pass correspondence quality mode provides proportional spacing at 10 or 12 cpi at 100 or 120
cps. Seven Iso-standard character sets are
available, including a full ASCII set. A
graphics mode provides 72 or 144 dots per
inch. Options include character font downloading from the host, alternate character
fonts in PROM, and UPC and Code 39 bar
codes. Standard buffer storage is 4.SKB,
with an additional 16KB optional. The printer costs $3,000. ANADEX INC., Chatsworth,
Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 313 ON READER CARD

MEMORY FOR DG
The DR-240 megabyte add-in memory for
Data General Nova 4 or Eclipse S/ 140 minicomputers comes standard with a 22-bit
word (16 data and 6 ECC). The six bits of
ECC allow single-bit error. correction and
double-bit error detection. The actual ECC
generation and checking is handled either
on the DR-240 or in an external ECC card in
the host mini. Reliability is also improved
with on-board error sniffing, in which
memory locations not being used are refreshed, with single-bit errors being detected and corrected.
Read or write cycle time is 400
nanoseconds for the memory board. The
refresh interval islS.2 microseconds. Fourway interleaving, refresh, and battery
backup operations are completely compatible with the comparable Data General
memory modules. The starting address of
the DR-240 can be set via an on-board dualin-line package switch. The starting address
can be set in 32KB increments throughout
the entire address range of the minicomputer being expanded.
The unit is also available in smaller
capacities of 128KB, 2S6KB, and SI2KB.
Single-quantity pricing is $1, 31S for the
128KB model, $1,860 for the 2S6KB model,
$3,16S for the S12KB model, and $S,38S
for the megabyte version. DATARAM CORP.,
Cranbury, N.J.
FOR DATA CiRCLE 314 ON READER CARD

UPS
The B Series of uninterruptible power
sources provides protection against blackouts, brownouts, and' other forms of utility
line perturbation. The UPS series is available
in 1,3, S, 10, IS, and2S kVAsingle-phase
and 37.S and SO kVA three-phase models.
The units come standard with 60Hz AC input, although all but the SO kv A version will
be available in SOHz versions for international markets.

Models in the series come with a
standard inverter synchronization frequency window of 60 ± Hz, a slow ·slew frequency feature-typically 1Hz per second
slew rate-and automatic forward transfer
of the bypass switch after an overloadinduced reverse transfer has occurred. The
three smallest units also' include a transistorized pulse width modulated static inverter and a standard electromechanical type
bypass switch; The units also have full diagnostic and annunciation packages and are
designed to interface with and operate from
an external nominal 72 VDC battery, 36 se_ries connected lead acid cells.or equivalent.
On the larger end of the B series, the
SO kv A UPS inverter efficiency at 2S% of
load is greater than 86%; at SO% ofload it is
greater than 90%, and at 100% of load it is
92%. ELGAR CORP., San Diego, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 315 ON READER CARD

ACCELERATOR,
The SKYFFP-C is a single card that provides
high-speed floating point arithmetic capability for the Chromatics CG-7900 graphics
terminal. The processor is capable of a
3.0ms 32-bit floating point multiply, operating in single precision; it can also operate
using a· 64~bit double precision format.
SKYFFP performs, format conversions,
square root, logarithmic and trigonometric
functions, complex arithmetic, pivot operations, max/min functions, and user-programmed special functions. The board includes a writable control store for users who
wish to speed up a special or frequently
used algorithm.
The board requires no modification
of existing FORTRAN, Pascal, or C programs. The vendor supplies a, set of runtime modules that replaces existing software emulation subroutines. The board
costs $2,700, with oem discounts available.
SKY COMPUTERS INC., Lowell, Mass.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 316 ON READER CARD

GRAPHICS CONTROLLER
The Omega SOO display controller is designed for use with the 100MHZ video bandwidth high-resolution color monitors recently introduced. The controller supports
1,280 x 1,024 pixel screen resolution and
provides 60Hz non interlaced refresh rates.
A custom bit-slice microprocessor with a
16705 cycle time can draw random vectors
at I.S million pixels/sec., and can flash fill
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Now you can get a manufacturing'
control system without biting off
more than you can chew. Just order
PIOS, the fully integrated closed
loop system forCICS DL/I environments. Unlike other manufacturing
systems, PIOScan be bought a piece
at a time. So you eliminate the big
expense and confusion of trying to
install a completemantifacturing
system all at once.
PIOS consists of eight fully integrated components which can be
customized to meet your company's
ne~ds. They include Master Production Scheduling, Bill of Materials
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I
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up to three additional 16KB modules, for
2KB EPROMs for the patch area, 2KB system
RAM, and 12KB RAM for the user dictionary
or solid-state disk.
The unit is intended to operate in a
FORTH environment and is supplied with
8085 fig-FORTH. Several tools have been
provided for the cs 105 user, including a
FORTH decompiler, an 8085 assembler, and
a screen-oriented editor. FORTH was chosen
because it allows the user to save significant
time in program development compared to
assembler, while executing programs at
about a 20% slower clip. CONTROLEX
CORP., Van Nuys, Calif.

rectangles at 35 million pixels per second.
An 8 x 24 color lookup table allows up to
16 million colors to be displayed.
For" applications requiring greater
depth of color and less emphasis on resolution, the unit can provide a 640 x 512 x
32 configuration, which lets the user
configure the way the bit planes use the
lookup table. The unit costs $16,950.
METHEUS CORP.; Hillsboro, Ore.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 317 ON READER CARD

CARTRIDGE DRIVE
Designed for high capacity full-function
tape peripheral and Winchester backup applications, the 50MB Super Funnel cartridge
tape" drive is fully compatible with cartridges written on any Funnel 1/4-inch drives
currently in the field. The microprocessorbased drive provides bidirectional serpentine recording to eliminate rewind time between tracks.
The Super Funnel can read data
written at 6,400 bpi on four tracks in order
to maintain compatibility with older drives,
but it can also write and read at 8,533 bpi on
seven tracks to achieve the 50MB capacity.
In the higher capacity mode, it requires the
high capacity 555 cartridge" manufactured
by the vendor. Data transfer rate at 8,533
bpi is 40KBpS.
Standard features on the drive include a center-of-gravity mounting system
for the capstan motor and a proprietary dual
gap head for read-while-write data verification. A separate erase head helps ensure
data reliability. The read/write head has full
codec function; other components include
interface"logic with motion control and status reporting, EOT/BOT hole sensing" and
management, drive motor, and servo system controls. The drive has the capabilities
of file search, rack select, and modification
of existing records. A heavy duty cycle motor with continuous start/stop capability enables the Super Funnel to construct and read
files with standard ANSI interblock gaps at
37.5 ips and locate these files at 37.5 or 90
ips in both directions.
Up to four drives can be connected
together on a common bils. The drives cost
$1,000 each in quantities over 1,000. DATA
ELECTRONICS INC., San Diego, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 318 ON READER CARD

CAD SYSTEM
This computer aided design system includes the vendor's ICEM!l20-40 desktop
workstation, CD12000 design and drafting
software, Advanced Operating System, the
HASP II communications protocol, and CalComp plotter software interface. The ICEM/
120-40 costs $50,000. A more sophisticated version, supporting six workstations,
costs $161,000. Each of these CAD systems
can be linked to the vendor's Cyber 170
systems installed in user facilities or over
the Cybemet" data services ·network. Optional software for both models includes
204 DATAMATION

BASIC, FORTRAN, and the Comprehensive
Electronic Office set of word processing,
electronic mail, and electronic filing programs. CONTROL DATA CORP., Minneapolis,
Minn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 319 ON READER CARD

FIBER OPTIC MODEM
The model 411 Ois a full duplex fiber optic
modem for data communications among
terminals and/or communications equip"ment. The unit converts standard Rs232c
data signals into optical pulses for transmission over dielectric fiber optic cables. The
unit also provides local handshaking required for most terminal operations.
The fiber optic cables can be attached directly to the modem, without using
optical connectors. The unit provides asynchronous communication at 100Kbps at
distances up to one kilometer (0.62 mile).
Great signal spans can be achieved by connecting a pair of modems as duplex repeaters. The data stream can also be tapped at
these locations for local area networking.
Modems can be ordered premounted on customer-specified lengths of fiber
optic cable, or they can be installed in the
field. The 4110 Costs $160. OPTELECOM,
Gaithersburg, Md.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 320 ON READER CARD

LANGUAGE CONTROLLER
The CS 105 high-Ievellanguage controller is
designed for industrial and process control
applications. Operating in ROM-resident
FORTH, the unit provides control system designers with the ability to perform program
development directly on the controller.
System memory is configured asa solidstate disk to provide high-speed handling of
source code and high reliability in hostile
environments where rotating memories are
prone to failure. The unit services a variety
of I/O devices and the STD, IEEE 488, and
CAMAC buses. It acts as a master to existing
systems utilizing these buses and provides
for integration of peripheral devices and interfaces.
CS 105 hardware includes the 8085A
microprocessor, bus interface circuitry,
Rs232c port, a real-time clock andcalendar, and 16KB of EPROM containing the BIOS
and the FORTH nucleus. The unit can service

FOR DATA CIRCLE 321 ON READER CARD

GRAPHICS" TERMINAL
The NJc-c1922 color graphics te"rminal, intended for a variety of applications in CAD,
CAM, and CAE, is composed of a detached
keyboard and a main" unit, which holds a
19-inch color monitor, a crt controller, a
graphics processor, and a communications
processor and" port. The terminal provides
1,024 x 780 pixel resolution, with 16 displayable colors from a palette of 27 colors.
The unit can draw at 800ns/pixel.
Local intelligence includes plotting
of vectors, rectangles, circles, and ellipses,
as well as complete picture manipulation.
Advanced text editing, including mixing
text with graphics, comes standard. Optional equipment includes a graphics printer,
video hardcopy unit, digitizer, light pen,
and joystick. Zoom and pan functions are
optional. The NJC-C 1922 is compatible with
the DEC VT I 00 and Tektronix 40 10/4014 series of terminals, and costs $9,950 in single
units. NIPPON COMPUTER CO. LTD., Tokyo,
Japan.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 322 ON READER CARD

COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSOR
The Oz 228 is a Z-80 based communications processor with an integrated 212A intelligent modem. The unit is designed to
improve operator productivity and network
flexibility by allowing users or system integrators to develop" their own applications
programs formost storage, data entry, communications, or network applications.
The Oz 228 can be programmed to
store and validate locally entered data; provide prompted data entry formats; receive
and store up to 55 pages of data; support
screen formatting for terminal and protocol
emulation; provide data encryption, error
detection, and retransmission routines; and
perform protocol conversions. The unit also
includes the features of the vendor's Oz 225
intelligent network modem.
The Oz 228 contains 64KB of dynamic RAM, with another 64KB ciptional.
Battery backup is provided. The unit costs
$1,590 for 64KB or $2,060 for 128KB. TRIDATA, Mountain View, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 323 ON READER CARD

-Michael Tyler

-----------

----------

A Plug for 18
551 printer system

expertise gives you
total IBM plug-and-go
compatibility ...
and saves you
about 500/0
The SSI connection is all you
need to do everything IBM
printer systems can do (and
a lot they can't) for a lot
less money.
For instance, our QT1130-05
printer (illustrated) and its
controller are plug-compatible
with all IBM mainframes.
Compared to the 3203-Model
5 the system provides 20%
higher throughput. Speaking
of controllers, our 32/5 can
drive longline printers (up to

2500 feet) off the channelbetter than 10 times IBM's distance.
We have other unique solutions in the IBM world,
too, for System 34, System 38 and you name it.
Such as driving four printers from one control box.
Or generating remote output in parallel mode
(our 9135 Converter) so that remote printers appear
local to the processor. In serial communications,
we offer full compatibility with 2780, 3780 and
3270 Type A&B protocols.
SSI quality is proven by seven
years in the field. We lead in
speed, too: our new Mercurion 1
non-impact printer goes
5280 lines a minute. As for
seNice, we now offer the SSI
team of specialists plus the
full clout of TRW. So there's no
reason to hesitate. Call us
or mail the coupon for the
full story.

[§§3] t:et:,~lnc.
2841 Cypress Creek Road
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
(305) 979-1000
(800) 327-5602
TELEX 522135
Southern Systems Canada:
(416) 229-2589
Rush information
on your 18M-compatible
printer systems and peripherals to:
Name

Title

Company

Address
CIty, State, Zip
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When people look at business computers, they sometimes overlook a crucial consideration: the price of writing and maintaining software.
But we didn't. When we designed the HP 3000
family, we created special productivity tools to reduce
the high price of developing applications software. With
dramatic results.
Many HP 3000 customers now use 1/5th the amount
of code writing these programs, compared with using

high -level applications language. Since the average
program costs you about $50 a line to develop, you
can see why EDP budgets go so much further on an
HP 3000 computer.
You can use our development tools with the entire
HP 3000 family. And, as all four systems are fully
compatible, you can run the same, identical programs
on your small branch office computer and on the big
system in your regional headquarters. \t\Tithout spend-

ing a penny to rewrite code or recompile.
Features like these have helped many of our customers
recoup the entire price of the hardware by cutting the
time and effort involved in developing and maintaining
the software.
So if you're looking for ways to lower your computing
costs, take a look at the HP 3000. Call your local
sales office listed in the white pages and ask for a
Business Computer Specialist. Or write for more infor-

mati on to Tom Rappatb, Hewlett-Packard, Dept. 04185,
19447 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014. In
Europe, write Henk van Lammeren, Hewlett-Packard,
Nederland B.V., Dept. 04185, P. O. Box 529, 1180 AM
Amstelveen, The Netherlands.
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XEROX

Presenting a complete, unified
software system fOr manufacturers.
Developing a manufacturing planning and control
system takes skill and time.-You can buy various
parts from different vendors and build the interfaces
yoUrself. Then test and implement the software.
Or you can have the Xerox Manufacturing System.
An advanced software architecture from Xerox
has done all the work for .you. Integrated applications, systems software, analytical tools, and personal
computers joined in one complete~ unified system.
,- Every department works with information from
the same database. Closed-loop business applications
help you plan and execute your priorities and manage
costs at optimum levels~ Master scheduling, MRP II,
inventory, order entry, costing, production control,
procurement, receivables, payables, and financial
modules are combined in the most powerful operating management tool available today.
Plus, easy-to-use prograqlS for inquiry, reporting,
data manipulation, modeling, forecasting, and graphic
display. And a personal computer link to your mainframe, the first practical application of its kind.
- Xerox software is completely portable across all

IBM 4300, 370, and 3000 computers and operating
systems. You can use it on your computer or, as an
option, start with our timesharing service. Then,
when you're ready, move the software and database
in-house. In one weekend. Our systems run on
Digital VAX minicomputers, too.
Implementation support, consulting, and education services are available nationwide. For more information, call toll-free (800) 323-2818, Operator 148.
In Illinois, call (800) 942-1166. Or return this coupon.
-----------------------

Xerox Computer Services

D9/83

c/o Ron Rich, 5310 Beethoven Street, Los Angeles, California 90066
Send me your Xerox Manufacturing System brochure.
I'm interested in your software for:
o IBM 43XX 0 IBM 370 0 IBM JOXX

0 Digital VAX

Naine/Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ __
Comp~y

________________

~

Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City
Zip

XEROX' is a trademark of XEROX CORPORATION. VAX' is a trademark of Digital
Equipment Corporation. IBM~ is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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State _ _ __
Tel.....:....(_~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Theirs:
STAIRS
Ours:
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See us at SOFTWARE/expo Booth #251.

SOFTWARE
AND SERVICES
UPDATES

SAS TO ADABAS

The next step in the evolution.
of the coin-operated telephone
may be the "Coin-Operated Computer Terminal Information Vending Machine," which will be
installed in hotel lobbies,
airline terminals, and other
public spaces in the next year.
Anyone with a $1 or $5 bill
(coin-operated is a misleading
term) can sit at the console
and connect into any computerized information service to
which he subscribes, and conduct research for three or
15 minutes.

Extract/A is an interface between the SAS
Institute's SAS statistical analysis system
and Software AG' s ADABAS database management system. The product combines the
extensive analytic and graphic capabilities
of SAS with the large-scale data storage and
retrieval capabilities of ADABAS. The interface, developed in cooperation with Software AG, is an SAS procedure that enables
users easily and efficiently to retrieve a subset or all of the data stored in an ADABAS
file.
A few statements allow users to extract a subset of ADABAS records, a subset of
fields, or a subset of records and fields.
Record selection utilizes the inverted file
access methods of ADABAS. ADABAS file security is maintained through passwords and
cipher parameters. The product operates on
IBM 370, 30xx, 43xx, and IBM-compatible
cpus running the IBM OS operating system.
It requires ADABAS release level 4.1 or later
and SAS version 79.5 or later. A future re-·
lease of Extract!A will be compatible with
DOS operating systems, the vendor says,
Extract!A costs $9,500, with mUltiple copy
and early order discounts available. DECISION RESOURCES CORP., Washington, D.C.

IBM has finally announced Logo
for its Personal Computer. The
programming language is meant
to introduce children and
adults to programming concepts,
as well as to mathematical and
geometric relationships. The
product comes courtesy of Logo
Computer Systems, and costs
$175 at IBM Product Centers.
Here are two more to add to
your list of micro-to-mainframe connections. The first
is an agreement between Lotus
Development Corp. and Management Decision Systems Inc. to
integrate Lotus's 1-2-3 program
for microcomputers into Management Decision Systems' Express
decision support system for
mainframes and minis. The second is a technical exchange
relationship between VisiCorp
and Applied Data Research Inc.
Under the arrangement, VisiCorp
will help ADR integrate VisiOn
into ADR's mainframe software.
In both agreements, the idea is
to allow PC users to access
mainframe-resident data and
manipulate them using microcomputer software.
Another agreement of note is
between McGraw-Hill and Software Arts Inc. McGraw-Hill
will produce and market TK!SolverPacks, which are application
products for use with TK!Solver
that are based on books published by McGraw-Hill.

FOR DATA CIRCLE 326 ON READER CARD

S/36 DBMS
DBA 34/36 is a database management system written for the IBM Systeml34 and Systeml36 minicomputers that is written in RPG
II. The product gives users direct access to
the data they need at the terminal. It allows
users to define and get recurring reports,
including simple user-defined calculations.
Access paths can be maintained on-line as
activity occurs, at the end of the terminal
session, at the end of a job, or queued for
batch, whichever is most appropriate for the
file. All requisite support programs come
with the package, including maintenance,
query, report generator, and RPG II interface
programs.
The program was written in RPG II to
cut development time; the use of its calling
subroutines displaces much applications
code. Installation of DBA 34/36 does not
change existing files. The vendor says that

no training is required to use or install DBA
34/36, since the manual included with the
package describes installation procedures
and includes instructions for tailoring the
product's functions to reference the files
selected for installation. The package costs
$4,300. FITS SYSTEMS INC., New York,
N.Y.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 327 ON READER CARD

SUBROUTINE LIBRARY
MicroSub:Math is a library of FORTRAN
subroutines for engineers and scientists that
covers the field of numerical methods. Over
60 subroutines, supplied in both single and
double precision, are included in the package. These include techniques in interpolation, integration, matrix/linear systems
methods, polynomials/nonlinear systems
functions, differential equations, and trigonometric functions. Some specific subroutines are Fresnel iptegral, Lagrange interpolations, Simpson's integration, matrix multiplication or inversion, eigen values, polynomial roots, and complex number operations.
MicroSub:Math, in being structured
as a subroutine library, is intended to give
the user flexibility in writing programs.
Subroutines are supplied as relocatable object files ready to be linked with the user's
program. Documentation is provided for
the library as a whole and for each subroutine supplied. Use of the library, including
program linkage and file structure, are explained. For each subroutine, documentation includes a subroutine header, which
gives information needed to call the routine
correctly, and a method section, which
briefly explains the numerical method algorithms and supply references for each procedure.
The package is available for several
CP/M FORTRAN compilers. The introductory
price is $250. FOEHN CONSULTING, Klamath
Falls, Ore.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 328 ON READER CARD

BERKELEY UNIX
The 4.1bsd version of the Unix operating
system is available in object code for VAX
minicomputers. The system is an enhanced
SEPTEMBER 1983 211

SOFTWARE AND SERVICES
version of AT&T'S Unix System V. Features
not found on the AT&T version but included
in this version include demand paged virtual memory support for the vAX; a C shell
command interpreter; enhanced electronic
mail; the vi text editor; the me package of
text formatting macros; support for Versatec plotters and typesetters; support for
Berkeley Pascal and franz lisp; and support
of the Ingres relational database management system.
The virtual memory support, in contrast to the process swapping concept present in the AT&T Unix, allows transparent
access to an address space large enough for
any program that will run on the host machine. Process-swapping requires that the
entire process must be resident in main
memory, which limits the size of programs
that can be handled and tends to degrade
performance under heavy system loads.
The operating system can be configured for all devices currently supported by
DEC on the v AX hardware, as well as nonstandard devices including DH II-emulating
terminal multiplexors, TMll-emulating
tape controllers, Emulex sc21 disk controllers on the Unibus, and DRll-c graphic systems C/Arr phototypesetter interfaces. The
4.1 bsd Unix js available for purchase. Each
purchase includes a binary license for the
indicated number of users, a complete set of
documentation, and a bootstrap tape and
instructions configured to the particular

SOFTWARE SPOTLIGHT
DECISION SUPPORT
cpUTactix is a decision support system that
operates on several varieties of mainframes
as well as on the IBM Personal Computer.
The product has a different orientation than
other financial products, in that at its core is .
a table database structure that provides
flexible set handling and the basic capabili- .
ties found in many relational database managers. The product includes a complete selection of commands, statements, and functions for financial analysis, and provides
default displays of reports and graphs if no
custom programming is required.
The product is designed for use by
both data processing professionals and end
users. The typical end user, who requires a
visual orientation and the extensive spreadsheet capabilities found with many microcomputer packages, can use cpUTactix as
an IBM P.C. spreadsheet package or can use
it on any terminal by moving up to the
mainframe-based product for networking or
heavier processing loads. Dp professionals
can use the mainframe version to enforce
corporate standards for data security, program documentation, and consistency of
analytic method.
In' addition to its'spreadsheet capabilities, cpUTactix operates as a database
manager. Each user has his own table library where he can store and manipulate
212 DATAMATION

hardware. License fees range from $1,375
to $17,000, depending on the number of
users and the number of licenses. A $750
configuration charge is added to all purchases. MT XINU, Berkeley, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 329 ON READER CARD

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Q-Assure is a post-manufacturing quality
assurance information software package
that enables manufacturers to compile production, service, and warranty information.
The menu-driven database system helps
manufacturers identify problematic products and/or components, and assembles
comprehensive timely information on performance ratings, failure statistics, warranty reports, and service time/cost data.
Developed for the Hewlett-Packard
HP-lOOO, Q-Assure is written in Pascal and
equipped with the Image database management system. An HP-3000 version is also
available. Each of the two programs in the
product-Update and Relay-displays
prompts and messages to assist operators in
utilizing the system. Its interactive capability is designed to maximize the efficiency of
frequently used or time-critical functions
while reducing the amount of redundant or
dated information storage.
In the Update mode, operators can
perform any of four functions related to
such data items as customer, service representative, product name, report date, and

virtually unlimited numbers of tables, each
of which can be custom edited to resemble
previously used reports. The tables are subsets of the mainframe database, so that users have access to appropriate corporate
data as established by the dp department.
Reports from applications are displayed as
tables that can be edited and printed for
managclnent presentations.
The product runs on any IBM 370,
30xx, and 43xx mainframes under vs I,
VS2/MVS/TSO, VM/CMS, VSPC, or DOSIVSEICCF; on Sperry 1100 mainframes under os
1100 level 37 or later; on Honeywell mainframes under GCOS; on the Nort 10/100
minicomputer under SINTRAN; and on any
IBM Personal Computer under MS/DOS. All
common tty mode terminals, 327x terminals, UTS 400/4000 terminals, and PC monitors are supported by the product.
cpUTactix is sold for a single license of $85,000 per mainframe cpu. The
IBM P.c. version is available only to licensees of the mainframe version, and costs
$2,000 per P.C. (The entire program is supplied on two diskettes and is fully compatible with the mainframe version.) Maintenance is free for the first year, $8,500 per
year thereafter. Two days of training for up
to 12 people costs $2,000. SEGRA INTERNATIONAL INC., Mountain View, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 325 ON READER CARD

quality rating. In the Report mode, Q-Assure maintains and prepares detailed reports
on customer service information that falls
into 20 categories, including installations,
assembly performance, accelerated aging,
customer warranty, product discrepancy,
and service time details. The HP-l000 version costs $7,500, while the HP-3000 version costs $10,000. The price includes a
one-year warranty and first-year software
support. DATA BASE LOGIC INC., Wilmington, Del.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 330 ON READER CARD

MAINFRAME SECURITY
cA-Sentinel is a total security system for online and batch processing in DOSIVS(E) sites.
The package can be controlled and maintained completely on-line using CICSIVS,
CMS, or ICCF, and provides protection of
computer resources and data files for both
the CICSIVS partition and the DOSIVS(E) batch
processing partition.
Resources protected for CICSIVS users include transactions, programs, files,
records, transient data, and temporary storage. Batch resources protected include programs, data files, and system libraries; the
procedure libraries, core image libraries,
source statement libraries, and relocatable
libraries are all covered. In addition, the
package supports the IBM DUI database
management system.
cA-Sentinel offers options that permit real-time notification of access violations. The user has the option to suspend
processing at terminals or in partitions if
severe violations are detected. All violations and unsuccessful log-on attempts are
recorded in a log file, which is available for
on-line query and reporting. Passwords for
users of the system carry expiration dates,
and new passwords can be automatically
assigned. Time-of-day and day-of-week
access authorization is also available.
The package interfaces with other
software products sold by this vendor in its
Operations Management Software series,
as well as with the cA-Universe database
management system. The package costs
$10,000 for a three-year lease, including
maintenance and support. COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL INC., Jericho, N.Y.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 331 ON READER CARD

REGIONAL DATABASE
The XlRegion service allows companies
operating on a nationwide basis to focus on
the business activity and prospects in segmented geographical markets. It also enables companies whose markets are regional to assess the impact of external economic
events. The database of regional economic
and demographic data was developed and is
maintained by Urban Systems Research and
Engineering Inc.
The service provides annual economic and demographic data, both historical and forecast, for 266 standard metropol-

Get SNA on-line without
hurting your bottom line.
Northern Telecom not only offers you
on-line systems with SNNSDLC (PU-2
level) compatibility, we offer them to you
at a good price. Our remote systems,
including our 296C "small cluster" (up
to 8 devices), 294-51C "medium cluster"
(up to 12 devices), and 294C "large
cluster" (up to 32 devices) are all priced
substantially below IBM. A low price
to pay for such sophisticated technology.
SWitch protocols at the
flicl{ofa switch.
To make our Model 290 systems even
more economical, weve included some
very special features. For example, if
you're moving from bisync to SNNSDLC
you can easily switch with a flick of a
switch. Both
models feature
a special dual
adapter, so you
can use either
protocol without
extra hardware.

These systems are designed with
the human factor in mind too - with a
special non-glare dispJay, an adjustable
stand and a highly efficient keyboard
designed to give your operators more
comfort and convenience. And that pays
off in productivity.
Duron-lines on time, too.
At Northern Telecom, we believe that
you shouldn't have to wait for tomorrow
to get the technology you need today.
You can have our on-line systems working
for you without a long wait for delivery.
To find out more about these efficient and economical SNA on-line systems, call (800) 621-6476 (in illinois
(800) 572-6724), or send in the coupon.
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and a new Advanced Network Management System
Announcing Paradyne's
NEW MPX family of high
speed, signal processing
modems. They're quick to
install- make three connections, push a few buttons for
modem strapping - and they're
user ready. Easy up, rarely down.
Modem speeds of 2400,
4800, 9600 bits per second,
operating point-to-point or
multipoint, all with automatic
adaptive equalization.
Lower power consumption and smaller size too!
Only 3Y2 inches high, 8Y2 inches
wide and weighing 5Y2 pounds.
You're in total control.
Press a few keys on the
NEW ANALYSIS 5500 Series
advanced network management system, and downline load strapping to the
MPX modems.
ANALYSIS constantly monitors a
wider range of phone line
parameters than ever before.
Controlling your modem
network is essential and it's at
your fingertips.
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ANALYSIS 5500, together
with the new family of MPX
high speed signal processing
modems, can provide the most
technologically advanced communication network available
today. Built with Paradyne's
quality. Backed with Paradyne's service - around
the world.
Efficiency, expansion, control.
Another Paradyne systems solution. If you want your network
up, not down, give us a call or
return the form below.

Flexibility. The 5500 Series
is modular in design for easy
upgrade in capacity and features. It's distributed system
design supports from a fewto hundreds of lines - in virtually any network architecture.
Business efficiency. Business
expansion. Data networks today
are the mainstream of business
communications. Hundreds,
perhaps thousands of your
employees and customers,
depend on your network to be
up, not down.

r--------------------------------------I

I Paradyne Corp. Dept. DM-9

! P.o. Box 1347

: Largo, FL 33540
I

'paradyne
Name_________________
Title ______--'--_________
Company_ _ _ _ _ ___
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ __
State
Zip _ __
Telephone (__) ______
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SORWARE AND SERVICES
itan statistical areas, 183 bureaus of economic analysis, 50 states and the District of
Columbia, and the nation as a whole. The
information covers 104 industrial areas.
Eight categories of data are available for each region: domestic output by
industry; payrolls by industry and income;
population, deaths, and births; employment
by industry, labor force, and unemployment; personal consumption expenditures
by industry; equipment investment by industry; construction expenditure by type;
and federal government expenditures by
function, and total state and local government expenditures. CONTROL DATA CORP.,
BUSINESS INFORMATION SERVICES, Greenwich, Conn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 332 ON READER CARD

SPELLER
This vendor's Spelling Verifier checks
words as they are typed and checks documents after they are recorded. The product
uses a 72,000-word electronic dictionary
derived from the extensive word frequency
research conducted by Houghton-Mifflin
Co., publishers of the American Heritage
Dictionary. The package provides better
than 99% accuracy on all general applications, the vendor says.
The Spelling Verifier provides for
additional customized word lists of up to
1,500 words each. These customized lists
can be typed and recorded, or added directly from text as the text is being verified. The
Spelling Verifier also recognizes and
checks for capitalization and hyphenation,
as specified by the operator on the customized word list. Other features include instant reverification of words after they are
corrected, display and edit of the customized word lists, the ability to store and use
consecutively any number of customized
word lists, and optional storage of the dictionary on a hard disk unit.
The Spelling Verifier runs concurrently with all existing word processing features sold by the vendor, and is available on
the vendor's 8100 and 8500 systems with
128KB of memory. CPTCORP., Minneapolis,
Minn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 333 ON READER CARD

ACCOUNTING
These integrated business accounting applications software modules for multi-user/
multitasking systems are centered on a variety of microcomputers, including the Micro
Five Series 1000, the Fortune 32: 16, and
the Apple Lisa. Written in SMC Business
BASIC, the applications include general ledger, accounts receivable, accounts payable,
and budget/financial reporting. These can
be used as standalone applications or can be
fully integrated.
Designated the SM Series (for super
micro), the new packages allow the small
business owner or a department in a larger
business to move from a single-user to a
216
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multi-user system as needs grow, without
losing the investment in hardware and without having to reenter data. The SM series
incorporates the same principles as the vendor's single-user accounting and productivity applications written in UCSD Pascal, including full documentation for ease of installation and use. Each of the applications
modules costs about $800 to $900. STATE
OF THE ART INC., Costa Mesa, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 334 ON READER CARD

ARABIC WP
This vendor's Arabic Word Processing
Package, previously available only in the
Middle East, is currently available for use
on any of the vendor's Office Information
Systems in the U.S. or Europe. The Arabic
Word Processor is a software/hardware
combination that includes an Arabic workstation to support the reverse-direction writing and the different character set.
The package is designed to provide
users with a complete Arabic language system. It includes Arabic language menus,
complete bilingual Arabic/English functionality, and Automatic Character Shape
Selection (ACSS), all of which comply with
the rules for Arabic orthography and grammar. Arabic and English can be combined
to produce bilingual documents.
The package uses an extended, software-generated character set containing
over 200 Arabic forms, ligatures, and vowel points (tashkeel). A variety of Arabic
vocalization and justification options are
also offered.
The Arabic workstation has bilingual keys and can function with all standard
English OIS software, including word processing, BASIC, and DOS functions. The
vendor's 5577 high-density dot matrix
printer is required to handle the extended
Arabic character set. WANG LABORATORIES
INC., Lowell, Mass.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 335 ON READER CARD

HIGH-SPEED COMMUNICATIONS
The HO 15 software package supports channel-driven high-speed peripherals up to
10,000 feet locally and up to hundreds of
miles remotely from the controlling computer. The product, which is designed for
use with the IBM MVS/SP and MVS/XA operating systems, permits peripherals located at
a distance to operate as if natively attached
to the data channel of the associated computer.
The product is a successor to the
vendor's current HO 12 Mvs-based cpu-todevice software. It adds XA support, other
system enhancements, and expands the peripheral repertoire. The product supports 110
to all 327x controllers and attached terminals and printers, including 3277, 3278,
and 3279 devices in both SNA and non-SNA
environments. In addition, the product supports 1/0 to unit record devices that can be
attached to a· block multiplexor channel;

these devices include the 2540, 250 I, and
3505 card readers, the 2540 and 3535 card
punches, and the 1403,3203,3211,3800,
and 9700 line printers. Also supported are
1/0 to 3250 graphic devices, 3088 and CTC
adapters, all 3420 tape models, 370x devices, and 389x MICR devices. NETWORK
SYSTEMS CORP., Minneapolis, Minn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 336 ON READER CARD

EDUCATE
This vendor's interactive videodisk on
computer literacy is designed for use in industrial training and public education. It
teaches users fundamental microcomputer
concepts that pertain to all microcomputers,
rather than focusing on specific brands. The
videodisk covers subject areas including
microcomputer architecture, programming
languages, telecommunications, networking, peripherals, and applications programs. The program also offers an executive summary that is designed to give managerial personnel a comprehensive overview of computer systems and their business applications. Other sections are dedicated to novice learners and to more knowledgeable users.
The videodisk provides random
access to programmed information, two
discrete audio tracks, full indexing, and the
ability to modify the program to fulfill specific learner needs. The computer controlling the disk player will allow users access
only to the material pertinent to their needs,
and it allows the user to view the information at his own pace. The computer literacy
course, which consists of two two-sided interactive videodisks, will be commercially
available by the end of the year. the vendor
says. JAM INTERACTIVE VIDEODISK DESIGN
AND PRODUCTION GROUP, Rochester, N. Y.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 337 ON READER CARD

CARD CATALOG
Bookends is a card catalog system that allows users to keep track of large numbers of
article and book citations. The menu-driven
product includes a text editor that supports
upper and lower case entry and display. Information can be output in a variety of
forms, ranging from notes to a formatted
bibliography.
For each reference, the user can enter authors. title, journal, volume, page
numbers, date, publisher, and up to 255
characters' worth of keywords. Individual
reference databases containing hundreds of
entries can be linked together to form
searchable databases of unlimited size, but
the size of each individual database is limited. For typical references, which contain
150 to 300 characters per reference, a 48KB
Apple microcomputer could store 85 to 170
entries and a 64KB Apple could store 120 to
240 entries in main memory. A standard
5 1/4-inch floppy disk can hold 450 to 900
references.
References can be searched by au-

T-UI4114D!
New In Look . . . New with advanced
operational features ... new cost effective expansion Dexibilily ... new with
what hundreds of users have asked for.
Now for IBM 2914,3814 and other present and future
computer switch users, T-Bar's ready with a CRT
controlled superstar computer switch - the new
3690 which scores ahead of its nearest competitor at
least eight significant ways:
I. Incremental Upgrades: By single channel or
single port.
2. Versatile Control: Programmable CRT Microcontrol·with manual back-up.
3. Most sizes: 379 matrix sizes from 2x2 to 16x24.
4. Investment Protection: Wrap-around upgrade
of existing T-Bar computer switches.
-5. Advanced Design: Technology already compatible with state-of-the-art bidirectional applications.
I. Expanded Diagnostic: Activity Indication All
Channels. Latchable LED diagnostic indication
with access for recording and analysis.

7. Operator Protected Switching: Eliminates in-

B.

advertent data interruption.
Low Price: As much as 20% less than comparable units.

T-Bar's 3690 continues a tradition began in 1975
when T-Barfirst engineered dependability, reliability and compatibility into a computer switch. Those
first early models - still on-line and compatible
with every IBM upgrade since - set a standard of
excellence that is the distinguishing characteristic
of every T-Bar_product.
Today, as central host sites multiply, system capabilities expand, interfaces and peripherals increase,
T-Bar's 3690 is ready to facilitate a variety of tasks:
simplified service restoral, rotate peripherals, in'crease up-time, reduce capital costs, control and
monitor countless connections
and many other functions. If
your data processing system is
ready for a matrix switch,
you're ready for a 3690. Call or
write T-Bar Incorporated, 141
Danbury Road, P.O. Box T, Wilton, CT 06897 (203) 834-8368.

T-Bar International (Europe) Ltd.
Deseronto Wharf Estate
St. Mary's Road
Langley, Slough
Berks SL3 7EW England
Tel: 44 753 40545
T-Bar GmbH
Hans-Plnsel-Strasse 9-10
8013 Haar bel Munchen
Germany
Tel: 0 89 46 30 30

SWITCHING TECHNOLOGY
FOR CRITICAL APPLICATIONS
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T-Bar's 3690
Computer Matrix Switch

SORWARE AND SERVICES
thor, keywords, dates or titles. The program can provide an alphabetized list of all
of the defined keywords and authors to facilitate a search for a particular article or
book. The program runs on Apple lIe and
Apple II Plus micros with at least 48KB
memory, DOS 3.3, and one or more disk
drives. The standard 40-column video
screen is used for display. The package
costs $125. SENSIBLE SOFTWARE INC., West
Bloomfield, Mich.

dor's database services. The charge to read
the full text of an article found by the clipping service is about 50¢ per article.
The NewsFlash service can search
for simple words or concepts or for complex phrases such as "IBM P.c.," "Tax +
Loophole', " etc. An asterisk can be used to
indicate that any suffix to a word is acceptable (e.g., "communicat*"). NEWSNET.
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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NETWORK DBMS
LAN:Datacore is designed to be a relational
database development package for local
area networks of personal computers. The
package offers concurrent access, business
size storage capability, and multi-user security. The package is intended to give oems
and systems integrators a set of programmatic procedures to handle information
storage and retrieval in development of applications programs.
Datacore handles the issue of simultaneous access by providing automatic passive record-locking and allowing several
people to modify the database at the same
time. The package also facilitates definition
of user access by records or fields within
records in such a way that a single database
can contain information for several applications without jeopardizing security or privacy requirements. The program also allows
the programmer to write a single applications program that can be used by a single
user or upgraded to a local area network
environment.
Keys are stored in a dynamic B +
tree structure, which minimizes disk traffic
and maximizes network performance. Up
to 16 key fields can be defined to allow fast
retrieval in direct or keyed sequential order.
Datacore handles up to 16MB of data. SOFTWARE CONNECTIONS, Santa Clara, Calif.
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CLIPPING SERVICE
Through this vendor's NewsFlash, clipping
service, subscribers can select up to 10
words or phrases for which the vendor will
search continuously as new information enters its database. The database consists of
the full text of 125 business newsletters, PR
Newswire, and the UPI news service. The
information searched by the NewsFlash service includes some sources that are not
available in print, as well as many sources
that are available in print and over the service network.
When the clipping service finds
"matches" for words or phrases, the subscriber automatically gets the headlines.
The subscriber then reads the full text of
only those articles that look interesting. The
words or phrases used by the search process
can be changed with less than a one-day
delay. The service is included with the basic $15 per month subscription to the ven218 DATAMATION

services and custom programming for special adaptations of Micro FRS, and supports
all customers with a telephone service. The
initial version of MicroFRS was written for
the IBM Personal Computer and runs on the
Compaq and Victor 9000 machines as well.
The package is derived from the vendor's
mainframe FRS and FMS mainframe asset!
liability management programs, which
were acquired from Capex Corp. SENDERO
CORP., Phoenix, Ariz.
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ENCRYPTION
Vault, a security package for minis and micros based on the vendor's Pro-Tec computer security and information encryption system for IBM, Sperry, HP, and DEC large systems, enables users to encrypt or scramble
text, computer programs, or sensitive information on the disk. The vendor says that
information is "locked in" even if the disks
are stolen and force-read.
The package can be used only within the confines of the U.S., since National
Security Agency regulatidns forbid selling
the product overseas or to agents of foreign
governments in this country. Similarly,
telecommunication of information encrypted by Vault is restricted to use within the
U.S.
Vault allows users to encrypt data
and send in encrypted form across tele~
phone lines, simulating a secure version of
electronic mail. A "digital signature" option prevents the forgery of messages by a
receiver or by a third party. The menudriven system costs $400 and runs under the
UCSD p-System on Sage II and Sage IV micros. The vendor says that the program will
also be available on the IBM Personal Computer and other micros and low-end minis.
MANAGEMENT ANALYTIC SUPPORT INC.,
McLean, Va.

SALES HISTORY
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FILE TRANSFER

BANK MANAGEMENT
MicroFRS (Financial Results Simulator) is a
microcomputer-based asset/liability software package designed for bank management that is capable of handling several
complex functions. The program is written
in the Plan80 language, and has extensive
menus that lead users through financial
modeling worksheets. Menus list single letter commands that allow users to enter data
directly onto worksheets and to produce
preformatted reports.
Capabilities of MicroFRS include input modeling for variable target balances,
key rates, and base information that feed
detail loan, investment, borrowing, and deposit models. Reports include income statements, balance sheets, call reports (Schedule J), performance ratios, and gap analysis. These can be generated for any number
of hypothetical models and assumptions.
Input and report categories are customized
for each bank by the vendor.
The vendor also provides consulting

This Sales History (S/H) package is written
in COBOL specifically for the Wang vs series
of computers. The package is intended to be
a comprehensive management tool for planning sales strategies and tracking results. It
automatically uses the data and results already generated by the vendor's Accounts
Receivable (NR) and Customer Order Processing (cop) packages to create 19 reports.
These include analysis reports, which present sales volume percentages to provide
easy location of major profit sources; comparison reports, which allow for comparison of data from selected current periods
with data from corresponding periods of the
previous year; and detail reports, which are
presentations of COP invoice data.
S/H takes full advantage of the vs
features, including the use of the PF keys to
select options and the format for displaying
reports. Reports may optionally be run in
the background. Source code licenses cost
$2,000 for the first computer, and decrease
for additional cpus. Licenses include the
program, a software reference manual, and
a user's manual. MINI-COMPUTER BUSINESS
APPLICATIONS INC., Montrose, Calif.
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FTP is a utility program that is designed to
provide reliable file transfer between micro
and mainframe computers. The product
consists of two parts: the mainframe half
runs under TSO or VM/CMS, and the micro
program runs under MS/DOS on the IBM P.e.,
AppleDOS or CP/M on the Apple II, CP/M on
Z-80-based machines, and cP/M-86 on
8086- or 8088-based machines.
FTP provides a layered protocol including full cyclic redundancy checking
(CRC) and automatic retry to ensure data
integrity at high line speeds. The micro program contains an asynchronous dumb terminal emulator that allows the user to dial
the mainframe, connect to TSO or CMS, and
issue either the Upload or Download command during the session.
FTP is supplied on tape and on the
appropriate diskettes for desired micros. It
costs $4,000, which includes up to 10
copies of the micro program. After that,
each micro to be supported costs $50. OBS
SOFTW ARE, San Francisco, Calif.
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DBIDC DEVELOPMENT
Biblos is a DBIDC aid fo~ the development of
native CICS/COBOL applications. It includes
a designer for analysis design and decomposit!on of complex systems; a screen
painter; an emitter that produces CICS/
COBOL; BMS maps and vsAM/DL 1/ ADABAS
interfaces from, Biblos/COBOL programs;
and an interactive debugger operating in
source, mode.
In developing COBOL applications,
the prograriuner handles, only the detailed
application logic. Biblos handles the communication between CICS and all screens,
modules, and databases. The vendor says
that 90% of the emitted COBOL code'is automatically generated by Biblos. The program rims under OS and DOS and can include
files from PDS, Panvalet, and Librarian.
Biblos is composed of three primary
modules. The Designer module is a guide to
the methodology of the preparation of
system/program specifications. The Emitter module 'is, a preprocessor that extends
COBOL with Biblos syntax to facilitate programming directly from Designer specifications. It produces complete 'programs
with all required codes for interfacing with
CICS. The Debugger module can be invoked
to provide facilities for run-time examination and modifiCation of program data area
contents by name, trapping of exceptional
conditions, and breakpoint setting. BIBlDS
TECHNOLOGY iNC. , New York, N.Y.'

break even, or any other objective. It uses
true mortality tables and pennits the user to
test the effects of changes in reserve ratios,
taxes, cession levels, and other variables.
The package requires a P.c. with 64KB main
memory, a printer, and two disk drives.
Complete documentation arid BASIC source
code are provided for a $1 ,500 license fee.
Clas-ic Credit provides mainframe
users will all the information reporting necessary to manage a credit insurance operation' while making critical information
available on-line. The system integrates administration, actuarial, sales, claims, and
accounting functions. Specific capabilities
include preparation of commission billing
and accounting reports; preparation of required state and NAIC reports; reporting of
profitability of gross and reinsured business; and preparation of GAAP worksheets
on all lines of business. Cl<is-ic Credit runs
on'the IBM mainframes under DOS or OS.
Complete documentation, COBOL source
listirigs, normal system maintenance, and
service are provided as part of a $90,000
license fee. LOGic INC., Dallas, Texas.
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DESIGN ANALYSIS

The Kelly Simulator Test for Word Processor Operators (KSTWPO) is intended to
evaluate temporary, e'mployees in several
~reas, including overall worq processing
capability; ~kill levels on separate functions, such as input, formatting, andedit:ing;,and knowledge of different models of
equipment. The test uses a word processing
simulator developed by Kee Inc., which duplicates the keyboard functions of Wang,
IBM, and Lanier word processors.
Score results are displaye.d on the
simulator's crt by function, showing time,
errors,' and percent accuracy. An operator
must achieve a minimum proficiency rate'in
each required function before being certified for emplo'yment in a'customer installation. In addition to the basic functions, the
system also provides advanced :tests for
those indivi'duals who have experience in
such word processing functions as statistical reporting, 'text editing, and printing.
KELLY SERVICES INC:, Troy, Mich.

Crisp80 is a set of programs forming a software design and, documentation tool that
suppor:ts top-down, 'hierarchi~, modular,
structured design and program methodologies. The system permits flexible and facile
alterations, additions,and deletions to the
programmer's ideas as the 'application program evolves.
"
A program design using the Crisp80
system consists of short, English te?Ctual descriptions of data, interfaces, 'and procedures that are embedded in a structured,
modular syntax. Output from'the Crisp80
displays the program design as a set of modules hierarchically 'refined into algorithms,
data structures, and interfaces. T~e display
is formatted, into two-dimensional flowchart-like segments for a graphic presentation of the design. In addition to being a text
formatter, the system prepares material
such as table of contents, mod!-Ile directory,
structure (tier) chart, cross~references, and
a statistics report on the characteristics of
the design.'
'
,
The Crisp80 system was developed
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and is written in Microsoft BASIC-80 for interactive
execution on a Z-80-based microcomputer
running CP/M. The' sO,urce code comes on an
8-inch diskette and costs $370. A support-:ing manual costs $24. COSMIC, Athens, Ga.
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INSU~NCE

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
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WP SKILLS TEST

PACKAGES

Pro-Forma is a package"for the IBM Personal
Computer that enables credit insurers to
prepare fully detailed pro forma five-year
plans for prospects in, a few !TIinutes. The
package allows prospects to optimize the
five-year 'p~an for minimum commissions,

Statmaster model STMR is an interactive statistical system for microcomputers that supports many frequently used statistical techniques, including mean, standard deviation, median, t-test, analysis' of variance,
Chi-square, linear correlation and regres-

sion, and nonlinear correlation and regression. Data to be analyzed can be entered
directly from the keyboard, or the analysis
function can be instructed to read data from
a file. The files can be created and maintained using the vendor's Writemaster word
processing program, screen text editor, or
database report 'generation system. The results of programs can be saved in files that
can then be incorporated into Writemaster
or screen editor text files.
The Statmaster program is menu
driven and uses a conversational mode.
Help functions in every menu provide brief
reminders of how to use the package. The
package runs on any of the vendor's microcomputers running the CDOS or Cromix operating systems. It costs $300. CROMEMCO
INC., Mountain View, Calif.
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SPEECH RECOGNITION
This .product is designed to be a highperformance multiple-speaker speech recognition 'system requiring no exotic hardware. The.program runs on 6502-based microcomputers, and does require a handheld
microphone, an analog to digital converter,
and a microphone preamplifier, all of which
can be purchased off the, shelf. The product
achieves a 99.3% correct performance 'rate
on the Texas Instruments speaker dependent test. The $500 product uses dynamic
programming and Markov type' stoch<is(ic
modeling te'chniques to achieve its performance levels. It is being licensed to oems, '
although first deliveries aren't scheduled
until the first quarter of 1984. Support services include applications engineering and
development for other microprocessors and
computers. DRAGON SYSTEMS INC., West
Newton, ·Mass.
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GENERAL LEDGER

Maps/GL i~ a gencralledger package for use
on the VAX superminicomputers. The s'oftware is ari adaptation of Price Waterhouse's
FM80, software and will be supported by
Price Waterhouse. The package is designed
to be flexible enough to deal with' mOst
complex 'accounting and organizational
'
structures.
The package is structured around a
centrally located database where financial,
historical, budget, and statistical data reside. Other subsystems can be integrated
with the general ledger package through the
database. The user has direct control over
the functions of the system and can determine who is allowed to access the data.
Maps/GL is design'ed to integrate qecis ion support through the Maps/Model financial modeling package. The package
costs $22,500 to $30,000, depending on the
VAX configuration. ROSS SYSTEMS INC,',
Palo Alto, Calif.
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Connect with the
Strategic Partner
in Networking__• .
Codex is a recognized leader in the design,
development, manufacture and distribution of
telecommunications equipment and networks
worldwide.
Our current strategy calls for massive research
and development investments in new techniques,
new products and new markets. And we intend
to make our strategy a success, in partnership
with our corporate parent Motorola ... and with
you. If your career plans include building on your
strengths into new, promising areas, consider a
strategic partnership with usl We now have'
many openings for engineering professionals including these: .

Senior
Support Programmer
We need a highly skilled programmer to support the
entire software product development cycle at Codex,
from research through manufacturing. You will design,
develop, test, analyze and evaluate system programming projects, assemblers, compilers and cross software. Working closely with' the user community, you'll
identify problems and offer software solutions. BSCS or
equivalent, with 3 years'. experience.

Contact Dave Temple.

Senior

Engine~r

We 'seek an experienced software development
engineer for real-time microcomputer-based data
communications software. You should know microcomputer operating systems, real-time software development for micros, data comm protocols, and the IBM .
3270 line. Three or more years' experience and a
BSCS/EE or equivalent required. Good communication
skills a must.

Contact Dave Temple.

Internal ConsultantNetwork Management
You will be Codex' key architect'for network management products in this consultant position. The successful candidate will have a strong systems design
background, knowledge of host-oriented network architecture,' Data Base Management, and network
Management. You~II also play an important role in
developing efficient, "ergonomic" man/machine interfaces.

Contact Paul Johnson.

Group Leader Software Tools
Manage the software support/tools development
group. Direct development and maintenance of.tools
and resources for product development groups. Broad
experience with the software development process
and the role of software tools is essential. Line .
management experience is' also required. A BS in Computer Science or Electrical Engineering is required. An
MS is preferred. Familiarity with the issues of software
quality and development prqductivity is important.

Contact Bob LIppman ..

These posItIons are located at our new Product
Development engIneerIng facruty In Canton, MA. If
you are Interested Iry these posItIons, please send
your resume and salary hIstory to the approprIate
contact person at CODEX CO~PORATION, Dept.
210, 20 Cabot Boulevard, MansfIeld, MA 02048.

P

'lJ!i Our on-goIng record of success arrows

Codex to offer soUd .opportunltles to a wIde
varIety of Industry professIonals. If you are curious,
please submit your resume In confidence, as Indicated.
. .
. .

codex
110

MOTOROLA INC.

Information Systems Group
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer M/FtV/H
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BOOKS

A MANAGER'S GUIDE TO
LOCAL NETWORKS
by Frank Derfler Jr.
and William Stallings
In their preface, Dertier and Stallings state
that the purpose 9f their bOQ/< is "to provide
business managers and corporate decision
makers with the vocabulary and principles
of local network systems." They tell us
their book should be read before the vendors come to call because "it gives the
manager tools to evaluate proposals, determine needs, and ask appropriate questions." Well, it seems to this reviewer that
they've done what they set out to do. This
guide is a small book on a tough topic that
coyers the ground, teaches the vocabulary,
and demystifies the technology to a satisfying degree.
The book is structured into nine
chapters that average about 15 pages each.
Every chapter is subdivided with major and
minor headings, and the sections are well
illustrated with appropriate graphics and
photographs. This layout lends itself particularly well to business managers and corporate decision makers, who will probably
read the book on the commuter train. Each
chapter concludes with a bullet-point list of
"things to think about'· or "things to remember," which is particularly helpful if
it's been a few days between chapters.
The book begins with short chapter reminding us that communications has
always been a basic need of business and, In
fact, the historical methods of moving in~
formation'--special point-to-point messengers, postal services that carry documents
to a central point for distribution; and circuit riders-are the same patterns we have
in use today. The change from horseback to
electronics reflects not a new need, but better engineering.
Improvements in engineering have
come particularly fast in recent years and
one result is a proliferation of electronic
communications machinery. The second

a

chapter introduces the most important of
ASCII and other coding schemes, the conthese new devices: word· processors, faccepts of synchronous and asynchronous
simile, telex and TWX, intelligent copiers,
transmission, and the basic structure of bitelephones, and video. The authors enliven
sync, HOLC, and SOLC. This is admittedly
what could have been a dull catalog with
difficult subject matter, even though the ausome good insights about the role of paper
thors handle it well. It seems worthwhile
in the "paperless office" and about the
for the book's intended audience to struggle
practical problems inherent in having a lot . through these 10 pages to get an appreciaof these electronic communicating devices
tion for the complexities of data communiaround. By the time you finish chapter two
cation, even if readers don't remember the
you're convinced, if you weren't already,
details.
that getting these devices to work together
The next chapter-which, by the
gracefully is far from a trivial problem. In
way, the authors don't consider optionalfact, the groundwork has been laid to conexplains the International Standards Orgasider the intercommunication mechanism
nization's Open System Interconnection
as a system in its own right.
Reference Model. In spite of a gen'erally
light and sometimes tongue-in~cheek tone
The next two chapters constitute
throughout the book, the authors refrain
about a third of the book and, frankly, this
from referring to this as the ISO OSI model.
is the hard part. Chapter four shows the
The presentation proceeds from the applicaprogression from straightforward telephone
tion layer downwards to, the physical link
systems to PABXs, to CBXS, to CBXs that
layer. This technique seems to work a bit
carry data as well as voice, ~nd finally to
better than the more common bottom-up
digital CBXs that integrate voice and data
a'pproach. After explaining the reference
s~itching. This chapter also teaches the bamodel, the authors manage in two pages to
sics of modems and introduces. the ideas
give the reader a pretty good idea of how
and vocabulary of signaling disciplines and
X.25 and SNA fit (or don't quite fit) in'the
speeds. The authors introduce telephone
ideal picture.
'
switch technology as the base caseofa local
The tight logic of this little book
network, an approach that seems valid from
seems to waver a bit in chapter seven,
a historical development perspective.
"Managing the Data Base." It starts out
Chapter four is the first description of a
with some helpful advice on how to figure
local network system; chapter five explains
out what information is used in an organizathat there are several other ways to accomtion. The level of the advice would suggest
plish the same thing: It covers media (twistthe' phrase "rule of thumb" rather than
ed pair, coax, optical fiber), topology (star,
methodology, and after we get the advice
ring, bus), and of course the famous band
we arc told a couple of anecdotes about
twins (base and broad). The entire exposiorganizations that have applied it. The
tion is couched in simple langu&ge with an
chapter concludes with a few items of useabsolute minimum of ego injected by the
ful. but seemingly anomolous, information
authors.
on data security. It's hard to understand exDerfler and Stallings tell us that
actly what role this' chapter plays in helping
chapter five. "Teclmical Fundamentals and
the audience understand local networks, but
Standards," is optional. For the book to
the information is valuable and the presenachieve its purpose, however, the business
tation is lively, so this reader just considmanager or corporate decision maker has
ered it a bonus.
got to work at it. Tough going or not, the
At first glance, chapter eight seems
material in this chapter is necessary. The
a little out of place, too. It's called "PlanRs232c electrical protocol is introduced
ning an Office Automation System." The
here, as well as the equivalent of internaauthor's main point in this section is that
tional standards. It then goes on to explain
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you shouldn't go out and buy a local network without a very clear idea of what
you're goingto do with it. Derfler and S'tall~
ings display an assumption (probably harmless) that local nets are used in office automation. The book almost ignores the idea
that you might want to put a local net in a
factory for process control, or in a data center for interprocessor communications, and
so on. The chapter gives'a fair~y straightforward planning approach to office automation, and comes to the inescapable conclusion that if you're going to do office automation, the pieces of the system will have
to communicate. Voila! Local 'networks.
The last chapter of the text, "Buying a Local Network," gives good, practical advice on what to think about when
you're doing a procurement. 'I'm inclined to
grumble, however, about the emphasis the
au'thors place upon comparative pricing of
CBX, baseband, and broadband networks.
This is the kind of information that technology makes obsolete very rapidly, and one
should hesitate to put fixed ideas about
costs in managers' heads.
The book finishes up with an excellent glossary, three appendixes describing
specific local networks, and a good index.
The appendixes are a mixed bag ~ The description of a Rolm CBX as a local net is very
good and so is the description of an AMDAX
CableNet. These are both presented with
application examples and they would probably be very helpful to a manager who made
it this far in the book. The third appendix is
an 'anemic presentation of Ethernet, 'which
will probably be a mild embarrassment to
the authors in the long run. ' ,
Summing up this book is easy: get
it, read it, and give it to your boss. You'll
both be glad you did. Prentice-Hall Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. (f983, 124 pp.,
$14.95).
'
-Bruce W. Hasenyager

politicking, nor do we have much inclination to deal with the politics of a situation.
We don't know how to manipulate people,
and we're not very good at understanding
political, situations. Running a successful
project requires that we deal with't~e politics of an organization-and that is not
something you learn from computer
courses.
This book provides useful insight
into the politics of system failure. The author's objective is to assist you in under-:standing basic political maneuvering as it
. relates to systems projects. For example, a
project may fail because limited resources
are available for it. Resource problems are
due to.external management decisions, and
a project with too few resources has' been
politically set up, to. fail. The author shows
you how to maneuver around such external
political components.
'
The book is divided into 13 chapters, most of which conclude with exercises. Three chapters are devoted to, a case
study: the SCRIMP project at Smoot Inc. This
case study describes a common organizational situation; however, the project leader
became politically savvy very quickly and
both the project and its leader were immediately successful. It seems a little too easy,
but Smoot Inc. isan interesting example of
a techie becoming a politically smart proJect leader.
'
,Block describes the political process very well.' The issues of control, communications, and goals are all knowledgeably discussed.' The chapter on goals recailed' familia~ project problems, such as
the way corporate goals can be outweighed
by other, more personal' ones.
The author telt's of a project team
that was directed to build the best system of
its kind in the industry, with three years as a
target date. The project members were intent on achieving the goal of building a
state-of-the-art system,' and the 'three-year
target date was not considered, very impor~
THE POLITICS Of PROJECTS
tant. When the project was 18 months late,
by Robert Block
management ca!lceled the entire effort. The
Most books on' projects 'address system
project team did not understand that time
methodologies or' resource management.
was truly critica] and could not be compromised. The team was blinded by the opporThis one bluntly discusses the politics of a
project. Furthermore, the author attempts to' tunity to work on a moqern, challenging
teach political processes to the reader. The
project and' forgot, about the important, goal
book is refreshingly hone'st and useful beof comple~ing the project on time.
'cause the author tells -how best to deal with
Not all political problems are as
the politics surrounding any project.
clear cut as that. The author understands
If a successful system is defined as
this,'but maintains that apptoaching th~ poone that is "developed on time and within
litical problems in a disciplined, organized
budget; is reliable, maintainable, meets its
manner will help you perceive reality'as it is
and not as you' wish it were.
'
goals and specified requirements; and satisfies the users," most of us would agree with
The author provides support for this
Block that the vast majority of systems
view throughout the book. In chapter nine
we've worked on can in some way be Clashe discusses the formal and informal orgasified as failures. This is a sad state of realinization. Relationships of an informal naty. The author believes that political probture are defined. An organization chart is
lems are the major cause of failure in sysannotated (to depict' networking) and a fortem development. This is partly because
mal process for understanding the players
systems people are not trained in the art of and their roles is provided. This is proba~ly
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as close as we can get to a systems approach
for project politics.
, Block also provides some straightforward advice on developing fundame~tal
skills for coping with politics: To be successfui, you will need to understand and
develop excelle'nce in all forms of interaction-telephone calls, meetings, presentations, and written documents. The author
.asks you to list job interactions, type~ of
people involved, and frequency of contact:
Then you are asked to evaluate your perfor~
rriance in these forums.
The first time I was on a project that
was canceled for political reasons, it was
both devastating and incomprehensible.
The second time around, I had gained a
little more understanding~ By the third time
I was more politically adroit and could see it
co'ming. By the fourth time, I was able to
work within the politics to achieve success;
If I had read this book, perhaps I could have
been smarter a lot faster: If you are a project
manager or director of projects, you'll find
this book useful. It would also be interesting reading for a project team. With greater
political skills we may be able to achieve
greater succe~s-both personally and on the,
project. Yourdon Inc. New York, N.Y.
(l983, 131 pp., $18.50). '
~rene
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DRP: DISTRIBUTED RESOURCE
PLANNING, ,DISTRIBUTION .
MAN~GE~ENT'S MOST
POWERFUL TOOL .
by Andre Martin
Oliver Wight Limited Publications and
Prentice-Hall have copublishe'd Martin's
book: They say this 287-page work is the
first book-length treatment of the 'subject.
DRP is a logical extension of manufacturing
resource planning (MRP II) the 'computerbased production and'scheduling technique
popularized in the '70s and currently in use
by hundre'ds of U .S. manufacturing companies'. Andre Martin pioneered the use of DRP
for Abbott Laboratories, Canada" where he
was director, of material management and
manufacturing.
"
The late Oliver Wight said, "The
book's publication at this, time is in the
mainstream of the evolution of MRP systems, and wiIf make it easier for users,
whether they are major wholesalers, manufact~rers,distributors, or retailers, to take
advantage of the new developments in computer hardware and software. DRP will play
an important part in making manufacturing
distribution management more profession~
al." The' book can be purchased for '$25
from Oliver Wight Limited Publications,
85 Allen Martin Dr., Essex Junction, VT
05452; (802) 878:8161 or Prentice-Hall
Inc., Engle~ood Cliffs, N. J .

-L.D.

AMAPS/3000: ADVANCED ON-LINE, INTEGRATED
MANUFACTURING AND FINANCIAL SOFTWARE FOR HP 3000.
AMAPS/3000 gives you complete control by integrating
manufacturing, order management and financial functions.
Now decision-makers in production, marketing and finance
all work from the same up-to-date, accurate information-to
control and manage their businesses with the precision that
these economic times demand.
The comprehensive, interactive system features
advanced on-line design to instantly reflect any change-on
the shop floor, in order entry or finance. All information is
automatically updated throughout the system, and is always
available on-line, in real-time. AMAPS/3000 is designed with
the users in mind, so that they can have direct access to relevant data at any time, without putting an extra load on the
DP department.
The AMAPS/3000 modules include Order Management,
Master Production Scheduling, Material Control, Bill of
Material, Material Requirements Planning, Process and
Routing, Standard Costing, Capacity Requirements Plan-

ning, Shop Floor Control, Purchasing Control, Lot Traceability, Cost Management, Accounts Payable, Accounts
Receivable and General Ledger. All in one easy-to-use
modular system specifically designed to take full advantage
of the unique architecture of the popular HP3000. This
combination of flexible, functionally complete software and
efficient, proven hardware makes AMAPS/3000 the ideal
manufacturing system for a lasting value investment.
Comserv, the acknowledged leader in manufacturing
software systems, will assist you in every aspect of implementing and maintaining a state-of-the-art manufacturing
control system. Our staff of professional consultants have
the experience, expertise and proven track record to ensure
your MRP success.
Comserv software is consistently rated best by users.
Find out why by calling Lynnette Felter today. Toll free.
1-800-328-2030. Corporate Headquarters: 3400 Comserv
Drive, Eagan, MN 55120

comserv~
CORPORATION
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The new 970 from Tel,Video.
Nothing else looks like it.
Nothing else performs like it.

Productive office work depends on people
and their equipment working efficiently together.
That's why we have engineered the exciting,
new TeleVideo 970 to perform better than any
other terminal.
For instance, only our "natural balance"
tilting mechanism lets you easily adjust the screen
at a touch, so you avoid neck-craning, straining
and glare.
Our unique keyboard is designed to avoid
user fatigue. We've created a natural palmrest,
sculpted keys and the best ten-key accounting
pad in the industry Our non-volatile function keys
save time and energy.
Like every feature of the new 970, the
screen is designed for ease of use. Our non-glare
14-inch green screen is restful on the eyes, and
its 132 column display can format more information. All in highly legible double-high,
double-wide characters.
Our communications protocol is the industry
standard ANSI 3.64.
As you probably know, most terminal
downtime is caused by overheating that results
-from extended use. There's no such problem with
our unique vertical convection cooling tower.
And because we wanted to extend the life
of your CRT, we've installed a screen saving

feature that automatically turns it off after tifteen
minutes of idle time.
Naturally, like all TeleVideo terminals,
service is available nationwide from General
Electric's Instrumentation and Communication .
Equipment Centers.
The new 970 from TeleVideo. Nothing else
looks like it and nothing else can perform like it.
For more information about TeleVideo's
new 970, call 800-538-8725; in California
408-745-7760.
r---·-------------,

I TeleVideo Systems, Inc.
I
Dept. #9D
I
I 1170 Morse Avenue
I Sunnyvale, CA 94086
I
I Yes, I'd like to know more about the unique 970 from I
I TeleVideo:
I
I
I NAME
I ADDRESS
I
I CITY
I
I STATE
ZIP
I
IL TELEPHONE
__
__
) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ --lI
_ _ _ (_
California/Santa Ana 714·557·6095; Sunnyvale 408·745·7760; Georgia/ Atlanta
404·255-9338; Texas/Dallas 214-980-9978; Illinois/Chicago Area 312-351-9350;
Boston/Massachusetts 617·668-6891; New York/New Jersey 201-267-8805;
United Kingdom/Waking, Surrey 44-9905-6464

~

lJ~fIeleVJ.deo Systems, Inc.
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SOURCE DATA
REPORTS & REFERENCES
COMPUTER GRAPHICS
If you need the facts on where to buy and
whom to contact for computer· graphics,
Technology & Business Communications
Inc., publishers of the S. Klein Newsletter
on Computer Graphics, have a directory for
you. The 1982-'83 S. Klein Directory of
Computer Graphics Suppliers provides the
names, addresses, phone numbers, and persons to contact on 300 hard-core computer
graphics companies. The directory also
contains basic information on ownership,
top management, company size, sales volume, and year of origin. Each listing gives a
brief description of the products and services offered by each firm. A computergenerated cross-index provides quick reference to vendors by application of interest
and specific technology desired. If you're
interested in obtaining the I 28-page report,
send $47 to Technology & Business Communications Inc., 730 Boston Post Rd.,
Suite 27, Sudbury, MAOI776, (617) 4434671.

SECURITY
"One of the key problems with security,"
says John C. O'Mara, executive director of
the Computer Security Institute, "is the
newness of the field and the lack of established standards and procedures." To help
security professionals identify and organize
the best information available, CSI developed a 500-page report, the Computer Security Handbook. "With it," said O'Mara,
"security practitioners now have at their
fingertips a wealth of highly distilled, practical information that will make their jobs a
great deal easier."
The book is broken down into 10
sections: Introduction, Computer Security
in Perspective, Starting & Managing Security, Protecting the Data Center, Software
Management, Communications Security,
Disaster Recovery Planning, Auditing,
Contemporary Issues, and Information
Sources. It provides checklists, case studies, product information, samples and extracts from actual security policies and job
descriptions, magazine and newsletter articles, and a variety of hard-to-find material
from government and other sources. The
report is $95 and can be ordered by writing
The Computer Security Institute, Dept. HP6, 43 Boston Post Rd., Northborough, MA
01532, (617) 845-5050.

INTERNATIONAL SOnwARE
GUIDE
Business Press Group, European publisher of computer and computer-related industry publications, is offering its 1983-'84
edition of the International Directory of
Software. The single-volume guide contains 5, 100 packages from over 1,500 vendors. It covers major U.S. products as well
as the important international packages.
VNU
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Any product can be located by function,
industry, name, acronym, or even supplier.
The data supplied on each product include
suppliers and their terms, configuration requirements, languages, date of origin, and a
detailed description. The directory is available on a 30-day no-charge trial basis and
costs $244. This price includes quarterly
updates on systems software, accounting
and financial applications packages, banking and insurance software, and a category
for special applications software. The directory can be ordered from Computing
Publications Inc., Princeton Forrestal Center, 101 College Rd. East, Princeton, NJ
08540, (609) 452-8090.

VIDEOTEX
The Manager's Guide to Videotex examines
this information processing tool in a worldwide context. It is the second book in a
series designed to "familiarize business
managers with developments in telecommunications technology" while it helps
them assess the role of these new services in
their own work situation. Three European
countries-West Germany, Sweden, and
the U.K.-already have public services in
operation and there are plans throughout
most of Europe to go on-line in the near
future. The book's emphasis is on how the
service works and its relevance to modern
business's increasing demands for information. This volume covers public videotex as
well as private, videotex applications, standards, and videotex systems in Europe and
the rest of the world. The Manager's Guide
to Videotex concentrates on wired videotex
as opposed to broadcast videotex (teletext),
which is the consumer system provided by
television companies. To receive a copy of
the book, send $17 (postage included) to
the Eurodata Foundation, Broad Street
House, 55 Old Broad St., London Ec2M
IRX England.

HAND IN HAND
Venture Development Corp. has done a
study on the future of the office calculator
market. The report is available for $2,750,
and it includes the results of a national survey of dealers who currently carry calculators. The Wellesley, Mass., firm was particularly interested in whether or not dealers
expected handheld computers to cut into
their calculator sales. VDC'S study confirmed manufacturers' opinions that the impact of handheld computers will primarily
be on programmable calculator sales. The
research showed that price points are critical to determine when calculator users will
switch, and that as long as calculator prices
stay below computer prices and fulfill user
needs, there is no reason to expect a switch
to more expensive equipment. As more users implement office automation systems,
however, the calculator manufacturers may
find their markets dwindling. In addition to
the survey, VDC'S study forecasts shipments

by product category, and includes the results of a mail survey to 5,000 office calculator owners. The report also lists strategic
options for manufacturers and other potential entrants to the market. For more information. contact Leone Nancy Pease. Market Research Analyst. Venture Development Corp., One Washington St.. Wellesley. MA 02181. (617) 237-3000.

lASER PRINTING
Determining
when-and
whether-to
make the move into laser printing is not
easy. Professionals in printing. edp. and
other industries who are contemplating this
change can find help in Laser Printing: The
Hard-Copy Revolution ($59.95 per volume) by Dr. William White. As author of
the book and a consultant involved in helping both private and governmental organizations introduce and manage laser printing
operations. White claims that "laser printing is the most radical and far-reachi~g revolution in hardcopy production of words.
numbers, graphics, and symbols in 400
years. The laser printer is a computer-based
system that takes the characters directly
from an electronically stored memory~
typesets them, performs all page layout and
makeup functions, and prints out a full
complete. offset-quality original in a matter
of seconds." The fully indexed and illustrated volume is a practical guide to determining the costs of laser printing and assessing the personnel and space requirements. Other topics include managing the
operation. life-cycle costs. purchasing or
leasing. and cost-effective applications.
For more information. contact T. Jess Seiple. Carnegie Press. 100 Kings Rd .• Madison, NJ 07940. (201) 822-1240.

PERIODICALS
BUSINESS UPDATES
Business Systems Update and Product Update, first marketed in the Midwest. are
now available nationwide. The publications
are presently sold in over 800 computer and
bookstores. Business Systems Update includes brief (one to three paragraphs) summaries of more than 180 computer articles
selected from about 50 computer and business publications. Its objective. said managing editor Kenneth Derus. is "to provide
broad coverage of all the important feature
articles. buyer guides. and product reviews
of interest to business owners and managers
and computer professionals. ,.
Product Update is devoted to new
software and hardware products of interest
to business users. The product summaries
are derived from literature provided by
manufacturers. Derus said the magazine is
consumer oriented. contains no advertising, and does not charge manufacturers for
inclusion of their products. The publications are put out by PrimeStar Research Inc.
The first issues are free to new subscribers;

SOURCE DATA
12 issues of Business Systems Update go for
$39 (its cover price is $3.95) and a dozen
copies of Product Update (cover price
$2.95) cost $31. For more information,
contact Stephen R. Castle, Director of Marketing, PrimeStar Research Inc., 701 East
Irving Park Rd., Roselle, IL 60172, (312)
980-3110 or toll-free (800) 762-6800 outside Illinois.

A ROBOT IN EVERY HOME
The people at Personal Robotics News
claim that the age of the personal robot is
here. To help you stay on top of the progress in the field, they are offering a monthly
newsletter on developments in hardware
and software, market trends, applications,
government legislation, and news concerning people and companies in the personal
robotics industry. The cost of a one-year
subscription is $125 for the U.S., Canada,
and Mexico, $145 overseas. For more information contact Personal Robotics News,
P.O. Box 10058, Berkeley, CA 94709, (415)
524-7115.

JUST PEACHY
Peachtree Software Inc., an MSA company,
puts out a magazine called Peachtree Quarterly. It contains various articles and case
histories and reports on Peachtree's products. Every issue has a special pullout section called "Unlimited Editions" which
catalogs their software for quick reference.
The price of a single issue is $3 and a year's
subscription goes for $9 in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico; all other countries should
include $5 extra for postage. You can order
the magazine from Peachtree Software
Inc., MSA, 3445 Peachtree Road NE, Atlanta, GA 30326, (404) 239-3000'.

PUBLIC INTEREST
The Public Interest Computer Association
put out its first issue of Nexus (May-June
1983) with the hope that it would "provide
information about computer applications to
the public interest community. " The issue
contains features such as an interview with
John Shattuck, legislative director of the
ACLU, on the recent activities of its newly
formed Privacy Group; articles on electronic libraries, and computer purchasing organizations; a review of Joseph Weizenbaum's Computer Power and Human Reason; and various news briefs. Membership
in PICA costs $8 for students, $15 for individuals, and $50 for organizations. For
more information contact the Public Interest Computer Association, 122 Maryland
Avenue NE, Washington, DC 20002, (202)
544-4171.

SEMINARS
HELLO MR. CHIPS
The first annual FutureTeach, a three-day
conference and exhibit, will focus on the
impact of technology on education and in228 DATAMATION

dustrial training. Held at the Cathedral Hill
Hotel (formerly the Jack Tar) in San Francisco, the show will run Oct. 14-16. Topics
to be covered include the educational and
training potential of computer networks, interactive cable, and public television; videotape recording and other audio-visual developments; and teleconferencing. The
show will also explore the classroom potential of general purpose personal computers,
dedicated computers, and advanced multilevel processing computer chips. In addition to the exhibit and general conference
sessions, FutureTeach will have a number
of workshop sessions designed to teach
educators and trainers how to evaluate technology, including educational software,
and integrate it into their work. For exhibitor and attendee information, contact Westley Enterprises, 3697 South Court, Palo
Alto, CA 94306, (415) 494-7115.

FACILITY MANAGEMENT
A one-day management seminar will be
held at the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles on Oct. 25. Peter Drucker, management
theorist and author, will speak on two timely subjects: "Fundamental Changes in Society and the Economy" and "Managing
the White Collar Sector: the Challenge of
the '80s." At this forum ceos and their
management teams will have the opportunity to discuss the managed work~lace and
the office of the future with Drucker, other
corporate leaders, and the directors of the
staff of the Facility Management Institute
(FMI). Presentations will also explore the
long-range facility planning and facilities
that contribute a return on investment.
Seminar attendance is by invitation or referral only. The registration fee is $250. For
further information call Jinx Andrews, FMI
Program Coordinator, Facility Management Institute, 3971 South Research Park
Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48104, (313) 9940200.

FEDS TELL US HOW
, 'Federal Software Procurement" is the
subject of a three-day workshop to be held
in Washington, D.C., Oct. 24-26 at the
Sheraton National Hotel. Presented by the
National Institute for Management Research in cooperation with key federal gov~rnment agencies, the workshop concentrates on the most successful tools and techniques to develop on-time, within-budget
software that meets the users needs. Brochures are available from: Dept. PR, NIMR
Seminars, P.o. Box 3727, Santa Monica, CA
90403, (213) 450-0500.

ALL FIRED UP
Carrying the theme of "Information on the
Firing Line," DPMA Baltimore '83 boasts
six tracks of seminars, workshops, general
sessions, as well as a keynote address on
artificial intelligence, and the association's
annual Distinguished Information Sciences

award presentation. The conference will be
held at the Baltimore Convention Center
and Hyatt Regency Hotel Oct. 30-Nov. 2.
For more information about the event, contact the Conference Manager, DPMA International Headquarters, 505 Busse Highway, Park Ridge, IL 60068, (312) 8258124.

VERTICAL ISSUES
Sponsored by Frost & Sullivan, the first
annual Computer Vertical Market Conference will address vertical marketing issues
from the perspective of the user, vendor,
and industry analyst. The show will be held
at the Meadowlands Hilton in New Jersey
Nov. 2-4. Topics on the agenda include the
impact of the new integrated software approaches and the growing importance of
maintenance and support functions. For
further details contact: Carol Sapchin, Marketing Representative, Frost & Sullivan,
106 Fulton St., New York, NY 10038, (212)
233-1080.

FUN CITY
The New York Coliseum will be the site of
the Electronic Fun Expo, Nov. 3-6. The
first high-tech show sponsored by a magazine is expected to attract 60,000 consumers and all the major East Coast retailers.
The show promises to bring the largest array of state-of-the-art consumer electronics
products ever seen on the East Coast. Contact Jim Noonan of the Electronic Fun Expo
at 350 East 81st St., New York, NY 10028,
(212) 947-9544.

SPACE CASE
The ninth annual Satellite Communications
Symposium sponsored by Scientific-Atlanta Inc. will be held Nov. 7-9 at the Hyatt
Regency-Atlanta Hotel. In addition to a variety of technical sessions, S-A personnel
and industry leaders will conduct panel discussions to include such topics as programming via satellite, high-speed digital transmission, earth station design, teleconferencing, and future industry developments.
To obtain registration information, contact
Betsey Crawley, Symposium Coordinator,
Scientific-Atlantic Inc., 3845 Pleasantdale Rd., Atlanta, GA 30340, (404) 4492274.

EDUCATION IMPLEMENTATION
The Minnesota Educational Computing
Consortium (MECC) is sponsoring its second
national conference, MECC '83, "In the
Land of 10,000 Computers," Nov. 18-22 at
the Radisson South Hotel in Bloomington
(Minneapolis), Minn. The main segments
ofthe conference will be on Nov. 21 and 22
and will include more. than 120 practical
sessions directed at educators involved in
promoting the use of computers in schools.
Sessions will cover courseware and hardware demonstrations, classroom teaching
strategies and activities, K-12 curriculum

planning, and computer programming techniques. In addition to the main program,
preconference workshops will be held Nov.
18-20 on district computer planning, developing in-service programs, classroom computer use, Logo in the classroom, and
courseware development. For information,
contact MECC '83, 2520 Broadway Dr., St.
Paul, MN 55113, (612) 638~0683.

DBMS
Integrated Computer Systems will be offer·ing a four-day course entitled "Database
Management Systems-Mini. Micro, &
Distributed Applications." The course will
emphasize the practical utilization ofDBMSS
for computer aided engineering, scheduling, graphics, and real-time applications.
Priced at $895, the course will be held
throughout the U. S. The schedule is: Oct.
25-28, Los Angeles; Nov. 29-Dec. 2, Boston; Dec 6-9, Washington, D.C.; Dec. 1316, San Diego. For more information contact Ruth Dordick, Integrated Computer
Systems, 3304 Pico Blvd., P,o. Box 5339,
Santa Monica, CA 90405, (213) 450-2060.

HUMAN FACTORS
CHI 83, Conference on Human Factors in
Computing Systems, is cosponsored by
ACM SIGCHI (Association for Computing
Machinery Special Interest Group on Computer and Human Interaction) and the Hu-

man Factors Society, in cooperation with
other societies interested in the impact of
human factors on computer system design.
It will be held at the Park Plaza Hotel in
Boston, Mass., Dec. 12-15, and will focus
on system usability. There will also be professional development seminars on general
methodology in human factors design. Special emphasis will be placed on studying the
effects of interactive systems on organization behavior, the impact on the user of
various input and output modes, cognitive
models of users, human factors studies of
intelligent systems, and human factor issues in programming and documentation.
For further information, contact the CHI '83
general chairman, Raoul N. Smith, GTE
Laboratories, 40 Sylvan Rd., Waltham, MA
02254, (617) 466-4044, or (617) 890-8460.

VENDOR LITERATURE
ROBOT CATALOG

HIGH· PERFORMANCE MODEMS
A booklet explaining the design and technology behind the advanced features and
options of the firmware-based Omnimode
Series of modems is available from RacalMilgo. Illustrations of typical network applications are included with the text. RACAL-MILGO, Miami, Fla.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 351 ON READER CARD

MICRO PRODUCTS
Unitronix Corp. is offering a 28-page brochure describing its line of terminals, microcomputer hardware, supplies, accessories, and software. A brief description highlighting the features and capabilities of the
firm's products is provided in the complimentary brochure. UNITRONIX CORP. ,
Somerville, N.1.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 352 ON READER CARD

NETWORK COST ANALYSIS

Prab Robots Inc. is offering a brochure
highlighting over 25 of Prab's robot installations, detailing the company's experience
with robot applications, full robot systems
and standard and custom-designed hand
tooling. It contains information on all 13
Prah robot models, including the newest
additions, models 6200 and 6800. PRAB ROBOTS INC., Kalamazoo, Mich.

RCA Cyclix Communications Network Inc.
has released an updated version of i.ts brochure that analyzes the costs involved in
setting up and maintaining private data
communications networks. The brochure
also provides a formula enabling managers
to determine their total monthly costs for
each remote location on the network. RCA
CYCLIX COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK, Memphis, Tenn.

FOR DATA CIRCLE 350 ON READER CARD

FOR DATA CIRCLE 353 ON READER CARD

TAKE
CONTROL OF
YOUR DATA!

FOURTH GENERATION
FOCUS SOFTWARE
CUTS PROGRAMMING
TIME BY 90%.
Thinking of implementing an Information Center? Then
get the information you want, when you want it, without
straining your regular data processing workflow ... or waiting
in line of IT to accommodate YOUI Use FOCUS. FOCUS'
non-procedural, 4th generation language makes the Information Center concept work. It lets end-users generate
their own queries, reports and graphs without waiting for
professional programmers to "squeeze their jobs in ...
somehoW.' And it does it with simple English statements
that you can put to work after only two hours instruction.
FOCUS reads all your data files ... VSAM, QSAM, IDMS,
ADABAS, TOTAL, IMS, as well as stores data in FOCUS'
own shared relational database structures. Using FOCUS,
reporting and application requests are handled in 1/10th
the time.
It's the most cost effective way to get the most from your
IBM or compatible mainframe.
For details, call the FOCUS representative at the IBI
office nearest you, or write to

~FCCUS
New York: (212) 736·4433
Washington, D.C.: (703) 276·9006 • St. Louis: (314) 434·7500
Chicago: (312) 789·0515. Dallas: (214) 659·9890
Palo Alto: (415) 324·9014 • Los Angeles: (213) 615·0735

Don Wszolek, Information Builders, Inc.,
1250 Broadway, New York, New York 10001.
FOCUS is also available on a service bureau basis through Tymshare Inc.
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Employment Scene

The buck
_starts here.

M

aking a
start

is probably the most important step toward saving.
F or those who find saving
difficult, it's too easy to say,
"I'll start tomorrow ... or
maybe next payday ... or
next month."
Then, if you finally do
save something three or four
paydays in a row, it seems
OK to skip one or two, since
you've been doing so well.
And soon you're right back
where you started.
There is a way to take
that initial step and know
you're on the right track
toward a regular, scheduled
savings. Just join the Payroll
Savings Plan at work. A
little is taken out of each
paycheck toward the
purchase of U.S. Savings
Bonds. You never see that
little extra. You never miss
it.You don't have to worry
about making a special effort
to put something aside each
payday. It's all done for you.
Automatically.
The bucks start piling up,
the interest grows, and you
realize you've found one surefire way to save.You finally
have a plan for the future.
And when the bucks
stop coming in, you'll have
something to show for all
those years of
hard work.
~S

.fL~

Take~ ~~
. stock'~GS ,,?

InAmerica.
When you put part of your savings
into U.S. Savings Bonds you're
helping to build a brighter future
for your country and for yourself

r.tII

A public service of this pubhcation
~~ and The Advertising CouncIl.
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ON THE JOB
SELF-HELP
"Leadership means leading people," said
Navy Captain Grace Hopper on nationwide
tv earlier this year. She claimed that we in
industry seem to have forgotten this important point. The folks at Xerox Learning
Systems, Stamford, Conn., agree, and add
that' 'the crucial difference between an executive and a truly successful executive is
not necessarily intelligence, technical training, education, clothes, accent, life-style,
or background. The critical factor that determines an executive's success is the executive's ability to deal with people." Xerox is selling a tool it claims will help people become better leaders. It is called the
Advanced Executive Leadership Skills
learning system (AELS). For $79.95, they'll
send you the entire package-two tapes,
(audio, not visual), a 95-page workbook, a
49-page diary, and a 25-page answer key.
Here's a sampling of the skills Xerox says
you will have learned by the time you finish
usingAELs: how to accomplish more in less
time during meetings and work sessions,
how to get people to work for you. even
when they don't report to you, how to settle
disputes, how to inspire your people and
keep them "pumped up," and how to effectively and constructively criticize.
"Graduation" takes place after some six to
eight hours of study (you advance at your
own pace, so give or take a few hours), and
there's a money-back guarantee if you're
not satisfied with the results.
lfyou don't particularly like fooling
with tape recorders, Research Institute
Management Reports Inc., New York,
N. Y ., has another way for you to develop
your interpersonal skills, but you have to be
willing to read. "Cultivating Executive
Stature" is a report that teaches many of the
same skills as the Xerox package. It is free
to subscribers to the company's PersonaL
Reportfor the Executive, a biweekly publication (priced at $36 per year). PersonaL
Report touches on all types of managerial
concerns, as well as some personal ones
like how to deal more effectively with your
family.

SOFT ADVICE
Quest System Inc., Bethesda, Md., is a personal recruiting firm that deals strictly with
computer software professionals. During
the summer of '82, the company began
publishing The Advisory, which it touts as a
"fully documented, fact-filled bulletin for
computer systems and software specialists

who may be too busy in their jobs to take
proper care of their careers." The company, founded in March 1968 by David Samuelson, president, sends out this publication quarterly to a list of qualified software
professionals his company has worked
with. This four-page newsletter is also
available free to any software professional
with over one year of experience. Each
publication has one technical article, focusing on current events in the software industry and various "hot spots" in the field, and
an article on career planning.
In addition to publishing The Advisory, Quest offers a "salary model." This
is a statistical model of salaries, developed
during two years of field testing with over
10,000 users. Those interested in finding
the salary norm for someone in their job
category, with similar experience and education and in their geographical area, must
fill out a questionnaire (it takes about 15
minutes, says Samuelson). The results are
then computed against in-house information to come up with the salary norm. This
service will take to the road when Quest
attends conferences this year and begins offering the questionnaire to attendees.

EASING RETIREMENT WORRIES
The Commerce Clearing House, Chicago,
Ill., is a 55-year-old company with approximately 5,000 employees worldwide that reports on tax and business law and other
related developments in the U.S. and
abroad. It produces "Topical Law Reports" on over 150 tax and business law
subjects. A recent report, "On Your Retirement-Tax and Benefit Considerations,"
is aimed at simplifying the financial
changes that take place when a person retires. When pension benefits and Medicare
replace salaries and employer-sponsored
medical expense plans, new income tax
rules go into effect. This 104-page guide
tries to answer the many questions that arise
when these changes occur. Problems such
as how your social security benefits are
computed are discussed, and the "retirement test" (a group of requirements one
must meet or pass to qualify for certain retirement benefits) portion of social security
law is explained. Private pension and annuity income and the special federal tax rules
that apply to both are also covered, along
with the ever-so-popular IRAs. Single
copies of "On Your Retirement" are available for $3.50.

-Deborah Sojka
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HAL PS3910 Line Printer
Controller System ~lIows you to
"extend" the cable of your mainframe
printer. The PS3910 conl1ects
between the printer and mainframe using a standard dial-up telephone line. Data
compaction and error correction are used to handle printer speeds·up to 600 LPM.
Full interactive data exchange is provided on .the two-way communications link so
t"hat the computer and printer operate just as if they were sitting ~ide-by-side. When
you n!3ed a remote high speed printer, use the PS3910 and save the cost of an
additional mainframe computer. Some of the features of the PS3910 are:
• Manual, a~utomatic-answer dial• Use one PS3910 at mainframe and
up~ ordedicated line service
one PS~910 at printer
• Data is compacted and error• N,o change required to existing
. corrected
printer support software
• Prjnt~r speeds up to 600 LPM
• Local and remote printer testing
• FulHwo-way communications
included
between prin.ter and mainframe
• Switch selection of local or
• Printer status relayed to
remot.e printer
• Control multiple printers from one
mainframe
• Interface to ® Centronicsmai.nframe
• One or more printers may be
compatible printer port
• Optional ® Dataproducts or ® HP
driven by multiple mainframes
• Economical and efficient
Universal-Differential interface
Find .out, more about the remarkable HAL PS3910 system. Contact us today.

00
.

,

HAL Communications Corp.
P_O. Box 365 .
'" Centronics· TM of Centronics Data Computer Corp.
Urbana Illinois 61801
® Dataproducts· TM of Dataproducts
(21.7) 367-7373
® ,HP and Universal·Differential Bus· TM of Hewlett·Packard
TWX: 9102450784 HALCOMM
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Office Automation
Programmer/Analysts

WE'RE MAKING HEADLINES•••
START MAKING YOURS NOW.
E.F. Hutton has selected Data General's integrated
office automation systems (our CEO-;-Comprehensive
Electronic Office Systems). It's a $40 million deal and we
beat out all thecompetition. And that'snot all. We just
won the U.S.,Forest Service .contract-a $70 million
package. As'asoftware development pro, you know the
kind of expertise it takes to create products of this nature.
Our CEO includes word processing, electronic mail, filing, electronic calendar and other features designed to
work together as a complete electronic office environment.
We're now exploring new technologies and capabilities such as voice communications and text/graphics.
And we're seeking additionalprogrammer/analysts with
2-5 years systems programming experience, preferably
PUt If you're a pr9grammer/analyst who doesn't know
'what can't b~ done, send your resume tQ Emily Atkinson,
MS-A237, Data General Corporation, 4400 Computer
Drive, Westboro, MA 01580. We are an equal opportunity
employer, m/f.

t. Data General

careers a generation ahead .
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SRF for Peak Performance
P.O. BOX i88
RIVERDALE, MD 20737
(301) 864-3700
. PDP-11 is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation
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V\brkaholic!

That's what you ask of a UPS. That's
what you get! ContinuAC and
DependAC UPS systems
have been on the job
24 hours~a-day,
365 days-a-year for .
18 plus years.
Here's why:
-Documented 105,000 MTBF
-Simple regulation design
assures reliability
-Takes switching power
supplies, non-linear
loads, motors, leading and
lagging power factors
- Proven, continuous 50°C
operation
-In-depth service from .
initial project planning,
through cutover and beyond

whole family of "workaholic" LorTec Uninterruptible
Power Systems from 2kVA to 125 kW. All are designed,
engineered and built to meet the world's toughest
power specs. Challenge us!

Power Systems

LorTec Power Systems, Inc.
5214 Mills Industrial Parkway
North Ridgeville, Ohio 44039
Phone: 216/327-5050
TLX: 98·0314
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Have 384 lines, 8000

characters. Will travel.
it

Travel anywhere with this selfcontained, alphanumeric, hand-held fully
portable terminal that proVides the facilities
of a full-size terminal in it light-weight,
pocket-size unit with clear 40-character
display,
.

• 8000 char., 384-line memory,
• Conversational or batch-mode operation,
• 2-line, 40 char. display,
• All memory accessible for display,
• Full ASCII 128-char, set inc, contr. codes,
• LINE and EDIT modes of operation,
• Selectable RS232C, RS422 or 20mA loop
interface,
• 11 selectable baud rates: to 2400 continUOUS; 4800 and 9600 baud in bursts,
• Rechargeable nickel cadmium batteries,
• Opt. 5Vext. power source, ext. ETX
charger.
• 30 hours continuous operation from full
charge,
• Switched-off unit retains data for weeks,
• 'Low Battery' indicator.
• Battery life 800-1000 charge/ discharge
cycles,
OEM's:· Use It with custom-built
systems as a low-cost I/O and systems control device· Easily portable aid for development and service engineers_
Engineers: • In-system fault diagnosis on processor-based systems· Interrogation, debug, and status
For brochure call or write:
monitoring· Bench testing· Data collection/retrieval.
Programmers: • Software debug and modification·
On-site reprogramming of limits
and constants,
1640 Fifth Street, Santa Monica, CA 90401
Phone: (213) 395-4774· Telex: 652337 (BT Smedley SNM)
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Four Reasons Why N5500 Makes
The Project Manager's}ob Easier:
Flexibility ... N5 500 is an
automated system that
schedules labor and machine
time, tracks progress and status of all projects, provides
cost and earned value information, does performance
analysis, develops estimating
guidelines and generates
graphic and tabular reports
that precisely meet the information needs of project leaders, department managers and
executive level personnel.

1

Simplicity ..• N5500 uses

2 only a handful of simple

user-friendly input formats or
screens. Your staff can quickly
learn how to use N5500 to
develop information in a host
of meaningful formats.

3'

Versatility ... N5500can
be used' to manage large
orsmall projects in engineering, data processing, manufacturing, facilities maintenance,
construction, research and
marketing. It handles multiple planning approaches
including strategic, tactical
and dispatch planning. And it
supports precedence or II]
notation.

... N5500can
4 beAvailability
run on IBM (compatibles), HP3000, VAX 11 /780,
Burroughs, Honeywell, Univac
1100, Prime, Wang VS/, PerkinElmer, Data General and CDC.
And it's even available to selected micro users through
designated service bureaus.

To learn more about N5500 or the regional "hands on" seminar
nearest you, call or write Nichols and Company today.
5839 Green Valley Circle

~~il~e:~ity. CA 90230

NCH 'L"S
•
"

,

5 Marineview Plaza
Suite 304
Hoboken, NJ 07030
(201) 795-0813

·Zilog ......................................................................................192-15

(213) 670-6400

*OEM Edition

PROJECT CONTROL SOFTWARE FOR A WORLD OF APPLICATIONS
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You've tried solving your performance problems with hardware
monitors, sampling software monitors, unsatisfactory billing
systems, SMF andRMF inadequacies, simulators ...
Now, try the premier product in the industry! OCM. OCMis the
only complete system that precisely monitors ALL hardware
. and software processes, accurately bills ALL operations and
IMPROVES performance ... ALL on a full-time basis.
Let us· show you how OCM has meant control, efficiency,
confidence and dollars to our customers.

~S

DUQUESnE
lJ5T1:mSlnc

Est,Dlrs".a

T

I II:

TWO ALLEGHENY CTR.
PITTSBURGH, PA 15212
PHONE 412·323·2600
TELEX 902 803

1970
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Dataware Software Translators

RPG to COBOL
Converts RPG and RPG II programs to
the industry standard ANS COBOL (DOS
or OS). The translator achieves an
extremely high percentage ·of automatic
conversion (approaching 100%) of the
source code.

RPG to PL/l
Converts RPG and RPG II programs to
an optimized PL/ 1 (DOS or OS). The
translator achieves an extremely high
percentage of automatic conversion (approaching 100%) of the source code.

COBOL to COBOL

PL/l TO COBOL

One of the many successful Translators
offered . by Dataware is our COBOL
Convertor, a table-driven conversion
system designed to convert COBOL
programs from one vendor or operating
system to another.
This convertor plus our other conversion
tools meet the needs of a changing
computer industry.
Our conversion approach provides the
major solution to management's conver~
sion problems and facilitates the recovery
of the initial capital investment in systems
development.

Dataware's
Software
Translator
automatically converts from IBM PLl1
to ANS COBOL (DOS or OS). The
Translator is capable of handling IBM
OS or DOS (48 or 60 character set)
source programs as input.
For more information on this translator
or the·others listed below, please write
or call today.

• EASYCODER/TRAN to COBOL
• BALI ALC to COBOL
• AUTOCODER I SPS to COBOL
• COBOL to COBOL

For more information, call or write today.

For more information, call or write today.

The· Conversion Software People

The Conversion Software People

The Conversion Software People

Dat:aware, Inc.

Dat:aware, Inc.

Dat:aWare,lnC.

B~

2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14217
(716) 876-8722 • TELEX:.91519
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2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14217

. (716) 876-8722. TELEX,

.,5"
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Btc

2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo. New York 14217
(716) 876-8722 • TELEX: 91519
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FAME

ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
•
•
•
•

DE~

RSTS

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
PAYROLL
GENERAL LEDGER
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

• ORDER PROCESSING/
BILLING
• INVENTORY CONTROL
• SALES ANALYSIS

Now Gem Net has provided VAX another kind of FAME: Forf'casting, Analysis and Modeling
Environment. FAME provides users an integrated on-line environment for storing and analyzing
time series data. DATA MANAGEMENT - REPORTI NG - GRAPHICS - STATISTICAL ANALYSISFORECASTING - TELECOMMUNICATIONS - all integrated into a single software system.
FAME was designed for professional business dnalysts by professional business analysts. If you
are in data processing, responsible for providing tools to your users, or if you are a user,
responsible for providing business solutions, you will want to consider FAME.

APPLI&UION
SOI'I'WARE
DEC GOLD STAR RATED

VAX'

In 1978, Digital Equipment Corporation installed theirfirst VAX- 11/780 system. Since then. Digital
has installed more than 14,000 VAX systems, including the more recent 11/730 and 11/750
configurations. VAX has earried a well-deserved reputation providing scientific, engineering, and
business users with reliable. cost-effective interactive computing.

BUSINESS CONTROL
SYSTEMS

VAX

for

For information on achieving FAME in your business, contact:

Gem Net

ICP MILLION DOLLAR AWARDED

Software Corporation

arneor computer corp.

2175 W. Stadium Boulevard / Ann Arbor, Michigan 481 03 / (313) 663-4333

.=---=

an ARC Automotlon Group Company

1900 Plants/de Dr.• loulsvtlle. KY 40299 • (502) 491·9820

"Regional OftIces Nationwide"

=

=

~®

fAME is a trademark of Gem Net Software Corporation
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VAX is a

r!'~ist('r('d

trad(,ll1ark of Digital EquipnH'nt ( orporation
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Before you change computers,
Call 800-558-5148*
• COBOL to COBOL

• FORTRAN to FORTRAN

Circle No. 507

Circle No. 509

• RPGIRPG II to COBOL

Circle No. 512

as ALe

• DOS ALe to

Circle No. 508

• FtleCompare Utility

• DIBOL to COBOL

Circle No. 510

Circle No. 515

o Universal File Translator

• CCPto CICS
Circle No. 513

• NEAT/3 to COBOL

• COBOL lSAM to COBOL VSAM
Circle No. 514

Circle No. 511

Circle No. 516
.

• Plus FREE "Conversion With No Surprises" brochure.
Circle No. 517

1'16
'[]®
·
<> O
.

PEOPlE/PRODUCTS/RESULTS
DASD Corporation 0 Corporate Setvices Center
Milwaukee. WI 532230414-355-3405

Member of the Cap Gemini Sogeti group •

SYSTEM/38 SOFTWARE

supplying holders for
all types of D.P. systems

I' ....

·.'1 :
51

::,~O'. ,"

QUALITY SYSTEMS DESIGNED
EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE SYSTEM/3S

80~01.

. '.

80...C... O. .1. . . . . . *
•!:,.~
:. .•':. '.{. ..
' . · . 7 ·~~';",
'8'·
.
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PionEER

SO~TWARE

Inc.

A Dickey-Grabler Co.

VinYI.envelopes
\).'
... .'.;,'. . ..
available with adhe-.' X
". . ..
sive back or mag::'c:
. nets. Special sizes
. .. ,
SINCE 1951

BEEMAKTM PLASTICS
7424 Santa Monica Boulevard
Los Angeles, Ca. 90046 • (213) 876·1770
Outside California-call our Toll Free number:

9045 North DeelWood Drive

*In Wisconsin, call 414-355-3405, collect.

Tabcard Holders

·' Q. . . . . .
m
eJ

0

•
•
•
•
•
•

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
PURCHASE ORDER
PROJECT TRACKING
DAILY WORK MANAGEMENT
FILE REFERENCE UTILITY

OUR SYSTEMS FEATURE:
Terminal West Park Bldg.
4239 W. 150th St. at 1-71
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

•
•
•
•
•

DATA BASE FILES
INTERACTIVE MENU DRIVEN
DOCUMENTATION
DATA DICTIONARY REFERENCES
IN-HOUSE INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

1 (800) 421-4393
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JOB MARKETPLACE.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS
FOR PROJECT ATHENA

Massachusetts Institute of Technology has just launched Project Athena, a $70 million
- educational effort based on some 3,000 new DEC and IBM computers and on the key
notion of coherence which makes possible the interchange of data and programs among
different programming environments and machines. Several positions are now available
for Computer Programmers to assist in the development of educational software which
achieves the dual purpose of curriculum enrichment and technical coherence. Individuals will work closely with MIT faculty membersand students and with the DEC/IBM staff
members assigned to Project Athena.
Candidates with three to five years of professional experience in UNIX, graphics. local
area networks, LISP, Fortran, and C are urged to apply. MIT offers competitive salaries
and excellent benefits.
Please send 2 copies of resume, referencing PA-1 00 to: Ms. Sally Hansen
MIT Personnel Office
MIT is an equal opportunity/
E19-239
attirmatlvf~ action employer.
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139
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~.1~·10··20-50.6070
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WE DARE YOU TO COMPARE ANY
PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM TO
~PMS-Il/RMS-II_

• I-J Critical Path
.
• Draws Activity Diagram
• Complete Bar Charting
• Super- and Sub-Networking
• Resource Conflict Control
• Budget and Actual Cost Control
• Funding Schedule and Graph
• Earned Value Analysis
• True and Free Float
• Meets Corps of Eng's: Specs
• Runs on any Microl!
pm/.lI-

51295.~

"

LET Us RACEYOU
_~_._~ -__ IN A_ . _~
BETTERJOB NOW
Put our 20 years experience placing
technical professionals to work for you ..
Client companies pay all fees: you get our
expert advice and counsel FREE.
Nationwide opportunities in Communications. Defense. Intelligence. Computer.
Energy and Aerospace Systems. If you earn
over S25'(xx). we have a hetter. more
rewarding joh for you ... right now. Send
your resume in confidence to: Dept. DM-B

USE THE
DATAMATION
MARKETPLACE
ADVERTISING
-SECTION

\NALLACH

CALL-KATHY

rm,-II- 5995.00

associates, inc.

REOUIRES CP/M (TMJ AND CBASIC·2 (TMJ
DEMO SYSTEM ~ s I 0000
SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE

Washington Science Center
6101 Executive Boulevard. BOI6016
Rockville. Maryland 20852

NORTH AMERICA MICA, INC.
11772 Sorrento Valley Rd., San Diego. CA 92121
- 619-481-6998
CIRCLE5210NREADERCARD

Technical and Executive Search

800·223·0743

OR SHIRLEY

Wallach __ . Your Career Connection

CIRCLE5230NREADERCARD

BUY, SELL. LEASE

SYSTEMS * PERIP .... ER~LS· PARTS

Like-new
products

DG· DEC
Phil Thomas

Bryan Eustace

305/392-2006

305/392-2005

Jennifer Eustace
305/392-2007
TELEX 568-670

BUY • SELL· TRADE· LEASE

THOMAS BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC.
CIRCLE 524 ON READER CARD
240 DATAMATION

For free catalog, _
phone tolHree (800) 225-1008
In Massachusetts (617) 938-0900

Genstar REI Sales Company
6307 DeSoto Ave., Suite J
Woodland Hills. CA 91367
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ALFASKOP SYSTEM 41
IT MEETS HUMAN NEEDS.

Above all, Alfaskop System
41 meets yaur needs ... for flexi - .
bility, distributed intelligence,
expandability and ergonomics in
a simple, integrated package.
On the system side, Alfaskop
terminal, disk and printer
modules let you design any conAlfaskap carnes with operating system
figuration from a single dedicated
and emulatian software, plus a choice
workstation to a multi-terminal,
oj applicatian programs.
multi-tasking network. The system is compatible with most
hosts, offers a choice of communications processors and protocols
(ESC and SNA/SDLC included), .n.. _n.~.. '"~~:.~'ii.""&",,,.;"'M.;'-';"'11f."
and is available with a comprehensive collection of emulations
and local software programs.
On the human side, the system is easily tailored to operator
preferences. The non-reflecting
screen turns, tilts and swivels to
With multi-host communication,
suit any personal style.
mainframe selection is handled via
IBM 3270 BSC

keyboard commands.
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The freestanding keyboard and
its detachable numeric pad can
be individually positioned and
angled.
From both system and
human viewpoints, Alfaskop fits
your plans perfectly. For more'
information, contact Ericsson
Information Systems, The
Meadows Office Complex, 301
Route 17 North, Rutherford, NJ
07070 ..Telephone (201) 939-5300.
Or Ericsson Information Systems
Marketing Operations, 7465
Lampson Avenue, P.O. Box 938,
Garden Grove, CA 92642.
Telephone (714) 895-3962:

ERICSSON
For your information. Its Ericsson.
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QUIET, FLEXIBLE WORD PROCESSING AND,
GRAPHICS APPLICATIONS
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QMS LASERGRAFIX 1200™
FULL BIT MAPPED GRAPHICS
(300 x300 dots per inch)
MULTIPLE FONT STORAGE
(over 30 fonts on one page)*
*12 fonts available onthe standard printer

-extra fonts optional feature.

QMS LASERGRAFIX 1200 ... a totally new
concept in electronic page printing! We've
merged laser printing with the most
sophisticated intelligent controller on the
market. The result-a compact laser printer
that offers easy to program graphics and letter
quality output with a resolution of 300 dots
per inch ... and all at a whisper quiet level.
OUR APPLICATIONS FIRMWARE PACKAGE WILL SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEYl

o INDUSTRIAL GRAPHICS 0 BUSINESS GRAPHICS 0 LETTER QUALITY WORD PROCESSING

o MULTIPLE FONTS 0

OCR 0 CRT HARDCOPY 0 FORMS CREATION 0 EDP LINE PRINTING

o GRAPHIC PRINTING/PLOTTING for scientific, analytical and CAD/CAM ... and our list goes on

and on. AND OUR CONTROLLERS DO THE PLOITING FOR YOU! All you do is supply simple
print instructions to the printer in your normal data stream. AND OUR INTERFACES COVER
ALMOST ANY COMPUTER SYSTEM YOU CAN THINK OF. .. . Burroughs, DEC, IBM, NCR,
Sperry Univac, Wang, and others.
QMS LASERGRAFIX 1200 ... I~ PICTURE IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS."
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RO.Box81250·Mobile.AI.3668S· (205)633-4300
See Us At

_~._
••

'Mini/Micro RJJD@lrJ(ii~(]

Quality is more than our name. It's our business.

-------------------------------------YES!
I'm interested in your LASERGRAFIX 1200 solutions to my printing and graphics needs. Please send
me your LASERGRAFIX 1200 literature.
'
NAME:
TITLE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
COMPANY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ TYPE OF BUSINESS:
ADDRESS: ___________________________________
CITY: - - - -___________ STATE: _ _ _ _---:-______ ZIP: _ _ _--:PHONE: (
I WOULD
WOULD NOT
LIKE ASALESMAN TO CALL.
I WOULD _ _ WOULD NOT _ _ BE INTERESTED IN BECOMING A LASERGRAFIX 1200 OEM. 00003
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An exchange of readers' ideas and experiences. Your contributions are invited.

READERS'
FORUM
LIBRARIANS:
THE UNTAPPED
RESOURCE

Data processing has been, and by all accounts will continue to be, a
growth area. Consequently, the shortage of good applications programmers will also continue in the foreseeable future.
Until recently, a major drawback to database management
systems (DBMSS) was that implementation required using those
scarce programmers as analysts to develop user views, aggregate
them into subschemas and then into schemas, and finally to devise
appropriate storage strategies. The dependency of schema representations upon the underlying construction of the DBMS (particularly in hierarchical systems) required that the analyst possess a
detailed knowledge of DBMS storage conventions. This knowledge
was readily acquired only by persons with extensive dp familiarity,
i.e., programmers. Since the development of more sophisticated
DBMSS based upon more sophisticated data structures-such as
network and relational-the development of schemas is no longer
tied so directly to data storage. The result is that the DBMS or data
administr'!tion analyst, while still requiring a degree of dp expertise, need no longer be recruited from the ranks of experienced
programmers.
What are the requirements for a good data administration
analyst, and where can such a person be found? There are three
basic requirements, and one very nice optional capability. But,
before proceeding further, it may be useful to discuss the definition
of data administration. In explaining DBMSS, it is customary to draw
a form of the diagram shown in Fig. I.
In some contexts, data administration refers to the entire
range of this process, from developing user views to creating the
physical records (equivalent to the bracket on the left). In other
contexts, it means the more limited process of developing logical
schemas from user views or subschemas (equivalent to the bracket
on the right), with the balance of the process considered a dp
responsibility. We shall use the term in both ways. Initially, when
speaking of librarians as potential data administration analysts, the
narrow view will be used. Later, when discussing the symbiosis of
data processing and librarianship, the broader definition will be
used.
The requirements of the data administration analyst are:
• A skill at eliciting what the customers' information needs are,
what information they use in conducting their operations and making decisions, and what information they would find useful if it
were available. This process of determining the users' needs is

quickly becoming very important to business systems planning. A
variety of techniques has been developed to help in the systematic
determinations of information requirements, such as strategy set
transformation, critical factor analysis, process analysis, decision
analysis, input/process/output analysis, and stage assessment.
These systems have a common need for the people using them to be
sensitive to the dynamics of information systems and the human
factors involved .
• The skills to make optimal use of the data dictionary/directory
(0010), which is increasingly recognized as the central tool of data
administration. Indeed, the 0010 is being promoted as an important
tool for business systems planning for enterprise analysis, not only
in the specific sense of informations systems planning, but in the
I'arger sense of corporate strategic planning.
• An adequate knowledge of dp operations, particularly the on-line
operations, upon which the DBMS and the data administration functions are based.
.
These three criteria are all directly addressed by modern library
education.
The first factor, that of eliciting user needs, is precisely the
skill that reference and user service librarians have been honing for
years. The phrase that librarians use, the "reference interview," is
perhaps not as descriptive as it might be, but the skill taught is
exactly the task of the data administration analyst. Users are notorious (to librarians at least) for not being able to describe the information they really want or need.
The reference interview process is far broader than simply
responding to a specific reference request. One of the librarian's
major functions is to provide current information or an SOl (selective dissemination of information) service. Librarians, particularly
those in industry, had long been accustomed to providing alerting
or "current awareness services," but this function increased dramatically in the 1960s with the advent of computer-based services.
In those days, dp capabilities did not economically permit largescale, on-demand, retrospective literature searching. SOl was practical-the periodic matching of a batch of user profiles against a
tape of newly processed items. In the way of analysis, however,
this requires the creation and maintenance of a profile of the user's
broad information needs, i.e., what information the user requires
on a sustained basis, not merely the item of information that is
needed at a particular moment.
This process of information-needs-elucidation is one where
skills in interpersonal relations are of great importance. The perception of the programmer-analyst as not very user oriented-"Tell
me what you want done and leave me alone to do it' '-is exaggerated, but it contains a kernel of truth about the self-selection of the
hackers ,Who become, and remain, programmers. Librarians, by
contrast, tend to be user oriented. It is no accident that the graduate
library program at Columbia University, (the world's oldest, which
perhaps explains Columbia's reluctance to adopt a more modern
name) is called the School of Library Service. Not only is there a
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large measure of initial self-selection by service-oriented persons,
but library schools clearly and deliberately foster a user/service
orientation. In addition to reference courses that heavily emphasize
the process of identification of information needs, library schools
offer courses, such as Human Factors in Information Systems, that
focus on themes like the design of user (cordial) systems, information use styles and requirements, and different environmental and
cultural attitudes toward information and its use. These are topics
that should be, but typically are not, taught in dp programs or
business schools. The result is that librarians are particularly well
suited to the task of interfacing with users to assess their information requirements.
The second factor, making optimal use of the data dictionary/directory, is absolutely central to the librarian's bag of tricks.
The central purpose of a DDID is to keep track of what data are
available, to avoid data redundancy, and to make sure that if data
have been entered and described under one name, they can be found
by someone searching for them under an entirely different name.
.The solution to that problem is, without any exaggeration, the very
essence of librarianship. It is no happenstance that most of the tools
and techniques used for controlling and administering a DDID, such
as KWIC (keyword in context) and indexes, have been taken from
the librarian's armamentarium. There are still some untapped techniques, such as more sophisticated vocabulary control and syndetic
structure, that could profitably be used to enhance the use OfDDIDS.
Lastly, an adequate knowledge of dp is also well covered in
library schools. For practically all library programs, training in the
techniques of on-line database searching is de rigueur, as is some
exposure to the principles of dp, including file design and the
impact of file design and storage techniques on system performance. The hot topics of the day in librarianship-competition
among on-line database vendors, for example, or bibliographic
utilities, and the development of on-line catalogs-simply cannot
be discussed without considering storage design decisions; the
choice of systems software, telecommunications systems, etc. The
result is that most librarians are receiving substantial dp training,

FIG. 1

THE DBMS AND DATA
ADMINISTRATION ENVIRONMENT
USER
VIEWS

~~~~~~

DATA
ADMINISTRATION
(BROAD VIEW)

even though many of them entered library school with no such
thought in mind. This is not to say that all library school graduates
are heavily dp oriented. Topics such as the history of printing and
bibliography will continue to be the primary interest of some students. But, a large number of library school graduates, particularly
the more recent ones, are learning enough about dp to interact at a
relatively high level with systems and programming staff.
As a result, there is a substantial pqol of librarians (or
information scientists and technologists) who are more than adequately qualified to be data administration analysts. One can argue
in fact that because of their skills and user orientation they may be
far better qualified than the typical applications programmer.
One very useful optional capability a data administration
analyst should have is familiarity with the parent organization and
its uses of information. Librarians already employed by the organization are in an ideal position to have achieved such an overview.
They have typically had to respond to information needs across the
board and, in the process, have acquired a rather comprehensive
view of what the organization and its information needs are like .
The best candidates for DBMS information analysts may already be
working in the corporate library.
The situation I've described is a result of current events,
and, therefore, not yet widely recognized. It is only recently that
librarians acquired significant dp knowledge, since electronic storage costs only recently declined to a point where they were viable
for library-size files. And with the increasing sophistication of
DBMSS, we are approaching true data independence. Now, we're
seeing software capabilities that will soon make extensive programming experience quite optional. At least one package is already
commercially available that will meld subschemas into schemas.
This sort of capability clearly shifts the data administration analyst's priority from the systems interface to the user interface.
The problem is that people in dp don't automatically associate data administration with librarianship. This is quite understandable because the data administration/DBMS environment grew organically out of the computer room. It is logical that data administrators who came from the dp ranks look to that background for
their personnel needs. Logical and predictable it may be, but it is no
longer appropriate. Data administration is now approaching the
stage where it might more appropriately be called information
administration, making the librarian's repertoire of information
administrative skills an appropriate fit. The complicating factor is
the image of the librarian as book conservator, instead of computer
user and information administrator.
This lack of awareness is the problem that must be addressed. Data processing and librarianship are forming a symbiotic
relationship that is inevitable. There are two ways to accomplish
this symbiosis. Dp can recognize the librarian as a partner in data
administration or can laboriously and inefficiently reinvent the
same skills. The former will of course be more efficient, but to
accomplish it, dp and data administration management must be
. aware of that symbiotic relationship. Data administration should
advertise employment opportunities in library/information science
journals. In tum, librarians must learn to sell their skills to data
.
administrators.
The preceding argument is a logical and predictable consequence of dp's development. This development is the evolution of
data or, more accurately, information processing from an accounting-like function to a library-like function. As has been pointed out,
the computer is indeed the successor to the printing press (not that
the printing press is disappearing, nor will it, but it is simply
becoming a computer 110 device), and it therefore must assume the
same role in relation to the librarian that the printing press hadjust as in its day, the printing press' replaced the scriptorium. This
phenomenon is most evident in the DBMS environment, and it is
here that the symbiotic relationship between dp and librarianship
should be encouraged and capitalized upon.

-Michael E.D. Koenig
~
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THEOAHOAX

Office automation is a hoax. It sounds so much like an idea whose
time has come that users and vendors alike accept its validity
without a shred of objective evidence. After all, there is automation
.in plants and factories, commerce and banking, transportation and
communication, even livings rooms and kitchens. Why not the
office?
We are so far from questioning the grand design of office
automation that no one has bothered to scrutinize the gritty details.
For instance, some nontypist decided it would be clever to put
special buttons on a keyboard to move the blinking little cursor
around the screen. Likewise, the latest wrinkle in executive terminals seems to be little pictures showing stuff filed in in-baskets, outbaskets,. and wastebaskets. Nobody seems to have determined
whether these approaches have any merit other than sales sizzle.
The office automation concept survived the onslaught of
embarrassing questions when seminars on the topic were still the
rage. At every such session, someone was bound to ask how office
automation differed from word processing. The answer was always
that there were distinctions ... although word processing was certainly a part, yes, a key part, of office automation. If the questioner
persisted, there would be intimidating jargon about words being the
codification of information and information being the blood flowing through the arteries of the corporate body. For a less sanguine
audience, the jargon included gems like the office as an information-not a data-processing engine. The disclaimer, of course,
anticipated the heckler who wanted to know how all of this differed
from data processing. To clinch the argument, there were mumbled
incantations about store-and-forward electronic mail, optimized
appointment scheduling, and custom reports and proposals.
Some executives have terminals on their credenzas for jobs
like reviewing reports, dialing up Dow Jones, and balancing budgets. These cases show that the technology can improve personal
performance or productivity, but none of it automates the office.
Instead, it eliminates the need for an office by allowing individuals
to accomplish objectives outside the traditional organizational
structure. An article in the January 1983 Computer Decisions affords a few examples.
• A bank vice president creates slides, almost instantaneously, for
30 cents each. The old, traditional approach took several days and
cost $35 per slide. She now uses slides for routine presentations,
rather than only on special occasions.
• An executive in an educational testing organization uses a

::::::::::::-

"Hi there, Mr. Wexler. Here's a nice juicy Mcintosh for you
from Ed Thaxton in cubicle 128."
~------------------

______________________________

spreadsheet accounting system on a microcomputer. He has eliminated a costly service center and gets results when he wants them .
• A publishing company president plays with data from budgeting,
forecasting, and planning. He finds relationships among operations
that nobody could have investigated, let alone uncovered, using the
established analytical resources.
Even more spectacular success stories have come from professional writers, college professors, individual consultants, and
former U.S. presidents. Such folks often use machines originally
designed for hobbyists, yet they manage correspondence, billing,
documentation, and other major tasks without the office structures
that others need to do comparable jobs. Again, the technology has
proved beneficial by eliminating the need for automation rather
than automating an office.
With a control computer, you can automate your paper mill,
but you still need a mill to make paper. With a microprocessorcontrolled microwave oven or dishwasher, you can automate your
kitchen, but you still need a kitchen to prepare meals. With a new
coffee machine, copying machine, mailing- machine, or dictating
machine you can automate ~m office, but you still have the office. If
you get a computer to collect, assimilate, and disseminate information, however, you no longer need an office. The portable systems
that let you work at home, in a plane, or on the beach make this
abundantly clear.
The difference between automating a structure and eliminating it is more ihanjust semantics. By masking the real point, the
vacuous verbiage about office automation has retarded the appropriate use of technology-such as solving personal productivity
problems.
Executives considering introduction of advanced technologies into an office should evaluate the trade-off between real or
perceived needs for traditional organizational support and the practical constraints associated with such structures. Decide informally
if you want and can afford the trappings of an office. If you are
more comfortable and proficient managing people than pecking out
your own letters and digging out your own data, stay away from the
technology. If you're inclined to do the work yourself, get a computer right away. Use the same reasoning when you are evaluating
advanced technology for your staff. The only additional factor is to
make sure that the new machines help people do their jobs, rather
than eliminate those jobs. For instance, if you have a competent
private secretary, a letter-writing system designed for an idiot is
likely to cost you the services of the only person who has ever
understood how to screen your callers. Likewise, a system that
gives your marketing people direct access to econometric data
might save them the trouble of going to the library-and eliminate
the ancillary browsing that has often helped you uncover potential
new markets.
Let's assume that you understand the implications of eliminating part or all of your office, and you've decided to take the
plunge. The only rule to follow is to throwaway all the rules you've
been collecting about how to make the big decision and prepare
your staff for it.
Most likely, here's what will actually happen. You'll buy a
computer on whim, with no more competitive analysis than asking
the salesperson what's popular these days. You'll sit down with
documentation written by an illiterate who thinks everybody knows
what a bootstrap does to a disk, but you'll quickly figure out how to
use it anyway. You'll wonder how you ever got along without it,
will be convinced that whatever software you're running is the best
thing available to do the job, will write a program in BASIC to store
telephone numbers, and will bore your friends by talking about
nothing other than your computer for months.
Unless you are the only one in your company. with any
intelligence, personal pride, interest in career advancement, and
natural curiosity, you'll find that the rest of the staff has similar
experiences.

-Alan Krigman
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

~
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The best reason forchoosinga
WangVS computertoday may be
tomorrow. Because unlike com parable IBM systems, the WangVS line is
acomputerfamilY»,itha smooth,
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path.
Consider. All WangVS computers use·
asingle operating system and single system
software. Once your people are familiar
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with the next.
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new system.
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months. From then on, no other conversions
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to an IBM 4300. That's time and money that
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DATAPURITY
Picture this. The Widget Manufacturing Co. has 400 employees
and makes four models of widgets, each available in six colors. It
sets up an inventory management system using a two-character part
number. The first character identifies the model, the second is a
digit that represents color. MIS writes programs that process and
report by model, color, and the full part number. Management is
happy. Customers are happy. The company grows.
One day an engineer designs a better widget, model E. It
functions like model A but is faster and quieter. Moreover, it uses
fewer parts and costs less to make. Unfortunately, model E cannot
be painted black. There are still back orders and in process inventory for model A, but inventory control knows it can substitute model
E for model A (unless they are black) so they hire a clerk to keep
track of the situation. At the same time, MIS alters its programs to
treat A and E the same except when costing, buying raw materials,
or if the widgets are to be black.
Meanwhile, the marketing group discovers that their market
share would. increase if they made widgets in custom colors. Engineering works on it for months (no one tells MIS) and invents.a
machine that will mix pigments and paint the widgets any color
desired. Business booms. Customer service hires two clerks and
three expediters to track custom orders and check that the colors are
correct while MIS completes the model AlE snafu so they can begin
work on the new part number scheme.
Marketing and production control begin using a scheme in
which the model designation remains unchanged, the original color
number becomes the colorfamily (red, yellow, blue, green, white,
or black), and two digits are used for the custom color code. Some
colors are a bit difficult to classify but the plan works, more or less.
Inventory control can order the pigments easily by remembering
that greens are really one part blue plus two to six parts yellow.
They hire a clerk to manage the pigment inventory.
The new widgets are very popular, particularly the shades
of blue. Warehousing's scheme of storing and locating the widgets
by part number breaks down because the color families are so
unevenly populated. They begin using a scheme of storing by color
and within it by model when customer service runs out of custom
color codes for blue widgets. Everybody is mad at MIS.
Sound familiar? MIS is spending its time playing catch-up.
People all over the company are working around inadequate computer reports. The users are angry at MIS because they aren't getting
the information they need to do their jobs. MIS workers are angry
because no one ever tells them anything, and when users do talk,
they are shortsighted and stubborn.
Widget Manufacturing is a successful, forward-looking
company. It owns a DBMS, uses structured code, report-writers, and
end-user query languages. So why aren't the tools working? The
tools aren't working because the data in the field called part number
are confusing. The part number is being used to encode revisions,
options, physical locations, bill of materials, etc. Thus, over time
the originally well-structured programs are becoming riddled with
except-in-the-case-of code. The MIS department has forgotten that,
to a computer, the contents of a field are meaningless except to
distinguish and order the instances. At the same time the user's
relationship to the data is complex and flexible and depends upon
present needs.
Users are not likely to recognize or understand that data can
be meaningless to a computer although they are meaningful to the
users. We in MIS forget this at our peril. The systems we write place
the data in a context that, with any luck, is significant to the users.
Still, ignoring number crunching, all processing done in a computer
rests on decisions of identity or ordering. Confused identities and
ordering lead to confused systems. Therefore, the key to success is
to keep data identities pure. Three simple rules help:
, 1. Never use a single field to mean more than one thing. A
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part number field is just a part number field. It is not made up of a
model number and a color code, it does not tell you where the parts
are in the warehouse" and it does not define the bill of materials.
Remember that the contents of a field are meaningless except to
distinguish and order the instances.
2. Don't write code that depends on a particular value of a
field. If you have to process the data differently for a particular
case, define a table describing when the special processing applies.
It may have one entry today; it will have more later.
3. Never write code that depends on the position of a value
within a field. All coding written to use the fact that the third digit
of th~ part number is the color of the product fails when there are
more than 36 colors. (It fails earlier if you violated a corollary to
these rules: if the data item is not a quantity, make the field alpha.numeric.) It also fails when whatever the first two digits stand for
needs more space. Add a field for color and relate it to the part
number.
It is not always easy to stick to these rules. They use more
computer resources for processing and storage. The pressure for
quick and dirty code remains, but users benefit by having flexible
systems that are under their control. MIS is unaffected by the vice
president's new part numbering scheme, or the addition of a product line, or how warehousing orders its shelves. Change the tables
and go.

-Linda M. Tashker
Mountain View, California

MODEL SYSTEMS

"Prototyping" a business information processing system is a buzzword heard among management services directorates these days.
Not surprisingly, prototyping offers as good a system, at a minimum cost of money and personal resources, as larger corporate
information models.
A definition of prototyping is the trial and error simulation
of computer systems based on question and answer techniques.
This is accomplished by the generation of streams of code input to
compilers and database packages that quickly produce a workable
system. The outputs and reports of prototyped systems are displayed to the users and modified to meet any criticism or adverse
reaction.
Prototyping became popular in industry because of people
who couldn't wait for results. Departments with both limited applications and data were tempted to bypass the feasibility-approvalimplementation cycle to save time, with or without dp assistance.
This urgency stems from project backlogs and a shortage of
capable design staff. These problems are exacerbated by management's inability to make decisions on projects that lack an obvious
payoff. People who couldn't wait were faced with alternatives:
either buy a microprocessor, a Winchester disk, and a database
package, or find a sympathetic database specialist from the dp
department who could put together a quick implementation in FOR·
TRAN to yield a prototyped system. For want of a better job title, this
person might be called a prototyper.
To be successfully prototyped, a system should have all or
most of the following, characteristics: 1. a well-defined area of
investigation; 2. limited user objectives; 3. an available data dictionary; 4. a well-documented technique for generating standard
database syntax together with the installation's standard language,
usually COBOL; 5. users who are willing to cooperate with the
prototyper in answering questions about the application; and 6.
user-recipients who will accept the prototyped product as an adequate and temporarily satisfactory solution to their needs. The
whole process may be considered user driven.
Complete honesty is an absolute requirement for prototyping success. Each user and prototyper must recognize that the
prototyped system is a temporary solution. If the user is unhappy
with the results, the prototyper must accept that a quick system
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"If you want to do OEM

computer business in the U. S.,
you'd better go to the Invitational
Computer Conferences in
Boston, Dallas, Minneapolis,
Orange County, Washington, n C.,
Los Angeles, Ft Lauderdale,
.. We do!"

E

xperienced marketing management knows that the best way
to reach the technical decision
maker/buyer is to meet him where
he lives and works, demonstrate
operating equipment and provide
him with the technical information he needs. Over the past 12
years successful marketers ,have
found the Invitational Computer
Conferences to be the most costefficient, effective method of
covering their U. S. computer
industry customer base.
The exclusive, one-day, OEM
conferences will be held in ten
major market areas throughout the
United States and are attended
by a select, invited audience of
OEM's, systems houses and quan-

Nov. 8, '83
tity, end users. Guests can attend
Nov. 10, '83
a variety of techniCal 'seminars
Jan. 9, '84
and view operating displays of the Feb. 7, '84
Feb. 28, '84
newest computer and pedpheral
Mar. 1, '84
equipment. The informal setting
makes it easy to meet with potential customers one-on-one and
For more ilJformation call or wn'te:
the simple table-top displays keep B./. Johnson
& Associates, Inc.
exhibit costs at a minimum.
Exhibit your products at the
3151 Airwqy Ave. #C-2
Invitational Computer Conferences Costa Mesa, fA 92626
with these top companies:
(714) 957-0171

Adaptive Data &
Energy Systems
Amcodyne, Inc.
Amlyn Corp.
Anadex Inc.
Archive Corp.
AVIV Corp.
Braemar Computer
Devices, Inc.
Cipher Data
Products" Inc.
Control Data Corp.

International
Memories, Inc.
Iomega Corp.
KENNEDY
An Allegheny
Int'l Co.
Maxtor Corp.
MegaVault
Micro Peripherals
Inc.
NEC Information
Systems, Inc.

cynthia Peripheral
Corp.
Dataram Corp.
Digital Equipment
Corp.
Dysan Corp.
EXO Corp.
Fujitsu America,
Inc.
IBM Corp.
Integral Data
Systems, Inc.

1983-1984 Series

Sept. 13, '83
Sept. 29, '83
Oct. 18, '83
Oct. 20, '83

Pertec Peripherals
Corp.
Pioneer Magnetics,
Inc.
Priam Corp.
Printronix, Inc.
Quantum Corp.
Qume Corp.
Raymond
Engineering,
Inc.
ROSSCOMP Corp.
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Seagate Technology
Spectra Logic Corp.
Tabor Corp.
Tandberg Data, Inc.
Tecstor, Inc.
THORNEMI '
, Thchnology, Inc.
Telex Computer
Products, Inc.
1rilog, Inc.
3M Data Recording
Products

Newton, MA
Minneapolis, MN
Valley Forge/
Philadelphia, PA '
Washington, D.C'!
Vienna, VA
Houston, TX
Dallas, TX
Irvine, CA
Ft. Lauderdale,'FL
Los Angeles, CA
Palo Alto, CA

Universal Data
Systems
Vermont Research
Corp.
,
Vertex Peripherals
Corp.
Wilson Laboratories,
Inc.
World Storage
Thchnology
Wangtek
'
xylogics, Inc.
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EXCLUSIVE LICENCE RIGHTS AVAILABLE
INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING
•

,\J

AND VENDING SOFTWARE PACKAGE
Overseas Company offers exclusive USA rights to a latest
technology, fully integrated Manufacturing and Vending
Application Software Package.

The product has been proven internationally over a wide
industry range from small manufacturers to multinationals
using "super-mini" networks.

Principals available in the USA Sept 6th to 23rd.

Interested parties should write to:-

JOSEPH M. COZZOLINO
ARTHUR YOUNG & COMPANY
277 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK 10172
212-407 -1886

HOW TO MA1<E OVER $80,000.00 A YEAR
ON CICS COMMAND
. LE~EL PROGRAMMING

.

Acquire one of the most demanded & rewarding programming
skills in months instead of 3 to 5 years. A complete self-study book
based on CICS latest version 1.5, written in COBOL and with
special emphasis on VSAM. It covers virtually every CICS technique you will ever need. Sample programs address all CICS major
applications and reflect the explosive changes in on-line environment.
It is hard to believe the learning can be so easy until you try it. In
hours, you can start to create your own BMS maps; in days, you
can start to write your own pseudo conversational CICS programs.
Some CICS techniques are especially hard. When you are stuck for
the technical problems, you'll be thankful you have this book.

Moonlighting on CICS projects is very rewarding. A typical
10-screen system can mean $15,000 cold cash. This book also
tells you how to market your services, locate the contracts, write a
proposal, make a presentation,quote the right price & draw a contract agreement without a lawyer. Sample written proposal & contract agreement are included for your convenience.
How much is this book worth to you? It is hard to say until you try
it. That's why we want you to use it for 10 days; if you are not
satisfied, simply return it for a full refund. See how much time it
saves you, how it leads you to the gold mine of programming.
That's how sure we are that once you use it, nothing could make
you part with it. This book will pay for itself over and over, year after
year. It is in big 8.5" x 11" size, 280 technique-packed pages.
. But act now. Send $38.50 for 1, ($32. each for 2, $30. each for
3, $28. each for 4 and over) by check or money order to: CCD
ONLINE SYSTEMS, INC., DEPT B, P.O. BOX 1170, EULESS, TX
76039. Allow 2 to 4 weeks for delivery.
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doesn't meet the user's needs. Similarly, during the step-by-step
refinement process the user must be able to say, "no, this isn't what
I had in mind," and terminate the exercise.or begin again.
Two separate things happen when a company begins prototyping activities. First, by adopting this technique, the firm preserves its current hardware strategy. Secondly, a subculture tends
to emerge that is against building larger, more encompassing management information systems.
In giving users access to a prototyper, the firm will still need
its large or distributed processing mainframes. There is a general
spirit of reeducation and a desire for hands-on experimentation and
experience in database management.
There is also a.desire to retain the existing computer staffs,
including a group sometimes termed team leaders. They must keep
existin'g systems running, as well as examining, sifting, deciding,
justifying, designing, coding, producing, and testing systems using
databases. Much of their knowledge is based on part-time education that pushes to the outer limits of their understanding.
One or more prototypers always emerge from within the
firm's personnel. Usually their responsibility is closer to keeping
the database software patched and operating than to working with
anyone application area. The prototyper candidate is generally one
whom programmers turn to when they need an answer that cannot
be found in the manuals or in their peer group.
Usually, there is substantial pressure within the firm to clear
the backlog of systems in conventional jobs or database. It is not
surprising to find an applications backlog of nearly four years.
.
In addition, most users are pushing to get micros. Some
firms will let departments buy micros, but others require approval
or standardization as part of an unfulfilled and unspecified grand
.
design.
Typically, protoytpe applications will seldom fit onto a
basic micro that costs less than $3,000 or so, and those purchasing
smaller ones with less capability (in terms of storage. file space.
printers, and graphics) are condemned to suffer for a local management decision made in haste and ignorant overenthusiasm.
File structures and organizations on micros are frequently
crude. and earlier DBMSS have been poor products. In some cases,
micro users of these systems have been unable to recover from their
first disk read error. The problems that occur when a company first
gets involved with micros is often the sole basis for choosing the
prototyping alternative.
A subculture emerges in the firm with prototyping. Much of
the spirit and enthusiasm held by dp and management can be channeled into this area with little reduction of the applications backlog.
despite the fact that smaller projects receive almost immediate
attention by the prototyper. If prototyping did not exist. however.
another application project would be added to the backlog.
_ During the initial stages of development, the prototyper will
experiment with existing software and determine that the most costeffective solution to a backlog in an application area is a system that
can bypass. in some aspect, a portion of data analysis and design.
This will shift the responsibility of information analysis back to the
user.
The same data dictionary that is obtained to complete an
information analysis (in particular the ICL Data Dictionary System)
is a two-edged sword. It can become both the source. and receptacle
for the prototyping. Without a data dictionary of some type, preferably one that can be used as an adjunct to a COBOL or FORTRAN
library, the task is impossible.
Invariably, the dictionary will be used as a receptacle of all
information necessary for prototyping since it will define entities,
attributes, and relationships at a conceptual level. The fact that this
terminology is meaningful is evidence of management's willingness to abstract the data within the firm and make them independent
of the hardware and software they use.
These dictionaries can hold the output of a prototyping
exercise in an entity-type implementation quadrant containing the
schema, subschema, and all its details. (The mapping between

prog''8mmer s
READrBIS...

* WHO TO SELL YOUR PROGRAMS TO
* THOUSAN DS OF COM PANY NAM ES AN D ADDRL...v,-,L...v.

WITH DETAILED LISTINGS SHOWING:
(1) WHAT PROGRAMS PUBLISHERS ARE LOOKING. FOR
(2) HOW THEY WANT YOU TO SUBMIT. YOUR PROGRAM'
(3) HOW MUCH THEY PAY - AND WHEN!
' ,
* 100 CATEGORIES - FROM ,"ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE'
TO "GAMES" TO "VIDEO CONTROL" PROGRAMS
* HOW TO WRITE CLEAR DOCUMENTATION
* DEBUGGING TECHNIQUES
Name .........., .. ,............... ' ................... '

Reserve Your

Copy Today!

Enclose check or money order
for $19.95 rNo C.O.D. 'sJ to:
IPF Publications
146 D Country Club Lane
Pomona. NY 10970
r914J 354-5585

Address ........................................... .
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Put Together to
Work Together With
Any Computer System
The key to your data-processing-ID-security system,is
the ID badge or card your employee carries. Here's
why your computer system needs DataCode:

1.

Exclusive Single Layer/High Energy Magnetic
Strip - your code can't be erased or altered by a
magnetic field.

2.

Variable Information Inserts - can incorporate
name, department, social security number,
numerical numbering and other information.

3.

Special Coding - will accept any coding, includingbar coding/ OCR, optically-read holes,
infra-red coding, proximity-reading, and inductive.

4.

Flush-With-Surface Photo Mounting - recessed
aperture accepts any photo by our camera or yours.

5.

Impregnated Tamper-Resistant Seal - visible or
invisible seal can be impregnated inside outer layer.

6.

Durable Durafilm Polyester won't break or crack
- unconditional 2-year warranty.

7.

Keypunching
Hollerith coded.

~ your

badge can also be

8.
9. Inside & Out Polyester Durability - double
polyester laminate.

Security Screen/Panagraph Background - can
be designed and printed to your specifications.

10.

DataCode System Design Service - we'll
design an ID badge to solve your specific data collection and security problem-s.-

The DataCode™ System
A Division of Graphic Laminating, Inc.
5122 St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A. 44103
(Ohio) 800·272·9455 (Other States) 800·272·7447
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conceptual and implementation levels is assumed to exist.)
The subculture that arises from this configuration and the
need to produce "quick systems" will be unexpected. The quick
decision for a home-grown product to generate databases from data
dictionaries probably stems from frustration at the slowness of
gaining database implementation experience. Permission to do this
prototype software will be justifiable in the sense that prototyping
binds existing harciware and software to the working reality of the
firm; delivers the goods to the user quickly and without too much
effort or inconvenience; and covers for the longer process of current
and subsequent data analysis and design.
The accomplishment of the prototyping technique on a standard mainframe with a good dictionary and support for commonly
understood languages can be trivial. Most time will probably be
spent in the dialog between the user and prototyper/analyst. It is not
unusual for the first prototyper to be "prototyped," obviously an
extended learning process.
The generation of navigation paths will probably be a byproduct of the designing of the schema and subschema. The generation of such protocol as division, section headers, and all fundamentals of the data division are normally a bare minimum.
The generation of other program code for the procedural
aspects of the program can be imaginative. It will probably lead to
less coding and more simple tables or statements that mayor may
not draw from a data dictionary for support. These are marketed as
applications program generators. But, once having developed a
generator of some sort, the availability of the facility then precedes
the need and is subject to flights of fancy.
Indeed, some firms have limited their preprocessor output
to a COBOL-like dialect that will meet the scrutiny of the prescribed
standards groups.
Developers of the corporate subculture will be able to gain
the power, prestige, and acceptance of their firm through their
ability to eliminate person-years of dp and user effort through
prototyping.
Prototyping has proved so successful that computer service
consultancies have been developing packages to provide prototyping off the shelf. Most of these packages assume the existence of a
fully descriptive data dictionary or else require the establishment of
one. COBOL data division entdes can usually provide the source
material for operation of a conversion utility.
As the emphasis on data dictionaries progresses from pas·
sive to active, the contents no longer contain only the base for
compilation of programs, but also for the validation, update, reporting, and calculation over the data fields.
Computer entrepreneurs have realized that the same kind of
businesses have identical business problems. What cannot be
solved with a series of separate micro packages for general ledger,
stock control, and payroll can be solved by complete corporate or
business management packages with only slight modification.
There is a third phase in this development, in the form of
dynamic dictionaries: network systems receive data on the spot,
transsmitting them to a microprocessor or mainframe, making decisions about the system in accordance with user requirements, and
then producing an end-user system.
From now on, the computer manufacturer who can quickly
produce a system with prototyping and demonstrate its capabilities
will be the successful submitter of a tender. This'is an extension of
what is sometimes called an application development system.
How long will it take to develop the means to cut the
proto typed system, according to the same prototype, into a ROM,
that is, prototyping by dedicated chip rather than by software?

-Ken Meyer and Almos Kovacs
Northwood, Middlesex, England
If you'd like to share your opinions, gripes, or experiences
with other readers, send them to the Forum Editor.
DATAMATION, 875 Third Ave., New York, NY 10022. We welcome essays, poems, humorous pieces. or short stories.
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Get aZ78 Features for less thana'78 Prices•
••• froIllPHAZE
A superior value
IBM announced its 3178 on March 8, 1983. The PHAZE P3278 has been available
since November 8, 1982. Our lower cost, more functional 3278/3178 alternative
is available now. And, at 51545, our coax plug-compatible P3278 will
be the star of your add-on and replacement program. That's
because PHAZE makes the addition easy. More importantly,
you'll get a host of special features not found on theirs.
That makes PHAZE a good bUY, and a superior value.

An attractive low price plus a long .
list of features make the 5410 tenninru
from Teletype Corporation a great value.
In fact, it's hard to beat this ANSI 3.64
MM4MW~L~ based asynchronous tenninal's cost.:
,effectiveness for applications
such as time sharing, inquiry
response, data retrieval
and sofhvare
development.
Unlike most
tenninals in its class, "
the 5410 lets you change from :~?
an 80 to 132 column mode so that you
put more data -even accounting spreadsheets - .
on the screen. No matter which mode you:re in, you'll,
;;,·rtc..t-·h:'Irth,'ro(:::-1"'l111t-11',n ',lxi1th>~cn\;&J,~c::<,i_t'n':r~:l~rt characters.
:~0NtJ~0·~/il::f;;l;ii;'·;~::~::j~;;;?···.·~!H:~"~.:··.;'?. ~...~;:l:Y·•. .:. . ~. ~",.a..·ll.S':;,0'sUrprisingly user-friendly. For starters, it has 8 programmable function,k¢ys
:;
;;.;:,.,,;,,,,.,;/,,.:','t-h"'l1-,...-:ln"'\·£1·, db\VI1~lineloaded from a host or entered locally by the operator. These non-volatil~~~ys
,;)·:,;iu..L'I....·'I.,..U',;}uy associated with screen labels. When the operator goes to another application and changes
·,. ;.,'.',::",,',·.}.',\.Ul.,.a.\A.U"".....vu, j{eys,the screen labels can change right along with them. There's no need to put plastic
,"y:?;':~"~\!,::6t+;iri~';f\,;.·~~J:l,~'~',~'; tape on the screen.
i;;":?;' J:.;::.;;,,;::.,:>,,:;,~YlJ~t:::Ull,;\:)·JU1~:;~ to optioning, the 5410 features an English menu (see screen above) for fast
,:,"';,::,:\',,·::,y;;U,..,.,:~I.:U.'I...,';O.1iJC.~t':11-r\""c':~r\n' 'have to flip DIP switches or figure out complicated codes. They'll also ·~rn·'y-L.a_.
;;'ii'nf;;\r}i;~~tb:i·H3 ~Al n'(;';'}~~r;~t4~~,.. attributes which include blinking, boldfacing, underlining, non~ rh·.~1·"\I':1'r£1rE""'"
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